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.Chapter I
Introduction
Purpose, Orientation and Organization
In t:imes of turbulence and crisis social institutions

t'

usually face the challenge of adaptation and, in some instances,
encounter a veritable struggle for their continued survival.
Form, structure and even fundamental values and purposes upon
which the functioning of the inst'i tution is based have to be

re... examined, re ...af firmed or \t'ej ected, either tacitly ur, l;(t
times, openly and quite consciuusly.

Notwithstanding the lack

of historical perspective in regard to contemporary events
from which all analyses of the

presentn suffer, the sixties

11

seem to be such a ' critical period.

The fact that the world

is at war and at peace at the same moment, that bloody or
peaceful

11

rev,o lution 11 --social, political, racial, technological

and ideational...-rather than ,gradual evolution is characteristic
of our times, that the destruction of humanity is so imminently
possible is conducive to bewilderment and pessimism . . These
11

facts of ld.fel 1 tend to permeate .e xistence with an additional

burden of anxiety over and above the anxiety that is associated
with the pressures of daily, routine living in a complex
society.

It is reasonable to assume that in such a period as

this man 1 s emotions and his intelligence, his ideals and his
ideas, his values and institutions would be put to a great
test.

Searching for answers, trying to cope successfully with
1

2

an exceedingly complicated and s©metimes incomprehensible
reality / re-exploring what is trivial as distinguished from
that which is truly imp@rtant, pondering solutions of manrs
'i

\

\

I!

existential dilemma are pr.ima:Py concerns of those who have
at"

the" courage and the motivati0n to discover self ... defini tion

is indeed a truism to st:ate ·that all institutions
crea~ ~d to serve the needs of individuals as members of smciety
the spil'it and
the t:im~s :

11

de ...spil'itua.lization 11 ' of

However, there ·still exists a tendency ~o try to

simplify man's social life to the point of absurd naivit{
'

'1:1

•11,,

'

by comsidering our civilizational and sub~cultural institutions
to be both in ,;t,~ poral and spatial isolation from the drama
of humanity's battle for survival and manrs quest for salvation
qDd self-transcendence •
.. i The student of problems, like' the one touched
upon here, must be conscious of the enormous c0111plexri.ty
of the things he wishes to study. ,The prG>cedure of iso.,.,.
•• 1
lation, of considering one feature of a complex phenomenon
!~r-; in.dependently of the rest, is i ineffeative and contrary to
the nature of the problem in the field of human studies.
The isolating procedµre ~reates nothing but artifacts.
It has been pointed out that even on the level of mere
·- biologidal analysis, of ·the ,s tudy of animal behavior,
the is.o·L ating, analytic procedure may be misleading.
This is even m0re the case when the subject i •s man
himself.l

·;

t1

A significan;t, if not a primary, purpose
)

.

of

this study,

thus, is to challenge and stimulate our thinking and feeling
about the institution of American Jewish education, so that

u:

J

j·
\,

out of apparent complexity and seeming confusion may emanate

3

a tentative cli.rection or some guidelines for further and
deeper rXploration and f0r possible fu~ure activity and action.
~

r

What we need, therefore, is to broaden 0ur conception
apd our approach to the pr-ob~ em of research in Jewish
•· .education. What we need is to study the school, but the
c·ent:e·r * of obser:vation.~ shou:ld be the comnmnti. ty. The
' broad~r approach would then necessitate that we assess
Jewishr education-~the curricula, goals; objectives of the
ongoing .systems~-as part of .the religious, intellectual,
cultur al.,, ,communal and demographic processes and develop ...
men.ts which shape and mold the Jewish arrl general American
'community; ' and secondly, that we study the effectiveness
of t h•e different types of Jewish schools as instruments
for the child 1 s ha1:1moni0.us aNd . c0ntinuous creative adjustmen t and integration into American civilization in terms
,., , of t n e " child 1 s Jewish l !t'eligion, his a:Lassiaal. Hebrew
heritage~ his millenia-old unique history, ethnic traditions,
. ~, mpres, aLJ.d also in the .ilight of ;the riew values, concepts,
and relati0nships that have evolved with rise of the State
.,of. rsrael. • •
',1'.!A:nd ,finall.y, educationail. research is social researeh.
The aim of social research is community-sponsored social
planp ing .a nd social action.2

LJ

n

This study is based on the premise that man, with all
frailties and limitations, has the power to understand,
'.fl

to act on his understanding with humility and compassion, and,
even if only in minute ways, to improve his lot and his con-

.

dition.

'rt does ·not deny man 1 s tendency towards irrational,

irresponsible, immoral, animal~like feeling and behavior, nor
J.

\

does it deny the existence of evil or the fact that so much
is unknown or nmysteryu to man today.

However, it acts as

~f.

testimony to faith in humanity as correlative to faith in God,
'

~J

faith in humaneness as related to faith in the spirit of
Godliness or holiness in life.

Man 1 s potential goodness, a

f,

Premise upon whi·c h Judaism has been based since Mosaic times,

4

is a fundamental postulate of this investigation.

If all is

irrational, ineffable and hidden to man today and to his
progeny i n, the, future, man is nQ hi~her than the beasts,
cultu:re and civilization are illusions, and the need for
under1?tarading and the cultivation of intelligence and love is
a· .mere ii?,a,l.lucination of little worth and cogency.

It •i13 ., of little w0n.,der that in the last decades

i~·
4.'J -

~f

I•

philo~ophi~$ of education and socio-cultural histories of
>,I ,,,

.,

education . have beeome more .and more the focal points of education.al. :disclil.ssa.on and controversy. Though ·educational tech ...
r c ,.
nol0gy?""'lain,gl,il.'a ge labora;tories, p'.t'ogrammed learning, educational
1·.'

..

television,u team-::-t eaching~~is the
1

·•

{

11

educationaJ.,. fad 11 of the ·

~

day, the real burning educational questions of our era deal
with . a t horough-going examination of the foundati ons of
I,!,

1~

American education.

Witness such volumes in the field of

'

LI

..

\

genera). ~ducati~n such as Rrameldts Philosophies of Education
in Cultural Perspective,3 Brubacher's Modern Philosophies of Edu·,-

·,. . l ! •

✓ ,airi::oril'<ilml A._ History of the Pr~blems of Education,

5

Butler 1 s

t '

Eour Philosmphies and Their Practice in Education and Religion, 6
~

~

r

Butts' A Cultural History of Western Education, 7 Mulher~ 1 s
1

!
'

Jd

• , .J...

I

,

History of Education,8 the National Society for the Stmy~

of Education 1 s Fifty-Fourth Yearbook, Modern Philosophies of
fJ

Education, 9 Ulich 1 s A History of Educational ThoughtlO and ·
Three Tho~sand Years of Educational Wisdom,ll Park 1 s Selected
Readings in the Philosophy of Education,1 2 and Cremin 1 s The
13
.
Transformation 0f the School,
among many other comprehensive
works as well as· works dealing with some specific aspect of

5

or approach to the socio~cu!tuxal history or philosophy of
educat·d.on ~
One would expect a similar phenomenon in the field of

'\

American Jewish education. , However, heI\e, as in other areas ·;
Jewish· .Edµ cation exhibits ncultural lag: 11

•

l ,,

Jewish education, in the last thirty
:gr.o duced any 11 great bog:k)s. 11 The student
Jewish ducation will look in vain for a
fiei d of his main interest. Nor ·will he
volume of scholarship in a major area of
No•i::lhing· comparable • • · •

'

_j

.ff.

years, has not
of American
classic in the
find a solid
Jewish education.

•.. In the three decades between 19 29 and 1959, the
teachers of the People of the Book, as contrasted with
•'' iil:s theologii.ans, philosophers, -historians., "its scientists
and artists, have written no substantial books. Jewish
· "·tt educat.:tcinal . thought expressed itself in single and collected essays,in monographs, in scattered articles but
: ·pr. not in sustained writing 1which ,i ssues forth in ful.l ... scale
'
treatment. The basic areas of education, psychology,
"(..'Q it phil osophy,, history, methodol0gy, and administrati.o n of
t
Jewish education await the emergence of a corps of Jewish
~ It , educators--:-scholars-"."scientists who will dedicate them.,.
selves to the production of basic educational literature
ci. to "r. ~fleQtd.0n ' and to research reported in maj.or volumes.1 4
Cl.(

The slow growth of the profession of Jewish education in America
th·
as well as the relative youth of the institution in the United
j C;<,
States may help explain this lag. Other possible factors will
1') ''-

l

be alluded to in the body of the dissertation. Nevertheless,
,. '
even though a serious lack exists, some encouraging signs have
"t.1

been noticed.

The publication of Readings in Jewish Educational

~hilosophy by the National Curriculum Research Institute of the

\."

.

American Association for Jewish Education,~ 5 a doctoral dissertation by Dinsky, Secondary Jewish Education in the United
',,

§,tates, 16 Judaism and the Jewish School:

Selected Essays on

6

and Purpose of Jewish Education, edited and
intr<oduced by Judah Pilch and Meir Ben...Horin,l 7 and numerous
articles calling for discussion and formulation of a philosopl-1;¥
.

-:-:

of 19"ewish . equcation and pointing to the need for seri0us
~
· h e duca t·ionlS seem t o in
. d.ica t ea growing
.
research
in Jewis

thought and purpose, a desire to

11

catch up 11 with

thou.gtit and scholarship in the field of general education. 19
1i:•~~

la.;i.

In addition to this

philosophical ferment, 11 as the

11

social sciences have developed, it has become increasingly
apparent that in order to gain respectable knowledge about
educati.op~
kn:bWledge that to some degree may be labeled
r
11

scientific, TT , educational institutions and the . educational

proeess must be described and analyzed both historically and
contemporaneously in a cultural or civili.zational perspective.
It would seem that Jewish education must be doubly considered... -

f

civilizationally (referring to American civilization) and
culturally (referring to the Jewish religioecultural group

:l'l'

that is p~ rt , of American civilization). 20

One primary ob~

jective of the p~esent study is to help clarify and give
proper cultmral perspective to the various philosophical
alternatives pertaining to the direction, processes and
content of .J ewish education in the United States on the
threshold of the seventies.

A very important consideraticm

that is basic today to any realistic appreach aimed at f0rmu.,,
lating a program for Jewish education is an appraisal or
determination of the , role that ideauogies of Jewish life have
to play in Jewish life in Ameriea and their influence on and

7

in 1the Jewish educational process.

A:is a point of departure,
,=..c..........- -

.§!.

dese:r:iptive statement of the

principles ..and
practices
. generally
associ.a,-,.
.
.
,
·~

~

•t ed with progressive education ~ circn.ilateo. .2Q_

-- - - •,<

.§!.

na<ti0n-wide

f/

.
a nd their sympathetic but critic.a l approach
·pt10greS'S.1.ve education
,,
•

_,

•

r-J

a

t",,'

'I.

This process occurred in M,a rch, 1963, with the aid

it •.
t•t• •.,

.,

'

Mei.r . Ben-Horin, Professor of Education at the Dropsie
~

'

Uollege in Philadelphia and Dr. Judah Pilch, Director of the
t--,J_t

1·'1

J

National ,,Uurr,icuJ.um Research Institute of the Americ,a n Association
,. '
H, t ·,
21
for Jewi~l:). Equca.tion.
As a result of the critical comments

·,

ti

of the e ~1~~5l-t~r1s to whom the statement was sent, the , following

.fJ

summary w.a s ,_f 0rmulated and used · as a basis for discussing pro 7
1

) '.)

•j(

•

'

, gressiv,e ,educl:i.tion and its relationship to Jewish education:
~l

•

'

,,

!,

W,hen progressivism in education is discussed, the
f ol-J.owi ng conceptions, . p.o ~tulate 9 .a:qd chara,c,t erist:ics are
implied:
I.

In the real.m of ontology. epistemo:l.ogy and c!Xiology~~he . uni.veit'se is open, dynamic and i,n a s t ate ., of continual
-£:-1.UX , Knowledge is -1;:~nt·ative, and truth . is relative.
~bs<;>lutist doctrines ,f¾.;nd dogmas are rej E;JCted. The real
wot th of anything can be measured in terms of its practical
~p ris egue~wes in .action, ._ it$ instrument.a l .sigJlif icance as
II)t asur~d by the nuclea.r values or criter,i a of democratic
l iving and individual growth.
J? ~ OCE,a qy i,s the . most desirable type of human s0ciety and
pattep n tOf i;;o<;?-i al relation,ship. By definition, it is
that for!J1 . 0f society that allows for maximum indi vidual
grewth and fulfillment by virtue of the relatively free
intera.ctiqn of individu't'ls, groups , and ideas • .;[t can
function ,,effectively only withinthe framework of an
environment which also r'ecognizes the op·portunity for
equali ty,,,,'.,.s oci<!,l, ec.9n0mic 1and p oliti cal.
Gir.0 wth is to be measured · in terms (!f the degr_,ee of
realiza.t ioR by the indiyidual of goals and ':'. alues espoused

8

by democracy as a form of social 1ife, some of which
a re equality of economic opportunity, social and
political equaiity, religious freedom as defined in
terms of separation of church and state, respect for
the dignity of the individual, freedom as defined by \
responsible action and respect for law and the judicial
process, the opportunity to determine ortets destiny
by means of voluntary association and freedom of inter~
personal and ideational interaction, etc.
II. Ln the realm of philosophy of education-~Education must
lbe relative and appropriate to temporal-historical
conditions, to geographic conditions and to socio~
cultural conditions. Education in twentieth century
AmeriG!an society, therefore, must be democractic in
objectives, in method and in spirit.
)

1

1
()

rJ
f

a

~:.1:

Education in a democracy implies a distinct process,
far different from that of traditional education which
is based upon authoritarian, mechanistic conceptions.
It . follows then that education in a democracy must
concern itself with helping the learner find meaning and
relevancy in the educational experience as he furictions
as part of a circumscribed learning group, a school, a
community, and society. Meaning, in this context, refers
to the intrinsic value that the educational experience
may or may not have for the learner. Educational
activity should make a connection with learner at one
of a few levels~-at the level of immediate felt needs,
at the level of his current interests (including his
natural curiosity about the world of people, things
and ideas) and aspirations for the present and the future,
at the level of future needs that can be acknowledged
by the , learner in the present. A meaningful educational
experience should enhance the learn'er 1 s feeling of self..,
worth. He should feel nmore completen because of it
even if he does not articulate this feeling.
'7',•

Another obvious implication is that the educational
process must be thought of in terms of actual democratic
µving for the purpose of individual and _$societal
betterment .. The school, then, should be a democratic
canmunity working toward democratic educational objectives
and being democratic in all forms and at all levels of
school operation.
III. In the realm of the educational process, the individual
learner and their relationship !Q. society-~Real educaf ion
is dynamic and active. The uncritical acceptance and ·,
passive absorption (with no personal response and no
utilizatiort) of subject...matter, as for example factual
material, dogmas, ideas and unwarranted assumptions, is
miseducative. Education is to be purposive. It 's hould

9

be motivated intrinsically. It should involve the
whole self of the learner. It should be adapted to
the 'needs and interests of learners. It sh uld
.allow for and respect individual differences. It
~should be as concrete as necessary 1 so that the theoretical
' becomes as real as possible
and should also
be as
'
.
{
Yunctional as feasible. It is to be based upon self, dj_scipline (by that is meant consciously dire~ted effort)
.• &nd group ... control. It should be socialized but yet
ind.:ividualized within the group"'."framework. It is to
focus 'upon the functicmal use of intelligence, such as
prpblem~solving (having as its basis the five steps
in the a:ct of thought) , such as projects and such as
_'t he learning of skills and the learning of factual
'mate'r ial in the context of need.
• Real education encourages spontaneity. It fosters
' creativity. It has as its goal responsible freedom of
~- ;thought, action and emotive expression. It is related
'v,italJ.,y to historical as well as to contemporary social
and~cultural realities. These realities include heritage
and tradition, fundamental values of society, cultural
creation and innovation, present-day social trends ana
pr9blems, and contemporary socio-cultural educational
, needs.
·
4

l

lV. , Ih concluding this definitive statement, it is important
,J

' to make note of the major manifestations of progressivism
· in _A ineric'a n education .......Although progressive education
has in mariy circles been regarded as a unitary movement,
variauions af progressivism have in reality been the
c,a se. These variants included the ttactivity program, n
the 11 cnild':"centered school, n the nsocio-cultural reconstructionistn approach as well as the scientific
movement which aimed at developing means and instruments
p,f control and evaluation of the educational ~rocess
and · of the learner. Other manifestations were the
1iintellectualist approach, n the 11 expressionist school, n
rand ' the nexperience curriculum. 11 Less extreme curricular
innovations emanating from progressivism included the
}~j_ntegrs1ted subjects tt approach, the 11broad fields n plan,
the ttcoren curriculum, and the npersistent life situations 11
design. Most of these expressions e:ficompa's ~~d ' a :.:: .
number of aspects of real education (as Dewey envisaged
it) at the cost, quite often, of other equally important
a~pects. These variant forms and others not mentioned
must be ·recognized and appreciated, since from time to
time they have been equated with ttprogressive , educationn
by their -c hampions and critics and have been acknowledged
as such by much of the profession ,a s weU as by the
informed ancl misinformed laity.

_,

10

The evidence and materials utilized in this work
consist of (a) theoretical statements presented in essay or
book form, (b) recorded accounts of experiences and experiments,
(c) &critical comments and analyses, (d) parts of curricula,
cours~s of study and teachi~g guides, and (e) a survey of a
number of Jewish elementary schools conducted by the writer.
The w~iter has not deluded himself~r does he intend to do so
to tpose who review the ov.e rall study as to the inherent limitations of an investigation of· this nature.

Notevery actual

successful or unsuccessful attempt at implementing progressive
principles and practices in ~ewish education have been looked
into.

Similarly, the theoretical statements which analyze the

dief~ciencies in the traditional approach to Jewish education,
which a;t:tempt to introduce progressive ideas into the thinking ·
'

'

and ,1>ractice of Jewish education and which recommend new methods,
approaches, etc., as bringing

11

salvation via progressivism n are

not to he , taken to represent the position of all Jewish educators.Also,

rt

_r to be considered to have made an overwhelming impact

up0~ Jewish educators as-a-group and the Jewish educational
process as"a~whole, in the United States.

Nonetheless, it is

felt that a well-documented presentation and discussion of even
a Limited amount of evidence is worthwhile~ a first step.
'

Improvement comes through wider~tanding, understanding
usually is a product of . the collection and examination of
evidence as well as of the drawing of limited conclusions
bas~d upon -a thoughtful and critical analysis of the evidence
on hand.

In all honesty, this study represents nothing more

i.

11

than tHat first step which hopefully will inspire others to
make greater and more significant investigations of the facet
of Jewish education dealt with in this dissertation and of
other aspeets of the Jewish educational process heretofore
denied sustained treatment and thoughtful, serious analysis.
The next chapter, which might be considered introductory
in nature a~so, will deal with the histori~al development of
American progressive education as well as with the fundamental

t

philosophy, ideas, and practices generally associated with

.,
,,

pr ogressive education.

The ensuing chapter will delve into the

un1verse of events, ideas, forces, trends, etc., that have
J:.

been prevalent in an American society existing in an evercontracting world and in an ever-expanding cosmos (from ap~

:•11
11

proximately the decade preceding World War I to the present).
An additional chapter will examine the sociology of the

American Jewish community and will present needed background
material pertaining to the various philosophies and ideologies
of Jewish life at play during the period under consideration.
Finally a series of chapters offering a rather detailed description and analysis of Jewish educational thought and practice,
viewed historically and divided into the major phases of the
Jewish educational endeavor, will be presented.
As has been i indicated earlier emphasis will be given
to manifestations of progressive tendencies (or examples of
obvious nanti-progressivism'1 in the literature and in other
materials utilized.

Discernible trends and pregnant hypotheses

Will be discussed and evaluated in the light of the available
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evict,ence.

An assessment of the degree and quality of influence

of p·rogr.essive education upon Jewish education will be attempted,
both . in hj.storicp.l terms and in terms of the present~day stat~
i

Consistent with the
prerni~"e stha\ ,j:!duca.t ional progre'ssivism is an outgrowth of
.

p

' .

,Ainer.icmn so ~ ety in the thro:es of change and adjustment to the
challenges o,f a .modern world, it is important to distinguish

t

'

'

l

those events', 'forces, factors, trends and ideational develop ...
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ment& whic~ may have contributed to the initial acceptance pnd

q

·<.
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f

:

eventual qisenchantment with certain aspects of progressive
(j

1-.

UJ

Jd

ho\'

education in the United States.

help place progressive education in the proper social, ~storical,

,~

'I

'
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' and philopophical context, but it will also allow us to ga~n

'.)!.,-,

·~
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Not only will this analysis

·,.

·J

\.i

,i.

some insigl}t into the possible ~valving relationship between
f

~

'I"

,·

educational progressivism as d~yeloped in t 4 ~ ,!iel~ of general
education and the metamorphosis of Jewish education in the

"'

·~

..

United .States. ,
:finally,: possible future tend-encies, in the light of
•

!~

•

existing .a nd futuristic philosophi,.es of Jewish life and Jewish
education, will be looked into.

12
evidence.

An assessment of the degree and quality of influence

of progressive education upon Jewish education will be attempted,
both in historical terms and in terms of the present-day status
~

of the relationship of ·the two processes.

(J

Consistent with the

premise that educational progressivism is an outgrowth of
American society in the throes of change and adjustment to the
challenges of a modern world, it is important to distinguish
those events, forces, factors, trends and ideational developments which may have contributed to the initial acceptance and
eventual disenchantment with certain aspects of progressive
education in the United States.

Not only will this analysis

help place progressive education in the proper social, historical,
and philosophical context, but it will also allow us to gain

L,'J

• l

some insight into the possible evolving relationship between
educational progressivism as developed in the field of general
education and the metamorphosis of Jewish education in the
United States.

0

_':f.

Finally, possible future tendencies, in the light of
existing and futuristic philosophies of Jewish life and Jewish
education, will be looked intoe

.:..-J

..J
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Many &rticles and papers have been written in which a call
for formulating a philosophy of Jewish educatiorf ,in the
United States has been made. Some present the problems
ensuing from not having a well~defined philosophy or set
of objectives; others point to the difftculty of formulating
a ph.iil,.osoRhY of Jewish education befor~ : an acceptable
philosophy of Jewish life . has been created; still others
present tentative formulations and lists . of possible
objectives. Many of 1th~se statements a'.r'e 'found in the
National ~Curriculurrt ReseJ~cn Ins t itute volumes alluded to
in notes #15 and #17, above. These, as well as others
found in a variety of perioftica.1,~ and. those incorporated
into the proceedings of various conventions and conferences,
will be discussed more fully in the sections dealing with
the historical development 1of Jewish education as 'it relates
to the progressivist tendency within ' it in the United States
and th~ pTui ,l osophy of Jewish education~ Also articles., and
papers pertaining to ~ese~rch in JE;_Wis4 educat~o~,'the '~eed
for r'·e search and exp_er.1J11E=}1tation; arid ITresearcbable problems IT
-iyill ,'" b e · examined in ·1:he _body ,of ·· this work. · 1Howe-Vel:'., at .
-:this ·, point~ mention should be made of thcee articles which
set forth the ,problem ' in a comprehensive a~a pointed manner:
,
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a. ~.ii~n-Horin, Meir, . t1Major Writings in American Jew'ish
Educati'on·, IT (see \note
#llf, abbve)
• '. ·
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.
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b.

,l.
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B~n-Ho,r in, . Meir, 11Tafkidei lia-:-Philosophia h,a'l"Hinnukhit
Shelanu 11 ~The l~lll~,?tiOns of
Educational P1\ilosoph.i7,
Hadoar, vol. XLIII, no .. 18 (March 1, 1963), pp. 290-291.
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c.
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Mall.er, Juli:u.s , tt* eeded Investigations in Jewish
Education, IT JE, v0l. I, 'no. 2 . (1929), pp. 97~109.

Other factors have contributed also to the increasing demand
for a serious exploration into the basic premises and
purposes of Jewish education as well as of ~11 .a spec,t 9 of
the Jewish educational process. These will be dis'cussed
throughout the study. However, note should be made at this
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point of the works of Dushkin, Berkson, Gam0ran, Dinin,
M. M. Kaplan, Kallen and Yudel Mark in the area of
philosophy of Jewish ~ducation; of Honor and Scharfstein
in the area of history of Jewish education in the United
States; and of William Chomsky and Scharfstein in the are,µ
of methodology. Further reference to specific contributit ms
of these educators and other later efforts, e.g., those
of the Melton Research Center,will be made in a more
appropriate context in the body of the work.
20.

This is a working hypothesis that will be further scrutinized
and discussed as the study unfolds. Needless to say, the
nature of the Jew, individually and collectively, is a
fundamental question on the American Jewish scene today and,
in many ways, the fact that it is so, affects ,t he course
and process of American J.ewish education. Though there has
been a good deal of controversy in this area, the nature
of the present investigation requires .a functionally ...
oriented, though tentative, viewpoint so that adequate
analysis can take place.

21.

The following letters were sent by Dr. B~n;:..Horin and Dr.
Pilch to men such as Dr. Israel Schefler. of Harvard, Dr.
Ralph Tyler of Stanford, . Dr. Joseph Butterweck of Temple
University, Dr. Lawrence Cremin of Columbia University
(Teachers College), Dr. Thomas McMullen of the University
of Pennsylvania, Dr. I. B. Berkson and others:
Dear

·•

(Letter #1)

The enclosed material is intended to be part of
an introductory section of a doct9ral dissertation by
Mr. Sholom Handelman (School of E~ucation) in partial
fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Doctor
of Philosophy. The dissertation, entitled Progressivism
and the Jewish School in America (1900~1964), deals with
the relationship of progressive education to Jewish education in the United States. This study, carrying impore
tant implications for the deeper understanding of Jewish
and other forms of American education, is of considerable
interest to the National Curriculum Research Insti~ute
of the American Association for Jewish Education.
I would appreciate your comments on the accuracy
of the accompanying statement. In order to make sure
that these formulations are accurate, the candidate and
his committee are submitting them to you and several other
leaders in educational philosophy.
Sincerely yours,
Meir Ben-Hor in
Professor of Education
MBH:ro
Enc.
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Thenenclosed material 11 refers to the descriptive statement
referred to in the text, and included in revised form in
this .introductory section.
101 Fifth Avenue
New York 3, N.Y.
ORegon 5 ...5555

(Letter #2)

THE NATIONAL CURRICULUM RESEARCH INSTITlITE
Judah Pilch, Ph.D.
Director
The enclosed outline is a summary statement to be
included in a doctoral dissertation dealing with the his~
torical and contemporary influences of progressive education upon Jewish education in the United States since 1900.
In this summary statement I am trying to present
an accurate and complete picture of 11generic progressivism
in its unadulterated form, i,i , if this is at all ·possible. A
mu~h more detailed presentation of the historical development of educational progressivism and a discussion of its
position in regard to philosophy of education, curriculum
development, educational methddol0gy, psychology of learning,
and administration and supervision will be part of the
dissertation. The attached material will be incorporated
into the introductory chapter in order to establish a point
of, departure .•
Does the enclosed statement accurately reflect the
basic elements and fundamental postulates of progressive
education upon which ali major versions of educaTiional pro~
gressivism agree, regardless of differences in emphasis?
I am requesting your help in validating ~he necessarily
concise overview accompanying this letter. I would
appreciate if you would comment upon the total outline,
including its format, as well as upon any specific points,
stated or omitted, to which you feel further attention
should be given on my part. ~our comments and criticisms
in regard to this aspect of the Study or in regard t ,o the
Study in general will be warmly received. With your permission a note expressing my :i:ndebtedness to you for re~
viewing the statement will be inserted into the dissertation.
However, your specific comments will not be disclosed.
Sincerely yours,

[

Sholom Handelman
'''
SH:ro
~-· ·
~lease send your response to Dr. Meir Ben~Horin, The Dropsie
0 Uege, Broad and York Streets, Philadelphia 19, Penna.

Chapter II
The Development of Progressive Education and a Statement of
its Underlying Philosophy and Basic Educational
Principles
The Historical Development of Progressive Education as
a Movement and as · a Program in the United States
As a response to the dynamism of twentieth-century
Americ~n society1 it is not surprising that great changes in
the method and content of the education of the American student
should be projected, attempted and, in many case9, accomplished.
The 1tnew education, IT however, evolved slowly and met considerable
initial resistance from conservative educational forces and
various vested interests; later, it became 1tfashionable 11 and
accepted totally by some and partially by many; thereafter, it
allowed itself to sow the seeds of its own eventual eclipse; and,
I

finally, it came into disfavor and ill-repute in many educational
circles that had once praised it as well as in the eyes of a
post-World War II conservatively disposed public.
To the uncritical eye, the unfolding of the progressive approach in general American education is replete with
overtones of reaction and exaggeration.

There is no denying

that this was a characteristic of the movement.

However, its

original and aLl-encompassing objective, articulated with depth
and insight by its

patriarch, 11 John Dewey, 2- - ~ connecting

11

.9!. learning to the learner so as to reform, re-construct and
.£_g...affirm

the values of.§_ democratic society ......must be identified
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and traced through its diverse developmental stages so that

the essential nature of this most significant of recent educational pl}enomena can be trul.y , appreciated and comprehended.

·\

(We know , thgt the human personality is a qualitatively unique
amalgam of the sum total of all its -experiences and its innate

and learned responses to these experiences.

Similarly, the "face"

of progressive educatien has :qeen molded py its teachers and
thinkers, its experiments, and the responses of an ambivalent
twentieth century American society chara~terized by its dynamic
and conservativ,e aspects, its stresses and tensions as well as
its all too infrequent periods of stability and calm.)
If we wish to understand the manifestations of progressivi~m and anti ....pr,ogressivism (the explicit co-µnter-reaction
to progressivism, not simply traditionalism) in Jewish education,
then we must make note of and descri],Je the leaders, the notabl.e
accomplishments and the educati;onal trends spawn~d by progressive
education as a m,o vement an<;l as a philosophy of ed1,1,cation.
Points of interaction...-acceptance and deviation"'."-with the historical metamorphosis of Jewish education in the United States will
then be more easily, identifiable. 3
,; •, i

Though Pestalozzian influence and the theories and

methods of Froebel were present on the Am~rican educational
scene during the early and mid-nineteenth century, progressive
education as a reform of the abuses, of traditional education
received its first comprehensive application in the hands of
Francis Parker.

Starting in 1873, Parker, as superintendent

of the Quincy, Mass. school system, implemented what came to
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be known as nthe Quincy systemn:

the set curriculwn was abandoned;

the speli er, reader, grammar and copybook were done away with;
simple wor ds and sentences were learned 'by the students and
teacher-devised reading materials were used;
taught inductively by use of objects, etc.

·, ;

arithmetic was
After great success

at Quincy with his radical innovatirohs, which were copied ex..-.
tensively by quite a few school syslems, Parker went West to
develop his thinking and refine its practical applications at
the Cook County Normal School (Chicago) and its practice school. 4
a.ci

What has been described a·s the most exciting of progres...

sive experiments, the !!Laboratory School tr of John Dewey, the
philosopher and theorist par excellence of the movement, was
inspired and stimulated by Parker's practice school.

Dewey's

educational 1iproving groundn came into b eing as a result of a
special grant from the trustees of 1 the University of Chicago
in 1896.

''Whereas Parker had begun in the realm of practice

and only later moved to theory, Dewey began with a set of leading
ideas--hypotheses, he called them--and dev ised methods and
curricula to test them. 5

These hypotheses •were that life itself,

especially those occupations artd associat~ons that serve man's
social needs, s hould furnish the ground e:xperience of 1education;
that learning can be in large measure a by -product of social
activity; that 'the main test of learning ~s the ability of the
individual to meet new socia). situations ~ ith habits of considered
action; and that schooling committed to cooperative effort on the
one hand and scientific methods on the oth er can be a beneficial
influence on social progress. 6

The purpos e of the Laboratory
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Scho 91 was nto discover i:n administration, selection of subject ...
matter, methods of learning, teaching and 'discipline, how a
school could become a cooperative community while developing \
in individuals their own capacities and satisfying their own
needs.

,,7
As may be implied from the above, a sense of dynamism

and exploration pervaded the experiment in all its phas·es.

In

order to carry ou:t the ideas of the nmaster, 11 the faculty had
to be well-trained in all aspects of pedagogy.

Resourcefulness,

anticipating learning outcomes ; knowledge of subject matter were
all requisites for the almost nomniscientn teacher who needed
to npush forth into the unknownn with his •, students. · Cremin
comments qhlite appropriately:
ro

But there is a point to be made here, one that
Dewey argued for the rest of his eareer ·but never fully
communicated to some who thought themselves his disciples.
A teacher cannot know which opportunities to use, which
impulses to encourage, or which social attitudes to
cultivate without a clear sense of what is to come ' later.
With respect to character, this implies a conception of
the kind of individual who is to issue from the school;
and with respect to intellect, this implies a thorough
aequaintance with organized knowledge as represented in
the disciplines. To recognize the opportunities for early
mathematical learning, one must know mathematics; • • • •
In short, the demand on the teacher is twofold: thorough
know~edge of the disciplines and an awareness .of those
common experiences of childhood that can be utilized to
lead children toward the understandings represented by
this knowledge. As Dewey himself pointed out, the demand
·li.s weighty indeed, and easily side-stepped. f'@r simple
as it is to discard traditional curricula in response to
cries for reform, it is even simpler t0 substitute for
them a succession of chaotic activities that not only fail
to facilitate growth but actually end up miseducative in
quality and character.8
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Dewey, however, was fortunate enough to be able to recruit
for his Laboratory School the staff needed to meet the demands
of the "new education. n

The school gained a fine reputation, ,

-

real learning took place, and Dewey was able to refine and
re-affirm his hypotheses and over ... all thinking. 9
Though Dewey ts school was criticized by ,;the director

himself for being too "individualistic'~ (when evaluated in terms
of Dewey ts "social reconstrmctionist" and "group-process" goals),
a more pronounced conscious trend toward

11

child~centeredness"

was observed in the Organic £chool of Marietta. Pierce Johnson:
A studied informality pervaded the organization and
life of the Organic Scnool. Achievement groupings of all
sorts were abandoned in favor of a simple classification
based on age. Children were never compared; they were
judged only in terms of their own abilities. And all
extrinsic rewards were eliminated in favor of the inner
satisfaction that is supposed to derive from twholehearted
disinterested service. 1 Furthermore, formal studies of
every sort were delayed as long as possible. 10
Upon discovering this school in 1915, John and Evelyn Dewey
wrote, in their - famous "case history r book" 1of early progressive
schools, Schools of Tomorrow, that the Organic School ''has
demonstrated that it is possible for children to lead the same
natural lives in school that they lead in good homes outside
of school hours; to progress bodily, mentally, and morally
in school without factitious pressure,, rewards, examinations,
grades, or promotions, while they acquire sufficient control of
the conventional tools of learning and of study of books~~

reading, writing, and figuring~-to be able to use them independently. ,).l
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Cremin, however, labels the schGol and its philosophy
utopian 7-inconsistent in its attempt to merge individuality
with the necessities of group living, spontaneij:y with contro:Ljt
He compares its failings to those of Rousseau 1 s Emile and
.1

concludes:

"Granted the method may have produced results in

the hands of an artful teacher like Mrs. Johnson, one still
shudders at the thought of what it bee0mes .under less capable
0

,.,

sponsorship.

Ultimately, such theoretical unclarities might

have mattered little had they confined themselves to Fairh0pe,
but theY. were destined to take . on incalculable significance

when Mrs. Johnson .became the guiding ppirit behind the Pro~
gressive Educati0n Association in the . years immediately after
World War I. 1112
But what of the fir:st application of the developing
progressive "credo" to an urbi.m public school system?
"Gary Plan 11 represents such an attempt.

The

Conce~vea and ad-

ministered by William Wirt, a f orm~r st_u dent of Dewey at
Chicago, the plan was an effort ..to apply progressive ~principles
as stipulated by Dewey, especially that of "emryonic ,community
life, n to the Gary, Indian~ school system.

1

'Wirt 1 s notion was

not only tG afford each child vastly extended educational
opportunity--in playgrounds,. gardens, libraries, gymnasiums
and swimming pools, art and music rooms, science laboratories,

machine shops, and assembly ~allse~but to make the school the
1:rue center of the artistic and intellectual life of the neighborhood.

Open all day, tyJelve _m onths a year,· and to all ag.e

iI'oups, the Wirt school would be the heart of all effort toward
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long-range conununity improvement, ultimately the most imp0rtant

. l progress. ,~3
single lever of socia

A rotation system in regard

to the use of facilities became kn0wn as the nplatoon system, \ ~

and it was attractive to sch0ol boards and school administrators
as being not onJ_y progressive but also seemingly practical.

In

the Gary Plan elementary and high school students lived together

in the same building, many school functions (meals, keeping school
records, plant maintenance, etc·. ) were performed by the students
themselves, and each youngster was assigned his own individual
program.

Though quite a few educators ', among whom was Dewey in

Schools "of Tomorrow, lauded the- Gary Plan as the crowning example
of the 'application of progressive principles to mass, public
u .l

education, there were nonetheless serious questions raised as to
the feasibility, weaknesses and• over-all educational value of
the program as it was realized in Gary. 14
Experiments in adolescent and secondary education,
though less widespread than those at elementary level, were
also significant.

Dewey 1 s Laboratory School extended its

educational program into the adolescent years.

It was • noticed

that twelve and thirteen year olds had shifted their approach
to learning "fr.om the psychologicai approach of the learner
of mer e observer of facts to the logical one of the· adult, who
observes to an end and classifies what he has observed with
the purpose of its further use. nlS

These youngsters were en...

couraged to involve themselves in special1zed projects in one
of the academic disciplines.

By the -end of their thirteenth

Year they had (1) amassed a wide range of knowledge, (2) developed
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many skills and sensitivities, social as well as intellectual,
(3) learned to work both cooperatively and independently,
(4) learned how to express themselves clearly and coneisely,
(5) put their knowledge to use.

They were considered ready for

secondary education, defined by Dewey as 11 that phase of schooling
marked by the dominance of distinctively intellectual interests
organized along logically systematic lines. 1116 ,
Marietta Johnson ts Organic, School included a junior
high school and, high school division.

More formal subjects

were taught, an arithmetic book was used for the first time,
and social studies were taught with the aid of appropriate
readings.

Though . the conventional fields of study were included

in the curriculum, tests, grades and formal requirements ,were
replaced by encouraging the students to establish their own
purposes, to use ,their abilities to the fullest and to evaluate
the results of their efforts by themselves. 1 ~

The Lincoln

School, to be discussed shortly, offered a six-year high school
program.

It continued the 1:coren approach instituted in its

elementary school with the addition of the following specialized
studies (some required, others elective) and activities-mathematics, English, biology, physics, social studies, modern
foreign languages, fine and industrial arts, home economics
and physical education, opportunities for travel related to

school activities ( 11 core1.1 units, etc.), a great number of
extracurricular activities, an excellent library and a well ...
Planned guidance and testing puogram. 18

I
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With the entrance on the stage of Charles Van Hise
and "the Wisconsin idea, TT progressivism moved into the ·area

of higher education •. The- University of Wisconsin came to
stand for nservice to the sta;te, n meaning,, on the one hand,
formal education for all its citizens of sufficient .intellect
on an equal basis, and, on the other, the dissemination of the

fruits of the university research program to the widest number
of citizens.

The university served as nconsultantn to the

state administration and also became the intellectual center of
midwestern scientif~c progressivism. 19
Whereas the University of Wisconsin took on a general
progressive orientation and consequently became the stronghold
and guiding light of economic and political progressivism in
pre-World War I America, educational and philosophical pro~
gressivism (pragmatism) became ent~enched at Teachers College,
'>

Columbia University.

Men such as Nicholas Muray Butler, first

president of the New York College for the Training 0f Teachers
which became Teachers College in 1893; James Earl Russell, the
first Dean-Elect of the College and an administrator of excep~
tional ability; Paul Monroe, a pioneer in the field of ,American
educational history; Edward t L. · Thorndike, renowned experimental
and educational psychologist; John Dewey, officially a faculty

member of the department of philosophy of Columbia University;
and William Heard Kilpatri~k--were some of the illustrious ·
educationists who gravitated to the institution.

They and many

other distinguished faculty members contributed much thought
and energy to all aspects of the struggle to elevate education
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to the level of a profession and to develop a substantial
academic program for the professional education of t~achers.

, 1

In addition ~o laboring toward the realization of this lofty

u

t

objective, this group should be credited with placing on firm
academic ground educational philosophy (mainly but not exclusively progressive) and methodology, educational theory
and practice, and educationts scientific as well as speculative
__u
. L

.J

>
L.,

spheres.

20
During this .period of maturation of faculty, pedagogic

instruction, and professio~al training program at Teachers
College, th~ founding of Lincoln School as the n1aborat0ry
school!! fo:r? Teachers College (September, 1917) also took place.
Cremin says of this significant venture in modern _education:
If any one institution symbolized the private progres~
sive school of this era~~and there are good reasons for
insisting that none did--it was probably the Lincoln School.
Nowhere did the several strands of postwar progressivism
converge and intertwine so effectively. Nowhere was the
rich diversity of the movement more dramatical,ly documented.
And certainly, no single progressive school exerted greater
or more lasting influence on the subsequent history of
American education.21
In his essay, A Modern School, Abraham Flexner, its
first direqtor, took a position of strict utilitarianism as to
the inclusion of subject matter areas in the curriculum,:

1Modern

1

education wil£1include nothing simply because tradition recommends

it or because its inutility has not been conclusively established.
It proceeds in precisely the opposite way:

!,gr which <;1.n affirmative ,~

it ~ncludes nothing

cannot~ be made out.n 22

Lincoln
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school combined effectively the child-centered, scientific, and
I

reformist aspects of the movement.

Whether for reas~n of its

becoming a victim of the nconservative reaction,n or for other"4
reasons (financial, etc.), it closed its doors for the last
time in 1948. 23
As was implied in Cremints statement regarding Lincoln
School, the twenties and the thirties were characterized by
many divergent moods and dramatic innovations in the ranks of
progressive educators and sympathizers as was the case in the
world in general.
_ L,

'

The twenties witnessed an increased emphasis

on the child and his activity as the central ' focus for education,
Harold Rugg's The Child-Centered School being the characteristic
progressive work of the period.

He and co~author, Ann Shumaker,

equate progressivism in education with the quest for creative
self-expression.

Six articles of faith are postulated as

representing the fundamental principles upon which real education
should be based:

freedom (vs. control), child in~tiative, the

active school, child interest )as the norienting center of the
school program, 11 creative self-expression, and personality and
social adjustment. 24

Their final statement exudes an optimism

and faith that pervaded the' entire movement during the late

twenties, a faith that am<m-simpl:ified and over-emphasized one
facet of the

11

new education 11 at the expense of ,other goals and

realities:
Why is progressive education so inspiring? Are these
new leaders merely hopeful enthusiasts? What is •the magic
of their message? It is a whisper of the promise of freedom
to the sleeping genius in all of us-~~n teacher and pupil
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alike. It carries the assurance that mediocrity may
be left behind; that the distinctive s Ctn ething lurking
in every one may be used and improved-~in teacher, parent,
child, school director.

t

·1.

·::t

We may then criticize the ~ schools, and justly, for ·
theirlack of application of the conditions of scientific
procedure. We may point out their planlessness, the.ir
failure to evaluate their results objectively. But none
who have been touched by the stirring promise of the new
education can deny that here is possibly something too
great to be measured by the limited standards we now
employ. As profitably measure the horizon with foot rules.
'
For the progressive
schools of today, ~or the first
time in history, are actually working out in practice some~
thing which Rousseau p~rceived and 0nly vaguely described
to his contemporaries; which Pestalo~zi apprehended only
in the personal love and goodness of his heart; toward
which Froebel strove through an obscure mysticism; which
Dewey partially phrased but could not exemplify. In spite
of the errors~ gropings and mistakes of~ imperfect
methodology™ fact stands supreme: The .~
education has
reoriented educational thinking about its true aenter--the
child. And all these other things™ sLowly being added
unto it?S--(italics my own)

__ J 8

In addition to this great surge of enthIBiasm by
I

advocates of child-centered education, the twenties found
01 8

quantitative measurement of intelligence and of subjectachievement being championed by Thorndike, whose faith in the
scientific basis upon which pedagogy could be re-constructed
was almost religious in fervor.

.Tests,

and testing programs,

thus, partially dominated the educational scene, also.

The

Stanford-Binet and the Army Alpha were the most prominent
tests of the era.

As with other innovations, heated controversy

in progressive and other circles raged over the meaning and
Value of standardized testing.
Finally, Freudian.ism, psychoanalysis, and complete
of emotional and artistic expression insinuated themselves
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into the thinking ' and practice of some avant..,.garde educational
pioneers.

The Play School (City and Country School) of Caroline

Pratt embodied the expressionist emphasis which valued and nur~
tured creativity, curiosity, spontaneity, and freedom.

After

reviewing and analyzing the dev€lopment of this aspect of the
progressivlism of the twenties, Cremin a cidly cemments:
Granted these superb results, though, the doctrine
of creative self-expression raised the same problems in
education as it raised elsewhere. Taken up as a fad, it
e,licited not only first-rate art, but every manner of
shoddiness and self-deception as well. In to0 many classrooms license began to pass for liberty, planlessness
for spontaneity, recalcitrance for individualityr obfuscation for art, and chaos 'for education..,.~a];l justified in
the rhetoric of expressionism. And thus was born at least
one of the' several caridatures of progress1ve education
in which humorists reveled-~quite understandably--for at
least a generation.26
Margaret Nawnberg ' s Children ts School•' (Walden School) was" the

.

exemplification
of Freudian inroads into the educational pro.
fession of the period.

Miss ·Naumberg wrote:

\

nFor to us,

all Rn:c}iilii tiions that lead to nerve ·· strain and repression of

normal energy are contrary to the most recent findings of
'
,
biology, psychology and education. We have got to discover
ways of redirecting and harnessing the vital force of childhood

in constructive and creative work.n 27 All and all, once radical
experiments such as the Childrenrs School are placed in their
proper perspective, it must be acknowledged that • the psychoanalytic theory of ego ... development helped tb alter in a positive
direction the authority patt erns and overall emotional climate
of the American classroom and school. 28

-..
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Whereas Dewey, the profound thinker and prolific
writer, was the great progressive mentor of the first two
decades of the twentieth~century, William HeaTd Kilpatrick~- .1
teacher, lecturer, and organizer ... .,..became the learned spokesman
and academician of the progressive road to education in the
twenties.

The "project method" and npurposeful activityn

became watchwords of progres s ive teachers and educators as a
result of contact with the men and his teachings.

In terms

of influence on sheer numbers, Kilpatrick and his brand of
progressivism was the leader by far.

Typical of Kilpatrick's

relatively lucid mode of expression as compared to the cumbersome and involved style of ·Dewey, is the following statement:
i)

•

Finally, we must realize -that the philosophy of
life discussed above is al~ the time, in ' actual process of
bu~lding by our students. For good or ill every insight
that they get, every valuation that they make, every
decision that they reach~ -will enter as constituent factors
into the actual social philosophy they are building.
Realizing this, we must do out u;tmost to help them think
and judge carefully, 0bjectively, inclusively, and reliably.
Again, we are not to guide them toward our personal answer,
but to the most careful thinking and judging they can do.
What the , students are to think, what decisions ' they will
reach in these controversial areas, is for them to decide.
The result we seek is a person able and disposed to think
for himself and to act in accordance with his best thinking .. 29

,#!
, C.fi

A contemporary of Kilpatrick, ·whose thinking was quite

similar to that of Kilpatrick but was critical of the indis ...
criminate use of the project1method was Boyd Henry Bode.

Bode

held that the cultivation of intelligence was the •central purpose
t

of education.

He departed from Kilpatrick and asserted that no
I

~general method should be utilized at all times.

He felt

3l

that methods and procedures should vary with the content to
be learned and the nature of learner.(s).

His critical discussion

of the project method i n Modern Educational Theories illustratr~s
his communion with Kilpatrick as well as his independence of
thought.

.•\

o :

It is quite instructive:

It does not follow, h0Wever, that the project method,
can be made to cover the whole field. However , cordially
its merits may be recognized, as a universal method it
suffers from certain obvious defects. By definition it takes
-do account of ~ither logical organization or nsocial in...
sight. TT Its spirit is the spirit of immediate practicality which is the spirit of an exclusive vocationalism.
This is no objection to the method, unless we apply ' it
too wide.:J_y. If we do so, we find that our practicality
overreaches itself. Learning that is limited to this
method is too discontinuous, too random and haphazard,
too immediate in its function, unless we •supplernent it · 1
with something else • • • Learning for immediate purposes,
or incidental learning, is too much a hit-and.,.miss affair-~
it dips in here and there, but it gives no satisfactory
perspective, no firm hold on fundamental principles.
This is not a criticism of the project method, but an
attempt to show its limitations. Since the principle is
limited in its application, i t ' does not fully meet the
demand for a kind of education that is not tied up so
closely with immediate demands • • • jO
There is no intention in the foregoing discussion
to minimize the importance of purposeful activity. The
point is rather that the whole idea of the project ,method
easily- becomes a means of evading instead of facing the
problem of educational guidance or direction. The teacher
m~st .have a reasonably definite plan of campaign; he must
foresee certain results that are to be attained • • • The
conception of the project method as organization into
"central teaching unitsn leaves the teacher entirely .at
sea. Similarly the identification of the project method
with purposeful activity leaves the whole matter of nprior
chosen subject mattern in a state of obscurity • • •
As was stated at the outset, the purpose of the project
method is to prevent the work of the school from becoming
perfunctory, mechanical:, meaning-1:ess.. The things learned
in school must operate to change the pupil 1 s everyday ex~
perience, his scale of va} ues, his outl9ok on life; they
must furnish incentives for the process of reinterpretation
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which we call thinking,. The questicm is simply how this
result can be secured most effectively. The movement
known as the project ,method has served a useful purpose
in stressing the importance of independent and meaningful
activity. But it ha,s , also introducedi a new confusion and 1
a new attempt to solve educational problems ,by means of~
magic formula. In the . interests of our common undertaking
it would be better to limit the term project to its original
meaning of incidental learning, or else to abstain for a
time from talk about the project method and devote ourselves wholeheartedly to a consideration of educational
aims, for the purpose of reorganizing our educational
materials and methods so as to create new incentives and
new meanings for the work of the schoo1.31
The spirit of social reform, which was the original
impetus for the educational reforms espoused by progressivism,
lay comparatively dormant among educators of the twenties as
they did nothing more than reflect the s0cial conservatism of
the post':"'war period.

However, the one strong voice, y,7hich

became even more powerful and arresting in the fateful thirties
was that of the educator-social philosopher, Georges. Counts.
In Secondary Education and Industrialism, Counts Wqrns:
A school cannot be socially progressive by mere resolv~.
Unless it reaches down , into the substratum of society and
taps the deepflowing currents of social life, it can only
be another pedagogical experiment, of interest to the
academician but destined to an early grave. The founding
of a progressive educational movement is as difficult as
the founding of a progressive political party, and for
much the same reasons. If it is not rooted in some profound
social movement or trend, it can be but an instrument of
deception. In spite of all the well~intentioned efforts of
intellectuals, society stubbornly chooses its own roads to
salvation.32
Related to Counts 1 strong position and probably stimltlated by

his forthright statements as in his bold pamphlet, Dare the
,I

§.chool B~.i.ll d ~ New Social Order ;33 was the pub'iication in 1933

33
of a volwne called The Educational Fr0ntier. 34

This collection

of essays became the representative statement of progressive
socio-educational philosophy during the thirties.

The belief ,

of the authors of the book-Kilpatrick, Bode, Dewey, John L.

Childs, R. Bruce Raup, H. Gordon Hullfish, and V. T. Thayer-~
was that, because of the great changes occuring in modern
life due to advances in science and technology, the goal of
education should be to enable individuals to deal understandingly
and intelligently with the conditions and forces at work, and

to prepare these individuals to create and control their own
destinies in regard to these forces. 35
Similar t0 many who contributed to The Educational
Frontier and to its companion journal, The Social Frontier,
Harold Rugg, who penned The Child-Centered School~in the late
twenties, reoriented his educational outlook toward the needs
of the depression era-~away from individual development and
back toward social reconstructionism.

In his finest and most

comprehensive work, written a few years after the end of World

War II, Rugg says of the progressive schools of , the 40 1 s (the
very same ones which he described ,and discussed in The Childe
Centered School

36

):

These were my reactions to the older progressive
schools in 1942 and 1943 which, up to that time, I ree
garded as the best of mur schools. But aside • from the
general spirit of active freedom, what I had seen was
far from satisfying; measured in terms of what we had
learned of the foundations of education, it was downright discouraging. As I became more critical in my
visits to the schools, I kept asking, 1rwhy don't ~hese
'activity programs' mature into i!!:!. advancing study of
™. society? Why is there so little creative work going

• J

34

on?

Why ;this n0ise and intellectual disorder? 11

Grq.dually my concern centered• on one thing: These
schools have not really been designed. f searched in
vain for definite foundations, 11first principles ,11 ' which ·~
would guide the building of the life and program of the _
school ~ It seemed to me that in each one of these schools
the teachers and directors, with the best of intentions,
were so ove-rwhelmed by the , administrative and "teaching
tasks of running the school that they tended to give little
::time anc:}\ energy to the c-onscious building of a theory and
a total design. I found many sporadic instances of the
plan11,ipg .of selected portions of . the program but no deep,
ever present concern with the theory of the total school.
I began' to see, for example., ':that one reason why the y0ung
people are not brought face~to~face with the actual condi~
tions . and problems of our · cultlire is that ·the directors
and teachers thens elves have no 11 sociology .r-r: I found an
utterly inadequate understanding of the new study 0f society
which Veblen, Turner, Boas, Robinson, Thomas, Beard, and
othel;'s have produc.e d since 1890. And l f 0und !l2. sru dy of
t h a t ~ sociology going QI! among the faculties of the
schools• (of higher lea,rning) .,

y_;, • .

.Similarly with- the dearth·, of ,creative iexpression. I
was forced to the conclusion that there was no clear
esthetics 'i n even the best of our schools. Much rµDdom ·
:improvising activity there was--but no study of the first
principl'es of esthetics and design , • • • •
r ,
Similarly,-, the , disorder , in the schools appeared directly
traceable to the lack of a philosophy of freedom and discipline. To educate in .a new societ:Y in which the fundamental
m~anings of democracy have changed, and new concepts of
freed0m, equality, and . expression ha:ve emerged, requires a
·, new consciously designed philosophy of freedom and order.
An~ morals and the vague structure 0f a new ethics have
been evolving in our society, but still are not being
utilized in even the best e>f ·our ,. schools.37

'
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The thirties was a significant decade for progressive
l.

education.

.

,.,.,

l,

Not only did it reach its peak of popularity among

''

-

professionals and the interested public, but the decade also,
• ,.f

)
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I

paradoxically, witnessed the demise- of the PEA, the Progressive
Education Associ ation.

f

'

The PEA, founded in 1919, was originally

an association of lay supporters of the

11

new education. 11

It
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included a few professionals and, consequently, exhibited a
min_imum of professional domination.

According to Stanwood

Cobb, president of the association until 1930, it was ntaken
away from us 11 in the thirties by the
• Un1vers1
.
•t
Columbia
y. n38
,

11

-~

people at Teachers College,

During this period, at which time the

lay foundation (!)f the organization completely crumbled, it was

.

plagued by much internal strife as it attempted to define its
objectives in view of ,the necessities of the epoch. 39

Nonetheless,

some notable accomplishments did take place which tended to
focus attentibn away from ,the ominous signs on the horizon:
(1) The Eight-Year Study took place~ · This experiment gave

evidence that progressively-oriented rsec(!)ndary education prepared
students for better and deeper student ,involvement on-the.whole
at college; 40 (2) A number of colleges--Sarah Lawrence, Bennington,
Black Mountain, Bard, and Rollins 1 as well as the Generq.]. College
of the Univers~ty , of Minnesota~"re~designed their curricula so
as to take into account progressive prin:ciples; 41 (3) The Federal
Government, as a response to the mass unemployment brought on
by the depression, created the Civilian Conservation Corps JCCC)
whose six major aims were:

to develop powers of self-\.ec.pression,

self-attainment, and self~culture; to develop pride and satisfaction in cooperative endeavor; to dev~lop an understanding of
prevailing social and economic conditions to the end that each

man might cooperate intelligently in improving these conditions;
to preserve and strengthen good habits of health and mental
to assist each man, by vocati0nal counseling and
to meet his employment problems when he leaves camp;
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to develop an appreciation of nature and country life;42
(Y.) The PEA had its highest enrollment in 1938.

As has become qui~e obvi0us, the lack of a unifying
objective or set of objectives, factionalism, extreme experiments and positions, and the absence of a many-sided approach
to educational problems ruled the m0vement through• the thirties
even though attempts to overcome ,these pitfalls occurred.

With

the loss of popular support iin post-:,World War II America and
''

\

the upsurge of conservati ve sentiment, which was increasingly
critical of the life-adjustment approach supported by the Educa~
tional Policies Commission of the United ·States G0vernment Office
of Education, 43 progressive ~education became less and less influentia2 in the educational arena~~ philosophy and integrated
I

program of education.

~

The inordinate demands on the teacher as

well as the piecemeal success of many of its reforms sa E.~~
the enthusiasm for and the . energy of1 the progressive .revoluti@n.
Finally, and most important to Cremin,

11

i t failed to keep pace

with the continuing transformation of American Elociety.TT44
l' ~

Nevertheless according to Cremin, when all is · said and

done abotlt the numerous failings of progressive education, the
following concrete changes, which can be credited to the influence
.Qf progressive education, became widespread and accepted in general

American educauion:
1. There was a steady extension of educational
opportunity, downward as well , as upward. A greater
proportion of ~the population continued into the high
schools, while kindergartens and nursery schools also
flourished as , the number of working women rose.
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2. Numbers of school systems shifted from an eightyear elementary school followed by a four-year high school
to a six-year elementary school followed by a three-year
junior high school and then a three-year senior high
school, partly to give greater attention to the special
requirements of pubescent children.
3. There was a continuing expansion and reorganiza~
tion of the curriculum at all levels, and frequently in
directions advocated by the progressives. In the secondary
schools in particular there ,were vastly extended opportun~
ities for work in trades, agriculture, home economics,
physical education and the arts.
j

,. 4. Along with the proliferation and the reorganiza ...
tion of the f@rmal curriculum, there came a concomitant
expansion of extracurricular--or as the progressives palled
them to emphasize their integral part in the scho0l program,
ttcocurriculartt......activities.
5. There was infinitely more variation and flexibility
in the grouping of students, most commonly on the basis of
intelligence and achievement tests. In addition, as dis ...
tricts consolidated and schools became 'larger, guidance
programs developed in an effort to take account of the
varying needs and concerns of individual youngsters.
6. The character of the classroom changed markedly,
especially at the elementary level, as projects began to
compete with recitations as standard pedagogical procedure.
Students and teachers alike tended to be m0re active, more
mobile, and more informal in their relationship with one
another.
7. The materials of instruction changed dramatically
as those who prepared them sought to incorporate the latest
resear~h on learning and child developmento Textbooks
became more colorful and attractive, and supplementary
devices like flash cards, workbooks, simulated newspapers,
slides, filmstrips, and phonograph records were used in
growing numbers • • •

0

'l

J

8. School architecture was modified to take account
of these new developments, thereby lending them a measure
of permanence. Assembly rooms, gymnasiums, swimming pools,
playgrounds, athletic fields, laboratories, shops, kitchens,
cafeterias, and infirmaries; miniature tables and ~hairs;
moveable furniture and partitions, improved lighting and
ventilation~-all testified eloquently to the changing program
and commitment of the school.
9.

Teachers were better educated; and by virtue of
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state certification requirements, their programs of
preparation--both pre-service and in-service--increasingly
included professional courses that tended to· reflect one
or another of the versions of progressive education.
10. Finally, administrative relationships changed, . 'i
if somewhat paradoxically. As schools and school systems
became larger, bureaucracy increased; school administration
became a separate professional function rather than a sup~
plementary responsibility of the senior teachers. At the
same time te.a chers were allowed a somewhat greater role in
the determination of curriculum, while parents exercised a
measure of influence through parent and parent-teacher
associations. At few points did school boards or administrators relinquish important powers; nonetheless, there was a
perceptible growth of parent and teacher participation in
policy-making.45
The Underlying Philosophy and Basic Educational Principles of
Progressive Education •in the United States
Though many critics of the nnew educationn tend to hold
it responsible for the ills of contemporary American society,46
a study of the historical milieu from which educational progressivism evolved refutes this tenuous cause-effect relationship.
When new ideas appear upon the stage of history, they are rejected if they cannot make some connection with prevalent moods
and needs, articulated or unrecognized.

A society must be

ready to change much as an individual exhibits a readiness to
learn.

l,

Actually, progressive education began as part of a
vast humanitarian effort to apply the promise of American
life--the ideal of government by, of, and for the people-to the puzzling new urban-industrial civilization that
came into being during the latter half of the nineteenth
century. The word progressive provides the clue to what
it really was: the educational phase of American Progressivism writ large. In effect, progressive education
began as Progressivism in education: a many~sided effort
to use the schools to improve the lives of individuals.47
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Of the many .factors discussed in the prec-e ding section
four specific but interrelated qnes are identi~ied by Brameld, 48
a critical sympathizer with . nnew education, n as being basic

1

contr ibutors to the growth of criticisijl of traditiona.l education and to the forrn,u.lation of the .1hewnapproach--the industrial
revolutic:m~ 49 modern science, 50 the rise of democracy, and
the American environment.

Progressivism, characterized by the

pragmatic !W0rld-vi.ew, by dynamism ,and by the comptete acceptance
of change and ,relativism ., takes on the . garb of an aln:tost in"." ,
evitable response and a reflection ,of a cuJ:tural pq.ttern . that
existed in the latter , part of the nineteenth and t}:ie early part
of the twenti~th centuries in America. ·
. ,. , The second most significant conclusion reached by
Crem.i;n in his comprehenisve work is that nthe movement wc;1.s
marked from , the very beginniqg by a plurc;tlistic, fre,g uently
contnadictory, character.

The reader will search , these pages

in vain for any capsule definition of progressive education.
I·

,

('

None exists ., . and none ~ver will; £qr throughout its history
progressive edl).cation meant different things to different
people, and these •diff~rences ,were only compounded J::?y the
remarkable 4iversity of knerican ~ducatio~ !'? 1 . ,Some 0f tl1,is
diversity has l;>een a . resµlt of honest mi~understanding, for
~ '

~

exarnpLei, by those who did not read Dewe.y thoroughly and who
gained · only ' a , super;fiG!.ial, f~n:imula':."like comprehension of the
essence @f the IT:qewl! education.
)

'I

j

Another group may have been
S

t

I

conscj,ously usi:ng the nnew l1, education to justify their rebellion
J

~\

1

against; inade!Illacies .,.and excesses of the

.

11

.

pld, n tradit;io11al type.

'
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Thus, they would take some facet that would meet their needs
and was in tune with their interests and then define progrese
sive education in certain restricted terms, in a spirit of
militancy and reaction-:-- 11 the project method, 1111 the activity
program, 11

11

the child-centered school, 11

11

the free individual, 11

. 1·1ze d e d uca t.ion. n52
ttsoc1a

John Dewey, being quite visibly disturbed by the dis ...
tortions and extremes that had emanated from his teachings,
0

pointed out in one of his later works published in 1938:

11

There

is always a danger in a new movement that in rejecting the aims
and methods of that which it would -supplant, it may develop
its principles negatively rather than positively and constructively.

Then it takes its clew in practice fr0m that

which is rejected instead from the constructive development of
...

its own philosophy. 1153

Cremii.n also attributes the mislinter.,.

pretations to the ever-present problem of ndiscipleshipn:
The problem of language, of course, is compounded
by the problem of discipleship; and here Dewey suffers
a fate common to all major thinkers. For almost by
definition, influential ideas lend themselves to wide~
spread appropriation, and the historian immediately
faces the difficult task of allocating responsibility
for the inevitable distortions. For example, to what
extent were William Heard K:ilpatrickTs 35,000 graduate
students actually influenced by Dewey? Or conversely,
to what extent should Dewey be held responsible for the
11
project method 11 which Kilpatrick formulated and
preached for four decades as the pedagogical extension
of DeweyTs philosophy? What was Deweyrs responsibility
within the movement for pointedly clarifying his dif~
ferences with Kilpatrick? And in the absence of such
clarification--Dewey was a gentleman~~is Dewey re~
sponsible for whatever distortions of his thought Kile
patrick might have introduced? Now, if the same
questions are raised with a host of other disciples once,
twice, and thrice removed, the difficulties in assessing

..
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Dewey's significance become enormous. The problem
cannot be solved merely by recourse to what Dewey
actually said, though this may often clear the air.
For a manTs influence frequently exceeds his intentions,
and sometimes in quite unexpected directi0ns. 54
~

t

Dewey, clearly perceiving this serious dilemma, went

so far in Experience and Education as to question very ex-

plicitly t he neither orn hypotheses of the traditional vs.
modern education controversy still raging in our own day.
His words are quite arres ting in t his ' era of educational crisis
and criticism:
e

I have frequently used in what precedes the words
nprogressiven and nnew 11 education. I do not wish to
close., however, without recording my firm belief that
the •fundamental issue is not that of new versus old nor
of progressive against traditional education but a
question of what anything whatever must be to be worthy
of the name education. I am not, I hope and believe, in
favor of any ends or any methods simply 'hecause the name
progressive may be applied to them. The basic question
concerns the nature of education with no qualifying ad ...
jectives prefixed. What we want and need is education
pure and simple, and we shall make surer and f ast'er
progress when we devote ourselves to finding out just
what education is an d what conditions have to b e satisfied in order that education may be a reality and not
a name or' a slogan • • • 55
Notwithstanding this profound and provocative statement,
it is still necessary to attempt to set forth the basic characteristics of progressive education in the areas of philosophy

of education, psychology of learning and methodology, curriculum
development, supervision and administration.

Only then, can

an adequate appraisal offfuow and to what degree progressive

and practice have influenced and continues to influence
education and the Jewish school be rendered.
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Philosophy and Philosophy of Education

A.

To the pr gressive, who can be identified as a pragmatist in philosophical outlook, no doctrines of absolute
reality (closed universe, universal and eternal truths, etc.)
are valid.

Experience is the fundamental postulate of the

pragmatic ontology.

The present reality, characterized as

dynamic and active, ev@lving and changing and influenced by
L

i...,

chance is the matrix of all human endeavor.

Experience is,

...

;

there£ore, temp.o ral, spatial, dynamic and pluralistic.
unique functi0n is that of mind.
ligence in action.

Man 1 s

Mind, is the power of intel-

11 Intelligence is always a way of acting,

directly or indirectly, in relation to a concrete problem in
specific historical circumstances under the triple controls of
a desire to find truth (no matter how defined), knowledge already
won, and the hard facts of experiment" 1156 ~nd, is not an

entity but rather a function.

11

It is, indeed, what it does. 1157

Epistemologically, progressives distinguish lletw.e.e:g .;".

1

I

mediate and immediate experience.

Mediate experience entails

an output of energy and needs action on the part of the doer
.,

,~

in order to eliminate a disturbance or problem and achieve
once again harmony and equilibrium.

Immediate experience, on

the other hand, is rather passive and is undergone by a person
1

without the encountering of obstacles or problems.

All mediate

experience involves consciously or unconsciously five steps,
'

(

(

,,

the famous ttact of thought 11~~ident,ifying the obstacle, analyzing

posing suggestions or hypotheses, thinking through

I ••

the consequences and .implications of each inference, and finally
actually testing the most likely hypotheses.
From this distinction between mediate and .immediate ~ perience follows the differentiation between truth and knowledge.
Truth is active, it is the result of knowing ;

The crucial test

11

gf whether§:!!. idea becomes true is its long range effectiveness

m,

the conquest of difficulties demanding that reflection shall

mediate, thereby permitting!!.§. to resume
mediate experience. n59

.Q!!.E.

union with .irn~

Knowledge is relatively passive; it

acts as a reservoir of information, facts, laws, habits, prine
ciples, and processes which are accumulated.
product of activity, and it grows.

It is social, a

It is also relative; though

it may have been of use yesterday, it may not be helpful today •

.

In conclusion, intelligence is the method of human interaction
with the environment, the product of this interaction becoming
11

truth 11 or just ordinary

or

11

11

knowledge. 11

Also, all

11

knowledge 11

truth 11 must be considered operational in character; it is

not an end :i.:'.1 itself but serves as a means of formulating and
testing hypoth es es, of appr oach i n g and interpreting human
problems.
its

It is this 11nstrumental use of intelligence, 11

mediating 11 property that Kallen champions as he contrasts

11

his conception of what education should be to what it appeared
to him to be in the mid-twenties:

Free public education and private instruction pur~
chasable at a price are both the communityts device to
meet present needs by transmitting the past unchanged.
They provide a grammar of assent, not a logic of inquiry.
The mental posture they habituate the young in is not
the posture of reflection. The mental posture they
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habituate the young in is the posture of conformity.
They require belief , not investigation. They impose
reverenc e for the past and idealization of the present.
They envision the future as a perpetuation of the past,
not as a new creation out of it.60 .

-~

Though progressivist axiology distinguishes between
instrumental and intrinsic values (mediate values that serve
as means and values that are immediately satisfying), this
distinction is not one that holds true at all times.

Values

have a social character just as the self is a social product,
but values that are socially acceptable do not necessarily have
validity for a given individual.

Values are to b e tested and
I

re~tested by intelligence throughout the individualrs lifetime.
nBut in this very fact we find one of the chief justifications
of the use of intelligence • • • By bringing what is out of
sight in view, by anticipating consequences and so bringing
them into mind where mind means 'minding,' intelligence can
diminish the occasions of human· cruelty.,TT~l

A fundamental

value is growth which is both intrinsically and instrumentally
good.

The pattern of social life in which growth in all its

aspects and ramifications can occur with the least amount of
obstacles is democracy in its most profound philosophical
sense--Tfdemocracy SYIJlbolizes the kind of growing life in which,
I

•

f i r s t , ~ person consciously seeks and finds the fullest and
!,,he !!!2.§!. varied satisfactions of h i s ~ capacities and in which,
,Ucond, ~ group of persons seeks and finds comparable satis~
¥ ctions through interplay with other groups. TT 62
As has been alluded to earlier, the pragmatic philosophy
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rejects _o bv,ipusly such traditional concepts as the closed,
absolute universe with its dep~nden.c e upon some source 0f
abso:lut.e , authority and immuta,.ble, universal truths, values,

·, .

ideas, etc. c It dismmsses the concept of a static, pre~
conceived, mechanistic universe (structurally and -in terms of
form) in which all human e:xiperience is anchored and inter.,,.
preted.

Furthermore, the clas:;;ical . dichotomy between body

and soul , is totally negai:led. 63 , 1 There seems :;to be no question
but that it tends
--

to undermine traditional religious concepts

of God, creation, immortality, e.t c.

This does not !!!§!!:!, however,

that pragmatism and , progressivism have eliminated religion from
the realm of possible meaningful and rewarding human experience:
·{

,
In short, as these pragmatists contemplate the
vast transformations in · religicms , interpretation which
have been in process for more than a century, they find
little suJ:>stance .i,n tp.e view that religious .beliefs are
of a sort that scientific inquiries and the evidence
ueveloped through these inquiries have no important
bearing pn them. They hold that religious attitudes
and beliefs have changed and , will continue to change
as a result of scientific discoveries. But they consider that it ,i s one thing to , say that re.l,.igioµs be~
liefs should be modified so as to bring them into line
with wha~ever evidence has bearing on them, and that
it ip another and quite different thing to assert that
they should be abandoned because the J.ogic of ~peri.-..,
ment'a l inquiry in and of itself renders them meaningless.
Many pragmatists find nothing in the . contextual ,principle,..
which automatically makes inquiry into the acceptability
of the theistic explanation a 1_1self..;def eatingn 1IBd,er...
taking • • • 64
·
J

The most f _orceful pre.,sentatiop.s of educative principles

upon which ~progr,essive educ?:tion is based are usually those
education with the nnew. 1165

However,

the purpose of this summary over~view, a descriptive
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statement and elucidation of prin~iples seems more appropriate.
In l9l9,

11

The Association for the Advancement of Progressive

Education, 11 the first organized voice ,o f the movement, set

·'+.

forth the following tenets as basic to progressively oriented
education.

A general pronouncement stated that

11

the aim of

Progressive Education is the freest and fullest development
of the individual, based upon the scientific study of his
mental, physical, spiritual and social characteristics and
needs. 1166

This was further amplified with the result that it

could be said :that progressive education emphasized ' 11 freedan

to develop naturally; interest

1

the motive of all work; the

teacher a guide, not a u'as-Rm.a stcer ;c · ~ ientific study of pupil
development; greater attention to all that affects the childts
physical development; cooperation between school and home to
meet the needs of child~life; the progressive school a lea:ler

in educational movements. 116 7
Brameld, in summarizing the position of progrEssive
education in regard to its basic educational concepts, lists
the following as being especially releV,ant:

{l) interest,

(2) effort, (3) purpose, (4) intelligence, (5) habit, (6) growth,

(7) organism, (8) culture. 68

Kilpatrick, in his discussion of

a "modern theory of learning, 11 states (B type law of learning):
~ learn what we live, we learn each item we live as we accept

it,

~~learn it in the degree ~ accept it. n 69

eonsiders as important:

He also

degrees of learning, cumulative learning,

concomitant learning.70
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In the final analysis, progressive education looks at
the u..earner . as a complete individual; he is not an nintellectual
robot. 11

,

Learning is not simply ., the stamping in and out of

·,t

responses, but it ·involves the entire organism~~his intellect,
his feelings, and his who1e body.

Though a person can be

forced or cajoled into learning, 1.truly effective learning occurs
whep an indi:vidual is interested in. ,learning and finds in the
learning process meaning and purpose for himself as an individual
and as a member of some primary group ·, ·of a larg-e r society and

of a culture or way of life..

Effort,. ideal.Ly, should be seJ..f.,.

'

imposed and.should flow from · inherent interest. ,, Intelligence,
the sustained effort to think through and reorganize a dis.,,
organized situation, a,· process characterized by observing,
recalling and making judgments, is a , major. instrwnental function
1

of the self and is indispensable to effective learning • .~he
utilization of skills and habits . of reflective thinking are
definitely importajlt in increasing the , efficiency 0£ human
behavim;.

Im Experience and Educati0n, Dewey says that

11

the

basic characteristic of habit is that every experience enacted
and undergone modif i.es the one who accts . and und,ergoes, while

this modification af feats, whether. we ,w.ish it or not, · the
quality of subsequent experiences. 11 71

It folJ.ows, on the

one h_and, that habits can be obstacles to effective learning.
llowever, they .aJ.so have the; power to make .learning more
efficient . and, in so doing, decrease the amount of energy

devoted to performing many routine actions and thus, free the

for greater and deeper reflective .action.

Finally, the

c-
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habit of reflective action can make us habitually intelligent. 72

In summation, real learning leads to the total growth of an
intelligent ' organism who is prepared to function as a partici~
pating member of an evolving socio~cultural gr0up.
From the preceding philosophical and psychological
beliefs an educational methodology, an ideal or ideals of a
t

curriculum, and an approach to administration and supervision
have been created.

Caswell and Foshay, leaders of an enlightened

and self-critical. progressivism, enumerate the following as

being traits of a good elementary school:

the program is con-

ceived and operated as a whole; it provides a rounded program
of living for chi~dren; it . contributes to the maximum realization
of democratie ideals in the actual living .of pupils; the program
is based on an analysis of the interests, needs, and capacities
of the children it serves; the children are afforded guided ex-

periences compatible with their maturity in all the areas of

living; it is an integral part of the immediate community it
serves; its physical facilities and instructional supplies

facilitati desirable pupil activities; the growth and welfare
of all members of the professional staff are fostered; it
organizes the general life of the school so as to fqster
democratic values. 73

Implicit in these characteristics is a

definite and unique outlook upon curriculum, educational method,
administ~ation and supervision.

An attempt will now be made

to investigate these sub-divisions in greater though not exhaustive detail, so a comparatively complete picture of the

.

approach to education can be painted at the outs~t
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of this study.

Needless to say, much overlapping and

11

inter ....

connectedness 11 will be noted as the examination takes place .
This is as it should be for any integrated and relatively con.,it
sistent educational program flowing from a common philosophical
viewpoint.
B.

Curriculum pevelopment

It is apparent that progressive education 1 s cr itique
of the traditional curricular content and structure is directly
related to the contrast between the pragmatic view of the
universe--dynamic, changing, pluralistic, etc. ~~and the static,
mechanistic, absolutist .conception espoused by philosophical
and educationl perennialists and essentialists.

Kilpatrick

argues: • ~
The old outlook, as has already many times been
stated, a ssume d that education consists precisely of
the acquisition of preformulated knowledge presented
to the learner either in textbooks or orally by teachers
(or parents). It further assumed that acquiring the
assigned content would puild the desired mind in the
learner. On the basis of these assumptions the old
curriculum is the requisite content of knowledge ar ....
ranged systematically (logically) for progressive
acquisition.74
Though the traditional TTsubject-inatterTT curriculum is logical

in structure (and may have an increasing and more necessary
role as specialized education takes place at the seconqary
School and college levels), it is at odds with many of the
''

(

fundamental principles of learning and ~perience championed
by the progressivists in the .formulation of their plan for

"modern. general education. TT
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Kilpatrick lists six basic assumptions upon which
the

11

new curriculum 11 rests:
"<!;;

1. Education for the purpose here in mind is the
effort of adults in charge to guide the child 1 s development and learning so that he may grow up to take his
proper place in society and himself live the good life.
2. Each learns what he lives as he accepts it to
live by, and he learns it in the degree he accepts and
lives it.
3. What one learns he builds, in corresponding
degree, at once into character.
4. 11The whole child 11 is always involved, and many
cumulative, concomitant learnings are always in process.
5. From these various considerations the schools
should be a place of living, living of the kind to help
build the desirable all-ar0und character to serve the
all-round good life.
6. Teaching exists to cultivate this quality of
living in those taught.
With these presuppositions before us, t h e ~ curriculum
becomes the total living. of the child §.Q_ far.§!§_ the school
~ influence it .QE. should take responsibility for developing it.75
As with all theoretical principles, degrees
of implementation in practice are the rule.

ot levels

Rugg, in Founda-

tions for American Education, cites five different types of
curricular innovation which came into being as a , response to
the progressivist

11

revolution 11 :

1. Reorganization within a particular subject:
juggling items about with little actual .redesigning;
'
2. correlation of two or more bodies
of subject
matter: for example, between English and social studies;

3. grouping together and . integrating related subjects
within broad fields of knowledge ; for example, 11 general
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educationTT in the natural sciences or arts;
4-. TT core curriculum 11 : a loosely used term to sug ..
ges t @locks of learning experiences around common needs;

5. TTexperience ... centered curriculumTT: dissolving
subject-matter lines and emphasizing TTunits. 1176
As can be seen, each variat;:i.on becomes
'

'

progressively more

11

.

progressiveTT or more psychologically oriented rather than
logically compartmentalized.

The truly progressive curriculum

is the TTexperience-centered unitTT curriculum in which factual
knowledge and the learning of skills are used as tools to help
students meet their needs, solve their problems, and answer

their questions that emanate from the flux of their on-going,
immediate, life ·e xperiences.
The TTpersistent life situations 11 curriculum for general
education, a sophisticated,

-oriented approach

to curriculum development, is an illustration worthy of being

noted and more closely examined.

The authors of Developing a

Curriculum for Modern Living 77 state:
The basic problems and situations wnich are central in
life itself are central in education;
the content and organization of learning experiences
are determined by the experiences of learners as they
deal with everyday concerns and the persistent life
situations which are a part of them (these situati0ns of
everyday living take the place of 11 subjectsTT and the
varied other ways of fo qusing the curriculum);
the scope lies in the range of persistent life situations
with which, to some extent, each individual deals;
the sequence and continuity are determined by the changing
aspects of persistent life situations as the learner moves
from childhood into the full responsibilities 'of adult hood;
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school and community experiences are related because the
same persistent life situations are faced in the home,
at school, in the neighbo;r-hood, at church, and everywhere
the learner works and plays;
'<j.

the nature of the learner ts 'da,ily living at .any stage of ..
his development is recognized as important to the society
of which he is a member.

<·

A curriculwn in which the learner and society™ brought into
relationship is™ in which the daily life concerns of children
and y o u t h ™ ~ ~ aspects of persistEnt life situations
with which all members of society must be able to dea1.78

-

A curriculwn that develops maximwn effectiveness in meeting

the problems of modern living makes™ of the immediate
situations learners face~ a basis for developing competencies
and understandings for future action:79'"
--. .

-

A master list of potential persistent life situations broken

down into thre~ major areas, and subsequently sub-areas, is
presented--situations calling f~r growth· in individual capacities,
situations calling for growth in social participatio,n,
and
I
I
situations calling for the a~ility to deal with environmental
factors and forces. 8

° Finally,

all sub-areas are then analyzed,

and probable focal points and areas of concern for eart y c childhood, later childhood, youth and adulthood are listed
in a very
I

. l ous manner. Sl
spec1.f.1c an d met1cu
The criticism of vagueness and lack of adult direction
\

and planning certainly cannot be leveled at this curricular

design.

The exact content or factual knowledge to be learned

is, however, an unknown since it depends upon the direction
the pace at which the selected experiences of a
Nonetheless, what will be learned will be
than nmemorizedn and
\I [

11

recited 11 ...".'"it will be lived, used and
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will possess a connectedness with and personalized meaning for
the learner.

Problem-solving, flexibility, motivation and
"-Ii;

interest, decision-making, and thorough discussion as part of ··
the democratic process are ,basic to this approach which makes
. great demands on teacher, school, and community but which typifies
progressive education at its best.
A last word in regard to curriculum development will be
allowed to Caswell and Foshay.

As has been · intimated before,8 Z

these educators support an approach to elementary education
that is basically progressive in nature but is sharply critical
.i

\

'

!

of the past excesses and inadequacies manifested by the movement
l

in actual day~to-day practice.

The following seven points are
".l

postulated as a guide for curriculum organization:
A1 broad, flexible plan of a curriculum organization should be . developed coNoperatively by the
staff of a school •· •
2.

The curriculum should be organized so that individual teachers and pupils consummate planning

3.

The curriculum organization should encompass all
experiences whicn the ''child has under the guidance
of the school • • •

4.

The curriculum should be so organized that direct
attention is centered on problems and needs of
broad social significance and of immediate concern
to children • • •

J.

The curriculum should be so organized as to provide a series of broad, meaningful experiences
for children which serve as a majo:c i l integratihg
force for the various activities engaged in ••

6.

The curriculum organization should provide for
the direct instruction of pupils in techniques
and methods of :work as they are needed :t ..

7.

The curriculum organization should provide for de ...
velopment of tlre individual interests and aptitudes of the children • • • 83
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c.

Psychological Principles and Schools of Thought
as Related to Progressive Educational
Theory and Practice
'(.

d,

As might be expected, progressivist psychol(Dgy of

learning and of general individual development and functioning,
if at any level ~t can be identified as a distinct approach
to these asp:ects of human life, is a reflection of much specula...
tion and research in the fields of •.learning theory, personality
development and ngroup ...psychology 11 (group dynamics, social
psychology, and soc~ology).

Though an argument might be

presented that a unique psychology exists~~the psychology
flowing exclusively from the insights of Peirce, James and
Dewey,"-it seems that such an assertion is an inaccurate over~

simplification.

That this 1ttriumviraten fGrmulated the funda ...

mental progressive epistimological position cannot be contested.
However, historically and developmentally, progressive psychology
has become a selective eclecticism which, admittedly, has gained
and sustained its direction and focus from the prejudices and

inclinations of these three nphilosopher ...psychologists.n
Of James, Benjamin Wolman,in Contemporary Theories

and

Systems in Psychology, 84 states:

It is hard to say whether James developed a new
psychological theory. His original contribution, the
theory of emotions, aroused much controversy and has
been largely disproved by later studies. The greatness
of James does not lie in ,. this or any other particular
research. He influenced psychology by his new and fresh
approach to the problem, by his philosophical idea of prag~
matism and his perception of psychological function as a
part in the process of adjustment. What for? :was the
question he asked. And even if he himself could not
fu:nish the answer, he guided , psychologists in posing
this fruitful question.85
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Of Dewey, Wolman .comments:
It would be rather difficult to understand Dewey's
contribution to the psychologiC?al theory without _paying
due attention to his philosophical inquiries. In fact,
Dewey's philosophical studies reached greater prominence
and had more influence than his psychological studies.

·t .

Dewey was one of the leading American pragmatists;
he could agree with Peirce and James that action preTcedes knowledge. Life is action • • •

'l

Dewey's influence in psychology is more related to
his brparull.yocpnceived philosophy than · to his specific
contributions to psychol0gical research. First, his
concept of instrumentalism paved the road for the .
functionalist approach to and purposivistic conception
of psychology. Then, the ·emphasis on adjustment and
learning led to a series of fruitful investigations in
several laboratories. Dewey was opposed to the structuralist;· 11anatomy of mind 11 and introduced the molar
point of view. And last, Dewey 1 s theory of scientific
inquiry stimulated the minds of Hull, Tolman, and scores
of other research workers in psy¢iology. It is worth
while to mention that Dewey was in favor of operationism
and, in a way, Qrepared the ground for this method of
investigation.8°
J. Murray I;,,ee and Dorris May Lee, in the process of

arriving at a definition of learning in chapter five of The

Child an~ His Curriculum, 87 note some of the ttnon":'pragmaticn
voices which have contributed to the growing body of knowledge
and hypothesis dealing with human lea~ning and which have

consequently elicited positive responses or negative reactions

from progressive thinkers

dn

the subject.

Locke and his

~hula™ theory; Ebbinghaus and his measurement of retention;
Thorndike's Connectionism and its Laws of Use·, Disuse, and
(

Effect; Pavlov and the conditioned reflex; Watsonts Behaviorism

With its emphasis on the active learning of reae~ion patterns"~

Ill are pa!t't of the environment that formed and shaped nthe
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progressivist psychology.n

88

Of greater .importance, however, is the recently developed

body of theory and research produced by the Gestalt or field
psychologists.

t

There is evidence that it has influenced quite

markedly the progressive position.

In attempting to understand

the principles of human learning, it leans heavily on such
concepts as wholeness, synthesis, insight, etc. as opposed to
the analytical, st.i.mulus~response approach of orthodox Behaviorism.
The findings and theoretical constructs of Kaffka, Kohler,
Wheeler, and Harman have become quite well..,,known to those in
progressive circles seriously concerned with the problem of how
children learn.
Two other schools of psychological inquiry are also
prominent in relatively recent progressive pronouncements
dealing with learning theory~~the depth psychology of Freudian
psychoanalysis and the field~force or vector psychology of Kurt
Lewin.

In an attempt to summarize and integrate the principles

and positions subscribed to by progressivism as it worked to
create a viable psychology of experience and learning, the views

of a few educators of stature will be cited.

In discussing the

nature of the learning process in his major work, Child Psycho~ogy. 89

Jersild points out:
It is axiomatic that a child learns but when what he
undertakes is tied in with his own purposes, when he recog~
nizes at least some of the meanings and goals involved
and finds himself absorbed in the process of learning
rather than simply in the end point of mastering a par~
ticular problem. To be sure, in the case both of children
and adults, a vast amount of learning takes place ~apart
from conseiously formulated goals. Furthermore, both
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children and adults learn to adjust to a good deal of
regimentation and countless regulations pretty ~uch
as a matter of course, without stopping to inquire into
the underlying purposes or reasons. This, of course,
is fortunate, for if adults stopped to explain or if
children tried to formulate the significance and purpose
of all everyday acts, it is likely that everyone would
go crazy.

·1

A primary consideration in helping children to
utilize and cultivate their interests is to take account
of their abilities, to scale the program of opportunities
and requirements to their growing capacities. 4nother
important consideration noted previously is that interests
thrive on successful effoDt.
This principle, in turn,
I
implies that, in teaching children, it is impmrtant to be
ready to learn fran the children who are being taught, so
that there may be a degree of give-and~take and adjustment
by the teacher to the childts concernsand problems. In
the case of · very young children, the teacher is perforce
a learner. The teacher, while thus participating in the
learnerts problem, will also better be able to make
effective use of other incentives and aids. It has been
found, for example, that judici'ous praise usually is more
effective than reproof .90
,
·
It would be helpfµl also if adults could learn
not only to accept a child for what he is but also to
respect him for what he is. Such respect means that adults
try to realize that the concerns of a child are as important
to him at his level as are the concerns of adults at their
level. It means also recognition of, the fact that the
child is one who, in the main, is trying at all stages of
his growth to do the best he can with what he has.91
In Interaction:

.The Democratic Process,92 Hopkins

devotes a chapter to what a desirable 'conception of learning is

(chapter IV).

The spirit of the progressive psychology of

learning is well indicated:
A desirable conception of learning comes from a
critical appraisal of many conditions. Learning is not
a simple, isolated, discrete proce's s, and desirable
learning cannot be achieved ' by the A-B~C procedures,
rules, regulations that masquerade in its name. Some
of the important conditions contributing to a conception
of learning are:
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First, learning is affected by the philosophy
of
life of the group in which the l earning takes place.
With us this means the democratic philosophy or way
of life • • •

Second, a conception of learning is conditioned
by the available information concerning child growth
and development in the culture in which the conception
is formulated. It must square with the knowledge of
inheritance contributed by the biologist; the facts
concerning the physiological functioning of the organism accepted by the physiologist, the information
about the physical, mental, emotional, social growth
of the organism contributed by many persons such as
physicians, mental hygienists, psychiatrists, endocrinologists, specialists in child development,
parents, and many others.
Third, a conception of learning is conditioned by
the traditions which are already in operation or by
the existing theories which lie back of the tradition
Fourth, a conception of learning is conditioned
by the experimentation of the psychologists • • • Both
experiments and results must be appraised by the insight they give into the process of learning in a
democratic culture and· the ways ,of interpreting that
process in an educational system.
Fifth, a conception of learning is affected by a
theory of knowledge and experience. If knowledge
exists for its own sake, the child must absorb the
existing knavledge selected for him by others. Ordinary
experience of everyday life, -or primary experience, is
of an inferior sort as it deals only with objects found
in the realm of activity of inferior beings or in a
world of mere appearance and shadows. The child must
learn truths or ideas that are superior to human ex~
perience. If primary experience is the real stuff of
life, then knowledge must arise out of the study of such
experience. Superior knowledge must come from more
competent inquiries into experience. Knowledge, then,
varies with the purposes of those engaged in the inquiry.
Experience is neither true nor false. Neither are ideas
in themselves, nor facts as facts. Truth or knowledge
in the abstract passes. Only truths are left and these
are effective orily as they are instrumental in promoting
better inquiry into experience. The conception of know~
ledge and experience affects the attitude toward cooperative
interaction, and with it the basis for desirable learning.
Sixth, a conception of learning 'is conditioned by the
results of practices in American schools •• 093
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In the most general sense, learning is any change
in the behavior of §E:. organism. Behavior represents
all movements to restore equilibrium after the organism
has been upset by some condition or stimulus either
within or without itself. Restoring equilibrium means
1.
that the organism continues to move against the condition
or stimulus until such time as it no longer arouses action.94
Though permeated by a TTreeonstructiomi.st!T bias, Ruggts
s

statement of the "psychology of act re-interpreted!T is inclusive
of many of the influences mentioned heretofore as well as its
being address'ed to the wider socio-cultural context of our
times:
LWe know_/ that human experienc~ is the only valid
source of psychology • • • all authoritarian concepts
and systems are false. ·
l-We knol'?/ that while all human beings differ greatly
among themselves, each has a unique experience and some
original power eof thought, all but a negl,igible few have
some capacity to see, think, and feel expressively and
to state their own views of life • • • hence democracy
is the only proper government for family, school, co~munity, nation, or world; the people together distill
judgment and decision out of the collective experience.
L-We know_} that we can now assume the operational
interpretation of meani1'1g; namely, that~ react with
meaning • • • that, with Dewey, we 11 know 11 only as we make
practical responses • • • that, with Peirce, "differences
in meaning are but differences in action, 11 1!our conception
of an object 11 consists of the 11 practical effects • • • we
conceive the object to have. 11
r

L-We know_/ with Dewey, that growth is the basic
characteristic of life • • • that the course follows in
general the shape of the parabolic growth curve as ex ..
perimentally documented by Thorndike and others • • •
that growth from the egocentric, aggressive, self-defensive
Individual of childhood to the cooperative Person of mature
adult life is the greatest goal~setting of education.
L-We know_/ that the Self is the unifying, motivating,
directing, and inhibiting agent and its purposes constitute
the most effective drive for learning and growth • • • that
the complete human is Self in expression.
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L. we know_/ that every human act is organic, general,
the organism tending to act as a whole • • • hence that
the act of knowing is organized, that stimulus and response
are one, that~ know§:§.~ generalize • • • that the concept of organism is central to mants conception of the
·
physical universe as well as in the realm of living;::·
creatures • • • that all mechanistic~atomistic explanations
of natural or human behavior are invalid.
'

'

f.-We knowJ that mental development as well a s the
individual human act is a social process • • • that the
Self is social • • • that education, therefore, is 11a
freeing of 'individual capacity in a progressive growth
directed to social ends.n
£we know_/ that muqh of life is problematic,.,,,-::-nthe
problem is central in human life 11 -:,,":'and ~ of the profound
intellectual aims of education is training in ~hinking
of the npro~lem-solving 11 ~ .
LWe know_/ that the great promise for the future
clarification of human psychoiogy lies .in the force-energy ....
field concept • • • that the 11raw materials 11 of personality- physique, temperament, and intelligence-~should be interpreted as forms of kinetic .energy • • • that we stand at
the threshold of a new intellectual era in which the concept
of the field-of"l'force p~omises to provide the cue to vastly
increased understanding.
LWe know_/ that the raw materials with which education
builds the Person~ ✓PPYS ~{ll,l ~ ,temperament, and intelligence-are basic and relatively unchanged throughout life • • •
that they nare geneticaJ.-1y determined through structural
inheritance and are only slightly altered by conditions
existing subsequent to birth •. • • (Rut) if the genes are
altered, the personal characteristics are altered. 11
LWe knowJ° that the social pr essures which mold the
individual create deep-lain feelings of inferiority, frus ....
tration, repressed desire::;, , which, deposited and persisting
in subtle ways below the threshold of conscious awareness,
bedevil the smooth functioning of ?CCumulating experience • • •
create the alternation of imbalance and ·balance, tension and
release, and produce a vigorous body of self.,,,defensive
responses.
0

L.-We know_/ that the pr0bl~ of 11 I 11 and nw~ 11--of the
Self and Other, of Individual and the Culture, of Freedom
and Control--is the basic psycl+ological and sociological
problem of , life.95
r,• .
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In surrnnarizing the progressivist psychology of learning,
as~ interprets it, Brameld ennumerates the following six general

principles:

.

I.

)

This psychology definitely and consistently applies
the underlying pragmat,i c · philosophy • • •
As a direct inference from our generalization,
learning is itself §:. natural experience • • •
Such a view of learning means that ttthe whole
child!! is necessarily involved in learning, not only
his 11mind '' • • •
The child ts surroundings -™ ~ fundamental to his
nature §!.§_ is his ~ body, which, in a way~ is also
part of his surroundings •• · • •
Learning ·functions Q.!!. rising levels 0f complexity
the highest of whimh is intelligence • • •
6.

Progressivism rejects several concepts concerning ·
the nature of the child that-™ held widely in...
fluential traditional psychologies. The child is
not endowed with innate mental attributes; he
conceals no chrysalis.is of intellect that at the
proper time unfold their wings. The child is not
a mechanism that responds to stimuli in the environment as a motor responds to drops of gasoline. He
is neither a 11 soul-stuffttto which bodily activities
have little immediate relationship nor mere atomic
substance in which mental processes are altogether
physical. In the older language of psychology, the
child is not all mind or all matter for the excellent
reasvn that he is :clearly both.
·

By "both," however, the progressivist p.gain must explain
what he does not mean. He denies that the physical and the
mental are planes of human existenc·e or that -they are ultimately always separate, dualized, static, and discreet
substances or elements. The older psyahology·t s concept of
!instincts," to consider one example, is replaced by a con.,.
cept of plastic, overlapping tendencies, which are capable
of being modified and directed in manifold ways. Likewise,
progressivism discards the widely held ttieory that response
follows stimulus in a one~two order of cause and effect, that
behavior is merely a product of exercising and strengthening
the sequences or bonds of stimulus~response. Agreeing that
a_given stimulus helps to determine the nature of the parM
ticular response, progressivism holds that the responses of
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which the child is capable (according to his capacities,
interests, habits, environment) are themselves selectors
and conditioners of particular stimuli. The child invites
a certain stimulus because he has been conditioned to invite
it. Response and stimulus are •thus interactive b~cause
·t.
each is a function of the other. 96
D.

Educational Methodology .

Keeping in mind the various strands of thought pre ...
dominating in statements of progressive philosophy of education.... Dewey, Kilpatrick, Johnson, Rugg, Flexner, Pratt, Naumberg,
Bode, Counts 97 -- on the one hand, and .in the summary1 of
psychological theory and principles just described, on the
other, it is not surprising that it is near impossible to set
forth in a straightforward manner a single, integrated, and
wiified progressive educational methodology.

Its essential

many-sidedness and apparent paradoxical and conflicting
elements as well as the seeming assimilation of many of its
techniques if not its overall methodological orientation by
general American education is a resultant of the progressive
evolution of a movement which struck out in new directions,

which attempted to rectify and reform, which did not worship
consistency, and which continuously had difficulty in identify~
ing and articulating its ends and objectives.

Nonetheless,

the preceding sections pertaining to the historical development

movement, to its overall philosophy of education, and
psychology of learning have prepared the ground for a
Presentation and discussion of some of basic issues, significant

aspects ~hich characterize
"progressive methodology. TT
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Dewey, in Democracy and Education, devotes a chapter
to the analysi,s of the nature of method......the method of learning
rather than teaching~method strictly.

His major thesis, simil~ r

I

to that to which he adheres in other related areas, is that of
monism, in this instance the unity of subject matter and method:·
Method is a statement of the way th.e subject matter
of an experience develops most effectively and fruitfully. It is derived, accordingly, £ram observation
of the course of experiences where there is no conscious
distinction of personal attitude and manner from
material dealt with. The assumption that method is
something separate is connected with the notion of the
isolation of mind and self from the world of things.
It makes instruction amd learning formal, mechanical,
constrained. While methods are individualized, certain
features of the normal course of an experience to its
fruition may be discriminated, because of the fund of
wisdom derived ,f rom prior experiences and because of
general similarities in the materials dealt with from
time to time. Express,e d in terms of the atti-tude ; of the
individual the traits of good method are straightforwardness, flexible intellectual interest or open...minded will
to learn, integrity of purpose, and acceptance of responsibility for .t he consequences of one 1 s activity including
thought.98

This assertion of unity, though it ·may be philosophically valid and
though it may have been the basis for the creation of ,the

"project method, n could be held responsible for the retardation
Gf the development of a comprehensive and integrated as well

PS functional statement of method .directly following from a
f~de re-interpretation of the learning process.
:Also worthy of cit?tion in the present context is
discussion of interest and its correlative, discipline:
Interest and discipline are correlative aspects of
a9tivity having aim. Interest means that one is identified
wit~ ·th~ opjeetsawhichJ oeuue the activity and which
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furnish the means and the obstacles to its realization.
The time difference between the given incomplete state
of affairs and the desired fulfillment exacts effort
in transformation; it demands continuity of attention
and endurance. This attitude is what is practically
meant by will. Discipline or development of power of
continuous attention is its fruit.99

..

Here Dewey reaches the conclusion that method-~subject matter
I

and how it takes on meaning for the learner--based on inherent
interest and handled with sensitivity and skill will eliminate
the "eternal" problem of external discipline and control.
The distinction between the broad problem of method
and the narrow PFoblem of method ds another significant contri-

bution of progressive cr1ticism in the area of philosophy of
method.

"The narrow problem of method is concerned solely

with the subject to be taught and how best to manage that
restricted type of teaching.

The broad problem . of method is

concerned with the many values at stake~~subject-inatter values,
attitudes and character being built, effects on democratic

living, community values, and all other matters inherent in
the particular situation. nlOO

Thus, if democracy is our way

of life and the s0urce of our values, then educational method,
.;in addition to being inherently related to subject~matter,

pupil experiences, and pupil capabilities, e.g., the project
method or the problem-solving approach stemming from Dewey 1 s

"f.ive steps in the act of thought, TT must be democratic in

democratic beliefs and attitudes:
If democracy is to be our choice, then we must
decide whether to take as our primary aim for schools

~·
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the imparting of knowledge, in and of itself,
building of character of the kind demanded by
living--inclusive character, the individual 1 s
tendencies to behavi0r in personal living and
living, as ,a person and as a citizen • • •

or the
democratic
inclusive
in group

Suppose, for example, we wish to develop selfdirectiveness, initiative, an inquiring mind, as befits
democracy • • • then must the children live accordingly.
To teach pupils not to question, not to take initiative,
not to engage in self-directiveness, the old school had
the perfect answer; • • • Those pupils lived what they
were to learn--docility, no initiative. But if we wish
pupils to learn democratic. traits· they must live quite
different experiences • • • As the learner thus lives
the instance of democratic life, he will to that extent
learn to think for himself, use initiative, direct his
own behavior responsibly. If he ,makes the choice often
enough, consciously enough, and under sufficiently ·varied
conditions, each time with inner acceptance on his part
of the desirability o~ so acting, he cumulatively builds
these traits 0f responsibility as an integral part of his
character • • •
This theory holds most definitely for learning
to behave democratically. If democracy is to rule in
our society, youth must be learning democracy in preparation; and this means that they must live democracy in
home and school and community • • • 101
If the principle of

11

democratic mei1:hod 11 is accepted,

then the role and function of the teacher has to be modified
accordingly.

The teacher becomes the agent of democracy,

the sustainer of the democratic process, and not the wielder

of irrational authoritarian power.
the

11

The teacher is no longer

imparter of absolute truth 11 but becomes rather a

11

guide

to student-learning: 11

The teacher will as well as possible aelp the
learners at each stage of the effort: (j.) to initiate
the activity (to form or choose ±he purpose); (ii) to
plan how to carry the activity forward; (iii) to execute
the plan; (iv) to evaluate progress during the activity
and the result at the end. While all this is going
forward the teacher will also; (v) encourage
" "' ' .,
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the learners to think up and note suggestions or new
leads for other and furth~r work; (vi) help them to
formulate these suggesti0ns both for clarification of
thinking and for later recall and possible use (perhaps
writing them in a book or on the board for future
reference) ; · (vii) help pupils criticize their thinking
en route or at the close, as may seem wise; and finally
(viii) look back over the whole process to pick up and
fi:x important kinds of learning ·iµvolved as well as
draw lessons for the future from both successes and
failures. 102
The role of 11teacher-as-guide, TT though applicable to many
learning situations, is geared, obviously, to the 11problemsolving11approach or the 11project-method, 11 the famous innovation
of Kilpatrick's methodology.

The 11project method, 11 granting

all its distortions in practice and its theoretical inadequacies, 103
still seems to be the most acknowledged prototype of progressive
I

method as well as the methodological invention which best

anbodies, in theory at least, the bulk of progressivist principles of learning and experience.
Burton, in discussing the TTunit'l'approachrr--whether it
be nsubject-matter, TT 11 experience, n or ·rrpr;cessrr unit104 and
,,
which, incidentally, seems to represent a more comprehensive
and thorough development of what was originally the 11proj ect

method~-mentions the following points in regard to any and
every unit:
.
The ultimate aims of all units is aiding the
integration of the learner • • • The important thing is
!Q. provide a .c ombination of subj ect...JTiatter materials
<ll;d o~ process which wi J J have real value for him, i.e.,
~ h!!!!. in continuously integrating his learning • • •
The third point is ·'t hat the key to the varying
emphases lies in the level of maturity~ the experiential
background, the purp0ses, needs, and interests of the
·
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learner. :Dhese factors inescapably determine which
e:x.periences wiJ J be ed1:1cai:!ive, that is, wilil. enhance
the integrating growth of the learner. ,
·4:

A :i.aF1.i.t is any combination of subj ect"C'ITlatter content · ...
and outcomes, and thought processes, combined in learning
experiences suited to the maturity and needs of the
,l earner.s; whi.c h clearly serves the needs 0f t~ose learners;
which i§_ .§!. whole with internal integrity determined~
immediate , ~nd ultimate goals.lU5
.
Thougµ to Burton this is the ideal organization of learning
as opposed to traditional organization with its ensuing standard
'
methodology~-assign~recite-test
routine, etc.--, he does believe,
.i
as later reference will give evidence to, that _techniques based

on progressive ;i.nsights and principles ,can fit in well within
• I

the traditional learning environment.
Certain progressive, emphas•e s, which may have been
misunderstood by practitioners and thus abused in practice,
,·

~

have becO!l)_e common ndiscussion piecesn in .the educational

forum.

.

Ohe of these controversial issues pertains to the

use or ,18:ck of use of ndrilln . in the learning of content
material and skills.

Br,a meld, in his discussion of .progres ...

t

sive educationa,1 methodology, says of irdrill, n which many

non-progressivists assert has

!!.Q.

place in the grogressive

"problan-centered n approach:
The best way to perfect a given skill is by its
const~nt use in whatever vital projects students may
pursue.. The effective use of language, for example,
is not taught so well by formal grammar and voeabulary
lessons, or similar techniques, as it is by permeating
the curriculum at every , point with- language opportunities ... ~
above all, by providing many opportunities for communica ...
tion among students, teachers, and resource people of the
cooununity. W0rds, say instrumentalists, are man's chief
tool of meaning and control. But .as with any tool, he
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becomes expert in their use only by applying them
as a means to obtain worthwhile ends. Repetitious
exercise is justified, therefore, only if it is
coounonly perceived by all participants as such a
means.106
~

I

Traditionalist criticism has also accused progressivists
of confusing work with play, i.e., too much emphasis on activity,
satisfying and enjoyable learning experiences, etc.

Again, the

traditional dichotomy, T!demolished by Dewey, 11 is held invalid:
The progressivist replies that to identify schooling
with work and much outside activity with play means again
that the former is divorced ·from ongoing experience while
the latter remains an intimate part of such experience.
Only when work is cut off from the drives, enthusiasms,
and talents of the growing individual does it become a
necessary evil-~an onerous task to be completed as quickly
as possible. Labor, under these conditions, is considered
antithe..t.mal to leisure-time activity.
Work that is meaningful and creative, however, is not
a burden to be avoided. In the joy and satisfaction it
affords, one might properly contend that it is similar
to play. The latter., on the other hand, has many of the
qualities of work; • • • 107
Progressivists also recognize the relative distinctions
between the two activities. They call attention to the
fact that work of any kind, in school or not, requires
periods of relaxation • • • • Play, then, must be removed
from the fringes of school programs, where it is inacurately
termed extra~curricular. Children learn equally from work
and play when both are functional to their fields of
meaning.108
V

..

r,

Progressive methodology, based as it is on democratic
philosophic principles, is a militant enemy of

TT

indoctrination, 11

uncritical imposition of some single doctrine, dogma or
The progressivist states:
Academic freedom L-is_/ the right of children
or adults ' to confront any controversial issue of
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importance. It .implies unrestricted opportunity
to examine fa~ts and test hypotheses. But the
choices that result from intelligent activity are
still not to be indoctrinated--that is, they must
not be taught in such a way as to pr~clude questioning or possible alternatives • • • L. Secondly_/
choices are true for a limited .time, subject always
to the probability that they will need ' to be revised.
Finally, this philosophy reveals a:n. underlying con"."
viction that the method of intell.igence is in all
respects the best method that men have found by which
they are able to ' advance. Thls conviction is as
close to "ind0ctrination 'i as progressivism ever ap ...
proaches , in theory.l09 .

-~

An interesting develqpment that has forced contemporary
progressive educators to look more critically at their
"philosophy of method" is the introducti0n of instructional
technol@gy--programmed teaching machines•, televis;i.on, , etc ....into the arena of mass education.

Though progressive educators

have certainly encouraged the use of audio"visual aids as part
of the effort to concretize learning ' and make it more psycholog~
ically sound, the idea of a teaching 'machine, with its connotation of mechanizing and dehwnanizing learning and teaching,
has caused much consternation among orthodox progressivists.
James Finn, in an article in Phi Delta Kappan, 110 ,chides
the progressive educator for his lack of flexibility and vision,
his misunderstanding of Dewey ts pragmati·c philosophy of
education, and for his inability to accept the implications and
the denands of the present phase of the techn0logical revolution.
He attempts to point out that progressive educational theory,
as formulated by Dewey and if interpr.e ted within the context

it gained its impetus, anticipates the arrival of
on the educational frontier and looks f©rward to
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its presence.

Some extracts from his argument may be

helpful and enlightening:
·'

Technology is not, as many of the technically
illiterate seem to think a collection of gadgets, of
hardware, of instrwnentation. It is, instead, best
described as a way of thinking about certain classes
of problems and their s.o,:i.utions • • •

Since about 1930 we have had a slow development of
a group of tools for communic~tion and teaching, and a
program of res,earch , into their use. These instrwnents
and materials include wha,t today we call conventional
audio-visual devices--the sound motion picture, various
forms of projected still pictures, recordings, etc. ,
Since 1950, this arsenal has expandeq to include television, electronic learning laboratories, teaching
machines of various kinds, and, recently, computors.
Accompanying these devi9es and materials, again, has
been a vigorous program of, research into the natll;t'e of
learning and communication, supported by a rapidly growing
body of theory derived from experimental and social
psychology and related , discfilines such as linguistics,
criticism, and engineering. ~
Finn, trying to analy.ze the problem manifest in current
progressive thinking and then offering a tentative but possibly
fruitful direction for future theorizing, continues:
First, there is a g eneralized, non-sp'ecific attitude
that holds that instructional technology is both trivial,
and, at the same time, dangerous • • • ll2
I

Second, there is in educational philosophy a distrust
and a strong antagonism to wha't in the Thirties was called
"scientismn in education • • •
A third point on which I should like to offer advice
is in the other direction. I think current educational
philosophy should pay more instead of less attention to
Dewey on the questions of means and ends in education ••

8

The suggested direction for clarification of this longsuffered problem is to return to Dewey and L_d to_/ work from
th:re. Because he believed in a unified, nondualistic
um.verse, Dewey maintained that method could not, when in
~ , be separated from subject matter; •• However, for-
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purposes of study and control, he was equally firm
on the point that method had to be teased out of this
univ'e r.s e, examined, analyzed, and put to work in the
most intelligent way possibleo
Now add to this idea that. o o Dewey suggested that
we live in a technological, industrial culture and that
technology was, in fact, the main determinant of its
direction. The school, he felt, should reflect this.
such a v~ew could be considered a special case of the
general law of pragmatism~~that ends and means are
inseparable, that ends become means to further ends.
If you now consider technology from two perspectives-~
the entirety of technology that has transformed our
society in about two hundred years and the special applicae
tion of technology to the instructional process--it is
possible to indicate the direction the educational philosopher must go to clarify the problem of method in relation
to aim.
First, as the perceptive students of general technology
continually insist, technology in society i~ an organic
114
process
O

••

Taking technological development as the central organic
process of our society, tpe implications, as this process
invades education, are interesting indeed. The process
does not destroy aim and its role, ,but it binds aim in.,..
evitably to technology. For technology is an aim-generator
as much as purpose or .philosophy is a technical directiongiver. Each conditions the other and is not • • • arranged
in a hierarchy with aim on top and method at the bottom.
At any rate, objectives can only be developed in this
sense by a thor)Y~h analysis heretofore rarely applied in
education • • •
Finally, you must face the cons~quences of the genera~
tion in which you have been born and the world in which
you live. You cannot deny t~chnology on arbitrary,
literary, uninformed grounds. If you deny the teaching
machine, the computer, television, and the motion picture,
if you deny new ways of teaching and learning, you cannot
stop until you deny yourselves firiie the wheel, and even
the very lapguage which you spe~k. 6
Today, teaching machines are being adopted more and
relatively traditional educational settings.

They

tin well with and make mor!2 efficient the classical rrassign....
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study~recite 11 procedures and in many instances seem to represent a mechanization of learning as depicted by the Connectionist-

Behaviorist school of thought. , Grant~d that the adoption of

~

this innovation in traditional settings is not unexpected or

revolutionary, the assimilation .of progressive techniques
and disjointed elements of progressive method and thinking on

method by traditional education would be less expected unless

the eclectic nature of American education, which is primarily
essentialist in theory and practice, is fully comprehended.
These latter innovations are not to be minimized either by the
progressivist or the traditionalist.

Many progressively~

oriented educators have come to value these inroads and have
thus accepted a piecemeal approach to the introduction of
progressi~ism into American mass education.

Caswell and Foshay, exponents of a

11

downeto":'earth 11

progressivism which has enhanced considerably general American
education, accentuate the importance of teaching for student~
areativity.

They are critical of any education that does not

appreciate and foster creativity ·in children:

The traditional program of the elementary school has
been based on certain conceptions which have minimized ·
the creative phases of experience. These conceptions
are basic to the activities of many elementary schools
even today and need to be recognized if due emphasis is
to be given to the creative aspects of learning. A
widely accepted view, both within and without the school,
has been that only the select few, the geniuses, are
blessed with the possibilities of creative expression • • •
A seA second influence, and one of great power, has
been the conception that creative potentialities are
largely, if not exclusively, restricted to adults. To
~any it has been inconceivable that children could engage
in experiences with significant creative content.ll7

Open"".!ITlindedness, critical judgment, insight, aomplete
absorption, self-fulfi.:1-].ment are all characteristics of the
creative experience.

Though these aspects of experience are

basic to the progressive conception and though they embody
inany of the elemental psychological concepts and principles of

-

real learning championed by the ,movement, they have their

place in the traditional setting which Js sensi__tive to the
findings and ,emphases of modern educational research and
thought.

Six considerations in teaching for creativity are

J.j,sted: . Everyone has creative potentialities; every type

of activity has creative possibilities; a rich, stimulating
environment is an essential basis for creative expression;
modes of expression and standards of judgment aannot be imposed;

the child should be free to select the mode of expression
appropriate to his creative idea; techniques and skills must
be balanced to the insight arid needs of children.ll8

A second witness to the attempt to get a portion of

'the progressive message across to traditional educators is a
fetching title, Successful Teaching.ll 9
states in th~ preface , to the work:

Mut'sell,

''The author

lried to wipe his mental slate clean, to suppose that nothing
known about what makes teaching successful.

He

particularly to suppose .that all methods~progressive,
ventional, or otherwise~¢,ar,e equally unacceptable.

This

difficult, for it is quite clear that
d teaching is not a very common thing.

Thus, no method

d be considered as answering the problem immediately. nl)!O
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He then goes on to enumerate and discuss in the body of the
work fundamental characteristics of real, worthwhile learning.
The most important task of education is to make learning
meaningfll:1-•

'\,

No matter what .nmethodn is adhered to, meaningful

learning must be purposive; it is a process of e.xploration and

Achievement of successful learning means a gain

discovery.

in understanding, insight or intelligible responses.

It pro~

vides for generalization and ;transfer of understanding to new
situations.

Mursell then goes on to e.xamine basic principles

which all sound~-traditional or progressive~ethod must con~ •
sider and by which it is ;to be evaluated:

conte.xt (the setting

of materials-e.xperiential background, etc.t::-':"'in which learning
goes on); focus (that around which learning is to be organized);

socialization; individualization; sequence.

Much of what

Mursell emphasizes stems from principles promulgated by the

"new educationn but can be applied to the traditional situation,
and the e.xamples he gives are taken from e.xperiences encountered

in the traditional and semi.,.tradit:ional school.
Finally, in The Guidance of Learning Activities,1 21

a progressively~oriented, comprehensive e.xposition that can
of a section which attempts to describe possible applica:-,
of progressive principles to traditional method, Burton
techniques common to both ·traditional and modern
Therefore, the traditional learning climate, if
reconstructed, is made more psychologically
For instance, in the area of nquestioning,n
ton suggests that the teacher's attitude should be natura~
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friendly, and conversational; the pupils should be encouraged
to ask questions; the teacher should

111 2
do not kn ow. 2

nCt hesitate to say n1

He states in reference to drill that nchildren

Will often be further interested in~ skill they have met in~
-

I

.
l si. tu a t.ion. 11123
functiona

Fur th ermore,

IT

prac t.ice processes

d

~

requirements should be adjusted to indivi~ual differences. 11124
He goes on to explore, in the light of the tenets of modern

education, such concerns as student evaluation, diagnosis and
treatment of learning difficulties, marks and reporting progress,
\I

classroom management and control"""!"all pivotal aspects of tradi...
tional teaching and learning.
~

It is quite appropriate to have concluded this summary

presentation of progressive methodology with the citations from
''

Caswell and Foshay, Mursell, and Burton.

They attest to the

conviction that even if unadulterated progressive methodology
is not being or cannot be practiced widely in conventional
settings, it does not indicate that progressive educati~n has
~ !!Q.

contribution to make to the enhancement of general

educational methodology
~

secondary school.

~

practiced in the American elementary

Voluminous evidence of the application

of progressive principles and the utilization of progressive
techniques could be easily presented.

Thus, we recognize at

once the basis for Cremints conclusionl25 that one major cir~
Cl.Dnstance~ which contributed to the eventual loss of popularity
and centrality of the progressive movement in education was the

incorpo~ation of nprogressive corrections and reforms 11 into
g~nerally .accepted body of essentialist method which has
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continually held sway over the overall American educational
stream of activity.
E.

Administration and Supervision

The evolution of a progressively-oriented approach to
supervision and administration revolves around the effort to
re"interpret authority in terms of the concepts of democracy
and growth, the two ' ttnuclearn values of progressivist axiology,
as well as around the effort to anchor them within the context

of the latest findings of educational nsciencett and research
and the latest developments in the field of human relations.

Just as the progressive cr edo has attempted to completely
overhaul and re~fashion curriculum and method, so has it

impinged upon the administrative process, .which for the purpose

of this summary will include supervision as a major but differ~
entiated administrative function.
As has been noted previously, Dewey, as educational
reformer, was mainly concerned with the philosophy of education,

curriculum development, and me.t hodology.

However, his demand

socializatiwn of curriculum and m~thod, as stated

in Democracy and Education, applied also to the administrative•
ttit is then but to restate explicit.Ly the import of
chapters regarding the social function of education
that the measure of worth of ·the administration, curri~
and methods of instruction of the school is the extent
they are animated by a social spirit.ttl 26

This new

on the quality of interpersonal and intergroup rela~
so r •elated to the essence of democracy as understood
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by Dewey,1 27 has served as a stimulus or direction-giver to

the development of a Tr:humanizedTT philosophy of administration
I

by later progressive educators. and by those that have apprecia,ted

and accepted .the new foci of TTdemocratic administration.TT

Kilpatrickts chapter on TTschool management and administration TT

128'

attempts to apply the ;r rprogressive bias TT to ad"'.'

ministrative problems and to the · overall philosophy of educa~
tional administration.

To some qe~ree, he expands on Deweyts

"social spirit TT focus:

Whenever people associat'2, they stimulate reactions
in each other; and these reactions • • • bring educative
effects which register themselves as character. At this
point, democracy and ethics become ccmcerned, as alway,s
where the acts of one person affect the living of others.
Is this school run with the con~cious democratic intent
to let each one-~teacher and janitor and official"'!""live
freely and truly as a person and therein build h.i;nself as
well as possible into the finest and richest character
and personality of which he is capable? Or is it run
autocratically in disregard of what happens to the interests,
lives, and personalities of those affected?~2 9

•
Howev.er ; as can
be quickly perceived, he does not present a
detailed_ analysis and self~examina~ion which is~ trademark

.e!. the many contemporary works on democratic administration,.
After discussing the principles of democratic adminis ...
tration from a progressivist point of view, Hopkins concludes

of TTwhat is desirable school administration?TT
following . realistic appraisal and constructive critique:

.

;,;..,

While all of these ,instances represent evidences
of a movement toward more democratic administration,
they do not go far enough. • No really intelligent attack
on the problem will be made until there is greater
democracy in the i;nanagement of the primary unit groups and
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within the operating units of a school system. The
participation which a:-teacher may have in the general
management of the school through a permanent policies
commission rarely works down into the actual classroom
situation which he operates. While he advises on
~
teacher loads, the school budget, salary schedules,
tenure of office, and courses of study, the same old
authoritarian learning goes on regularly day by day
in every classroom in the system. The democracy has
to be a way of life in each of the primary unit situations
in which teachers and pupils work together, since
this is the only way that the children can really e:x:per~
ience it. This means that genuine democracy can never
function until the authoritarian subject curriculum is
modified to the extent that pupil needs and purposes
will replace traditional subject matter, cooperative
pupil management of situations will supplant adult
management, pupil evaluation will replace external
measurement, and pupil purposes ·rather than adultmade programs will furnish the basis for continuity. 130
In their book, already referred to previously on a

few occasions, Caswell and Foshay deal with aspects of ade
ministration as they necessarily relate to the program of the
modern elementary school.

Discussing school organization,

they state general guidelines to school organization, ade

ministration, and supervision:
l. The function of organfzation, administration,
and supervision is to provide conditions and services
which make possible the most effective curriculum and
teaching • • •
2. School organization and operation should be
based on the participation of the entire educational
staff, the parents, and pupils • • •
3. The individual school should be the operational
unit in program development • • •
4. School organization should provide for the
grouping of pup.ils in relation to the educational
objectives to be achieved • • •

s. School organization should provide for extended
association with and guidance to each child by a single
teacher.131
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In a ttCheck List on General Characteristics of a Good Elementary
SchooJ,.,tt two major headings and some selected subheadings are

as follows:
VIII.

Are the personal and professional growth and
security of the school staff fostered?
t

B. , rs there an organized program of professional
study which is considered a part of the
regular work of the staff?

IX.

c.

Are significant achievements and contribu~
tions by staff members given recognition?

D.

Does the entire school staff participate in
a responsible manner in plannipg the school
program?

Does the plan of organization and administration
of the school foster democratic values?
A.

Do ill.. members of the school community par ...
ticipate in the general operation of the
school?

B.

Is there a plan of student government in
operation?

E.

Are pupils, as they mature, gradually given
increased responsibility for decisions?l32

1.1,

If they have performed no other function, the preceding
references have intimated that modern democratic administration
something more complex than the managing of a business at
efficient level--giving and getting respo.nses to directives,
financial deficit, not wasting supplies, etc.

The

new philosophy is drastically different, the scope of activities
the methods quite novel as compared to the
good administration.

In his exposition of the

conception of administration, Brameld ' says of the
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traditional pattern:
Perhaps the severest indictment made against typical
administrative practices is that they tend to exaggerate "'·
such values as efficiency in business at the expense of ·
values, such as growth, that are more educationally rewarding. Thus, schools are too often governed by strict
lines of authority running from the superintendent at the
top down through the descending levels of principals .,
slll()ervisors, teachers to the students themselves at' the
bottom level. The progressivist principle of continuous
interplay among all individuals and groups, which is the
highest test of any democratic community, is violated by
this kind of system. Students take orders from teachers,
teachers from principals, principals from the superinten~
dent. He, in turn, is responsible to the board of educa~
tion, which, although nominally democratic, frequently
represents only that small segment of the population that
is willing to endorse nefficientll school administration.133
All descriptions of modern administrative practice,
those that are attributable to the

11

newll school of thought,

deal with the activities, methods, and processes appropriate
'

to the fulfillment of the many diverse function1;> of the

danocratic educational leader.

The llnew 1r educational admin....

istrator's scope of function is as broad, almost, as the modern,
multi-dimensional definition of the educational process.

As

witness, a work on TTcreative school administration 11 lists the
foJJ.owing chapter headings:
l.
2.
4.
5.
6.
7.
9.
10.
ll~

The Nature of Leadership in Education p
The Educational Leader and IU.s Values ··c
.,
Leadership at Work in the Improvement of Teaching
Leadership in the Evaluation of Teaching and Learning
Leadership in Parent and Community ~iµ.ations
The Leader 1 s Understanding of Creative Curriculum
Development
~
Leadership in Planning the Creatively Designed
Curriculum
'
A Hevelopmental 1 Approach to School Organization
G~iding Children's Progress Throu~h School
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of this opinion. The administrator must be
willing to act on the basis of judgments derived
from studying the available facts.
An inclination to act in terms of conscious value
judgments. Educational leadership should be built..;.
upon sound principles of action that have been . ·:
derived from a study of the role of the school iri
society, how children grow and develop, and the
learning process. An educational leader so
motivated avoids opportunistic decision..-.making as
much as is possible.
B.

fi..

6.

Educational Background

Understandings, attitudes, ~nd skills resulting
from adequate general education. A general educa...
tion should have provided the following: some
knowledge of man, his history and his behavior
psychologically, socially, economically, politically,
and morally; some power to do quantitative thinking;
skill in oral and written expression; some appreciation for music, art, and literature; and a set of
values consistent with the ideals of our culture
which tend to give his behavior consistency.
An understanding of the role of the school in the
social order seems to be prerequisite to comprehending the place and potential power of the school
in a culture. Such understanding should be basic
to determining the needs of the people of any
school community, of ascertaining means to meet
these needs, and of deciding the place of the . school
and of other community agencies in achieving such
en~.
.
An understanding of the instructional program and
skills in curriculum development. To understand
the instructional program the administrator must
have a foundation in human growth and development,
in the characteristics and values of our culture,
a~d in the principles and techniques of learning.
He must be able to give leadership to teachers and
to patrons in the development of the curriculum.
C.

Working with People

7 • A n ability to cooperate with other people in planning,
executing, and evaluating courses of action and a
disposition to use these ,abilities. Such a way of
~ working must be based upon a fundamental conviction
in its qontribution to the achievement of the larger
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9.

goal and upon a belief that cooperation produces
better solutions to problems, results in m8r e
effective implementation of 4iscussions, and pro~
motes desirable growth on thei- part of the partici~
pants.
An ability to understand oners own motivations fort
action and how they affect his way of working with
other people. To be an effective leader an administrator should have some conception 0f how other
people see him and how this perception affects his
relationship to them. The effect of the administra~
tor upon others may depend greatly upon his own
willingness to examine, evaluate, and rebuild his
reasons for the way he works.
An ability to lead lay and professional people in
considering the continuing improvement of the school
and community; the ability to discover and promote
such leadership in others; and a d4sposition to
use these abilities. Leadership implies developing
leaders. By such action on the part of the adminis ...
trator, many people.,,"'." lay and professional alike ......
become identified with a program and they learn the
skills needed in responsible participation •
.J?rofessional Skills and Techniques

l.O.

Understandings and skills in the task areas of
educational administration. The competent
administrator will operate· in these specialized
areas in ways which are consistent with the values
. implied by the other items in this statement.
ll. ,., l,!lnderstandings and skills in the administrative
,process. The competent administrator will insure
that the administrative process remains the servant
and does not become the master of the administrator.135
As can be seen, the role of administrator as democratic

- =~ is

predicated upon a commitment to democratic ideals
It is based upon research into the dynamics and
group life, the functions of leadership, and upon
science of human relations, as well as upon the

alization in everyday educational affairs of Dewey 1 s inter"
Some excerpts and section-headings
an essay entitled nEducational Leadership in a Free Societyn136
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may serve to concretize and dramatize a few dimensions of the
conception of democratic leadership:
The concept of 11 leadership II on the contrary takes on a
different meaning fran that which language gives it. It
is an essential concept in setting up any theory of social
dynamics or any theory, plan, and practice for the democratic
administration of man's institutions and activities • • •
The leadership act skips about any truly cooperative situation. The titular leader remains in the picture, but his
role is not that of dictating programs but rather that of
evolving programs. The leader -is a man who can release
energy in other men; and this is true in the commercial
world, in community life, in the educational profession,
or in any other area in a ~democracy that one might choose
to select. It is the failure to understand the nature
of this shift that is causing many difficulties in the field
of human relations. People want more freedom as they in~
creasingly gain freedom. In some instances their demands
seem to be a bit unreasonable. People are demanding rights
without any thought of accompanying responsibilities.
Whether their demands are just is not a question that can
be discussed at this point. The fact is mentioned to show
that people 1 s attitudes are not the same as they were a
few decades ago. The 11boss 11 concept in which workmen
deferentially acquiesced at the turn of the century is no
longer , acceptable to employees. The purpose of leadership
today is to free energy, not to curb it. The person who
can develop initiative and creative talents in others
conunands the respect of his fellow workers. People are
operating as leaders in this period of economic and social
adjustJTient when they reduce friction, remove barriers,
dissipate emotional tension, develop confidence, and light
the spark of imagination in their fellow workers. This
is the coutent of leadership for today and for the immediate
tomorrow • .L37
s ·e ction-headings make some salient points, also:
Needs No Followers • • • Manipulative Leadership
Pseudo~emocratic ••

0

Permissive Leadership Represents
• • Educational Leadership Should

Ideal ~ •• Every Professi0nal Educator
Many,.,· i.'eadership Roles • • • The Community ...School Thebry is
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Based on the Leadership Concept • • • Creative citizenship

-

and social leadership~ functionally related and • • •

;.!.:=::-~~--

!!!!§!_ be educated in leadership • • • Much Confusion \

to the Nature of Democratic Educational Administration

. . .

The Dynamic Leader Concept is a Threat • • • ~anagement Often
Becomes a Goal • • • Teachers Often Demand Participation on an
Irresponsible Basis • • • The Need for Quick Decisions is Over~
138
stressed • • • Decisions Should be Based on Sincere Consensus es. TT
According to Corbally, J ensen, a nd Staub, in their work
secondary school administration, the democratic leader reprethe forward~looking administrator
• • • should be a person who feels a responsibility for
assisting a group reach goals, some of which will be defined
by the group and some of which will be defined for the group •
• should be a person who recognizes that for any
given problem facing the group there will be intelligence
from within and from without the group that will lead to
better solutions than he can devise through the use of his
intelligence alone •
• • • should be a person who can delegate appropriate
responsibilities to group members and who can, consequently,
also openly recogniz e the contributions of group members
to group success •
• • • should be a person who can utilize group intelligence
and, at the same time, accept personal responsibility for
the progress of the group toward its goal~.139
As with the nmodern teacher,n the use of authority vested
administrator must be democratized:
Authority and its judicious exercise are not inconsistent
~ith democratic principles. Democratic society has found
it necessary to allocate authority to nlDTlerous offices
and positions which it has created in order that the freedom
and opportunities of individuals and groups may be guaran~
teed. It is necessary that the school administrator have
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appropriate authority in order that the school system
may have the necessary freedom of acti8n. Without such
authority the school administrator would be handicapped
in providing the creative leadership expected of a pers Cb
in his position. If he had no authority, he would be
\
unable to be of most help to members of the staff in
solving their problems. The administrator must, however,
use his authority in such a way as to guard the rights
of staff members as well as his own.L40
Before proceeding further, it now seems appropriate
to cite a caution which in no way questions the validity of

the ideal of modern progressive administration but rather
points to the possible practical limitations of ndemocratic

leadershipn as it ccxnes face-to-face with the realities of the
administrative process.

In their down-to-earth

Principles of School Administration, 14l Mort and Ross

Lifeless democratic forms are worse than useless. They
waste the time of all concerned and interfere with efficiency.
The administrator must continually balance the benefits • • •
with the basic purposes of the organization. Sometimes he
must forego providing any opportun.!_ty for public participa,,.
tion L. .Q£. for staff participation/ 142 and act according
to the letter of the law in defining his powers and responsibilities. Seldom if ever can he make the democratic
purposes the sole ones. His action must be the result of
democratic demands and other controlling principles. He
must hold the democratic purposes as ideals to strive for,
but he must not forget that the organization for which he
is responsible has its own prime objectives for which the
attainment of the democratic purposes alone cannot atone
should the prime objectives fail to be reached. He should
do his job as democratically as possible, but he must do
his job. Clearly the effective administrator is the one
who can manage to avoid most bottleneck situations where
autocratic action is necessary to achieve the primary
objectives.143
Similarly, in another attempt to deal realistically
the day-by-day aspects of administrative decision-making,
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Counts and his associates identify the following guiding

-~

First, the sup erintendent should know his school sys;t.em·
and his professional staff • • • He should become acquatinted
with the policies of his predecessor and concep tions of
administration and educational leadership prevailing i ro the
system . . . .
Second, the superintendent should know his community. .....
He should know something of its history, particularly WJith
reference to its attitude toward and its conception of
(public) education • • • He should be a close -student mf
its structure of prestige, influence, and power. He slnould
know its leaders • • •
Third, the superintendent should establish a proces of
continuous communication with both teachers and the corrwnunity.
And this should be a genuine two-:-Way process • • •
Fourth, the superintendent should strive to utilize all
the resources of t h e teaching staff and the community i m
the development of policy • • • If the time should ever·
come when the voice of the critic is silenced, educatio1n
might enter a stage of decadence. The wise man learns
quite as much from his enemies as from his friends • • •
Fifth, the superintendent should advise the board of
education to hold regular meetings devoted to the formtiJ.ation of long-range policy • • •
Sixth, the superintendent should avoid conveying the
.impression that in his opinion he knows all the answers or
that he is always right • • • Because of his special
knowledge, experience, and responsibility, the proposal~
of the superintendent should merit and receive the resp tect
of the members of his staff and the community. Such
respect, however, can scarcely be demanded as a right i m
a democratic society • • •
Seventh, the superintendent should strive to cultivaft e
the mature mind in dealing with hostile critics and oppconents
Eighth, the superintendent should cultivate the virtll.les
and qualities essential to the rule of law and reason • • •
Early in his career the superintendent should learn thatt
very rarely indeed does history confront him with clearcut choices between black and white. As a rule, choices
must be made between varying shades of gray.

. . .
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Ninth and finally, the superintendent should know
}unlself • • • If the superintendent knows himself truly,
he then is well on the way to knowing others. Such
knowledge is indispensable to effective leadership.l44
j

As was inferred in the discussion of the historical
'

development of progressive education, George S. Counts is
usually ~ssociated with a fairly militant form of T!s ocio-:cultur~l reconstructionism, TT a radical expression of the pro-

gressivist c~edo.

It is therefore interesting, but not overly

(

surprising, that this very same effort to democratize educational
administration has caught the imagination of the rather conepvativ ~ ess•e ntialist school, also.

In their introductory

and Pierce say: _
Many, however, see trends which give relevance to fears
regarding the penetration of totalitarian influences. They
cite attempts at restraint of freedan, growing restrictions
of travel, centralization of authority in the federal
goveril)Jlent, and the increasing proportion of the individual 1 s
income required for taxes; and they point to the need for
alertness of public schQols to these trends.
~

It ,is the recognized responsibility and function of a
public school system to maintain and perpefu~te the values
of the society of which it is a part • • • 4
'

I-'

e language and implicit assumptions of this statement about
e direction and purpos e of education are basically essentialist
On the other hand, however, the following principles

as being fundamental to cooperative administrative
•i

l. All .s chool administration is justified only by, and
~hould be based solely on, the needs of the curriculum~
.l.Ilstructional program.
2. The primary responsibility of the administrator is
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to develop cooperatively with school and lay personnel an
educational program that will serve the whole personalities
of children and youth of the community.
3. The administrator is responsible for organizing an
administrative framework for implementing and servicing th"e
educational program.
4. The individual school is the basic unit for curriculum~instructional development and consequently is the focus
of all administrative services.
5. The activities and experiences of successful democratic living, classified under major functions of living
and organized according to established stages of human
development, should be made the foundation of curriculuminstructional and administrative procedures.
6. Community understanding and support should be developed chiefly through making hones and community agencies
associates of the school in the educative process.
7. Human relation procedures, such as the group process
and the individual conference, should be used as mediums
for achieving democratic leadership.
8. Training for school administration should be based
on principles and techniques essential to practice of a
profession rather than on acquisition of managerial information and skills.
9. The administrator should understand the role of the
school in the American social order and his responsibility
for guiding children and youth in the practice of democratic
American values.
10. Administration should be focused on service to
teachers and pupils in learning situations rather than on
administrative matters designed for smooth and convenient
operation of the schools.
ll.. Success in administrative service should be evaluated
chiefly in terms of desirable changes effected in pupil
behavior and of consistent growth in staff competency.
12. Administrative policy making should be decided by
the community, operating through representative lay boards,
with professional administrators advising about and carrying
out the community 1 s educational policy.146
In summation, democratic educational J.ea.,der.ship 1,impl.ies
the putting into practice of all principles of democratic living
as they pertain to the educational indeavor in its broadest
sense.

.

The modern administrator is a servant and enabler,

exercising authority in a rational and responsible fashion and
using the authority vested in him, in many instances, to carry
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· out recommendations · and suggestioms of the various groups which
function at the different rungs of the educational ladder-students, teachers, specialists, consµltants and supervisors,

"1-,

princ~pals, poard members, communJLty leaders, parent associations,
etc.

His role is to stimulate, trn inject his difference, so as

to help education become deeper arud richer and, in so doing,

enable the educational institutioru to better realize its general

.

and particular, its articulated amd non-articulated goals •

Through9ut this entire process he still carries ultimate, though
to some degree shared, responsibiLity for the educational out-

comes of the entire learning expe~.ience.

Finally, he is to be

vitally: concerned with the quality of group processes and inteF.personaJ. pelationships at all lev ci:l..s, with the growth and self~
fulfillment of all individuals in olved in the totality of the
educational enterprise.
~t i s no exaggeration to stca.te that the multi-functional

of ! he .modern administrator e._stablishes an ideal most
difficult

to

attain and one that w.:ill continually challenge

~ucational administrators in all ttypes of educational settings.
i ts comprehensiveness, though seem.::ingly overwhelming, is the

tirice ±hat must be paid for a relaift:ively consistent adherence

l O and impl~entation of the democII'atic process, on the one

·1

reasonably efficient irmplementation of institutional
on the other.

This realization has become part

the thinking of enlightened leadership in the com~
and is widely accepted, in theory at least, by
st schools .of educational thoughtt:, some of which would not

'
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accept similar innovations in the area of methodology and
curriculum development.
As was previously stated, supervision is being considered

in the present context as a specialized segment of the administrative process.

It would follow logically, therefore, that

much of what has been accentuated in the portrayal of nmodern
administration 11 applies likewise to

modern supervision. 11

11

Democracy, the centrality of group processes, thinking in terms

of the application of principles to particular situations rather
than enslavement to techniques and formulas, consultation,

leadership, help rather -than inspection and dictation are
primary to the

11

new 11 approach to supervisory practice.

Though

early progressive literature dealt even less with supervision
than with administration, the

11

new 11 emphases can be related

easily and directly to progressively-oriented education as
her et of ore.
In contrasting ntraditional supervision!! with nmodern
supervision, 11 Burton and Brueckner state that !!traditionally
supervision was centered around the teacher and the classroom
act, and was based largely on the thought that teachers, often

being lamentably undertrained, need careful direction and
Visiting the classroom, conferences, teachers'
eetings were the bulk of supervision and, in many minds, were
ynonymous with supervision • • • Traditional supervision conisted largely of inspection of the teacher by means of visita·on and conference, carried on in a random manner, with
rections imposed on the teacher by authority and usually by
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one person.

IT

Modern supervision, on the other hand, "is far

more fundamental and diverse.

ff

Its characteristics may be

summarized • • • :

-~

l. Modern supervision directs attention toward the
fundamentals of education and orients learning and its
improvement within the general aim of education.
2. The aim of supervision is the improvement of the
total teaching-learning process, the total setting for
learning, rather than the narrow and limited aim of
improving teachers in service.
1 3.
The focus is on the setting for learning, not on a
person or group of persons. All persons are co-workers
aiming at the improvement of the situation. One group
is not superior to another, operating to "improve 1f the
inferior group.
~4.. The teacher is removed from his embarrassing position
as the focus of attention and the weak link in the educational process. He assumes his rightful position as a
co~operating member of a group concerned with the improvement of learning.l 4 7
Democracy, with its implications in regard to individual
and fulfillment as w,ell as in regard to the importance

of group processes, seems to be the pivotal concept of the

"new 11r..,sµpervision
as it is of the
.

11

newn education.

The supervisor of tomorrow will .build his program upon
· the concepts that are associated with the word 11 democracy n.
~Pemocracy indicates a particular type of relationship
between individuals. The development of this relationship
should always be in the direction of each man becoming his
brother's keeper, in the sense that he accepts the social
responsibility for those who have been less fortunate and
who can profit through the exercise of his special abilities
It is not enough to train youth to be more efficient
consumers and producers; they must be trained to be better
num~n beings. To attain such an end, learning experiences
must be designed which avoid superficiality and yet meet
the needs of all individuals. These experiences must be
planned by teachers of high quality who continue to grow
professionally under the direction of supervisors who are
both prou,d and humble. The arrogant, encyclopedic type of
person who masqueraded as a supervisor of publ.:c education
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and atternpted to tell teachers this, that, and the other
thing must be relegated to the past. His place will be
taken by the supervisor of tomorrow who will be inspi:z;'ed
by the great responsi~ility that mu~t be a 7c:pted by ~u~lic
educator.s,, and who, with an appropriate spirit of humility -t
will attempt to accomplish his purposes through the use of ·,
the democratic procedures of consultation, persuasion,
discussion and cooperation.148
r

principles governing democratic supervision are:
Democracy is a way of life and not limited to political
forms • • • Democracyrs guarantee of political rights is
not a uni:versal equalitarianism • • • Democracy emphasizes
the worth of persons • • • Democracy has obligations as well
as rights; a democratic conscience must be developed • • •
Democracy emphasizes for the group the common goal as a
social aim • • • Democracy emphasizes a flexible, functional
organization of the group with freedom for all to contribute • • •
Democratic authority is derived from the situation, not from
power under the law. Democracy substitutes leadership for
authority; recognizes that anyone may exercise leadership • • •
Democracy uses the method of group discussion, deliberation,
and decision for solving problems • • • Democracy utilizes
experts • • • Democracy empha~izes experimentalism.149
As has been implied if not explicitly stated thus far,
supervision, as does modern administration, deals with
erything that potentially contributes to the refinement of the
earning"'_ si tuation so maximal learning, from all points of view,
'J,

'

hav: . the opportunity to take place.

Works on modern

practice touch upon the following diversified

Stimulating Teacher Growth as a Means of Improving the
Quality of Education • • • Conferences-A Process in
Supervision • • • Observations--Modern Style • • • Demonstrations May Help • • • Group Work Has Advantages • • •
Records Have a Place • • • Participation..Jin Continuous
Curriculum Development • • • Action Research • • • Working
with Professional Education Institutions • • • School
Organization and Grouping~as a Challenge to Growth • • •
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Supervision and School Administration • • • Working with
Parents • • • Evaluating Learning • • • lSO
The Co-operative f.lanning of Supervisory Programs • • •
The General Outlines of Group Process • • • The Evaluation .
of the Total Educational Program: A Co--:-operative Process. •
The Study of the Learner: Diagnosis of Learning Difficulties
The Study of Instruction • • • The Study of the Materials
of Instruction and the Socio-Physical Environment • • • The
Improvement of the Achievements, Interests, and Work Habits
of the Pupil • • • lSl
It should be noted before concluding these remarks on supervision
that group processes--conferences, workshops, task sessions,
canmittee meetings, group research--are the typical structures
supervisory practice; they represent
"democracy in action,n the participation of a group of individuals
common issues and to explore mutual problems.
modern supervision, as is the case with modern administra~
calls for the ndemocratic leader.n

Thus the professional

e ducation, competencies and abilities, personality characteristics, on-the~jobcaexperience, demands and challenges that were
enumerated and discussed as part of the analysis of the image
of the progressive administrator· pertain also to his compatriot,

supervisor.

. . .
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NOTES
~

~chapter III of this dissertation.

See Dewey, John, Democracy and Education (liew York: The
Macinillan Co., l9l6), p. 96: !!Education L. is theJ freeing
of individual capacity in a progressive growth directed
. l aJJTis.
.
TT
to soc1a

For much of the material to be included in this summary
statement I am indebted to Lawrence A. Cremin, author of
The Transformation of the School: Progressivism in
American Education, l876-1957 (New York: Alfred A.
Knopf, Inc., 196l). This work, a major contribution to
the history of education, elucidates and evaluates the
development of progressivism in American education with
sensitivity, objectivity and courage.
Cremin,

.QE.•

cit., pp. l29-135.

Dewey, John, The School and Society (Chicago: University
of Chicago Press, l915), second edition, pp .. 27-28.
•

Mayhew, Katherine Camp, and Edwards, Anna Camp, The Dewey
School (New York: Appleton-Century Co., l936), pp. xv-xvi.
Cremin,

.QE_.

cit., p. 138.

Ibid., pp. l35-142.
Ibid., p. 149.
•

Dewey, John, and Dewey, Evelyn, Schools of To.-;,Morrow
(New York: E. P. Dutton Co., l9l5), p. 40. Cremin says
of this book: !!The text abounds in vivid descriptions
of the physical education, the nature studies, the manual
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Chapter III
American Society as the Milieu of
Progressive Education
The period which spawned and p·o;~{arized progressivi~J •;
•

J.Il .

education (and Progressivism in general) was one that seemed
'!

.

to hold great promise formants conquest of the social ills

besetting society.

It is sad commentary but not surprising that

humanityts fondest aspirations were not realized.

All that has

occurred to a groping mankind in the last seventy years, and
that which especially has left its mark upon American civilization,
has had its impact upon Jewish life in the United States and will

be reflected, for better or worse, in American Jewish institutions,
including that of Jewish education.

The influence of this larger

"environment 11 may not be felt consciously, but it is there and
cannot be discounted.

This is not to negate the role played by

the variety of Jewish attitudes, values, institutions and folkways

developed through the ages and transplanted in America.
too, are a significant part of the larger

"life... space. 11

11

They,

environment 11 of

However, in order to truly understand the current

of Jewish education and the challenges it faces in the
(especially as this applies to the influence~-past,
future.:-.,.of educational progressivism upon the Jewish
educational process) simple explanations will not suffice.
Monochromatic solutions such as the traditionalistts suggestion
we

11

return to Torah and the Mitzvot, 11 such as the Hebraist's

for the revitalization of the Hebrew language amongst the
masses, or the integrationistts formula of the

11

acceptance of a

new realityn and ncreative adjustment, 11 are in themselves untenable
l04
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as panaceas for the malady affecting Jewish life and Jewish

education.

They may very well contain some element of truth

and be capable of contributing to an op,erational design for

assuring a dynamic and meaningful Jewish future in America.
However, they are partial and biased, and they are outgrowths

of historical circumstances which may no longer exist.

We must

recognize their worth but intrepidly look beyond them.

We must

examine our situation more deeply and broaden our vision in
order to establish the basis for knowledgeab~e direction, tentaM
tive answers and further inquiry .

Thus, the metamorphasis of

American society has relevance as w:e _s:tudy:;progressivismts
impact on Jewish education.

In so doing, we expand and deepen

our universe of discourse as we study an educational phenomenon

characteristic of American civilization.

Any attempt at a description and analysis of American
during the period under consideration presents difficulquite some magnitude, some of which are common to all
events and tendencies, others which may be
unique to American culture.

The very dynamism of

life makes the task even more arduous.

An aspect of

trend may change overnight as a response to the introduction of

some new product of our everMexpanding technology. 1

Every effort

introspection is open to much · criticism, but an effort must
made in order to provide a context for the understanding of
the institution of American Jewish ·education. 2
~

The specific

'

focus of this presentation will be on the evolving sociological
l,

(including psychological and economic factors of relevance),
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ideological and philosophic;!al currents that seem to exist and
that may have some meaningf ~ul relationship to American Jewish
life and to Jewish educatiomn in the U~ited
States.
,,
In trying to grasp

the essence of a civilization as

distinguished from other ci~vilizations, past and present, it is

i

I
I

helpful to identify its uni~queness or difference.

'

Just as all

individuals differ in some r resp ect, so all cultural complexes
have some characteristics b?Y which they may be differentiated

from other cultural configu:icrations.

One authority on inter-

cultural education makes thEe following observations:
1. Democracy is mo:mr e than a political pilot light of
the American people. I tt is that, but it is also a precious
heritage of ideals and vwalues, • • • Among them, the following have become gene:u.rally acknowledged in our society:
(1) a commanding respeci:lrt: for human personality, regardless
of age, sex, class, racee, creed, or national origin;
(2) the enlistment of inndividual freedom and responsibility
in the maintenance of s aocial order; and (3) the right of all
groups, including minorJ.!ity peoples, to equality before the
law and to free participp ation in the making of America • • • • 3
2. The trend of Ame:erican culture indicates a growing
secularization of socie~t y. By secularization is meant the
decreasing influence of . institutional religion in American
life, and the increasin~ initiative of individuals in determining their spirituaal values and in shaping institutions
accordingly • • •
• • ~ At the s ame t .iiime secular society deeply affects the
church's core of h!,ll11an vvalues, largely because of the in~
fluences of the scientif_ic method, democratic ideals and
leisure~time interests.
Quite probably the public school
has been the most import~ant vehictle of this secular influence.
Secularism, as a frame o~f reference for the activity of the
American people, is nthi~s-worldlyn in orientation, embraces
certain humanitarian vali ues of the good life on earth, and
resorts to human intelli~gence, integrity, experimental living,
as means to accomplish t t hese ends.4 '
3. The pattern of Arnmerican society is strikingly technological. More aid more ~ in recent de cades the machine has
supplanted hard manual 1 2.abor in mastering the natural resources of this country , and in converting them to serve
human needs • • • • s
'

II

l07
4. Another trait of American culture is the socialstatus system in which individuals, families, and larger
groups of pe0ple find their places in the community. A
casual look at any community shows a relatively small
group of well-to-do people living non the hill, n a large .
block of economically underprivileged and socially handi.;. '\
capped people settled nacross the tracks, n and a large
middle class element spread out in the intervening social
area • • • The lower class usually includes npoor whites, n
dark-skinned peoples, and the more recent immigrant, foreign
language, semi-skilled, laboring classes. These disfavored
peoples of different racial and ethnic traditions frequently
dwell in somewhat isolated ncu,ltural islandsn in the least
desirable sections of the community. They are economically
handicapped. The large middle class includes the thrifty,
nrespectablen business and professional people • • • 6
p

American life has exhibited its conflicts as well as

its virility.

Emotions do not always coincide with what the

intellect indicates is right; ethics and behavior diverge; in
general, ideals represent aspirations and not norms.

In an

"action-centered" culture such as ours a wide gap between the
ideal and the real might be expected to exist, a much wider
gap than would be found in a relatively static, tradition-

centered, authoritarian culture.

However, the articulation and

acknowledgment of a body of ideals and values and the conscious
desire to realize them more and more so as to enhance society
is a reasonable expectation (of the intellectuals and the leadership, if not of the masses) that one would have of a democratic,
creative and humane ccivilization.

There is growing evidence that

this expectation may be becoming less valid in the America

of

the sixties.

In a comparison of two college classes, A. S. Eisenstadt
observes that whereas the class of l940 (his class) doubted the

world around it, the class of t52 doubts itself.?

The class of

1940 seemed to be living in an entirely different intellectual
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and social climate than the class of the natomic ! ageonS
,,I•

The great accomplishment s along with the ! comparative
social apathy of American civilization present a!IIL interesting
phenomenon for the historian and the sociologist :· to study.
evev, for the educator and the Jewish educator,

&cE.D

·~

How•

understanding

of what has come about in America in the past fi!:Ety years is
imperative if educatioNal developments are to be ! understood and
to be i evaluated.

One cannot, as the historian co:i,:r socioldgist

can, take a detached view of the situation, its
unfolding.

o rigins and its

The trends, changes, and existing col'!IJlditions and

problems are the context in which future educatico nal effort must
find direction and purpose.

To further our comp:rl!'ehension of

what has transpired, we should try to identify t Rhie various
factors responsible for the development of the c~uiltural traits
enumerated above.

The presence of the many para~dloxes and 'diver-

gences between ideal and behavior should also be

studiedo

An

attempt to explain the seeming lack of orientaticcom of the
present generation sh'9uld be made.

Answers to t lflu e foil owing

questions may also be come upon through close sc~utiny:

What

was happening in America as progressive educatio:rrrn was gaining
professional and popular _acceptance (if i t ever ~dlid) and when
it later became an object of great criticism and

ridicu~e?

What has been the sociological, •ideological and ill? h ilosophical
enviro nment in which the American -Jewish religi0...--cultural group
has gr own~and developed, has been assimilated or
has become progre~sive in its Jewish

has become
te ducational

thinking or has remained traditional in its educaa1tional philosophy

.I
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and thought?

One of the most basic changes that has occurred in
twentieth-century America has been the µrbanization and in.
.
.
lif e. 9
dustrialization
of Am erican

Accompanying the growth of

cities and an urban way of life came the greater reliance upon
science and technology to provide improved products and more

efficient services to ·the .American peopleo

nAmerica is

a

civil-

ization founded on science and rooted in its achievements.

With-

out science the -wh0l-e ribbed frame of American technology, and
with it American power, would have been impossible.

America

itself was born at the beginning of the great age of European
science.t1lO

As with urbanization, the greater acceptance of

science as a life-determinant has led to revolution and chaos
belief, value, attitude and behavior.

Its most

,serious impact has been its questioning of the authority ·and
basic assumptions of traditional (orthodoxy and fundamentalism)

religions and religious institutions and the ensuing repudiation
or at best

lip-service, t1 by many, to moral codes and humanistic

11

values and ideals championed by all interpretations of Judeo11
. .
re1 igion.

In America, pure science has been an instrument for
technological progress.

In fact, technological development,

very mµch intertwined with the profit or defense motive, has

the rationale for pure scientific research. •It i:s no ·
that science is valued for what it has done and what it
in the futu~e rather than for its method, its approach
"to

solving human problems and the type of ~ational and systematic
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it represents.l 2
This continual focus upon certain applied sciences has
;indirectly to a form of anti-intel~ectualism, which has

-~

become increasingly militant since the end of World War II.
• • • The £ear of 11 geniuses, IT felt through most of in.;.
dustrial structure, scares off a number of men who value
independent thinking and cherish their own cast of personality. But the managerial attitude is even more corrosive for the marginal men who may decide to go into industrial research and who develop their own inhibitions
against original thinking once they find themselves in an
at~osphere hostile to it •
• ,~ While the corporate managers feel uneasy with scientific
geniuses, 11 the community as a whole distrusts and even
fears them • • • This is part of a current of antiintellectualism that ;:hay swept in recent years not only
through America but through the whole Western world, largely
as a consequence of the atomi~ crisis.l3
11

~

ct To

sl.llillQarize, even though ihe scientific-technological
;

valued greatly today, the scientist, the scientific
method, •. and the values ·of science are not beyond suspicion
had far less j.mpact than would. reasonably be expected.
one would have to admit that the effect of science and
on social behavior, thought, action, purposes and
values has been something more than one of

11

no impact.IT

On

the contrary at this juncture in history the scientific• eclmological revolution, projecting a world-view and set of
"\f&lues which diverges in many ways from the traditional Judea-

Christian orientation, has created many problems for man and has
hls universe 11 to the point of utter aonf'usion.

•Not only

:has "secular man 11 come to minimize the relevancy of traditional
eligious beliefs, practices and codes of behavior but he has
been alienate.d from traditionaLilife.,-activities, values, and
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institutions, and has substituted for them a set of less human.
creative, less socially-productive and socially-oriented
izing,
values and behavioral patterns.
_5t.;.~,.:--.;,.;Most Americans, especially the industrial and white-.~~ollar classes, have been alienated from some crucial life
experiences--from the soil, from independent enterprise,
from the ownership of tools, from the sense of craft and the
cµgnity of wonk, from the feeling of relation to the total
· product • • •
... ~-~
The loss of a sense of independence in the productive
prode~ses has been replaced by a feeling of well-being in
consumption and living standards. The pull of property
£_is/ no longer in tools or productive land but in consumer
goods; • • • these form the new soil in which the American
has found new roots.
,, The values ©f income, consumption, status, and popu!Lar
culture are a different set of values from those of soil and
craft and small-scale productive property, and in that sense
the .whole ground tone of American civilization has changed
under the Big Technology. BNt the point is that in their
own way they are values, not emptiness or formlessness • • •
That is to say that it is the machine itself that has cut
American industrial, white-collar, and professional workers
away ·from the machine and has transferred their interest
and lif:•ener~ies from the ma~ng of goods to the making of
money with which to buy and enJoy the goods.~ 4
'1k:

It cannot be den~ed that science and technology have

made great contributions to mants fight against disease and his
struggle for a longer and more comfortable life.

However,

humanity ttepds many times to accentuate the negative at the
e:x.penser of the equally dramatic (when viewed with historical
perspective) if not sensationa.1 pcesiti,ve occurrences and contri...
Therefore, today science stands before the world ac.;.
evidence available from Hiroshima and Nagasaki)
of providing man with an efficient means for his self~destruction

rather than with refined instruments for and dedicated devotion
· to mants ~ physical and 1psychic salvation.
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It is, , therefore, not surprising that, in this abnos-

phere of cortflict, disillusionment and fear resulting from
cultural inconsistency, disorientatio~ and extreme

lag,

11

n

thai\

the "liberal 11 who calls for the reliance on intelligence and ·
'<',

reason and the application of scientific method, conclusions, hy.:.
pothes@s ~<.. . etG : c; . s0s ~s to cex.tricate man from the , web of his
existent:ial dilemma, has few listeners, aside f ram a handful. of
intellectuals, scientists, sociologists and anthropologists,
philosophers and educators.

As alluded to above, 15 an under-

current of hostility if not open warfare exists between many who
are satisfied with enjoying and increasing the comforts gained
from the outcomes of scientific and technolQgical research and
those who demand of science commitment and the tools to create

a better world. 16
In conclusion, science., as an approach ' to unders,t anding,
enhancing, and directing the universe of mants creative existence
can be liberating, progressive, and can make a contribution to
the self-fulfillment of man.

Consumptive technology, on the

other- hand, --the worship of :the ,.product without anaacceptance
and~valuing of the ·process and the . overall philosophic context
of scientific effort, the exploitation of science to amass
weaith--is a conservative and sometimes reactionary force in
our society whlch can be stultifying, sterile and oppressive.

the scientific outlook is .in the main secular, it
for religious orientation towards life if not supporting
traditional, authoritarian beliefs and practices.

The ,appli-

of science becomes materialistic when it lacks philosophical
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·perspective, when it is neither humanistic or humanitarian but
leads only to pleasure-seeking, status-enhancing, and comfortproviding ... -hedoru.sm of the fi;rst order,_. 17

Socially irresponsi~le

productivity and consumer-oriented technology may be a greater
enemy of the religious, spiritual life than science itself, which

if it ever is able to develop substantially would most probably
affirm the great religious truths promulgated through the ages.
science, undeniably, questions belief and the source of authority,
but the abuse or de-humanization and de-spiritualization of
technology may be the ultimate destroyer of religious values
and the religious interpretation of life which places man above
money, love above power, the spirit over the material, compassion
over comfort, creativity and self-realization over conformity
and the undisciplined pursuit of pleasure.

~)

During the past fifty years, as a resultant of our in-

creasingly higher standard of living and of the needs of an
expanding, urban, technological society, America has become
more and more

middle-class 11 in terms of the ethos and tempou..:·

11

of the society.

In discussing the social characteristics of

American society, investigators have come to focus more and more
upon analyzing the traits, behavior patterns, psychology, and
problems of the

middle-class. tT

11

Though America has upper and

lower s&~nmwrnic classes, the tone and tempo of American
society is set by the TTmiddle-class, TT the class of which 1he
majority of American Jews consider themselves a part.

Most

Americans think of themselves as being TTmiddle-class TT (even
the TTlower-uppern or nouveaux riche and the nlower,

IT

laboring
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of ,the dilemma of newer elements in t:he 11middleclass11 and of even of industrial skilled and semi-skilled labor

is the challenge presente~ by Big Business, the assembly line ~
.
automation,
e tc • l9
It can be observed that in many instances 11success at
any costn (lack of ethical behavior, lack of integrity and

sincerity, lack of creative satisfacti.on, etc.) becomes the
motive force behind going through the motions of the job, the
~

rewardi , being time aIJ.d money to get pleasure and a chanae for
.t

self-expression away from the job.
l.

'•

•

st· nMiddle-classism 11 hp.s generally )supported quite ,F igorously
•

,

l

open society, the free enterprise system, our many democratic
institutions, and the nAmerican way of life. 11

Nonetheless, the

''rniddle-classn is far fromnfree 11 in terms of its personal and
social development, probably far less nfree 11 than the other two
soGi~eo,fomii.1e classes. .

The obvious defect of this conception is its negativism.
It stresses freedom from the powers and principalities of
· organized government, but not freedom for the creative
phases of living. It derives from the whole freedom constellation of the eighteenth century • • • It underscored let
live but fi-6rgo:t :::tha±~dn the jungle of the industrial culture
let live without help live can ):le morally , empty. 20
p ),
The real ~angers of th~ American mode qf life are not in
the machine or even in standardization as much as they are
in conformism. The dangers do not flow from the contrivances
men have fashioned to lighten their burdens, or from the
material abundance which, if anything, should make a richer
~ultu r al life possible. They flow rather f~om the nemesis
of the dominant and successful. by the weak and mediocre, and
from the f ,e ar of being thought different from one's fellows.
This is th~ essence of c onformtsm.21
Taking all things into consideration, one might say that
from many authoritarian impositions but are

ll5

subjugated by the·· subtle but powerful pressures of mass culture.
The'fJJusiness spirit" is just another facet of American
life that for mariry is demoralizing and enslaving.

Many Americans,
...
_

especially the "middle-class" considered in the broadest pos·sible

. committed to becoming a success and in accumulating
terms, 2-2· ave
money.
To understand the importance of success as a goal, one
must remember that for the ordinar.y American the test of an
idea is in the end product of the action, the proof that
something is valid lies in its being effective, He cares
about success because he prides himself on living in an
illusionless world amd cannot let himself be bothered with
futilities. Hence his homage is given to the best-selling
book, the candidate who is elected by a "landslide," the
stock speculator that makes a "killing." It adds to ~the
Americants stature to be associated with a going concern.
'

~
The only disaster is failure. But even failure is
tolerated if it is used as a springboard for a 11 corrieback"
which is a success underlined by a dramatic reversal.
23

In a society where the traditional goals have been undercut, the goal of money has an alluringly tangible and massive
qµality • • • It is true that the American expectation is
largely measured in money terms, and the "law o~ 4the fast
buck" is a powerful force in American striving.
'

---=~

and prestige (status) are also important goals in the
"pursuit of happiness. "

As for power • • • American society • • • is not pow~Fstarved but power-saturated. One source that feeds the
power drives is the American emphasis on the life of action:
the imperialism o~5 action demands control over the actions
of others • • • •
One must agree that the drive toward prestige has done
m~ch to release American energies. But the price has been
high--the hollowness of values in a system where life is
lived in the mirror of how people rate you, and whether
• • .• you are not only "ld.ked'·' but ''well liked." Dif e
becomes thus a joyless and derivative affair, laden with
endless anxieties in an endless prestige rat race. 2,6
puts a premium on security:

ll6

The important newcomer in the five-goal system is the
stress on security. Anyone studying the emerging personality pattern is America must note how the propensity for
risk-taking has slackened, and how risk-cutting and securityseeking have come forward with new strength • • •
However, it is not economic security alone but a whole
psychic security syndrome that is involved. Each new generation seems less geared to risk-taking and mor bent on nailing
down the future beyond chance and doubt • • •

27

According to Lerner, the ultimate life-objective, accentuated in the strivings of the

middle-class, 11 is happiness: 8

11

As can be seen, many factors play a part in creating the
image of the American with which the majority of American Jews
can be identified.

These divers elements or forces not only

influence overt behavior but, as has been mentioned from time
to time, also impinge significantly upon values and attitudes,
upon delimited thought-patterns and broader, more-encompassing
ideologies.

Many of these ingredients have previously been

discussed, some in detail, others in passing.

However, a few

''missing links 11 must still be added to the chain so that the
picture will be reasonably complete for the purposes of this
study, namely:

the situation and plight of the individual in

a "mass .culrture, 11 the. impact and influence of· the mass communi ...
cation media on American life, and the emerging role of the
(.,

Hopefully, dealing with these additional
dimensions of evolving American life will serve to complete the
framework needed to give meaning and context to the description
ideologies, movements, causes, and world-views
which have made their presence felt during the period under conSidera tion. -..,1:w : t

As has been commented upon heretofore, technological,
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btlsiness-centered, urban society has tended to de-personalize
th; individual, to sap his individuality, to make him an

appendage of nmass man 11 whose lair is ,_ ttmass culture. n

Aside

from within the family, how does the American, male and female,
try to gain self-identity, a resultant of social experiences
of differing intensities and of social responses of individuals

and groups?

How does he or she escape the loneliness and isola-

tion that is the fruit of a fragmented, highly-specialized
!

soc:i!ety?

•

T

A standard cliahe about American society is that · the
Americans are ttjoinersn and nbelongerso n • • •
In the midst of constant change and turbulence, even
in a mass society, the American feels alone. In a society
·of hierarchy, loneliness is more tolerable because each
mtkher knows his position in the hierarchy--lower than
some, higher than others, but always known. In a mobile,
nonhierarchal society like the American~ social position
does not have the same meaning as in a vertical scheme of
deference and authority. A mant-s • status in the community
is a matter of making horizontal connections, which give
him his place in what would be otherwise • a void. It is .
this social placing of the American--in church, lodge,
service or women's club, eating club, Community fund drive,
veteran's group, country club, political party--that
defines his social personality. Through it he gets the
sense of effectiveness he does not have as a minor part of
tne machine process or 'the co~porate organization. ' Here
he can make his way as a person, by his qualities of
geniality and friendliness, his 1ability to talk at a meeting
or run it or work on a committee, his organizing capacities,
His .ardor, his public spirit. 'Here also, he stretches himself ~as he rarely does on rhe job, by working with others
for common non-profit endso
1

It is this hunger for share& experience that makes the
American 'fear solitude as he does • • • But for many American& solitude is still too ·frightening, whether because they
dare riot face tlie dilemma of their own personality or because
they recognize themselve~ more easily by reference to their
1
•
•
association with others. 9
.l

,.

,'1

is t}J.is· aspect of democratic living, voluntary association,
l

has~lbecome basic and definitive of American society o

The
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psychically-satisfying experiences traditionally related to
one's .work, neighborhood, cooununity, and even to some degree,
famil:½ seem to have been expropriated ,by participation in
1

voluntary associations, especially in urban and suburban America.
h;

T.wo other determinants of culture-.xhe masB communication

media and the

11

liberated 11 American woman--are worthy of consid-

eration at this point.

Just as mass transportation is so vital

a factor--as both stimulus . and response--in the unfolding :ofr '
modern American civilization, so does mass communication; exemplified by television, play an immense part in our economic and
cultural day-by"day existence.
In s.carcely more than two generations the other bigaudience media went through a revolutionary change much
like that .of the press; in the process they transformed
much of American lifeo Most Americans associate magazines,
movies, radio, and TV with the arts of living rather than
with the molds of thinking, with entertainment and the uses
of leisure rather than with attitudes and be.liefs • • • •
Revolutionary changes took place almost simultaneously
in a number of big-audience mediao What made them come
where and when they did, fusing them into a continuous
multiple revolution, ·was the convergence of three important
forces, One was a big audience equipped with purchasing
power, not confined to one class but includrl.ng all of them.
The second was the emergence of leisure time needing to be
filled. The third was the contrivance of inventions which
filled :Leisure by spanning the continent, pulling the far
p.laces of America together, assaulting and captur•i ng ey.J.e
and air--and doing it cheaply enough to make the new inventions accessible to al1.3U
I\

• • • One of the important transformations is in the
area of social power. It should be obvious that those who
controi the images that reach into men's homes and also into
their minds will have a good deal of at least indirect
control over these minds as well • • •
The core problem is one of maturity. (Just as im,e_ortant
as the conse<I!:!ences of TV for American society are,/ so is 7
the rimpact_/ of society
the art of TV.) Just as serious as the question of what TV does to children is the
question of what children do to TV. It is not that the

ionJ

ll9

programs are geared deliberately to catch them but they are
shaped so as to appeal to the childts mentality in children
and adults alike • • • 31
The nordeal of the American woman 11 is symbolic of the
'·.

conflicts and challenges which arise in a free, open society as
it struggles through a period of ·weat transition. 32

The American

woman is the great consumer and is on equal terms with American
male in controlling Americats wealth.

However, the many diver-

sified activities in which the American woman is expected to
participate tend to make the fully-satisfied woman a rarity.33
Before this socio-cultural analysis can be considered
reasonably complete, note should be made of the icreasing degree

of anti-social behavior and social problems that are manifesting
themselves in all classes of American society--divorce and family
breakdown, illegitimacy,and abortion, crime, juvenile delinquency,
alienation of youth from the nmiddle-class 11 family, drug addiction,
alcoholism, etc. 3 4
~- One may deplore these dislocating energies, but
they would seem to be an inherent part of a society in which
the pace of life is set by freedom, competitiveness, and
acqujsri:tiu.e nes.s, and they . ,are _pant of. tpe ·price the society
pays for those forming principles. A society less free and
less dynamic,--one of tradition and status, or one of totally
state-directed power--may escape some of these dislocations
but be beset by others. The whole impulsion of American
culture is to raise hopes and claims in the individual and
spur him on to fulfill the hopes and nail down the claims.
At the same time it is too young a society to have developed
CaJ kind of inner discipline. 35
Rina..l.Jcy the secularization of religion and the growth
'
and impact of suburbia (both to be discussed more fully during

the examination of physiognomy of the
group) should not be overlooked:

Jewish religio-cultural
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rs America a religious culture, shaped by men who sought
freedom of worship, with God constantly present in their
minds even when the church has become formalized? Or is it
a secular culture, with a nwall of SEJ? aration 11 between Church
and State, and with religion piaying only a marginal role in
men ts daily lives? Each of these -guestions can be answer 89,
affirmatively, which indicates how deeply the religious ambiguity cuts into American culture. America is as secular
as a culture can be where religion has played an i,mportant
role in its origins and early growth and has been intertwined with the founding and meaning •of societyo It is also
as religious as a culture can be whose life goals are worldly
and whose daily strivings revolve not around God but around
man. 36
1

The suburban movement was an effort of the new middle
classes to find a garment for their living that would express outwardly the changes that had already taken ~lace
inwardly in their image ·Of 1:hemselves and in their relation
to society. They no longer wished to be identified with
the 11 city masses,n nor could they stand the anonymity of
urban life where the lonely are terribly lonely and no one
knows anybody else who happens to live in the same big
/
apartment houseo They were the transients, living in an
era of transiency, and the'refore they were all the more
seized by the panic of temporariness: thus they wanted a
Home of their own, whose mortgage they could at least in
part pay off, with whose lawn and garden they could mix
their sweat, and where' they could putter in a toOl'Shed or
garden and have a garage with a car of their own that could
carry them away from it all. This was class in action-that is to say, a class personality asswrted in the act of
·
st'riking., new roots for itself. 3 7
4

n

This discussion ~ould not tend without passing mention

of the increased ·friction between the dominant white majority and
the American Negro, the true ' naaste 11 in ~erican society.

The

Negro has represented the great rru.nority pr'oblem of the fifties

and sixties, in the North as we:il as in the South.

The struggle
11

for equality by Catholics, Jews and the foreign-born has, in
Al<>st

I

cases, been waged successfully, with results· acceptable

to these minorities even if perfect social equality is still
lacking. ~ The colored peoples •of America, whose difference is

the gr~atest in the eyes of the white person, are now active,

I
1
I

I
I
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militant and vociferous in their demands for political, economic,
educational and social (housing in white neighborhoods, etc .J ,
equality.

This awakening--a resultant of many factors such as

the struggle for independence and equality by colored people~
f

the world-over, the increased numerical strength of the colored
minority (through natural reproduction, immigration from Puerto
Rico and Cuba, etc.) and the higher educational level and sense
of responsibility of their leadership--is currently shaking
!,

,American society at its very foundations and is being viewed
with great interest by the nations of the wprld.

Quite force-

fully and dramatically the American Black Man is challenging the
"land of the free 11 to fulfill the great ideas and concepts expressed
., in our Constitution and Bill of Rights •
Ideology
Ideologies and ideological movements ~ay bare the inner
strivings and the situational, as well as, the fundamental
conflicts which a culture generates in its struggle for development and creative survival.

At times ideological movements

are mass phenomena, at others, only minority expressions.
their

Though

rimary origin is the response of people to certain socio-

cultural ,. conditions, there is little doubt that, in our world
of international communication and travel and of the international

~ress, tho~ht currents and emotional moods not necessarily
J.,ndigenous to America have insinuated themselves in~o the mainstream orJ into the marginal
reservoirs, of American thought and
l
feeling. - An ideology or cause, thus, may arise from a common,
lfOrld-wide sitpation or disposition, or may be more ttlocal 11 in
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Though ideologies, causes, moods, m~vements, etc. are
initially responses to cultural conditions, they in turn may
serve to stimulate action and win additional adherents.

They

~

~

give people something to fight for and fight against and in some
cases may incite violence and a ,strong counter-movement by opposing factions in the society.

In many cases they tend to sweep

up people with only the leadership, if anyone at all, possessing

an articulated conception of the movement or cause.

At times

they serve as a rationalization (for action and obstruction) of
some deeper motive which remains unexpressed or non-expressable.
A generally conservative civilization experiencing rapid tech-

nological change is fertile ground for the growth of mainly
moderate, but, in certain instances, quite radical ideologieso
i\

A religio-cultural minority group in a democratic, open

society will most probably be greatly affected by the prevalent
thought-currents and prevailing moods of the majority culture
of which it is part.

The minority group may contribute, some~

times out of proportion to its numerical strength, ~o the growth
and to the rejection of certain ideologies and causes.

It may

also be the object, for good or for bad, of certain ideological
tendencies in a given society.

From another vantage point, the

life of the group, both collectively and individually, may be
drastically influenced by internal (within the religio-cultural
group) thought and emotive patterns, if its group-life is vital
and meaningful.

In a democracy of voluntary associations and

freedom of inter~communication, it is difficult if not impossible
for a minority group to escape being caught up in the ideological

l23

currents and cross-currents that exist within its own group, on
the one hand, and in those vying for allegience within the

framework of the majority culture, on ,_the other.· It is not
uncommon for its

11

,~

inner ideologies 11 (the minority .g;r-oup ts) to

stand out in bold contrast to ,the larger societal moods.

Thus,

the conditions for confusion, conflict and disorientation on the
part -0f minority individuals come into being. ,. At other times,

the larger societal ideologies may serve to stimulate or reinforce existing patt·e rns or emerging trends of thought and
action within the minority sub-culture •
.1

All in all , ideology is directly but sometimes subtly

related to the general direction and particular trends of
civilizational life.
motive-force.

It may se.r ve as indicator, response or

Thus, an understanding of ideological tendencies

and causes suppor1:)ed1by a society .(or segments thereof) may help

us inmeasurably in comprehending the ~psyche 11 ,and '11personality 11
of a civilization and of the participants in it.

America of the 19 20 ts, still recovering from the un-

I

settling influences of World War I, presented an interesting

I!

t-'

matrix of movements and, in some instances, contradictory
forces.

The generally libaralizing tendencies 0£ the period
I

'

became more aceentuated, and in some cases relatively _extreme,

in the climactic thirt~es, and, in the post-World War ]I period,
I

some of the trends contiinued to thvive and to color the cultural
.

'

milieu while others elicited strong -counter-reactions and differJ.

popular rejection.
Though in the twenties the nation was seemingly still
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basically under the sway ,of a conservative economic philosophy
as articulated by Harding, Coolidge and Hoover, it was in the
mid-twenties that the Progressive Party with LaFollette at the
helm polled some five million votes {1924).

This was also the

era that witnessed the struggle over prohibition with the repeal
of the Eighteenth Amendment representing a victory for ,the liberal
forces which were becoming more accepted among the general American public.

The twenties was also a decade that engend~red

continued isolationsim on (:trhe part of the United States as well
as one that breeded governmental corruption of great proportions,
I

the governmentally-supported gvowth of Big Business and con...
siderable racist and nanti ...foreignern agitation and legislation
as diverse segments of our society took up the cause of

pro-

11

tecting white America. 11
In this period the

melting pot 11 theory •still had popular

11

I

support, though liberal intellectuals and sociologists had begun
to question the basic premises and socio-psychological validity

I

!1 1

i

I
'

of the

11

theory,

11

as early as the beginning of the second decade

I

of the century. 38
e · ... The Israel Zangwill visi0n •of America as a !!melting
pot 11--a crucible into which poured metals from every country
while nthe great alchemist meLts and fuses them with his
purging flame 11 --was greeted with enthusiasm, but it was a
dangerous metaphor since it implied that all the immigrant
strains must be purified by being assimilated with something
more !!American. 11 In World War I the fear cropped up of the
11hyphenated American'' who was not being melted, fused and
purged rapidly enough. The 11Red scare 11 that followed the
war was directed against the foreign-born and, like the even
more intense furor after World War II, it reinforced the
39
whole agonizing doubt about nature of American identity.

Viewing matters from the standpoint of the immigrant family, the
Children, growing up in an atmosphere of freedom, tried in many

I

'

II,

l25
instances to nescapelT their parental heritage and thus become
"more American. IT

Strained parent ... child relationships character-

ized the adjustment process of most ~igrant families.
The tight family of the peasant community or of the·Jewish tradition was subjected to the strains and dislocations of the new society; often it was fatally split,
although those ·that survived found that the ties of cohesiveness were strengthened by the fact of their members having
to face together an alien world. Most tragic of all, the
immigrants often found that their own children--adapting
more easily to the new ways, caught up in the new rhythms,
accepting the new .Life goals, and eager to merge themselves
with the new environment--drifted away and became alienated
from their parents. Perhaps in order to wipe out the
cleavage between themselves and their new fellows, they
saw their mother and father through the eye of the 11Arnericans 11
and came to think of them as outsiders and strangers--in
short, as objects. The circle of alienation was completed. 40
In another vein, the twenties saw Freudianism shattering

t

the Puritanical pretenses of American culture.

In so doing the

doctrines of Freud became a dominant intellectual force that
came to influence many facets of life and everyday behavior.
Thus, for instance, we witness the

11

child panic, IT as Lerner

refers to the growing centrality of the child within the American
family.LJ.l

~l

In addition, the feminine revolution, as part of the all-

encompassing. revolut ion in morals, manners and tastes, was a
response to Freudts criticism of Western civilization and his
call for the liberat ion of the inner drives and impulses of
men an?- women so as to help them achieve emotional stability
and mental health.

• l

., I

~t

In the l920 ~s the American moralists were shocked
at the 11revolt of the younger generation, 11 with new freedoms of smoking~ drinking, petting and premarital sex.
Some saw it as the end of the world, others a passing
rebellious whim_ Actually it was neither, but a phase of
a continuing revrolution in morals • • • • Armed with bootleg
liquor, the young and the old flaunted the codes of the
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bluenoses • • • 4-2
Id, ego, neurosis, interpretation of dreams, complex,
psychoanalysis, psychiatry--became common words that Americans,
'\

especially of the middle and upper classes, used to rationalize
and explain their behavior, feelings and interpersonal problems.
Art, a most sensitive area of hwnan en!ieavor, also succumbed
to the symbolism and

11

expressionism 11 stimulated by the Freudians,

as well as to other moods on the contemporary scene.4- 3
I•

Two other closely related ideological-philosophical
currents also made their presence felt--~ecularist-naturali sticscientism, and pragmatism.

The conflict between formalized ,

I

I

i

institutionalized, fundamentalist religion as opposed to t he
:t

scientific approach to life and hwnan experience has already been
4-,4noted.
The great struggle between fundamentalism and Darwinian
evolutionism was still being fought during this decade and was
best exemplified by the famous Scopes t trial.

[9
'l
,9
•TI

In theological circles and churches, the fundamentalistmodernist controversy • • • came to a head as a result of
advancing science. The most radical of_ the modernists,
found chiefly among the Unitarians and Univer~alists, but
also among other Protestants, • • • either rejecte? the basic
Christian theological ~ogmas as untrue or rheld/ that we
can have no certainty about them. Other, but less radical
modernists • • • retained a f ,ew of the old beliefs such as
that in the existence of, Go!i and in personal immortality.
Against all of these, the fundamentalists have stood for
the, continued belief in all of the old-time ,11fundamentals 11
of the Christian religion. This group /-;wasJ unrelenting
in the war against scie,nce at every point where it clashed
with the traditional dogmas of foD111al Christianity. Their
leaders at~acked the modernist ministers and teachers, and
organized many, societies to carry on their work. They
succeeded in having anti-evolution laws passed in a few
states, one of them b,ein~ Tennesf;je,e , where a teacher,
J. T. Scopes, was tried ±in 1925 for teaching evolution.
William .Jennings Bryan, the chief pr~secuting attorney and
prominant fundamentalist, urged the view that the school s
exist to teach not what is true bu.t what the people want

I

1

'

'

' !
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them to teach. Scopes was convicted in spite of his able
defense by Clarence Darrow, a leading modernist. 45

:)

Naturalistic-hwnanism, of the aetheistic, agnostic and theistic
......

:1

Ii

;I

varieties, was becaning more and more popular among intellectuals
and the avant garde, but, to the fundamentalists, hwnanism, even
of the Christian variety, was suspect and dangerous.
One of the striking facts about American h.;istory has
been the linkage of the 11 religion of the f athe:rs II with
what Mencken delighted to call the 11Bible Beltn mentality-a narrow view of life and morals,' a belief in -the li'teral
inspiration of the Bible, and a reactionary code of political
belief. The passion of the 11 Hot Gospel II and t h e archaism
of the hell-fire-and-da.nui.ation religion t_-were
put to
work as a counterforce to the inherent hwnanisJTI of the
Christian teachings.46

J

Nonetheless, scientifically-oriented reali~y-centered
empiricism and a naturalistic-hwnanistic ethic mad.e themselves
felt in the secularization of religion and the inc:r eased secularism manifested in all aspects of American life.
The conflict between secular social goals :and the
religious conscience has colored both the relig ious and the
democratic experience of America • • • 47
~
In this spirit some of the pastors o::f every denomination have fought for racial equality and economic
justice and have explored settlement work, adult education,
and psychiatric pastoral counseling. Wherever this has
happened, whether with Catholics, Protestants, or Jews, it
has been attacked as a secularizing of religio111 . It is true
that it has turned the main stress of religiou:s energy away
from the supernatural to the social, from tran:scending the
hwnan to the serving of hwnan needs. It is al:so true that
such a hwnanist emphasis has in many instances become theologically thin. It is easy for sophisticates -to deride
religious liberalism • • • Yet it has served thee function of
making religion a living part of the needs of -rthe people and
keep it militantly alert to the furthermost st:i:I'etches of
social possibility.48
G

•

Finally, the philosophical counterpart of

his growing

liberal~emp<tt'ical surge, pragmatism, gave to the i cileology an
aura of intellectual respectability, something whicch American

1,

l28

conservatism generally lacked.
The stretch from the turn of the century to the New
Deal saw a movement of pragmatism that reached into law,
politics, history, education, business, labor, science's ,
and even art and religion. Its seminal minds in philo' sophy were Peirce, James, Dewey, and Mead. in economics
Veblen maintained a withering fire against the abstractions
of the English classical school and the Austrian "marginal
utilityn school, championing a home.;.grown attitude that
studied economic institutions in their whole life context;
and Wesley Mitchell applied his insights to the study of
business cycle 9 • In law, Holmes ass·e rted that nthe life
of the law has not been logic; it has been experience,n
t; and Brandeis developed the technique of shaping the
judicial judgment less to the logic of chopping of "mechanical jurisprudence 11 than to the community experience. In
history, James ' Harvey Robison and Charles Beard gave new
vitality to the relation between social movemerlt's and'" the
history of ideas, emphasizing the driving forces of class
interest and the ways by which men rationalized these
drives. In 11progressive 11 education, Dewey stressed the
growth and experience of the child as he n1earns by doing. 11
••

0

Through these variations there ran the common thread
of the nrevolt against formalismn and against fixed principles
or rules--that truth did not lie in absolutes or in mechanical
formulas but in the whole operative context of individual
growth and social action in which the idea was embedded • • • 49
The thir'ties was a decade of desperation and upheaval

in Ameri9a, as it was throughout the world.

Many of the movements

and trends in thought of the twenties became more apparent and

widespread, and in some cases, more 'extreme and activist as they
responded to the critical nature of the times.

Whereas

Facism and Nazism were European answers to the exigencies of
history, America witnessed a definite turn to the

left 11 in

11

regaTd to the Federal government and its "socio-political
Philosophy.
re~enued

a

Liberalism, now allied with pt agmatism, no longer repiaissez-faire approach to government.

It now looked

toward responsible governmental intervention, and rational
analysis ' and planning in regard ·to social problems as the key to
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the future.

Liberalism gained its greatest popular~ty in this

period of domestic urgency and cataclysmic change, even thougp.
its relativism and piecemeal approach to long-range problems was
being criticized and challenged by a militant, directionconscious social reconstructionism of the Tlleft,Tl50 and by

I

I

tradition-centered, nanti-change" conservatives and reactionaries.
It is in the liberal intellectual tradition that American belief has characteristically expressed itself.
~ ~ Its credo has beerr progress, its mood optimist, its
view of human nature rationalist and plastic; it has used
human rights rather th~n property rights as its ends but
has concentrated on social action as its means. It has
!made "expedient change 11 an integral p,art of its metJ;iods
and has taken from science the belief in the tools of reason
and the tysts of validity. It has kept its fighting edge
through the emotional force of the reformist impulse • • • 51
·It was during these years of increased social consciousness
I

that the comparatively radical New Deal and the institutionalization of the 1\velfare state 11 became permanent objects on the
American social landscape. •
Though opposition to what some called the "creeping
socialismn of the New Deal and a serious questioning of . its means
and methods did exist, the concepts and innovations put into

play by the Roosevelt administration in its more centralized

.

(

approach to the governing of the populace reflected the desire
of the masses for economic security and for help to those in
need.

The surge t~ democratize American life via peaceful

reform was all-pervasive in this period and had enormous pl.blic
backing.

Social welfare and liberal thought came out into the

open in this era as the dominant ideologies of the tfues.
In this pre-World War II decade, the liberalism of the
epoch also facilitated the seeming victory of the theory of

I
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"cultural pluralismn over the 'melting pot 11 theory as an appr?ach
to the adjustment of ethnic minorities in American culture. 52
Though immigration had been greatly re~tricted, some refugees '"
from Hitler were allowed entrance, and thus they constituted ··a
core of new immigrants.

The thirties also stimulated some intellectuals, disillusioned with certain inadequacies of the American way of life,
to l ook toward international communism as the panacea to the
worldts problems.

Communist sympathizers and card-carrying

party members were more common the American scene then th?n
at any other time, heretofore or thereafter.

Socia.1.±sm, in

the organized, political form of the Socialist Party, actually
lost ground in the Depression period since so many of its reforms
and principles were incorporated -into the New Deal which Big
Labor supported to the hilt~ 53
Social and ec onomic conditions contributed to the contin~
uation of racism and .prejudice and discrimination toward racial
and religious minorities.

Facism and Nazism, the dictaterships

of the nright, n so popular as solutions to Europe's tS0~©W"°e'<l!1Jn.1Di:nic
problems in the thirties, had their impact on American life just

as anti-Semitism was aided directly and indirectly by European
totalitarianism and the
.

mtrter i~~at ~d economic conditions in

54

America.
The effects of World War II and of the "cold war 11 which
has followed as well as Tihe reactions of the American people to
internal social and economic conditions set the stage for the
\tngrossing saga of nAmerica in the atomic and space age. 11

Though

the tone of the fifties was in some respects similar to that of
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the twenties (the post-World War I era)--the upsurge of conservative thinking and feeling, the discrediting of liberalism
with its emphasis on social change, the cultivation and pursuit
~

~

of pleasure and luxury, the rebirth and increased popularity ·-of
reactionary, nativist, and isolationary causes and movements,
the preS'ence of Republican administrations in Washington (195 21960, 1969-?)-~many tendencies and attitudes that seem to have
come to the fore have exhibited their own individuality and
particularity and have had their roo<ts in potentially "stabilizing
responses 11 to the unsettling 11byper-dynamic 11 context of the
times we live in.
~

1.

•

War and nationalist fervor usually breed isolationism

in a conservative, '1well-off II country such as twentieth century
America.

This trend has assuredly become more accentuated in

the last decades as disillusionment and pessimism in regard to
the possibilities of real peace has grown.

However, Ameriqa 's

role as the greatest of international powers could no longer be
denied nor changed from within though it could be chal.J,enged .
quite vigorously from without.

It oould no longer be contested

that Americats survival depended on the health and development
of the "free world."

Thus, America ts general.ls strong support

and belief in the United Nations, as contrasted with its sus-

picion of the League of Nations, is better understood.

The

world had changed and so, it seemed, had America.
t'••' ·

Though the soil of America , did ,not f -e el the ravages of

war as did the soil of other nations 1of the world, American war
casualties were considerable.

The -war became .m ost personal when

I .

j,1
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husb~nds, fathers and sons were wounded, disabled or killedo
However, from the economic standpoint, the war for all the havoc
it wrought also brought its blessings.

1

An unheard degree of

,.,

prosperity, characterized by an inflationary spiral:;_ erased
the ravages of the Depression onQe and for all.

The great con-

flict, as would be expected, mobilized all sectors of society
and stimulated an enormous scientific and teclmologioal endeavor,

the most dramatic product
tion of trthe bomb. 11
weapon,

11

m

which was the invention and perfec-

The creation and actual

~

of this

ultimate

11

the terrible human and material destruction--by weapons

and armaments, by atrocity and genocide which the world suffered,
the loss of American life, and the continuous struggle with Communism which commenced after the war--all this, compounded upon
\I

the normal conservative and anti-intellectual nature of American
civilization and the expected post-war swing to neo-conservatism,
contributed to the manufacturing of a mood of despair, pessimism

I

I

'

and reaction in regard to the search for lasting peace and

I'
I

tranquility and to the rational solution by man of his problems
through ~cience and progress. 55
What were .the specific ways in which this

•

11

I

new mood 11 - -

spiritual emptiness amidst material plenty in the land with th e
highest standard of living in the world--showed itself?
The deleterious aspects of the urban-technological revolution and the worship of
discussed in detail.

middle class ism II have already been

11

One of the gt eat misfortunes of the period,
and resulting from the combination of many

different factors among which is the feeling of anxiety so ob1 1

I
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vious around the globe, has been the refuge in uniformity of
thought and conformity of taste and behavior.
Keeping in step physically or mentally is not a democratic ideal. Liberal education in a .democracy demands the e11_couragement of individual thinking. But with the growing '
"' stress on military needs resulting from th~ cold war • • ·•
the tendency has been toward regimentation instead of freedom,
indoctrination instead of education, in the true sense of the
word.
1

,~, _. : We must never forget that the5 gtate is for the
citizen, not the citizen for the state •

.

At no time in our history has cultural variety been as
important to Americaµ democracy as it is today. This is an
era in which we, as citizens, are in danger of losing much
of our individuality under the impact of the standardizing
forces in our society. We are increasingly coming to dress
alike, talk alike and think alike • • • Valuable as the media
of mass communication are in spreading information and
certain elements of culture, we must guard against their
tendency to put us all in a cultural Procrustian bed • • •
And this harmony in diversity which is the triumph of
true democracy is also its great source of strength. Today,
as always, the strength of an ethical society derives from
its minorities • · •• Democracy, on the oth~r hand, respects
and welcomes all contributions to the comm'o n wea:l., from
y;hatever source and by whatever ag~nt • • • Democracy has
precisely the opposite conc'ept, the Opposite ' aim. Instead
of contemptuously demanding conformity, democracy glories
' in diversity. Instead- of falsely seeking strength through
standardization and the elimination of protest, dissent or
differ enc es, democracy finds its' s·trength in rivalries of
opinion, the variations of conviction, and the weaving together of diverse strands of culture,
adition, and hope
in a richly varied pattern of harmony.

57

I

In addition, the early fifties will be remembered for
th~ growing struggle waged for ~he protection of civil liberties.
During these years the fear of Communism--from within and from
without--in addition to the standardizing and controlling in-

.

fluences of our technological-material culture
gained greater
'
an~ greater force on the American scene.

Bernard Rosenberg, 58

in a study of attitudes of Americans in) regard
to Communism,
.

134conformity and civil liberties, reported that, whereas most
peop l e a re concerned with money and wealth, there is a noticeable
degree of lack of anxiety about or apathy to the dangers of w~r,
"the .. bomb, IT and the preservation of freedom. ' A characteristic
attitude expressed was

we pay to have others worry for us. n

11

This may be const·r ued as a means of trying to escape the crisis

of the times, a reaction to tne

11

de ...personalization of fate, IT

to the realization that in many areas of living the individual
cannot control his destiny.

Coupled with this seeming indif-

ference to and withdrawal from the dilemma of the times was the
marked increase in political intoler·a nce, anti-liberalism,
religious conformity and lack of concern for the suppression
of civil liberties, even among the educated.

This study, made

at the time of the ITMeCarthy 'hearings,IT indicated a very sig-

nificant change in attitude and opinions when compared to similar
studies made in 194-3.

An indicative finding was:

urn ,this

materialist-secular society, 60 per cent of the public favor
removal from their libraries of books against religion, and
84 per cent would not ~llow the non"religious to teach in a

.
.
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Coll ege or university.

On

the other hand, 1954- witnessed

the historic Supreme Court decision pertaining to school de-

segregation and the revitalization of the movement of the
American Negro to actively fight for the civil rights afforded

the Constitution.
The state of constant preparation and nreadiness n for
I tt

ideological and military, which permeated American society
the beginning of World War II, produced what Lasswell refers
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to as the

II

•
t a t e." 11
garrisons

The final fact of war is likely to be less perilous
~than perpetual preparation for war. Perpetual crisis is
.
likely to reverse the trend of historical development from ·-,
" progress toward a world commonwealth of free men, toward a
world order in which the garrison-prison state reintroduces
''c aste-bound social systems.
The internal consequences of militarization are gradual
and farMreaching. Beginning as advisers of the civilian arm
of government, soldiers and policemen gain stature even in
states which possess strong traditions of civilian supremacy
Hence it is inadequate to say that the dominant crisis
of our time is socialism versus capitalism. More correctly,
it is QOcialism and capitalism versus the garrison-prison
state.bO
,
.
But a cold war is also a kind of war and, from the
standpoint of the needs of a decent human society, a very
de's tructive one. It carries forward the main objective
of war, the imposition of the will of the victor on a beaten
enemy, by methods of intimidation, espionage and propaganda
with the threat of violence as its final reason, and the
instruments at hand to make good that threat when the
circumstances require it. To maintain the power position
in which a cold war can successfully be waged and the attiM
tude of mind that makes its prosecution the dominant conce~n
of a civilized community to which all other interests are
subordinated, is a taxing business. It costs a great deal
economically, and it costs a great deal spiritually as well.
For it perpetuates repressions, imperatives, and animosities
0£ war as the settled policy for the preservation of peace.
In so doing it profoundly alters the character of the peace
we seek and the methods by which we seek it~61
'V \

As intimated above, academic freedom, supporting unpopular

views, having multiple loyalties, questioning the status

.illlQ,--

all aspects of the American tho~ghtMclimate of the thirtiesMw
svspect, as teachers lost their positions because of not
\

)

);;

{ \

(

·,

,. I:

taking loyalty oaths, as character was impugned by pumor and
J

I

--.

I

oners past, as "guilt by association" became
tantamount to sedition and to even being a ~raitor in the eyes
the citizenry. 62

Though a corrective process set in,

eradicate the scars of McCarthy and his confederates

136
nor did it sap the strength of the resurgent nradical right.n
The late fifties and the sixties were witness to .the increasing
popularity with ndisenchantedn teenagers, having in many cases
"-,

tacit if not open adult approval and encouragement, of such a
group as the American Nazi farty; to the desecration of synagogues
and cemetaries through vandalism and the painting of swastikas
which became part of the American landscape; to anti-Negro
feeling, which until 1963 came out into the open mainly in the
South,but made itself felt and visible in the North as well as
Negroes staged demonstrations, boycotts and sit-ins in their
attack on e'dm.cat :.non~~f!COnomic and social (housing, etc.) discrimination.

The Negro riots of 1964, 1965, 1966, and 1967

·only served to increase tensions and to produce, in many instances,
a "white backlash. 11

The .:ea.J.J.uto t 1'black powern (and its more

militant spokesmen) served to consolidate the white community,
including .J:.ews who were then feeling the ''black anti-Semitism!!
bred in uhe Negro
11

11

ghettos,n especially in its struggle against

open housing 11 and school desegregation, implemented ,in many

communities by the bus~g:of black school children and also the
11

reverse bussingn of whites into Negro communities.
w, · Of late, the significant organized versions of the

11

radical rightn have appeared in the John Birch Society and

similar groups such as the American Independent Party (led by
•

,I

George C. Wallace) which , pol.led ten mill.ion (13 pet cent) votes
r '

in the 1968 presidential election.

Among the tactics of groups

such as the John Birch Society are censorship campaigns, the
spreading of study and discussion groups, the distribution of
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in the Negro

11

ghettos, 11 especially in its struggle against

"open housing 11 and school desegregation, implemented in many

Comnunities by the bus~grif black school children and also the
"reverse bussing 11 of whites into Negro communities.
Of late, the significant, organized versions of the

"radical right 11 have appeared in the John Birch Society and
Similar groups such as the American Independent Party (led by

C. Wallace) which polled ten million (13
presidential election.

~er

cent) votes

Among the tactics of groups

John Birch Society are censorship campaigns, the
discussion groups, the distribution of

I
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ti

"right wing

literature, speaking out on political issues, the

infiltration of PTArs and school boards with the purpose of s
discrediting progressive objectives and methods and replacing ..,

them with

McGuffyrs Reader, 11 etc.

11

Though officially not anti-

semitic, anti-Semites are at home in this organization as are
. .

anti-Semitic writings.

63

Another ideological response to the crisis which faced
us saw the always omnipresent undercurrent of anti-intellectualism
present in twentieth century America becoming more prominent
during world War II and in post-war America and taking on the
garb of a ttflight from reason. 11

.... . ~-. ;,:- The irrationalism which is the popular philosophy
of the day is the appropriate expression of the state of
mind this failure (our unsuccessful efforts at peace) has
engendered and makes its own distinctive contribution to it.
For it rationalizes our surrender to that failure as a kind
of deeper knowledge of the ultimate limitations of human
understanding and brings the resources of reason to the work
of narrowing minds and deepening animosities in a disintegrating world • • • 64
The repudiation of reason was quite apparent in the early forties,
and nmoral relativismtt found itself on the line of fire.

By 1940 the reaction against this philosophy was in
full swing. It had suffered a fate which, for the relativist,
is worse than refutation. It was out of date. Men were not
notably more reasonable than they had been before, but they
were more belligerent, and moral idealism came into its own
again as an instrument of total war. If we are genuinely
to be loyal to a cause that calls on us to sacrifice our
private interests to a larger good, we must believe in it,
in the moral authority of the ideals in which that good is
made articulate, and the good faith of those who speak to
us in their name. The vindication of the authority of such
ideals~ reasons is here a precondition for their reliable
long run use as builders of morale. A philosophy that can
offer such a justification seems pertinent, practical; profound. Even very important people hear it gladly. The time
was ripe for the revival of ethical absolution, and ethical
absolutism revived.65

l38

Blame for the

11

sterility and confusion of the times II was

also put upon the shoulders of pragmatismo

The James-Dewey

tradition found itself being attacked for a multitude of sins. 66
.,.,

As would be expected, the

11

refurtation of reason 11 manifested

itself in the political-intellectual and religious arenas, like-

wise.
It is no longer considered .important or exciting to
assert that one is a liberal. Among the popular predicates of our time only such as these are deemed significant:
11 •
•
•
is an existentialist, 11 • • • 11is anti-Communist 11 • •
What has happened to the old idea that fighting social evils
even on the most mundane level makes a crucial difference in
our lives? Why is the liberalism of the thirties so unpopular and seemingly irrelevant today? o •• Liberalism,
we are generally and repeatedly reminded, is dying if not
already dead. 6 7
o

,

.

The problem and program of liberalizing religion was, till
very recently, exciting and .important, challenging and
relevant. It is easy to see why this should have been.
Liberalism not only presented a sane, if not the sanest,
political program, but is also allied itself with attitudes
and beliefs most distinctive of the methods of science • • •
It was, therefore, to be expected that men of religion should
inquire about the conditions under which they could adopt
the same attitudes in religious affairs, and seek to identify
religion not with the traditional authoritarianism but with
liberalism.
The solutions proposed were • • • essentially two. One
school took the major outlines of major religions for granted,
and sought to introduce some changes from within • • • The
other school seemed more radical. Members of this school
inquired as to the possibility of making a fresh start • • •
They almost wanted to make a religion out of liberalism.
Both programs • • • were exciting and .important, and
much was said and can still be said in defense of them. But
though this is true, the excitement about either of these
programs seems, at the present moment, to be lacking. Discussions about liberal religion are but rarely carried on 68
when they are it is with a stammer of embarrassment • • •
As tne, fifties have passed and the sixties have come

r

upon us, two dominant world views seem to be competing for man's
al.l.egi.a:nce--on the one side stand the forces that champion social
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and political democracy, social welfare, freedom of thought and

of expression and multiple loyalties, progressivism and liberal'
ism in all aspects of life, the perfectibility
of man and the

fundamentality of nature and reason, faith in science and in the
future of mankind; on the other side stand the forces of cultural
conservatism, unrestrained economic freedom and ttrugged individual ....
ism,n of faith in the supernatural and in metaphysical absolutes,
of resignation to the nmystery and tragedy of life, TT of conformity
and super-patriotism, emphasis on intuition and the irrational,
of belief in mants sinfulness, distrust of science and of secular
society.

These two opposing camps seem to be in mortal conflict

on the ttAJnerican battlefield. ff

nunreasonff (and its manifesta-

tions in all facets of life and thought), being the reactive

and corrective ideology, is by far the more militant today and,
in many areas, seems to be gaining more and more adherents in
our !!enlightened age. tt

In his pragmatic, scientific advance Western man
was sure he was confronting ' and subduing an orderly
universe. Reason and £the mind could rule. Everything
was predictable • • •
Thus religion was stripped of the symbols and curtains
that guarded man from coming face to face with God • • •
Reason stripped religion of its irrationalities, and
now reason is found to be wanting. It cannot grapple with
the mighty forces in life which are irrational and unchanneled. They gather man in their embrace and demand of
him that he submit, or know Jiow to loose their hold • • •
Modern man is caught naked before God, because pragmatic
reason, the forbidden fruit, was consumed before its limitation was understood. Reason is but a tool in search of God.
He is understood better by feeling and experience, manifest
in the revealed testimony of the sagacious ones • • •
The failure of man to understand is due to his relying

11

I
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too heavily on scientific pragmatism
.•.,. -t ,,., Awe, wonder, a sense of the holy, the capacity
to feel and also the tool of reason can help us fashion
rites and symbols from the past to clothe the nakedness
of our spiritual impoverishment. Thus our quest into the ~
area g~ the inexplica~le and the phenomenal may commence·
anew.
1

Just as

11

reason II has been put on trial, so has !!secularization 11

been condemned of late.

What is wrong with a secular culture? For those who
have seen wlith ~the eyes of the spirit, a secular culture
falsifies the world, for it ignores the highest level of
significance in the drama of existence • • • Faith for
living must be built of sterner stuff. It is significant
that modern man with all his technical advances stands
frightened at his fate. The commodity he seeks most is
peace of mind. The most prevalent disease afflicting him
is neurosis • • • We suffer from the inevitable consequences
of a secularization of culture, fear of living.70
Existentialism, as a philosophy of life and of religion,
is now a most popular mode of thought, a most attractive response

to the

11

over-secularization 1t and nover-rationalization II of our

life, a most respectable solution to the 1'hyper"complexity
.
l civi
. · 1 iza
· t.ion. u7l
of our JJnpersona
tialism and

To some, however, existen-

neo-orthodox formulas represent the perpetration
an effort at delusion as they attempt to escape

_____ than to ' grapple with reality and the complexity of
times.
Religion has never before in modern times faced the
challenge. now thrust upon it. The atomic age has ushered in
a new interest in spiritual values, in theology, in the
mysteries of the supernatural. A strange converging of
circumstances has made it app@a,t:i as if America were at
present experiencing a religious revival • • • •
. And that morality is now identified with our present
f~i~ures. It is no longer popular to speak of ethical rela-tivism as the path to the better life. In its place now
comes a return to absolutes, to law, to values that transcend

)

' I

I
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time and place. Enter then the theologians, harking back
to Sinaits revelation, eagerly unveiling a variety of neoorthodoxies • • • •
fashionable theology today centers on man the sinner,
man the atom, man in solitary dialogue with God, man in . _
need of heavenly grace for personal redemption. Society·.,
the community, are looked upon as false, vain and ephemeral.
Religionts business is confined to the salvation of the
individual soul. Man can only dispair of society • • •
Todayts theologian would also consider godless the suggestion
that man can use his reason to improve the world into which
he is born. It is now popular to be anti-intellectual, to
deny reason its share in the human adventure. Over against
reason is placed revelation, as the medium through which tiny
man hears the intimation of the all-powerful, transcendent
God • • • •
What do the theological arguments reveal? Three things,
at least. Scoffing at the social results of tlE "nineteenth
century's gospel of progresst! and rejecting the possibilities
of utopia, they resign themselves to the other extreme,
preaching mants incapability of improving himself. Looking
at the moral monstrosities of the scientific age, they have
been frightened by the prospects of freedom, and, in fear
of its immoral and corrupt consequences, they turn their
backs on both freedom and man. Denying man's capacity at
self-improvement and distrusting the motives of free men,
they finally flee the world of things, to build the Godly
society--which turns out to be no society at all, but a
horde of individuals with every man under his own bomb
shelter and none to make them afraid. Theology for the
atomic age, indeed! Society has been atomized, split u~
into anti-social, self-concerned, fearful human beings. 2
No matter where one stands--in the rational-idealist

camp, in pragmatic-liberal camp, or in the existentialist camp-it mustnbe admitted that a search for a renewed or completely

original spiritual interpretation of life is going on, almost

in the form of a desperate groping.
There is perhaps less meaning than meets the eye in
the figgres of American church membership. It is estimated
I that_/ comprising over 60 per cent of the population, a
~arger percentage of the total :e.opulation than at any time
in the past century / 1~elong 11 J
This represents a "return
to religion 11 of some-sort, but-rof I what sort is far from
clear. It could mean a new groping-for faith as a compensation for the ugliness and danger of life. Or it might mean
that in most American communities church membership is a

I
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badge of social status, and that membership in them represents s afety in a conformist, church-going society • • • 7 3
\'

concomitantly, a concern over the lack of spiritual values, or
indoctrination of such, in public edueation seems to have in- ""·
sinuated itself in the last decades into Americats conscience
consciousness.

Bible-reading in the public schools, Federal

i

aid to parochial schools, nrel eased-time 11 for supplementary re-

i!l.gi.9iS s education, etc. have bec001e burning issues on the

,American educational scene. 74
As indicated above, the struggle between scientific
experimentalism and the forces of responsible cultural change
versus absolutism and the forces of cultural conservation also

enlivened the non-religious education scene.
To understand this is to see in fresh perspective the
old battle of concepts that raged for a time between the
"progressive education 11 champions and the 11Essentialists. 11
The way the issue is generally put is whether the community
is best served when the children are equipped with a precisely
drilled knowledge of the essential studies and tools (based
pn the three Rs), or whether they learn best by relating
their learning to the culture and developing their capacities
for growth in the context of the living problems of their
dayJS
~~

As this panorama of change, turbulence, rejection and

re-affirmation is reviewed and as radical groups and ideologies
of both the

11

rightn and the

left 11 seem to be gaining strength

11

to the point that al'il~~yand rebellion (as preached by the Students

for a Democratic Societies, the Yippies, the Draft Resistance
various black militant groups dedicated - to
change through violenc e , if necessary), and political assassina·(John F. Kennedy, Martin Luther King, Robert F. Kennedy)
to have become significant characteristics of the

American

11
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way o.f life,n the complexity of the present situation seems
some~~at overwhelm:i.ng,

However, viewing events in a develop-

' fashion and with historical pers~e9t ive as well as looking
ment~~

-

~

{

at aspects of the whole and then turning to interrelationships -

to partialize the totality ,ahd make it more comprelilensibleo

In th~ €ontext of the above 1analysis of currents and cr0ssr

l

and w~thin the frame of reference established in this
the American Jewish religio-cultural group--its characteristics, thought and behavior patterns--will be described in
summary fashion {chapter IV).

General American progressive

historically and in the requisite areas of educa;onal thought and endeavor, has been described and analyzed
J

previously (chapter
l.i

I).

Thus, the groundwork will have been

l

laid for an investigation into the institution of Jewish education
~

l

in America with especial emphasis upon the progressive tendency.
first, aspects of the over-all Jewish educational process will
examined; then, they .wil). be placed-l.ir\l. socio-histopical per-

.

~

pective as they relate to developments (during the period under
in American lif ~ and in American Jewish life.
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Chapter IV
The Jew in American Society:
Behavioral and Ideational Patterns
A most important element in this study must be an

~

understanding of the American Jew--his status as a minority
group~member and his relationship to the majority culture, his
institutions, communal structure and forms, his behavior and
self~image, his attitude and relations with the State of Israel,
and his diverse philosophies of Jewish life.

One cannot at~

tempt in this educational research project to present a detailed
of the American Jew during the first half of the 20th
l

The effort to locate him, however, in the mainstream

American life, on the one hand, and within the flow and flux
Jewish History on the other, is a necessary step in the atgrasp his relationship with progressive education, both
point of view of the professional Jewish educator and

of the Jewish public.

Needless to point out at this juncture is
education and ideology as both motive

force and rationalizaticm.

Thus, causes, movements, ideological

forces--both secular and religious--must be fully comprehended
the development of the progressive orientation in American Jewish education, to whatever degree and of

it may have shown itself.

A section dealing

With these intangibles will be included after they are noted in

participants in and products of the metamorJewish life in the United States.
(Part A)
Much of what has been indicated in chapter III in regard to
150
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,AJnerican society is pertinent to appreciating the situation. of the
.Alllerican Jew and the American Jewish community.

Psychologically,

self-definition requires identification wifi1; the "other" in order for
duferentiation to blossom forth.
dealt with in ·.chapter III.

The "other" has been sufficiently

Our main concern here is the degree and

quality of uniqueness (as well as "sameness") exhibited by the American
Jew in his interaction with the civilization heretofore discussed.

With

this purpose in mind, the present analysis must be viewed. within the
context of American life and thought as well as within the framework of
modern Jewish history.

Today, the Jew in America is as "middle -class," ,. if not more
than any other distinguishable racial, religious or ethnic minority

Examining the classli.fication of the Jewish labor
force . by occupation we find the major clusters to be
around "clerical, sales, and kindred workers!' lll proprietors,
manage~, and officials, " and ' 'professional and semiprofessional workers. " The other classifications are
apparently less significant for the Jewish population ;
on the other hand, population data for the United States
. show clerical work to be fourth in importance and
professional positions seventh. Proprietorship ranks
second generally. . . In more recent years proprietor-- ship has been of first rank in virtually all of ;the Jewish
population studies included here, with clerical occ~ations
second and professional work in third position . • .
In the 1930 1s about half of those American Jews
who were immigrants were still workers; only a slightly
larger proportion of the second generation were clerks,
office workers, salesmen, and the like. However, fifteen
years of prosperity from .the end of the thirties to the
·mid-fifties have wrought great changes, and created the
Jewish community we know today. The effect of these
changes has been to raise the east European Jews- -the
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immigrants of 1880-1924, their children and grandchildren-more or less to the level previously achieved by the German
Jews. These changes have wiped out most of the economic
and occupational distinctions between the two elements., and
along with other developments, .h ave in large measure
merged the two formerly distinct elements into a single ·\
community.
• • • Perhaps a majority of the younger generation
is now composed of businessmen and professional men.
This community of businessmen and professional men is
better educated and as wealthy as some of the oldest and
longest established elements in the U0.ited States.
~ ~
If we were to leave out such underprivileged
groups . . . the Jewish advantages . . . would bec0me less
striking. If we were to compare Jews with Episcopalians
and Presbyterians., we might find that the proportion of
Jewish professionals was lower than that of professionals
in these high status denominations . . .
• We have already shown how Jewish religion
and culture and occupational experience fitted the Jewish
immigrants for business and the professions; it should now
also be pointed out that these non-manual occupations were
expanding greatly during the period of the greatest Jewish
immigration, and unskilled manual work and farming were
employing a progressively smaller proportion of the labor
force. . • Certainly this offered great opportunity to the
Jews. But one had to be of the proper social and psychological constitution to take advantage of it--which the
Jewish immigrants were. Hence., while America in
general became more markedly middle -class in its
occupational structure, Jews became even more so. 3
One of the great epics @f American Jewish history is the rise
of the masses from the "sweatshops" to middle-class rank.

Its

quantitative and qualitative aspects add up to one of the most notable
achievements of any minority group in American history.

Though Jews,

as has already been intimated, may have had certain advantages over

other minority groups in this struggle for higher - socio-economic status,
their ascendency was not without pain and frustration.
Another area of contact with American life- -that
of earning a living--was no less disappointing for the
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immigrant. If he had any hope of making money or a
comfortable living in the "golden country, " he saw his
dreams evaporate immediately on arrival. Although the
percentage of skilled workers among the Jewish eastern
European immigrants was considerable, they could not
all be absorbed in their previous occupations: (1) peddling, "'
and (2) factory work in clothing or other light industries.
Either one meant hard work, poor pay, an activity which
the worker.~w.as frequently unaccustomed to, and even, to
a certain extent, degradation. At least at first, peddling
involved carrying heavy packs, knocking at many doors,
often being abused, and earning but a pittance. The
clothing shops, and to some extent also the cigar "factories, "
often comprised dirty, overcrowded, badly lit and
ventilated rooms, in which tens or hundreds of workers
toiled in a speed-up system for fifteen or even eighteen
hours a day. Earnings were little, payment being
uncertain and irregular. 4
The tendency,,for American Jews to live predominantly in cities
and to strive to provide a high level of general education for their offspring are also characteristics of significance.

Demographically; these

additional conclusions, obviously based on fragmentary data and
scattered studies of varying degrees of reliability, 5 may be offered:
-~ . .., It is clear .that the Jewish population is, on
the average, an older one than the general white population,
and one that is replenishing itself at a rate slower than the
general population. Yet it is fairly certain that Jews
benefited from the recent spurt in the birth rate, although
the growth in population for Jews was in all probability not
as large as for non-Jews. It is also fairly evident that
Jews are a predominantly urban people; those who go to
the smaller towns evidently do so for the sake of a greater
measure of economic independence. It may very well be
that the latter, too, motivates to some degree the urge
to have smaller families. Most of the indications are
that Jews do tend to have fewer children than non-Jews.

On marital status, virtually all·the data suggest
that Jewish communities cruiform to the national pattern.
There is some evidence, however, that the Jewish
population has more widowed and fewer divorced and
separated persons, although such a generalization is
obviously affected by the proportion 0f older persons
in the population, as is the case amongst Jews . . . 6
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The preceding findings indicate a high degree of successful
accommodation by the Jewish religio-cultural minority group to .the
,Anl,erican social structure and its over al}::- social processes.

This

almost complete identification of the Jew with the dominant class ··o f
our society has had its price - -just about every aspect of Jewish life
has been affected by it.

This was not always the case, however, since

many Jewish families, as has been pointed out, were socio-economically
lower class during the first decades of the century and retained a matrix
of traditional eastern European Jewish values.

This is not to imply that

they may not have possessed characteristic middle-class values and the
urge to become full-fledged members of the middle-class.
What is the relevance of the history of the new
synagogue building to the movement of the age-grade
generation system? The answer lies in the function of
both the new and the old buildings as status symbols.
The older building, in a lower class area, was associated
with the phase of the Jewish community when it was
concentrated in this area and was largely lower class
in status. By 1932, however, the Jewish group was
residentially scattered, and younger gene,:-ati0ns were,
with few -wxceptions, in the middle class. If these young
adults were to move into the community synagogue
structure, it was necessary that it be housed in an
edifice that had adequate status value. • . 7
The fact that Jews, as a group, were not only attracted by
"middle-classism II but were eminently suited for the transition demanded
of them by the emerging societal patterns must be taken -dnto consideration
as the development--isolation, accommodation and acculturation; inte-

gration and assimilation--of the American Jew is examined.

All the

positive and negative aspects of 11 middle-classism II discussed in chapter
ID must be kept in mind as this description unfolds.

That traditional
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thought and behavior patterns sh0uld be seriously questioned and, in
many cases, rejected; that conflicts in values and mores should occur;
that problems of marginality and self-ide.n tification should preoccu~y
the American Jew - -all this is not surprising, especially when one

keeps in mind the high degree of conflict and confusion present in
.American seciety in general.
On the one hand they seek further integration into the
status-seeking segments of the larger American society;
on the other hand, they want to preserve their group
identity. The Jewish community structure reflects the
difficulties the American Jews encounter in the efforts
to compose the contradictions between these two
tendencies. 8
·
Changes in family roles and relationships and deterioration of

family cohesiveness, 9 an incidence of psychoneurotic disorders two-andone-half times greater than that of the general population, lO rising
intermarriage rates, 11 increased numbers of Jewish juvenile delinquents, 12

a trend towards greater indulgence in "social drinking,1113 among many
other similar phen0mena in the social and psychological realms, seem
to be indicative of the progressive and continuing acquiescence to "the
tyr~y of the majority culture. " It is difficult not to view this natural
and expected tendency with concern as one projects its outcomes upon

the possibilities of creative Jewish survival in America. •It would seem

that, in his efforts to accomm0date himself to his new environment, the
erican Jew has definitely b ecome acculturated in all face ts of his
1

Xistence and has gone quite some way down the road to complete
8 imilation.

14 Being cognizant of the "lure.s " and pressur~s of modern
(as described in .l fuapter ITO, we can understand why any
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ethnic group would tend to lose a good deal of its individuality as the
years passed.
As the traditional image of American life has become blurred
~...

and confused, with the questioning and re-shaping of values and standards
of behavior, taste, and thought, so we find the American Jew not impervious
to the forces and trends at work in American society.

The question then

arises as to how (in what ways and to what degree) the American Jew has
in the past and is continuing in the present to express his individuality and

uniqueness.

In what ways has he attempted to integrate his "difference 11

into the mainstream of American life? Finally, how is it that he has
been able to retain his quasi-cultural singularity whereas other ethniccultural groups have not been able to do so?
All the factors of Jewish accommodation in the
United States have been such that, when operative among
other ethnic groups, they have had a disintegrating effect.
These factors should have had the same effect for the
Jews, had their development been governed by the same
"laws" as shaped the history of the other ethnic groups
in this country. . . For one thing, their greater capacity
for merging with the general economic stream and for
swifter upward social mobility should have evoked a
decidedly stronger urge to dissolve their group within
the larger American society. At the same time, the
extreme social, cultural and religious fragmentation
of the Jewish community should have weakened its
resistance to the pressure of disintegrating forces. Had
the Jew followed the same lines of development as the
other white ethnic groups in the United States, their
assimilation should have been speedier and more complete.
Has this been the case? Have they indeed become
assimilated faster than other groups? Are they becoming
assimilated at least to the same extent as others? Is the
Jewish group tending, in the course of time, to disappear
entirely? The answer to all these questions is- -No. And
therein lies the uniqueness of the Jews in America. This
makes the Jewish community a singular phenomenon, -
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unlike every other white ethnic group in the country. If
this uniqueness persists, the Jews will prove to be the
only ethnic group not to have lost its distinctive collective
identity within the American melting pot. 15
The American Jew's uniqueness ·should not be taken to m _e Jb
that he is innately superior or that he possesses "choseness. " The
basic attribute of the concept of "uniqueness," as utilized here, is
the Jew's "difference" or "group individuality. " In a democratic
society, such as ours, "difference" is natural and positive, and
apologetics .are uncalled for and out of place. 16 The problem of Jewish
survival becomes, thusly, a question of how and to what degree can
Jews, as a religio-cultural minority group, retain their "difference,"
legitimately and in the spirit of American democracy.

The problems

of anti-Semitism and the acquisition of full civil equality become, in
this light, questions of how and to what degree has American society
and its various cultural and religious sub-groups responded to the Jews'
"difference. " Have the Jews been completely and unequivocally accepted

as equals with the "dominant" groups? Have they been victims of
discrimination because of their different religious and cultural traits?

Have they been maligned and vilified as ''outsiders" and "foreigners"? '
Has there been a trend or direction in regard to the Jew!.s1 relationship

to American society as -a -whole? 17
Anti-Semitism has always been present in the United States
during the period under consideration, 18 and full political, economic and
social equality is still to be attq ined by the American Jew. l9 During
the period from 1904 to 1924, as a result of the great waves of eastern
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European Jews settling fu America, the increasing "visibility" of the

Jews, in terms both of numbers and of distinctiveness of dress, behavior,
domicile, and religious tradition., became a stimulus for anti-Semitic _,and
discriminatory responses on the part of the white Christian majority.

If this sense of differen ce did not develop into
violent hostility, the more subtle forms of anti-Semitism
were already taking root in American soil. The forms of
social discrimination established b y t h e upper c las ses
were spreading, and their repercussions were beginning
to be felt in the professions. Jewish lawyers were barred
from the leading law firms. Jewish doctors were refused
places on hospital staffs. Jewish instructors were denied
promotion on college faculties long after less able Gentile
colleagues had gained recognition. Certain bank and bond
houses were difficult of access to Jews., for success depended
on social mixing after business hours. The man who could
not cultivate a customer over a dinner table, or on the golf
course, was simply not eligible for the job . • .
, " . But the spread of anti-Jewish discrimination in the
cities and the identification of the Jews with urban and
financial America in the rural areas were ominous developments. Already, some astute observers were qeginning
to realize that an acute social crisis might turn latent
prejudice into overt and serious hatred.
That crisis came with the World War. The hysteria
and passions aroused by the war created an atmosphere in
which dormant prejudice was transformed into active
hostility. Blind hatred of the enemy led masses of people
to suspect anyone associated even remotely with Germany
or German things . . .
Anti-Semitism was given even greater impetus
by the disillusionment of the post-war era and the fears
of Bolshevism that the Russian Revolution had aroused.

20

As has been pointed out heretofore, 21 the economic and political
uncertainties of the inter-war period and of the post-World War II period
kept anti-Semitism, both latent and organized, alive in American society.
However, since the end of World War II, as a , result of anti-discrimination
state and federal levels, as a response to the legal

f

I
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and educational efforts of such Jewish "defense" organizations as the

Anti-Defamation League of the B 'nai Brith and the American Jewish
committee, and with the growth of a vital concern for better inter- ,..,
group relationships among the various religious and racial groups in
AII1erican society- -anti-Semitism has had a decreasingly less demoralizing effect upon Jewish-Gentile relations and has beco~ less widespread
and blatant than in the past.

Though Jewish stereotypes and the religious

roots of anti-Semitism still exist, the Jew has been granted greater,
but not complete, economic and political equality.

As Jews, both

purposely and unconsciously, have abandoned the traditional behavior,

dress, language and values transferred to America by the eastern
European im;migrant, they have become more and more like the "dominant"
I

white Protestant in all facets of life.

I

As the Jew has interacted and worked

i

with his Christian neighbor, he has gained greater acceptance if not

I

I

complete social equality.
Nonetheless, whether because of latent distrust of the Jew on
the part of the Christian or because of the desire of the Jew for ethnic

solidarity, residential isolation, or total acceptance (which can only be
had among his own co-religionists}- -the Jew has, in most instances,
chosen or has been forced to remain ap'.1rt, thus perpetuating an under-

I

current of suspicion and the lack of unqualified acceptance on the part of

I

Even in "contemporary suburbia" discrimination and
anti-Semitism raise their head though assuredly in a less open form than

prior to World War II and the mass murder of the European Jew.

I

I
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Although overt anti-Semitism is not a serfous
problem in suburbia today, one may intermittently detect
latent indications of an unfavorable attitude toward Jews.
It may show in a surly reply to an innocent question or
in a real estate broker 1s attempt to divert a Jewish client
from looking at a house for sale in a particular neighborhood:
On occasion it takes the form of a teacher's comment to a ·
pupil about "your kind. " Dislike of the unlike is universal
even if it is officially frowned upon. Yet nothing resembling
the virulent, bitter anti-Semitism of pre-World War II
days appears to exist in suburbia today. 22
1

Though the Jew's group-cohesiveness and attachment to traditional
Jewish values and behavior patterns has been victim of the diverse
influences and pressures present on the American scene, 23 the Jew has
managed to retain his distinctiveness if not his complete individuality.
The existence of anti-Semitism--hidden and undisguised, social and
organized--is not a sufficient reason for the continuation and increase of
American Jewish creativity and communal effort, as minimal as this may
be when viewed within the total scope e>f Jewish history.

As vapid and

sterile as Jewish life may seem, especially when compared to the eastern
European shtetloor to the great periods of Babylonian and Spanish Jewish
creativity, it still astonishes sociologists and advocates of "America as
a melting pot. " The "artifacts" of American Jewish creative survival
may be categorized and classified for analysis' sake as those .reflected
in (1) the growth of communal institutions and community organization;

(2) Jewish cultural productivity and educational effort;(3) the development
of religious institutions and varieties of American Judaism; (4) the struggle
to establish a Jewish state in Palestine and the reality of its presence in
the American Jew's "life-space. ' \ Finally, there are less tangible mani-

festations of thought-patterns and ideological tendencies, on the one hand,

,

'
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and varying modes of. the Jewish self-image, on the other, which must
be identified and discussed.

Since 1910, and even before, the evolution of the Americatl
Jewish community witnessed the increasing influence of the eastern
European Jewish immigrant as well as the growth of many institutions
created to fill a number of divergent needs.

This period also can boast

of tendencies toward more efficient and effective operation of agencies
I(

as well as toward the fostering of a better coordinated and organized
overallU Jewish community.
The influx of east European Jews after 1880 added
to the complexity in community organization. The landsmanschaft
synagogue was the first communal institution introduced by
this group, and the early heder, or school, was usually
attached to the synagogue. But, like their predecessors,
the east European Jews quickly expanded beyond the synagogue.
They establi shed non-congregational fraternal associations,
hospitals, orphan asylums and similar agencies. Economic
needs brought trade unions and mutual benefit societies into
existence.
It should also be noted that the term "east European
Jews" embraces a wide variety of background and orientation,
and that this has been reflected in American Jewish community
organization. Natives of the Ukraine, of Lithuania, Poland,
,: Galicia, Rumania, etc., naturally tended to perpetuate
Old-World associations. · What is more, European ideological
,q ifferences, which became ac iJt, in eastern Europe at the turn
of the century, were g rought over into this country. There
were religionists, secularists, Zionists, socialists, and
not a few variants within these broad groupings, and each
sought to close its ranks and attract new adherents by means
of fraternal orders, relief agencies and educational projects.

These diverse in'.f iuences Glid not remain static.
European factors, themsel ves in a constant state of change,
-~continued to b e importad with every shipload of immigrants.
At the same time, the dynamic force of the American
environment was increasingly felt. American-born or
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Americanized Jews faced novel problems anal needs which
necessitated the modification of old institutions or the
creation of new ones.
The great variety of parallel and, at times,
E:0ntradictory interests and needs, which the different
layers of the Jewish population have experienced, account
for the co~.plexity of tthe Jewish communal structure of
today . . .
Religious institutions, as has been mentioned above, were most
iJ:npt>rtant to the expanding Jewish community.

Though the early years of

the ·p eriod saw many small, neighborhood synagogues thrive and flourish,
during the twenties a trend away f r o m ~ orthodoxy and the supremacy
of shtetl instituti0ns was quit'e obvious.

Thus, the growth and increasing

poP,_u 'larity of the Conservative and Reform movements became the major
development in Jewish religious life as the religionist-secularist controvensy raged and grew into a burning issue in American Jewish life .
•.

The.se latter two movements, were organized (both at the rabbinic and

lay !evels) into national associations and could look with pride at a central
rabbinic institution as their "fountainheads.

11

Such was not the case, and

still 'is not the case, with Orthodoxy which has provided a proliferation
of synagogue, rabbinical and rabbi-training institutions for its followers.

The ~ynagogue Council of America, made up of lay and rah>binical repre-

sentatives of the major interpretations and movements of American Judaism,
has come into being and has gained prominence during this period. 25

In the field of Jewish education, the heder, Talmud Torah and

Ye shiv ah were the institutional prGltotypes tramsf erred to the United States
·and developed by the east European Jew.

Later, the three-day-a-week

I
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congregational school and the day school became popular agencies for
conveying and transmitting the heritage.

Also, the Jewish summer camp,

the Zionist or religious youth group, the "pre -school" nursery and Gan,
·,

the systems and associations of community-sponsored schools (Talmud
Torahs, Sunday schools, Yiddish-secular schools, etc.), or intercongregational high schools and community-sponsored regional high
schools, teacher-education institutions and schools of higher Jewish
learning, bureaus of Jewish education, national religious education
commissions have come to dot the multi-colored Jewish educational
Community subvention, coordination, and planning of educational
programs and services have also become important on th•e Jewish
educational scene. 26
JJf

The all-encompassing Jewish community center, a social,

recreational and educational institution of a relatively secw.ar nature,
mirrors in its development the changing needs of American Jewry.

As

a settlement house or a YM-YWHA, Americanization and informal education
were of paramount imp0rtance.

As the years passed and Jews became

acculturated , more middle-class and, even later, suburban, and more
accepting of their Jewish identity- -group survival values became of
greater significance as did the enhancement of buildings, facilities, and the
ariety and quality of services offered. 27

With the onset of the eastern European immigration, a multitude
cultural institutions--newspapers, periodicals, the Yiddish theatre,
0 mmercial

publishing houses as well as the Jewish Publication Society,
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yJVO and, of late, the National Foundation for Jewish Culture--came into
being.

Lately, the novel in English on Jewish themes has replaced the ·

Yiddish and Hebrew literature that had been produced earlier.

Th~ great

problem today seems to be to create a demand and a market for Jewish
creativity in literature, art, music and the dance.

The allure of Israeli

artistic products does not obviate the problem of creating and sustaining
indigenous taste and Jewish productivity in the arts.

Another type of

organization which came into being and became prominent on the Jewish
scene was the so-called "defense agency" such as the Anti-Defamation
League of the B 'nai Brith. 29 National fraternal ord~rs such as the B 'nai
Brith, which was organized in the mid-19th century by German Jews,
played a significant role, though one decreasing in importance, in the
inter-war and post-World War II period.

The Landsmanschaft, originally

I

a vital and pivotal organization, also fell victim to changing community
patterns and currents in the general and Jewish environment. 30 Philanthropic and welfare agencies for immigrant aid, the sick, the aged, the
care of disturbed and orphan children, the troubled family, the occupationally handicapped, and for overseas relief and the upbuilding of Erets
Yisrael were supported and devel0ped into an efficient and comprehensive
network of self-help organizations and institutions. 31 A .proliferation of
Zionist organizations--Zionist Organization of America, Mizrachi, Labor
Zionist, Revisionist, etc. - -blossomed forth and gained many adherents
among American Jewry during the inter-war period.

These organizations

offered financial and political support to the emerging State of Israel as
Well as encouraging positive Jewish identification, cultural activity,
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Jewish education, and even Aliy ah on the part of the American Jew. 32

The following trends and developments in respect to the organized
American Jewish community--structure, organization, growth of_s'j::,ecific
institutions, priorities and spirit, etc. --were visible during the period
under consideration:
1. A sense of responsibility for fellow Jews in America and

throughout the world was present.
2. The presence of dynamic leadership and the willingness of
Jews to create and give willingly for the support of a multitude of institu-

tions became evident.
3. The community picture was beclouded by the existence of a
great amount of duplication of services and of institutional hostility and
competition.
4. An emerging trend was the tendency to employ professionallytrained personnel to handle those duties and responsibilities which were
once assumed by lay volunteers.

There has been an ensuing improvement

in the quality of service rendered which has resulted from the professional
training and skill of those employed.

At the same time, the layman has

become more detached from the actual rendering of service and plays
the less rewarding role of board member or patron.

5. Attempts, both successful and unsuccessful, have been made

to coordinate communal activity for the sake of communal peace and
cooperation, thus lessening duplication and serving the needs of the
community more effectively and efficiently.

The most successful areas
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of achievement have been in the areas of fund-raising for communitysupported agencies, control of agency finances by a central fund-raising
agency and planning for expansion of facilities and services.
6. An important factor in the development of direction, priorities
and the overalll character of the organized Jewish community has been
the increased affluence and influence of the eastern European Jew and his
more affirmative eth:ra.ic-civilizational consciousness as well as his
respect for traditional Jewish values and practices.
7. With the emergence of the eastern European Jew as a force
to be reckoned with in the Jewish community, a slowly-progressing trend
toward the democritization of communal planning and decision-making has

r
been prevalent.
i

8. In the post-Wobl.rl War II years, the synagogue and synagogue-

related national agencies and institutions have played a much greater role
in Jewish community life than the comparatively more secular institutions

such as fraternal orders, Jewish community centers, bureaus of Jewish
education, labor unions, Yiddish communal schools, philanthropic organizations and Zionist organizations (especially since 1948), etc.

As is indicated in the above summary, the organized Jewish
community is faced with many serious problems:
1. There is a need to place money arl lpower in proper perspective
as they come to influence values, planning for the future, Jewish survival,

community needs and priorities.
2. The struggle between organized religious institutions and more
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secular interests and institutions and between survivalist interests
(Jewish education, etc. ) and purely philanthropic interests is divisive
and is the source of many obstacles hindering healthy community gr;>wth
in the spirit of Kelal Yisrael.

3. The coordination and integration of metropolitan and suburban
'

services and agencies is becoming an immensely important task as
suburbia expands and Jews move from urban to suburban communities. 33
4. Intelligent, non -partisan planning to meet the needs of the
entire Jewish community and supported by the total Jewish C(i)mmtmity is
a desideratum.
5. The role of many private welfare agencies is being usurped
by public agencies.

That the Jewish community should continue to per-

petuate services adequately handled by public agencies saps eommunity
strength and financial resources.
6. An adequate Jewish orientation for many professionals working
in the Jewish community is still lacking.

A significant number have no or

little Jewish e ducation and t_e13f)ous-e a "non-committed" if not ne.gative
attitude towards creative Jewish survival in this country.

e

7. The concept of Tzedakah as mutual responsibility ancl self-

helJ rather than of charity for the poor and unfortunate must be driven
home especially in our affluent, depersonalized sodety.
8. The democratization of the community is still at an infantile
Much must be done to educate those who contribute to its maintenance

as to how and for what their funds are being utilized.

..

Communal leaders mu

broaden their vistas, respect differences and loyalties and lead with vigor,

I
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visi©n and humility.

With all the apparent weaknesses enumerated above it cannot be
.,

denied that the development of Jewish communal institutions and th~
attempts at organization and cooperative effort has been one of the most
impressive manifestations of the will of American Jewry to survive and
has influenced the entire tone and framework of Jewish life in America.

Probably the most crucial issue relating directly to Jewish
educational effortsduring the past five decades is that of h0w the ·Jew has
viewed himself as a Jew in a free, open society.

During the epoch in

which the ghetto and its psychology dominated Jewish life, for most Jews
points of reference in regard to self-identity were few, fixed and stable.
A definite pattern of relationships witli the outside world was circumscribed
and, in most cases, adhered to.

Deviants were looked upon in many

instances as heretics and were often excommunicated or ostracized from
participating in community lire.

However, with the dawn 0f the age of

equality and individual liberty which followed, the world of the Jew became
changed and ever .. changing.
far more numerous.

Objects of identification became different and

A degree of choice as to the quantity and quality of

Jewishness one wanted to espouse became a freeing reality for some and
a confusing reality for others.

With choice came the ne,e d for decisions,

the weighing of alternatives ·and the conflict of values.

How Jews felt about themselves as people and as Jews, about
other Jews and about the majority group and other minority groups took

I,

T
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on added significance as factors to be taken into consideration in understanding the individual Jewish ·psyche as well as group attitudes and
behavioral trends.

Both the internalized and the objective attitude of
-,

the majority group toward Jews became factors in the search by --Jews
for fulfillment as individuals and as a people.

I

In many instances, the

free, mobile, seemingly egalitarian society as exists in the United States
served only to accentuate the potential ambiguity of position of the Jew
and to bring about an ambivalence of feeling toward himself, his heritage
and way of life, toward fellow Jews and towar'd the non-Jewish majority.
It is to this dilemma, in addition to that of the transmission of
the Jewish heritage, that Jewish education addresses itself today.

It

attempts, with varying degrees of skill and success, to help the Jew know
why he is a Jew and why he should continue to be a Jew.

It attempts~to

create within the young Jew an inner security in being a Jew and a healthy
Jewish self-image.

The dimensions of the problem of the American

Jewish self-image, both individual and corporate, are many and varied.
The implications of the varied alternatives for a self-image give to
Jewish life both its many-sidedness and pluralistic nature as well as its
ambivalence and lilivisiveness.

To some, the picture has been so obscured

and so incomprehensible that they have chosen to separate themselves from
the Jewish community, officially by conversion, but most often, tacitly

by rejecting totally their ,Jewishness.

,.

As has been mentioned before, the confrontation of the transplanted ,
"shtetl culture" by modern American life with its emphasis on technology
and secular pursuits not only caused great strain and tension within the
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:ilnmigrant family 34 but threatened the s~rvival of the traditional Jewish
way of life--its values, beliefs and practices.
:::,CoIJ.tagt With a virile and attractive civilization,
far more attractive, certainly, than the civilization of
Poland and Russia, rapidly' dissipated old religious
loyalties. Life in the big city, too, was • much freer
from religious supervision than it had been in the little
shtetl of the Pale, Indeed, the very speed with which
eastern European ,J ews abandoned all bu.t nominal loyalty
to Orthodox Judaism cast doubt upon the original genuine ness of their personal piety; most of them probably were
simply following the conventional mores of the society in
which they lived.
The impact of American secularism .was largely
responsible, too, for the decline of religious observance
among the second generation of Hussian-Jewish ,immigrants.
After the first World War organized religion in general
suffered a perceptible diminution of strength in the United
States. The churches were gradually abandoned for a
variety of Sun.day morning recreational activities.
Agnosticism was common enough to go largely unnoticed.
People who attended devotional services regularly clid so
more in re spouse to social convention than out of religious
conviction. In the case of immigrant Jewish children,
Judaism br~'sght reminders of the ugliness of the Old
World • . .
The period from 1910 to the late 1930!is was distinguished by the
v:itality of Jewish secular and quasi-religious institutions and movements - the Jewish communal school, the Jewish labor movement, the Yiddish
Folk movement (Yiddish press, literature, theatre, etc.)., the Federation
and Jewish center movements, central community agencies for Jewish
.
ed ucat ion,
e t c.

3 7 b ecame expressions
·
Z ionism,
. .
l i"b er al.ism 3 6 an d soci·alism
·

of ITewishness which were relatively secular in character.

"Cultural

pluFalism, " ethnic individuality and Jewish nationalism and peoplehood
Were the watchwords of the Jewish religio-cultural group, or at least of
its survivalist wing. The quest for the adaptation of Jewishness, in all
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its ramifications, rather than of Judaism, as a religious way of life, was
the crucial problem in the minds of the survival-oriented leadership.
Theology and religious commitment via syna_g ogue attendance, daily
prayer and home practices (Kashrut, etc. ) were considered secondary
by the majority of Jews to the broader commitment to the Jewish people

through time and space--its history, historic homeland, ,its ethical and
social aspirations, its literature, music and art, etc.

The avenues and

modes of expr-e ssion of one's Jewishness were seen to be many and more
or less of equal worth, except of course to the Orthodox ,and to the
religionists of other interpretations of Judaism.

Freedom and individual

choice, rather than conformity and loyalty to a specific institution>- as
:m~ans, symbols and methods of positive Jewish identification, were
accepted by most Jews during the inter-war period.

It cannot be denied

that secularism, if by secularism is meant the decreasing influence of

religious values in daily life and the loss of prestige and "centrality" of
the synagogue as well as the loss of the authority of Talmudic law, was
the dominant "motif" of pre-World War II Jewish life. 38 The great enemy
of the synagogue, as the sole repository of the Jewish religious spirit-as the religionists emphatically, felt--was the secularism and materialism
tha,t had infested the American Jewish community. 39 H0wever, the trend
away from organized Jewish religion definitely canie to an end with the
onset of German anti-Se-m itism, World War II and the destruction of
E~r.opean Jewry (late 1930 1s and early 1940 1s ).

ii'I

~
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The post-war period was one of rapid change and re-appraisal on
the part of the Western world and of American society.

The implications

of'. genocide- -the liquidation of millions by the Nazis, the actual use and
potential destructiveness of the atomic and hydrogen. bomb- -seemed to
demolish the faith and optimism in the goodness of man and the humaneness
of society.

By the mid 3Q's the American Jew had already become concerned

with the effects of anti-Semitism on the Jewish group and upon the individual
Jewish personality, 40 but the destruction of European {Jewry was a sobering
as well as a shocking reality which seemed to bring to focus the problems
pertaining to one's identification as a Jew in an open, seemingly secular,
technological and business -centered, affluent society. 41 : The increased
acculturation of the Jewish community as-a-whole, 42 the preponderant
number of Jews identifying themselves with the upper middle-class and its
values, 43 the growth of Jewish suburbia, 44 and the rise of the State of Israel
all contributed to a growing confusion as to the Jew's status in American
society.
The most sociologically acceptable solution to the nature of ,Jewishness and its practice on the American scene was the Jewish version 0f the
so-called "return to religion" that characterized the post-war Western
world. 46 What this "return" actually has meant and what motivations are
behind this seeming re -affirmation of the central p0sition of religion in
Jewish life are still open to question and debate. 47 · The forms which this
"return" has taken have had their disturbing or seamy side.

Most socio-

logists and many theologians and 'e ducators have also recognized the
superffoiality of this widespread phenomenon anlil have seriously questioned
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the piety and degree of religious commitment of those "seeking salvation. 1148

1

Nonetheless, increased synagogue affiliation and the greater number of
I

ch.ildren attending Jewish elementary;, day schools and intensive supplement- .
~

I

ary high schools as well as those participating in Jewish youth groups,
j.

a1tending Jewish summer camps and spending a summer or a year in Israel
was a fact that could not be denied and seemed to cont:i:;ibute positively to
J'

'

49 Nee dl ess to say, the ,assimilate d
. h surv1v
. al m
. America.
.
continue d J ew1s

Jewish intellectual and the "unidentified" Jew found little. solace in this
"return" or "revival" and continued to stay away from the .synagogue. 50
The chief benefactor of the "return II seems to have been the Conservative
'

'

movement, though Reform and Orthodoxy have also benefited ,,in terms of
increased numerical strength.

Semi-intensive Jewish educatiqn--the

thr;,e e day-a-week congregational religious school, the Hebrew-oriented
slll:1mer camp, the religious youth group, the summer study . . trip to Israel-be,j;! ame a definite compromise approach to Jewish education and an avenue
of increased Jewish conscio'u sness and identification51 as traditional
Jud,aism has become viable to increased numbers via Conservative garb. 52
::f

If statistics are to be used as an indicator, the secularist surge

in / ewish life, beginning with the Haskalah and ending with the destruction
of European Jewry, seems on the surface to have become contained by the

for9 es of organized Jewish religion and those that champion the centrality
Of th e synagogue
·
· J ew1s
. h lif e. 5 3 Neverth e1ess, as a count· erpar t of t h e
1n
American "religion in the secular society dilemma 1154 an ambiguity and
conflict still exists, 55 and who is actually "winning" is still open to question. ~
Whether or not the ' 'new religion ' 1 and its related institutions are in reality

17 'f

responsive to the emerging needs (not the current whims) of American
Jewt y , is also open to question. 57 The fact is that a high degree of
narrowing identification and parochialism, as contrasted with the
previously broader identification with Judaism and the Jewish peo·p le,
has become evident. 58 Institutional maintenance and lasting identification
has become a most important, if not the most important goal, to American
synagogue leadership. 5 9 While the various movements seem to become
more strongly entrenched 60 and antagonistic toward each other and
toward the "non-synagogue" Jew, the differentiating characteristics of
.
. d.1s t.mgu1s
· h a ,b le. 6 l
the cons t 1.t uen t s are b ecomrgg
more an d more m

Differences of opinion as to the nature of Jewishness and
priorities for Jewish survival have brought into being a plethora of
"solutions 11 and

11

programs. ,11 Indeed, the heated ideological controversies

,)

are evidence of concern, at least at the leadership level.
also reflect the dilemma of American Jewish existence.
contention of the author that this

11

However, they

It is the

dilemma 11 and "controversy" and the

proposed 1'panaceas" with their articulated and unexpressed presuppositions
definitely influence all aspects of the Jewish educational process.

Thus,

a presentation of the major alternatives and philosophies of Jewish life
is a necessity as one attempts to interpret the role of progressivism in
Jewish education in the past six decades.
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19-eologies of American Jewish Life (Part B)

1,

A definitive statement as. tq the genes~s, mec;1.ning, pur... ,.

.

-,,t·

poses and significance of ideol0gical trends -in °general1 arad;

,.1

1

~\~\'<

more specifically, as they have become visible in ~~entieth cen2

tury American society has already been made,.. . , '.Che pqssib1e
0·

,;.

functions of ideological trends of thought as they pertain to a
religio-cultural minority group, in this case Ame~ican Jewry,
h ve also been alluded .to previqusly. 3

At this point a , qu~stion

should be posed as to, why -ideologi..cal tendencies must-...,b~ iderati'

fi gd in studying the Amer:ica,n Jewish educational process. . Gan.,.
vef~ely, can the .p anorama of .Ameriqa:11 Jewish (ed,ucati?raal ende<:1vor
be unde:i;:stood wit1:o1ll_t -ta~lilg int0 consideratiqn the various
ideological schools of thoug4t at ,work in the Ameriican Jewish

a :vis
-----

The import of _ideologica.l stance vis

e~vJ ronment_?

.

~he

edv9ational program of . the ,Jewish school is ,b rought , io ,.our attention by Pilch and _BenMHorin in their anthology, Judstlsm - and the
Jewish School. 4

Ben-Horin, in discussing the nature of the essays

presented as ~hey pertain to ,the philosophy of Jewish ,education,
ast1:1tely and , ~ith .candor r'ecoguizes ,the ~istri.ng 3r~a1icy: tr
...

f

t ,

1"

.1

1~ <

j..i l v.t."' •

To formulate the function of the school~ school is the
office of ed1,1cational philo(3ophy. Am~ri,can1Jewis,h _ educators
have paid little if any attention to this discipline. Instead, they have 1 given us a va);'.i.~tY 9f conclu~ions about
Judaism known as "trends n or nv ersiori.s n or 11moveme11ts n and
varieties of rp:rescrit_ptj.qns for the ,scl.!ool:~ ~ 1,s bj ect matter
and method • • •
fr

,·

(,..l

i'

i~.L~

Despite the many hymns sung to education's role in pred serving Judaism and render,i.F,lg it worEhwhile ., , it is nQt the
school and the teaching profession which make basic policy
ur decisions abo11,t: :,the course of ( ~it.her . our t qommu,ni ties or our
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of ;political Zionism and the subsequent, perhaps consequent, failure
of tZicmist ideologies and parties. 6__ Although secularism, religionism
a d Zionism have been the fundamental .:i'. deationail. patterns at ·work
dur.ing this period, such a categorization mu.st n©t p:c.eclude the
intermingling of ideational strands into broader ideological
.E,Psitions such as:

H

(a) a unifying, broadly inclusive ideology that, has made
its presence felt in both the religious ·:and ;secular
realms, .!=.•.8.· Zionism;
(b) secular ideologies ·e xhibiting religi,o-spirituaL char-

v

. . "\'

act eris tics, !=,_. g_. , the Yiddish~·c ul turalist, Z.iornist f!!t

Socialist and Hebraic-Nationalist expressions of Jewi,shness ~sw ell as· id~ologies emphasizing socio~cultural
characteristics, .!=.•.8.·, cultural pluralism, ',the cmlture

;--.

·,

of organizations;

(c) religious ideologies exhi biting secular influences to
•varying degrees :

'1

.

'

(1) theistic-supernaturalistic varieties such ~s Ortho, :

dox, Conservativ.e and Reform Judaism; ·,,,.,

(2) humanisticwnaturalistic varieties such . as Recon,· l

structionism.

This point is of extreme importance in attempting :to .def:ine pro ...
gressivismts impact upon Jewish educa~ion.

I-t has ~been p0inted

outPin chapter II that progressivism is no.t anti-reJ:igious or even
anti.;;..theistic even though. it is unfriendly to,< authoritarian, absolutist, esoteric doctrines. 7
Before proceeding to describ g ~he three major ideologicai
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s t ances being considered, an .effort must be made to differentiate
between the religious and s.ecular Weltanschauungan, even though a
·continuum, with positi0ns of polar,i.ty r,ather than a n actual dichotomy,

-seems to afford a better diagnosis of the ~phenomenon~

With the onset run central and western ElU'ope .. of vthe Indus ""
tr~al Revolution and the beginnings of d'eITioprati c , gove rnment as
well as the enpuing ,e mancipation of cent~al and wes:t ~rn ·European
church and Jstate, the increased seeularj:zation of the life . of most Jews in that section of Europe bee ame
an unavoidab:le reality • . Science and reason became mor~ a m,d . more

t h.e -framework for · interpreting man's existence and development at

~-

the experise of the qmnipotence , of

i;l.

consummate, indef~ctab:ie, super-

n!'J;tural God and w.nquesti0ning faith in His teachings.-\ '.j:rui.s is not

to. :state that .this :transformation ha s been total and all-p-'e rvasive.
What it does mean to imply is that a creative tension li as come to
~ist between religious and secular worldviews ·in all societies in
which religious IBstituticms have been a_:ilowed to vie with secular
institutions and values for the a1legiance of the citizenry. JThus,
whil e secularization fuas wgakened the hold that traditional western

.

rep.gions have had over , the ,masses, including ,the Jewish- masses, it
'

ha-_s_; allowed reli gious ·institutions to exist and,.,, at,'.1, C?e:ct an.n times
t\nd in certain pJ.apes, to grow. and to flourish.·

I n ..a . society in

whict.i both the reli gious ani:i the secular havg JV~lioi.t:y, it is not
SAPprising to not.e evidencef of; polarization 0f points 0f view and
of.1 subsequent strife

iµ. S

a r,eflE;.ction ,of :tthe coo,fl.,i.ct of value

S:}:lStems within the society. ' This controMersy and contention usually
found articulcJ.tion at t he-Jideo.hogi<i!a.1 l ev el and has been a concern
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o:P the committed leadership and the sensitive intellectual.
,~·

Taking all matters into consideration as Jewish secular

ideologies are compared to Jewish Feligi0us ideologies, it is more
proper to indicaj;e configurations 0f cliff erential emphasis and
focus rather than patterns of strident bpp0sition and complete dis,.;.
pari~y.

As indicated previously, a contiRuum of schools of thought

may •- best encompass 'the many variations that have competed for the
loyalty of twentieth century American Jewryo
Jewish religious ideologies have at their core the concepts

J

off'God, Torah, and Israel.

Various interpretations may -view these

co stants somewhat differently, but they remain central and omnipresent in the religious worldview.

All aspects of the life of

the ,Jew.;.-theological, et:h:ii:mal, ritual; personal, famny, S@cial,
economic--fall potentially within the purview of the religi©us.
TneLbelieving and practicing Jew can find meaning in life and a
solution to problems of individual and corporate existence within
'

tH~ Peligious framework.
i

.

In addition, with variations reflecting ~he differential

impact of se~ular attitudes, most (but not all) versions exhibit
(1) a degree of authoritarianism and dogmatism in the area of
Ci

belief, (2) a code or program of r 'i tual and ethical practice, (3) a
tendency to interpret life and death in the par,lance of extranatural and eternal v-e rities, and (4) a tendency to

t-

eprecate or

mi iri\ize the significance of science, reason anti experience as

keys to interpreting man's -situation and to elevate faith, emotion
and mystery as the clues to human s a:rvati6n.

-it:•

• ' 1;

In contradistinction 'Jewish s·ecuiar ideologies have at

I

I
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their core the Jew as man, 'the Jewish canmunity and the society of
which it is a part, Jewish culture and the Jewish people.

Some

significant extensions of this worldview, though they may not be
to all Jewish secular ideologies, are (1) the validity
-applicable
of cultural multiversity, pluralism, and ·dd.fferences, (2) in some
extreme cases, the championing of atheism, anti-religionism and
anti-clericalism 'and in other cases identifying with socialist,
communist and anarchist doctrines, (3)
being only

11

Judaism 11 as Jewish religion

of many expressions of Jewishness, (4) the need for

.2.!!.§_

freedom of inquiry into the meaning of Jewish existence, (5) the
acceptance of a rational; <naturalistic, pragmatic, scientific,
humanistic and democratic approach in 'finding meaning in con~
temporary Jewish aife and .in understanding its complexities,
(6) a tendency to value highly the use of intelligence and exper ...
ience as instruments to aid in bringi.ng about human progvess and
tlieTsolution to the problem of creative Jewish survival, and or,;
(7}• an acceptance of uncertainty, hypothesis, experiment and

i c1 v

tentative solution as aspects of the continuing quest for Jewish
self-fulfillment.
~

I(

Zionism
I•
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In the estimation of some, Zionism has ., been tlie most wital
iasue in twentieth-century Jewish ld.fe.8

A& ideoXogy its ante-

cedents go back as far as the Babylonian Exille in 586 B.C.E.
However, as a modern, international, national-political movement
its history has been rel.ativeiy shovt ...-from· the 1890 ts (Herzl ts
"political Zionism 11 and the ensuing Zionist Congresses) to the

',
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establishment .of the independent State of Israel in l948.

.One

n'ilstoriaii . goes so far as to assert ithat Zionism has been 1rthe
nart:ional religion of the Jews of America rr during the twentieth-:,; -~
century.

9

,

..

Zionism, as a broadly inclusive twentieth~century ideology,

g.

has exhibited a ,variety of goals and aspirati0ns.

Most..tangible

have . been the str~vings for the upbuilding of Erets Yi~rael, i the
est,q.,1:>J.ishment of a Jewish State in Palestine, and, finally, actual
phyfiical re-settlement (Aliyah) in Israel ,of the Amerri.ean .ifew, on

the one hand, and, thg less threatening and more expedient reJ.ocation
in Erets Yisrael of persecuted and homeless Jews throughout ;the
wo;!'l'J.d, on the other. .

The rringathering ,of- the exiles TT and :the

"neg.a tion of the , Ga:lut (Diaspora)

TT

themes have contributed to the

emphasis on t~e personal, physieal fulfillment of the Zionist ideal._,
However, . from the point-of-view of the .American Jew~sh
compmnity., other, if somewhat more subtl·e, ,implications of Zionist
ideoJ:ogy seem more significant.

Zionism has represented that ideology

which .has contributed most to revitalizing• tlile Jewish people.
its

Taking

---

ue frqm -pinsker and Ahad Ha.:.Am .i t'ather than from Herzl and

Nordau, American Zi~nism, as ideology in action, ha$ stimulated
the spiritual and cultural reviv-al of the Jewish , r,eligici..;.cultural
group.

It has e!).abled alienated Jews to p0sit~vely__, ~de11tify ,with

their "Jewishness. and has, thus,_,fought hepoically agains;t inroads

of mai:js assimilation and group-suicide~ . It has helped reestablish
a fe~ling, of K~al Yisra.el amo.ng the Jews of,rAmerica and has en ...
couraged the . ~evitalizati~n of the Hebrewi and Y~ddish languages
literatures as we],.l c1.s ,of tl}e .. Jewish performing and ,
'

\'
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plastic arts.

In so doing Jewish ethnic-cultural continuity

has been fostered.lo

But, since these accomplishments are primarily

secular in nature, 11 it still remains to substantiate Zionismi1,
status as a broadly inclusive ideology, one encompassing the re~
ligious as well as the secular expressions 0f Jewish life ,i n America.
Though Zionism has been accused of being the secularized
version of the Jewish religion, such an over~simplification does
grave injustice to Zionist ideology.
been anti-.r eligious.

Zionism, as such, has never

In fact, it has manifested an affinity for

the Jewish religio-cultural milieu whence it developed as an
affirmation of traditional attitudes, as a reaction to anti~
Semitism, and as a response to nationalistic strivings spawned 12
in 19th-century Europe.
In America, all versions of Judaism,
with the exception of the extreme hasidic and the transplanted
Agudist movements (Fundamentalist variants of Orthod0xy) and
the radical American Council for Judaism (the militant anti~
Zionist faction within Reform),have in one manner or another
and at differing junctures in their development inc0rporated

elements of Zionist ideology into their own particular ideal
conceptions and practical programs for Jewish life in America. 13
In addition, as has been intimated, all secular movements, excepting the extrene assimilationists and some radical labQrite groups,
&

have espoused the Zionist cause, also.

Though Zionism has been
l

mainly a middle... class movement and has lacked an intellectual elan
!!!:.-' America, 14 it still has represented t:~ e - one most unifying ideology on the American Jewish scene. 15

It has overcome class and re-

ligious differences in the name of Jewish peoplehood and Jewish cul.,..
tural variety1 6 and has served as a positive force to fill the void

present during the inter-war period when nJudaism as religionn was
(

, l

at low ebb.

What does the future hold for Zionism as a unifying
One author ity sta t es:

ideology (~nd/or movementj ?

~

•

J

L

>(

Whatever the reasons for this change of· heart, it is
sufficient here to record the fact that from the l920s
r and l930s to about l950, there was a vital Jew"ish community
in America, founded not in traditional religious faith, but
in Zionist hope transformed into national religl on. This
was the n earest the American 3ewish community has ever come to
~ complete unity.
What will replace Zionism as a foe us of
unification--indeed, whether another such focus will ever
arise--only the future can reveal.l7
: ..... 1 t

A (lprominent Zionist historian-sociologist predicts:

l

l:f

'II

i

It is inconceivable to me that American Jewry will ' continue
to maintain itself without the concept of peoplehood, or with
t a concept of Jewish peoplehood so limited as to preclude direct,
individual and communal relations with Israel JeyJry. , Without
Jewish culture patterns along folk lines, without a s trong
ingredient of Hebraic civilization in the face of the continued
nAmerican and 811.ristian acaulturation and Jewish deculturation,
Jewish survival in America becomes highly problematical. To
i, such survival, Zionism as an idea and a movement has a great
deal to contribute. It will have to change its methods, it
t will have to revaluate and reassess its position ~· It will
to become a movement of criticism and protest. It will
have to struggle f~r. 1 the equality of Jewish group 1ife, Judaism
and Jewish culture in American society against emancipationist
_ delusions much' as it has done in other places and other times.
It will have to fight for its place in the American Jewish comcmunity, even in institutions it helped to create
•1 8
It must be admitted that Zionism as a .broadly inclusive

-

(.,

.

ide°.logy and rationale . for creative Jewish surv~val may have lost
1.,.

.

a good deal of its relevancy.

However, it cannot be denied that
,.
I
,, ·it has contributed to the development of Jew.ish life in American

.-,....

"t/

1.,;}

'-

-\

tJ

,'J

I

~

and has profoundly .i;nfluenced Jewish education and Jewish educators
1,,_;,._

~

1 (.

in the formative stages of Jewish education in America.l 9
e

y

•

:,le

n.

In

addition, there are many indications that ¾ionism ,as ideology and
·i.t

lL

I,
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program has had an important impact on many varieties of Jewish
education in America~-in regard to methodology ~swell as to
content.

further reference to this point will be made later. ·•;

However, its significance may well warrant a more detailed,
systematic treatment as the subject for an intensive study to
be included upon the agenda for American Jewish educational research.

( 1\.,

In addition to the broadly-inclusive ideology of Zionism,
other ideological positions, some seemingly secular in attitude
anti others definitely religious in character, have left their
imprint on American Jewish thought and life during the last
fifty years.
Six Jewish secularist ideologies which have had institutionalized
or. educational implications are of potential signifi'
,

I

cahce ~n this study-wthree of a laborite nature, two of an ethnicculturalwdemocratic nature and one of a socio-eommunal nature.
The major "internal" (within a given ideological position or

among the various positions proposed) and "environmental 11 (related
to alternative non~secular ideologies and institutions) issues
include:

12.

the creation of a classless society vs. accommodation

capitalistic society, class vs. nation, politics vs. culture,

§Piritual-religi0us values vs. militant secularism, Zionism vs.
Diaspora Nationalism, Zionism vs. Territoria~ism, pluralism vs.
~ allwembracing synagogue, federation~welfare agency community

vs. organized religious ccommunity.

These conflicts - appear to

ha~e been the pivotal . ones in ~be development of American Jewish
secularist ideologies, and evidence indicates that they have had

th~ir impact upon Jewish education in the United States--its
institutions, its organization, its objectives and its varied
curricula.
· st~·

Because of the mass immigration of Jews from eastern

Europe during the last decade of the nineteenth-century and the
initial decades of the twentieth (until 1924), existing European
Iaborite ideologiesw-socialist, communist and ariarchist---were
t r ansported to and transplanted in American soil.

Anarchist aNd

communist philosophies and programs are of little importance in

this study since (1) they were openly antiHJewish as well as being
anti -democratic and anti.;.religious @:_.!:_., against organized
rel~gion), and (2) the majority of Jewish workers did not identify
with them.

In fact, even the ideology of unionism (~nother

se.cular response to the needs of the time) was not received
overly enthusiastically by the Jewish worker.

The larger pro-

portion of new arrivals tended to continue to be at least nominally
orthodox or to find a spiritual home in socialist or ~ab0ror.ilented organizations.

"The majority of these workers were

socialistically-minded.

Socialism was not ~erely a p@iitical or

economic theory to them, · but also a faith, a Welta.nscha.uu;mg•.
Tli ' ideal of the cooperative commonwealth and the ""brotherhood of

man captured the imagination of the Jewish ::multitude in Merica.
It was destined to be both a great binding force ~n uewish labor
and a source of disruptive conflict. 1120

:i;:t should be noted that

many Jewish ~orkers were both seeu~ar in thinking and nominally
re:ti gious in practice.?1

Fr@m the educaticinal vantage point, the

most, important organizations •reflectiing shades of secularist

I',
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ideology were the Workmen ts Circle, , the Jewish National Work~rs'
AllJ.a?ce and the Sholem Aleichem Folks Institute.
The Workment's Circle, the .A,rbet-er ':Ring, the oldest and
st .ongest of the organizations, originalJ..y was , .f ounded ,a s a
fraternal order (1892) for new, eastern European . immigrants.

It

was a direct descendant of the Jewish Nationalist Socialist
movement, the Bund.

It has always emphasized the support of

the labor movem,e nt and unionism.

The growth and popularization

of the Workmen ts Circle<was to a great degree faciL:i.tat.ed by .the
Yiddish.;.Socialist press (The Forwarq).

In its turn, the Arbeter

Ring has supported many humanitarian and cultural causes of both
a Jewish and generail. nature.

In add±:tion, qfter :World War I,

it .became seriously involved in Jewish cultural and educational
activities, building a broad system of schools and cul.tural
insti~ utions.

The objectives of these institutions were twofold:

C1) ·to help bridge the gap between immigrant parents and their
Amer.icanized children, and (2) to give the. young a~ appreciative
understanding of socialism and Jewishness. 22

Yiddish was , the

language o¾ instructiop, and socialism the political creed of
the. school.

It was generally non.;.religieus and anti-iionist

though the educational program in practice attempted 4 to f-0ster

an appreciation of national.;.cultural values in- consqmp1ce with

--

the outlook of , the · Bund and, to some degree, with the ..,orientation
of Dubnowts Diaspora Nationalism.

The ideoLogical stance of the

Wov:i<ments Cirele was negatively influenced, especially . in its
eanJ y y~ars, by its hostility toward religious orthodoxy and the

.

.

'

Ta:ynud Torah movement as w~ll as towa~d habrn~ Zionism. {Farband
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Folk
al)d~Ppale Zion) anp. its Na;ti0nal':"Radical Schools, t'he
., 23 An -internal ideological struggle within ;the Arbeter
Shu.Len. ·

-

~

sJ.ns.,betweern the nrightn (socialists) and the nlef;t" , (communist~}';
caus_ep. the formation of a more communisil:worli:ented splinter group

in 1930, the International Workerst Order (I.W.O.).

The so-

called 1'Non-partisan Workers t , Schools n (a Spl.inter Lschool. _system
of the Arbeter Ring as of . 1926} affiliated itself with the r.w.o.,
and the r.w.o.ts philos-op~y permeated the curriculum,. 24...

tr,

i,,.t

.•

The Jewish National Workerst Alliance (founded. in 1910),

a f vaternal order, was _formed by the Zionist S0cialists~who were
not ; :t home with the Bundist approach of the Arbeter Ring.

'il'he

Farband, as it was knG>Wn in Yiddishist circles, was tha~ organization which was initially most , closely related to ~±he European

-

In fact, , the American 'Labor Zionist movement (conM
sisting of the farband? the Poale Zion.; and Pioneer Women) ...
deve - oped fr0m the Jewish National Wo~ke~st Alliance.

T.,he,

fwict.ion of the Alliance was threefold: . , to prov.:i;de mutual help
i~s members, , to develop a system o;f "na.t iomJ.l n ~duca,tion

th~ir children, and to support all efforts Do~ national
liber~t:j.on and repirth , of the Jewish people.

Whereas suppor.t of

the American labor movement , ancl unionism was expected of .meyibers
of the Wo~kments Circle, allegiance to the idea of a Jewish

Palestine was r~quired of the members of th~ Farband anµ P0ale
z;n,-;_

~

25_

• The Labor Zionists were tthe first seculari.s t group to
originally called the Na~ional-Radi~~le
Fol~ Shulen, the t Jewish Folk
The primary goals of the schools were national (the
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Jewish child for the J 'e wish people) and socialist (Preparation
ofSthe younger· generation for the stru ggle for socialism).
-,

yj.d1Ush and Hebrew wer_e taught ; and an ' app r ec±art:ion of Jewish _
spi ritual values and major traditional practic es had their place
in(1the Folk Shulen.

• 1 ,

t: •:

•r ,,.,1.th

I

I

t

The 1914 conference of the Nazional-Radikale S~ul:eri,

,

as a response to the stimulation of ~ayyim Lieberman a nd -against
tne' objections of Dr. I}ay:yim Zhitlovsky, 26 passed a FesoJ.ut3..on
to ' the effect that

11

national radical education must instill. in

t lie children a sound view on Jewish religion which should be
approached from a cultura.\L •historica.1. standpoint.

The tea ch:er s

stiould endeavor to present ' to the· children the nationaI:-ethical
ancl •poetic aspect of ' Gew:i:sh religion. !1 21

The greater empn asis

on Hebrew and spiritual.i..tradibional •values t and •practices as '

Pf

compared to the Arbeter Iti.ng must be viewed as a log.ii.ca~ ex.:.
tension of Labor Zionism's staunch championing of Zioni sm \1 as
ideology and movement, ·and of .:L'ts •untiring ef f-orts fo Febu:i!ld Pat stine through fund-raising, polit_icaJ. activity amd actual.
re...settlemenit (personal 1AI.iyah).

It should be poin'ted ou t ~that,

in contradistinction to the Workmen~s Circle, political activity
was .t focused,· on the Yis huv in Palestine and later on the ·· State ·
of Israel.
j,

(.

t-, ... 1

\

...' liH,

J.(

\l<al:i

&tilt

The third version of Jewish labor-orieFitecl ' s ·e cuiarism

was-1 non-political aRd purely cultural in character .

The schools

refl ecting this 'tenden cy separ ated themselves f r om tne l Foi'k
§.hfil en because of di.lfferences .in rega.rd t ed t h:e place of Hebrew

in the curriculm and to •t f.i e r 6le of Zionism i ri Jewish 1.ife. "'·'

1 •

•
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Their organization became known as the Sholem Aleichem Folks
Institute.

Emphasis was placed upon education and achievements

relating to Jewish secular life and activity ...-Yiddish language
and literature, Jewish folk creativity, and Jewish history--in
order to meet the need 11to acquaint our children with the treasures
of Jewish culture and literature, new and old, 11 so as 11to assure
the continuity of Jewish cultural lifeo 1128

In general, the ap-

groach of the schools was affirmatively Jewish from a nationalist
point of view, though not Zionist, and definitely not as anti...
religious as the original Arbeter Ring position.
1· •.

t ,1

Althoug~ matters of faith have been purposely ,excluded

from the curriculum and religion has been valued differently·

9y

each of these three secularist ideologies, the secularist can::ip in
the forties began to reflect more visibly the influence of the
changing nature of American Jewish group life.

The idealogi9al

distinctions among the three groups became less pronounced, and
the three organizations as a .movement commenced to tak~ a more
central position in reference to the place of Judaism, Hebrew
ana. Jewish spiritual . group survival in American Jewish life.
e

To be more specific, the WorWI}en ts Circle has .come to

emphasize more and more the national aspect o~ Jewish life and
the need for Jewish group continuityo

In 1948, ~it w~s stated

officially that Workmenfs Circle schools we~e to be Jewishnational in character with all Jewish literature from the Bible
to modern Yiddish and Hebrew · literature having an important
Ptace in the curriculum.

Furthermore, t;he educational and national

valu~ of traditional Jewish holidays has been recognized as has

198

been the validity of certain' traditional customs of which the

----

r~ar · Mitzvah seems to be the most significant • . The Sholem!Ai].eichem Falk SchoG>ls now include the t:eaching of a number of
~tThe new Declaration of

aewish rituals in their curriculum.

of the

B:rtinciples • . - • adopted iin May of 195 3, defines as ·orie

objectives of the school the stimulation of a 'desire - to preserve and perpetuate those elements of the Jewish 1t r a dit ion
which are in harmony with Jewish life in America.tn 29

Today,

~abdr Zionists premote an affirmative though liber al approach
t o• Judaism.

They consider the teaching of Bib1e and the . ob~

servance of certain religious practices· as .indispens~ b~e ~to a
sound Jewish education • . The study of Hebrew has been intensified

in formal and informal educational enterprises.

Labor Zionists

••

'

l

have been enthusiastic I supporters of the Jewishr day s chool, , c ·1 ~
especially ,of those- with str ong Zionist and , liberal 'peligi ous
1

,,

orientations.

."

')

,.,

-

'•
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In general, secularists ideology based on varying degrees

.

of irreligion seems to have been abandoned by the three school
systems.

The leadership of the schools seems to have come to
"'·<
t.
the realization that Jewish life without a Jewish pattern, that

being a Jew without living a Jewish life is not feasible nor
li.n

desirable.

Three major developments have contributed to the

changes in educationa.l. ~approach of the ,secu.iar 1 School!s whieh in
l

•

r
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turn reflect the qurrefit 1 coloFation• of

3

,

•

•

•

•

"

e uiarPideo~bgt es:
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sociologica1 fact 0rs ~hat have changed '
l

Jewish commrmity lll the United States,
\ ..,

r

1, :i,

ne gr©Wing a.'o cul't11ration
"' • • •· "l

•

of the Jewish pop ul.l:atioti 'and t t;he ·banlttuptcy of secnlarist ideology
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institutional sense of the word, to be orthodox--if I
were to use American parlance, I should say it is unnecessary to be a fundamentalist--in order to recognize
the inseparable significance in our future folk education
of the cultural embodiments of the Jewish religious genius. 32 ..,

.

Bezalel Sherman has summarized the dilemma of Jewish

....

laborite secularist ideologies as they have struggled to survive
in a changing American Jewish enviroJllt\ent:
The view that Jews could or would constitute a •
nationality inc~the United States with Yiddish as its
vernacular and secular Jewish culture as the basis of
its group cohesiveness could be maintained only so long
as the Jewish immigrant community represented an enclave, as it were, in American societyo When this view
became shaky, the theory of cultural pluralism was seized
as a crutch to support it. But to no avail; •• The
survivalist elements within the Jewish labor movement
have been compelled to come around to a position regarding the relationships between Jewish religion and
Jewish peoplehood that approximated the secularism of
American democracy. The latter, it should be pointed
out again, was based on cooperation with religion in
clearly defined areas. 33
Pragmatism, democracy as Dewey conceived of it, and ,
the socio.logical ~heory of cultural pluralism have contributed
to the development of a Jewish ideological position that may be
described as democratic-ethnic_ culturalism.

Compared to the

floundering religious life of the twenties ., rich and variegated
HOlitical, cultural and philanthropic activity caused a number
of Jewish thinkers, in particular the philosopher and ~liberal
Horace M~ Kallen, to propose "that the future of Jewish life in
this country should be built on all the var ieties of Jewish expression that had come into existence and not only on Judaism.
I<allen envisaged -a community in which Jews would be educated in
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Jewish history and cu~ture, Jewish political movements would
f ~burish, Jewish art and .culture would be encouraged, Jewish
philanthropy Wffiuld take care of special Jewish . needs, and religion
-wo.t'.lld be only one of the possible expressions . of Jewishness. n34
Terms such as nsecularism, n

Hebraism, 11 ''orchestration, 11 "'inquiry,

11

n

"cb:oice, 11 etc., permeate his writings.
,

The roLe of Jewish education is to provide J( or irnoruiry

into the variety of expressions of Jewish life a.ilcil: t hen to free
t e student to choose those loyalties that will aid him in
gaining self-£ulfillment as a Jew and thus contribute to the
s t f'uggle for Jewish survival.

Kallen envisions the 'need for

Judaism as religion, as one form of · Jewish , expressicr:m, to be- J
come part of a Jewish life which is becoming more and more
secular.
fi

~tion.<l'

,.3t,

'lo'9p.

For ·Judaism has been alienated from the Jewi sh
;;;
people • • • They practice Judaism by proxy • • • Gabbaim
and rabbonnim to it he contrary notwithstandirtg,.ithe Jewish
way of life is , no lopger a religious way of , life. audaism ·is no ~anger identical with Jewishness, and Jew.,,i.shness
is no longer identrical .with Judaism. Jewishness---]! prefer
to say, Hebraism.;..~ is a focus of modernity. It is the
J-e wish way ~of life become necessarily secular, humanist,
scientific, conditioned rby 7 the industr~al economy,
without having ceased to-be livingly Jewish. Judaism will
have to be reintegrated w~th this secular, cuJ.t1..1ral form
of community which is Jewishness if Judaism is to ~survive.
' t 1 'tl

l,

,:

•

•

It would seem appropriate ·at this point ""'l::o , ciEe the
~

~

.:

~.
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~

Hebraic-Zionist or Hebraic-Nationalist point of t view, an approach which was articulated by many individuals in the periodt
• "'\
ical, Hadoar. As can be ~-~~n, ~ tnj~ p g_sition q as no_! ogLy the
'

..].

'

•

I

possession of Hebrew educators but was also popular among large

35
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groups of transplanted Hebraic-Zioni&t in.t el1:ig~ntsia.

The

Hebraic-Nationalist point of view was a creation of the eastern
Europ·ean Haskalah.

This ideological posif iori is directly re-

lated to the development of spiritual-cultural Zionism~ the

.

Hebrew School movement in Russia and Poland, the ~eder Metukan
and, in the area of methodology, the
Tivit) of teaching Hebrew.

natural method 11 (Shitah

11

This posture, relatively secular in

gature, had its impact on many teachers who taught in congregai l onal and co~unal Talmud Torahs in .the United States during

'
One
of

i h e third, fourth and fifth decades of this century.

t e most respected spokesmen of the HebraicwNationalist "school
f1,
'
was Nissan Touroff. His position becomes clear in the following
i

l

passages:

•

•

• (

' •

l

As against this ~ there does arise the question of what
a Jew, so superficially educated could give ,to his people-not ,f rom his pocket but; fr om his . soul. In other w'or1s: '
To what extent will a person so educated feel that he belongs to aJil historical corru;nunity, rich in f eeli~g an"d 't
ideals, which has expressed its spirit · and yearn1.lilgs ·n
enduring cultural creations? · To what. extent will p e
prepared _::=o io.entify hi.ipself with the community and , .,
become a partner in its national-spiritual des~iny--om~
which calls for loyalty not of the hour but of th! ages? • • •

Et -

(

•

..Lr,..

'

~-•f

1.1."'t'.

Now an education 11for the ages 11 requires q.n em.tirely
different attitude towards the problem befor~ us: = It is
based on the spiritual development of our people in the
past and its desirable development in the future • • •
,.

..

'1t..,;

Education for ongoing generations requires, among
other things, a sound, hard knowledge of our great
national creaticms·--and very definit e'ly i rl t h e He"b1rew
original.
;I
. ;
~

"

Once again I take this occasion to , s tress the fact that
any separation of content and form -~ m£tter s aof national
literary creations i s ~ error ~~• •
,
.

)

''.

A Judaism based on translated democratic passages
and superficial religious ceremonies has no validity
and will evaporate in the end. It is a self~deception
which 11works 11 for a while as a means ' of quieting the
confused conscience. It is not a means of sa ving the
dispersed of Israel from national extincti0;n; · Only an
education which is rooted in a great national creation
and in the new pioneering ~reativity in Erets Yisrael can
save us from this danger of extinction.37
.t

• ~.

..

.,

•

Since the late 1940's, much of the ideological ferment
\

of earlier years seems,. to have been superseded by the
.
C

0

'

••

•

culture
~ps

,.

,..,

t

·of organizations," the ultimate secularization of Jewish life.
ideology of the
In the opiriion of many this has become 'the
-A
l
11

established Jewish community. TT

.

Ideological commitment is

I

'

' I

"

fulfilled by supporting institutions and belonging to' organiza,

tions.

I

Thus, ideology is not really an individual concern:

Another consequence is that the organization and i ts
program r.educe and often eliminate the need for individual
'ideological concern. The organization provides an ideo:logy
which one may assume when he joins it. (And let rts recall
here that one ca~not join the Jewish community in the' United
States, I only the Jewish organizations which function as a
quasiwcommunity.) This is neither unique nor necessarily
bado A culture th~t cannot provide ideolozy through in:
sti tutional means and 'w hich must depend on constant in•-"
dividual ideological re-evaluations is in serious difficulty. However, in the American Jewish community tfiis has
had the effect of stifling criticism and re-evaluation
within the community and of producing hostility against
those who practice i t outside the community.38
1

"·

1

Ea~lier, this ideol~gy was referred to as

11

)I

S ""'

.

s·dcio.;.cOJI1nunaln in

nature. 39

Thiq
catago
J

J2_bsi tion·.

However, . ~ince none exi~ts', tlite , ~ e _..·of T
,Tqu.a si.,.
~

•

.

-

,

ideologyn i;night,.
b.e .•~ a pro,per de~ign,atl
~~ •
,.
I
Lo
'

..,

j?

hY '

.1

I I

. 0

.

n f

N
l
l

i(

•

.

matt;
r how it is
1:,

,·

t

1 l'\

described, its pot ep cy, a ~l-p: r ~a~i ~eness and contemporary appeal
have made it the ideology of the Ameriaan Jewish masses of the
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last two decades o

As Weisberg points out.: .
!. ~
f

I~

The search for community and identity among most
American Jews is a very practical ll.ll.dertaking and the
genius of the Jewish communi~y is organization. Jewish
life in the United States is expressed .primaril.y through
a culture of organizationso To be a Jew is to bel:ong to
an organization • .To manifest Jewish culture is ·to carry
out, individually or collectively, the program of an
.organizationo , . ..
....
"! •

tn ..L

It won't do to object that the act~vities · wh1ch most
concern the community are only a continuation and extension
of traditional community interests, or that the '·causes
which are served are only contemporary expressions of traditional Jewish valueso Of course, they are that, but' to
argue in this way is to miss the pointo In fact, they may
well be the Jewish culture of the United Stateso Communal
organization and its maintenance has been a central preoccupation of Jews for a very long time in a variety of
Jewish communities, but the programs of the organizations
and the activities involved in sustaining them d~d not
previousLy s~fice for or pre.- empt Jewish culture. l+O '
~

'

Weisberg cites four major reasons for this devel0pment:
• I,,

..)\•

the
\

maturing of ~he American Jewish community and the more complex
,

t

n .! l ..,

, 1

and sophisticated apparatus that has developed; the enormous·
burden of overseas , responsibilities accepted by American ~ewry
and the consequent organizational machinery which wa$ created;
the rapid growth of religious institutions and organ.i,.zations;
"'"h
L. e

TJ

11
. d-'\ll.J.e
·
· h communC!:!
·
· Y..• 41
... c l ass c h aracter , of t h e Am er:1.can
Jewis
·

m.1.

Tl_J.e ideology of

,t he culture of organizati.ons.1t ii.a s alsb

11

had a significant impact upon American Judaism. r
"'

",ct pt: ,:,11
1 ,

l · ··

!!

One would expect that matters would be qu~te different
in the field of religiono •• Neverthele$s, while, there
are obvious differences between the ~eligious and nonreligious _community ideologi~s~ the £armer are not sue~
cessful alternatives to the latter. In fact, they have
become increasingly only 1another manifestation of the
culture of organizations •• o •
cI

2dS
The independent theologians hav.e emphasized authenticity,
commitment, piety, humility, awe and a large number of
familiar and vnfamil~ar virtues. The Jewish community has
not been able to subscribe to them • • • The new theologies
have been at most pulpit theoJ.ogies and have not be.come
serious ideologies in the community • • • •
In the community, emphasis is also not on a discipline
of religious behavior affecting ,the .ordin~ry as well as the
extraordinary aspects of existence, but on the discipline
of organizationa,J. obligation and institutional resp0rtsibility • • • One behaves regularly as an American, believes
as a Jew, and hopefully what he holds in the latter will
affect what he does in the former.42
,

.'

.

Finally, why has this. socio-communal ideology gained so
much popul~rity?
f

L

"
,

.i •

There were major breaks with tnadition thirty and forty
years ago of course, but not, I susp_ect, with such an ,absence
of guilt or with the organizational means to substitute .
communal activity for religious discipline that we have today.
Moreover, the intellectual and emotional demands of the
culture. of organizations are not bur~ensome. They are .precisely what appeals to the leisure-consumption-status
orientation of most Am,erican Jews • ...There is no agony, no
turmoil, no anguish~ Community ideologies, like middlewclass
life in the United States ,, seek to 0vercome doubt through
activity and loneliness through organization. Angst,
despair, even in0onclusiveness, are not part of the ideology
of the community. 43
·
In describing Jewish reJ.~gious ideologies on ~he Ame~ican
landscape, it is a temptation to equate ideology with movement.
r

Th9µgh, at first, this approach seems to have S90Je validity, it
-Wou;ld rule out the legitimate ,-r.,o:l.e of the nuances and permutations
o .. ,popular ideologies_ as wel.l as nnon'i11ovementtt and

11

inter"'.:!

mo;v,~ent 11 ,csmstructs •._ Thus,, the i!Jtpact .,,of tthese latter ideological
va~iants on Jewish equcation and on the vrogres~ive character of
Am~-l'ipan Jewish ed4aatio11, ..w ate:v.er
ascertained.

hat_ might :be, c0~d not be

It therefore follows that it is necessary to
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distinguish significant iqeological deviations- as the major
religious trends are dLi:scussed . .. 1~rfti.J:_
tho

0

rn uk"n\J .

It is quite appropriate that; th e ideological matrix of
0

Orthodox Judaism be presented initially.

Since, t p its ,ad-

JJ.erents, it represents "authentic Judaism," that form of Judaism
ajfected least by the winds of change and the vagaries , of mind
and spirit, it might be reasonable to expect a degree of unity
within its camp.

Relatively speaking--sucili is the case.

basic

A

set of beliefs and postulates can be set forth without great
difficulty.

Nonetheless,, even within the ranks of this seeming

ideological monolith but organizational monolith, diversity of
iFiterpretation with its •practical and educational implications
e~ist.
tr

T~e m0st important set of beliefs of Orth9doxy concern

the nature of God, the expression of His Will and His TeLationship
to ~man.

Jews believe in •On~ God.

and of the Spirit.

He is Eternal§ Infinite, Holy

He is the Ultimate Unity.

God is both immanent

and transcendent, the God of all mankind but above ~apkind-supernatural in the fullest sense of the w0rd. , He_ is ,the Creator
of ,all things, the Supreme Law Giver, the Source ,of •aLl ,ethical
and· moral law.

He is finnipresent, Olllipotent, just, merciful,

fai~hful, of immutable ~ill, constant--the Quintessence .of perf~etion, the Absolute of absolutes.

In sum, He is the; extra-

h}l]IDan Source of all existenc~, knowledge, truth and value.

- .... -

~he

true conception of rGod can be found ·n tpe Toraj) whi$, in the
words of Samson Raphael Hirscclt., is "an e_ternal. node set up for

aJ.Jl ages by the God of eternit y."
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The Wriften -and the 0ral Law, which combined constitute
.J

•

the Torah, were revealed supernaturally to mankind at Mount Sinai,
.

111·

1

though the Oral. Law has ·pr ogressi~ely 'developed • after ' this one
I

and o:hl.y authentic revelation.

The revelation at Sinai makes the
'

l

I

'

l

Torah, both the Written and the Oral Law, a yro~t;·<;:! ~ of . ~~V,ine

.

authorshtp, an expression of God ts. will 'and concern for ' man as
\

He functions as · Supreme Lawgiver. 44

These and other fundamental

beliefs or postulates of Judaism are summed up in Maimonidies'
l

I

·-,

.Articles of Faith which, together with the Bible, the .Talmud, ,
t

...1.

.

,,

~

t e rabbinic commentaries, the Shulhan'Aru.kl} of Joseph Karo, and
·o
df

l

•

'

l._

41

the Responsa, serv~ as the direction-itgiving sourc.e s for the nTorah...
J

"·

4

.

true Jew.n

Though the Divine and authoritative nature of the

C

-

~

~

Torah and the rabbinic interpretations and codes should leave
l

. 1 •

'

(.

lit1l ~_room for lme,taphysi~al speculation about God, dur~ng t all
periods and in all places the true essence of Godhood has been
al. ,

the subject of exploration, especially by the mystic and the
.,

rationalist
•
..

f.t• ..

Man is created in God's image, and man is, therefore, a
t

product of Divinity.

Man is Godrs crowning creation and exists
I

~!

to obey Godts will.

ti

y

•

[' •.

P.f'

Godts will is expressed in the Torah, and it
'I;;.. -

'

.

is incumbent upon man to fulfill all six hundred and thirteen
,. I

mitzvot emanating from the Torah and set forth ~ystematically in
r
~
J
i••
the Shµlhan tArukh. These mitzvot and their elaboration and inter-,.
r.
, J :n..i.n t
•:.
pretation
constitute the halakhah. The haliakhah must be lived and
r·

,.

-·

J(.

w.

.<

acted upon by all Jews who consider themselves Orthodox or
'

.... , t

i~•,.1_

· nTorah.:..true '' and wh9 firmly believe in the Divine justice and
'
l
,
)

,,I.

.,;.

'

J

· sl!l: eousness of :-q~d, the Crf? tor., ..,, , " U _
~

h
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An understanding
of this
£undamental
principle
in
'
,
.,
.
Judaism gives us true insight into the nature and purpose
.
of mitzvot, the commandments man must ,fulfill. When a Jew
SfL fulfills the positive and n egat ive ' commandments of the Torah
sa he is, in a sens ~ making t 1:e f ollowin~ prono~ cement: 11 1 am
not the complete master of the world or of myself; I do n-0t
possess unlimited authority over the things of c~eation, and,
therefore, whatever I do or fail to do with the things of
creation depgnds on the will of the owner of creation-wGod
Himself on This attitude, translated i nto action 'through the
fulfi.Llment of mitzvot, reaffirms mants be.lief in the
· governorship of God and in the sanctity of cre~tion. It
indirectly brings him to a state of holiness. 4 ~ ~ _

OJ

Mi nts most important goal is to strive for holiness, to live the
ille of complete pietyo

Traditiona,J.ly, holiness implies freedom
.r

r·,

from every wickedness and ugliness· motivated by man ts reverence

~ love for God. 46 ' However, although man strives for holiness,
because of his being only human, he will most assuredly sin during

hit

I

If he truly repents, God's mercy

life and seek penitence.

wjl ll allow for Him to forgive man, and ·· mah ~ ill nbec001e ·a new
creation. 11

47 ·
~

-

~

~

A maJor, if not the supreme, institution of Jewish life

iJ' the

I

Orthodox Judaism places great emphasis upon the

f~~ily,

holiness and purity of the family and upon the Divin~ a spects
L.

'

'n.,

o family relationships with special emphasis on the respect for
wom(ants indiv iduality and the reverence due her 48 ·a i w'~u

as upon

the signifi cance of the spiritual and obs ervant h ome. 49 Just as
t

t

'

1

•

...

ones family relationships are an expression o

f ',}
,
the Divine, so

do 1inan's relationJ.h'.ip .with his f Jllow man, .within the ' jewish
0

community and in society in general', r ~flect "!\'~ od' s . will.
,!::,
d enouncing
of injust1 ce, oppression,
I

'

•

•

•

(

l'

The

t

' yranny, social inequality

l
t
1
l
'i
t· r
t
antl prejudibe as well as of exploitation of the fatherless, the
-..,.,.

1

•

,

,

'

'

r,

.)~ \

'W:i:Uow, the stranger, t he slave and even the criminal is an expression
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of Judaism's striving for a social order permeated with the
spi~it of human equality and freedom, with respect for the

sacredness of human personality and ror the fact that all men
are the children of God. 50
A major correlative of all the concepts and institutions
discussed up to this point is prayer and the synagogue.

"The

synagogue, which from time immemorial was the center of Jewish
religious life, embodied tlie religious consciousness of the
community.

•

•

The synagogue, as regards worship, is not a place for

private meditation; it is the place for community worship .• ••
The synagogue, the projection of the Jewish concept of community,
served as a means of hallowing the holy Name. 1151

Included in the
'

I

doma+n of prayer by the Orthodox are public worship, priy ate
medit ation, blessings, and Talmud Torah (study) as a form of worship.
Orthodoxy, in its various forms, also considers of import
some ancillary but still significant concepts such as the Land
of Israel, reward and punishment, salvation, the Messiah, r ~surrection and th~ TTch osen peopleoTT

Though positions differ in regard

to interpretation, as will be indicated below, all of Orthodoxy
includes these concepts as part of its semi-official doctrine.
The Land of Israel is the Holy Land, and Jerusalem is the
,J

The Holy Land is the eternal possession of the Jews,
i n which God will ultimately judge all nations.

'

How

I•

the Land of Israel . is to be restored
to its former glory
• l
area of contention between TTfundamentalistsTT and TTmodernists.TT
j

'

to the establishment of the State of Israel, still opposed

by some ultra~Orthodox extremists both in Israel and the United

2l0
states, a characteristic
statement was Jmade by a representative
•
of Nee-Orthodoxy, a stat'ement which definitely
did
n<5>t
t•.
1-· . literally
,
posit the restoration of the , People of Is~ ael to t h e Land of
Israel on the coming of the Messiah:
~· \

.. ~-

'I
,.

~

t". (

.

Out of the agony of the War there arose politicai ly
the old hope for the restoration of Zion, and, · as a
miracle recalling the deliverance of the J ~wish p J opie in
ancient . times, there has arisen the hope for the Jewish
National Home • • • Millions of Jews • • • are straining
Tl every nerve to establish~~yes, in our own days~-that centre
of human life which shall save the remnant of Israel ~- • •.
er·· In the hopes , centering in the resettlement of the Jewish
people in its homeland there are eschatological ~isions
ir''f' of the Kingdon of Heaven, and in the tragedies experienced
in the rebuilding of the Jewish nation some even in these
rationalist times discern the pangs of the Messianic age.52
A statement which ties together the concepts of the 'Messiah,
salvation, imm~rtality (resurrection in its narrowe~t sense),
~eward and punishment and the Land of Israel typifies the modern,
America~ , Orthodox rationale of these hallowed beliefs.
(\

The divine responsibility for the creation ' is the guarantee
that' the purpos e of man's formation in freedom and for responsibility will not be ultimately thwarted. That is the root
of the messianic faith. Godts intention for man, as revealed
in the encounter and by His law, will be fulfilled. 1 It is
the messianic promise, inseparable from history.
'j)

The assurance Qf the messianic fulfillment in history
is beyond any doubt. The most convincing indication of its
coming is the survival of Israel. The survival of Judaism
and of the Jewish people in all ages, in conditions pf
utter political and material weakness, in s p itei 6f co11;tinuous
discrimination and persecution, and in defianc~ of an 1 endless
series of the
most barb~rous I and sadistic ~attempts af their
'
extermin~tion, ;· baffles al). explanation. t ~t is the my t3:):; ery
of all eges. The , return of Israel to its anc.ient homeland
in our days, as - Israel maintained for numberle s gen.erations
that it would dq ; is .the incomparable his or ic ~vent of all
t1mes • ,. • ,
, l
.'ta L..,,,_ • .
,.(
~
11:.1.. ,
!

•

~

""-

' l

....

I

-I

ot nt c : cat.Jt-in a ,1 , •r1
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Indeea, before the' day of fulfil lment and universal
salvation art'ives, many wi l] have suffered because of 't he
~ of others, many will have fallen by the wayside.
What
of them? •• One can answer only by . saying that the concept _,_
of divine justice demands that on the day of universal ful- fillment they toQ must be vindieated and justified individually,
just_§!.§. they suffered indiv~dually. Divine justice, which is
one of the ways in which we have conceived Godts care for man,
is the postulate of immortality. It it'equires that in the act
of final redemption all generations that were ever born be
redeemed. Even the dead must live to share in the realization
. of the promise that alone justifies the trav'ail of all· times. 5 3
(Italics my own)
J

be compared to the

Maimonides Code, 11 the

11

- r.

'

''

creed of the fundamentalists, in the light of its spirit~ its
).

implications and its language:
)

·'

.

,,

.,\~

)

, I believe with perfect faith that the Creator, blessed be
His name, rewards those that keep his commandments and
punishes those that transgress them.
f' l believe with perfect faith in the coming of the

q

Messiah, and though he tarry, I will wait daily for his
COming. l
' - ..I.
•
believe with perfect faith that there will be a it'esur.:.
rection of the dead at the time when it shall please the
t Creator, •blessed be His name, and exalted be the rem em,;.
brance of Him for ever and ever.
lu
t·.1.··•u•~
, I,

a more

The "chosen people" concept has also eiicited

corl~ emporary interpretation from the modernists as opposed ~o
their more fundamentalist co~:eeligionists:
ii1;

t
•

l

t I

r

um ~tt • ' 11
1

-,

.f,

Basic in Judaism, particularly in the relation of the
t D:ew to God, is the concept_ of the el'ection of!_ t he p'e0pl•e
of Israel, or "Israel as the Chosen People." Does this
~~cincept imply rthat Jews subscribe to the iieofy of racial
superiority? Quite the contrary, such thoughts are foreign
:to rthe Jewish mind:. , The U:ew, • following tfhe premise "that
_all creation belongs to the Creator, believ es that as a
man, i.e., as the highest form of ~ Feation,i he has 'e ntered
into a covenant with God, his Creator , He promises to
develop a greater measure of dedication and a greater sense
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of belonging to ·Him. The cpvenant is . fulfilled only in
the obsenvance of the Divine law. To that purpose is the
Jew dedicated and chosen.54
~
.J

~s

has been assented , h eretoforie , 8merican Glrthodoxy seems

t o _be an amalgam of various strands of

11

i:lraditi..onal Judaism."

The

basic beliefs and conceptions, described in modernistic and NeoOrthodox language to be sure, have been set forth aboveo
Ja.t '

1

11,,. 1

It

:'.'ti\

remains to identify in a more detailed fashion the most important
b
versions of American twentieth-century_ Orthodoxy so that their
t,'
educational impact and stance can be described and be referred
. :to at a later time if and when they seem relevant to the major
'·\'
Pc·· focus of this study.
';

S!i

l ,

•

The major fundamentalist, nonMWesternized variant of
t ./~
..
.. t ~
~ JJ
Orthodoxy, ~asidism, especially of the transplanted Habad55
'I

...

..

•

Ii

'

··la

school of the Lubavitch dynasty, has taken on an aggressive, con-

versiona:ry characteE '- in Ameriea. Although .- Lubavi;bch 1,.p~opagan..,,
~ ;-t
distic and educational techniques are · beeoming mo:v.e , and [more
. . '
sophisticated, and the enthusiasm of its adherents .i s 1,1JID1atched,

·"''

.

Habad literature, in the main, . consists of variations ~.of 1 the
.
;
old Kabbalistic themes,,
symbols
and
terms
witth
li ttl~·sg.ttempt
,

.

.

to take note of the modern world.

.

Some excerpts from an inter-

•• ·,

;j_

;

.'

.,,

esting series of publicatio~s will help -elucidate .:bhi:s .p oint.
I •{

At the end of The

l,,

._ •· -:, ;

Tzemach Tzedek 11 and the 1fas kalah Movement,

11

written by the late Lubavitcher rebbe, J0seph I. Schneerson, the
l

.l

\,

'\

j

-&

,;,J

l'.'¥,

f

following supplement (#3), translatem by Z. I. Posner and
t t}

n

.,

"

J,

\..l

f

~f 4,.;

)

;J ;•

,,,.

.#.; "

by the "Kehotrr Publication Society, is instructive:
+'
1(1],.

._ti

-. .
j;

t•

·, ~-,

~

\,

,.I l --: i;
,,

,

J

"'-
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of belonging to Him. The cqvenant is fulfilled only in
the observance of the Div~ne law. To that purpose is the
Jew dedicated and chosen. 4
As has been asserted heretofore, American Orthodoxy seems
,.

·r

s

i

,.

\.

t o be an amalgam of various strands of "traditional Judaism.n
' '

,

•

s

.1·

The

l

basic beliefs and conceptions, described in modernistic and Neo.;.
orthodox language to be sure, have been set forth above.

It

"

remains to identify in a more detailed fashion the most important
J .

versions of American

twentieth-century

Orthodoxy so that their

educational impact and stance can be described and be referred
l

,

to at a later time if and when they seem relevant to the major
; ,
focus of this study.
("

j

The major fundamentalist, nonwWesternized variant of
•

1;.

•

l

'"

..

-~ '

'

55

Orthodoxy, ~asidism, especially of the transplanted Habad
\

school of the Lubavitch dynasty, has taken on an aggressive, conversionary character ~in America. Although Lubavitch propagan-.
distic and educational techniques are , becoming more and more
c.:-r

I

.,:i

sophisticated, and the enthusiasm of its adherents is unmatched,
)

Habad literature, in the main, ,consists of variations of the
!

)

l

~

,.

...-..1

old Kabbalistic themes, symbols and terms with little attempt
I

'

r .

to take note of the modern world.

Some excerpts from an inter-

"

)

esting series of publications will hel~ elucidate this point.
I_

'

•

•

At the end of The nTzemach Tzedek" and the Haskalah Mov ement,
written by the late Lubavitcher rebbe, Joseph I. Schneerson, the
following supplement (#3), translated by

z.

I. Posner and

published by the nKehot" Publication Society, is instructive:
tl•
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Revealed Torah is called water. When one studies
Torah "for its sake, 11 properly, there is "good water."
When someone studies Torah for ulterior purposes, or
evil ends, then it becomes a "deadly venom." Chassidus
is fire. Worship with Chassidus is like the boiling in
a pot. The gross evil of "evil waters II and the refined
dross of 11 good waters 11 are both purged. That was the
contribution of the Baal Shem Tov and the Mizrichter Magid
with their school of Chassidus in general and my grandfather
with Chabad Chassidus in particular. 56
Rabbi Joseph I. Schneerson, who died in 1950, was succeeded
by his son-in-law, Rabbi Menachem Mendel Schneerson, representing

.

the seventh generation of Habad •
The role of emotion is central in the Habad approach.
Posner, in his introduction to his translation of On the Teaching
of Chassidus by Joseph I. Schneerson, differentiates between two
types of particular soul powers:

intellect and emotion.

Of the

emotion-powers he says:
0

The Emotion-Powers are the conclusions and results of
the Intellect-Powers., Chabad Chassidus, being largely devoted to the study of G-d, insists that intellectual
achievement per se is inadequate. The mind must carry
out its conclusions in the heart (the seat of emotions,
as the brain is the seat of the intellect), in the
arousal of emotions indicated by the subject under study.
The emotions in turn must affect actual deeds, that one
act in the light of his understanding and feelings, continuing the unbroken sequence of mind, heart and deed.
The term Chabad is descriptive of the principle of
this school, that through systematic intellectual progression one may control, even radically alter, his
emotions, and, concttmnitantly, his deeds.57
Thus, the ~asid, of ·the ~abadMLubavitch persuasion feels that he
is part of the community of · Israel by identifying with it emotionally--by eating with the
with other hasidim.

.

11

tsaddik 11 or by praying or merry-making

Hasidim serve God in joy, sink their

,

1
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individuality with utter abandon in the total commUJ:1lity of
Israel, which is assured of salvation by the unbreakable word
. ~~

of the Covenant.

Ultra-traditional modes of behavior and practice'

are expected of the true ~asid as he battles courageously to
avert Western contamination and acculturation within American
sot!iety.

This disdain or fear of the secular reflects itse'l f

in its educational programs which minimize non ...tra.ditional learilling
and, where possible in some cases, eliminate secular studies al-

together from the curriculum.
Another significant stream, transplanted from the Lithuanian
Jewish environment, was the rather extreme, supernaturalistic
Kabbalism of the Mussar movement.

The European foumders of this

school of thought and behavior were Rabbi Hayyffim of Vol0zhin and
Rabbi Israel Lipkin of Salant.

That interpretation df the Mussar

school which tended to appeal to the sentiments of love (rather
1

than fear) and aspiration and to set up the ideal of the perfect
pe~sonality ~ -the goal of piety· was the one most successfully
$i['ansferred to the American scene.

nThe self-sufficient super-

natiwalism of the tmussart school, in all its dry dogmatism and
scornful repudiation of the great wide world extending beyond
its narrow tradition, constitutes even today the living ideology
of Jllany tYeshivoth, r fromrTorah vtnaathr in Brookflyn vo Tells in
l,'

Cleve.land. 115 8

"spirit
.
- ,-

In the mussar movement, reason is rep~aced by the

of Holinessn or the gift of prophecy .i.n interpreting

f.'

ToraJt t as the Torah.;..scholar takes on the cosmic function--rrthe
upli:l?ting of the low forces of matte:r in the •hwnan · soul and in
"",,,_,.,.

~

"

generally, bringing them baak to their roots.n

Miracles
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are matterwof-fact happenings in this literalistic version of
Orthodoxy.

The supernaturalism of the Mussar school inevitably

leads to an idealization of the past which is carried to an
extreme as the legendary lore of the Talmud is taken at face
value, as the line of demarcation between the natural and the
supernatural becomes blurred, and as "the mysterious intricacies
of the hypothetical higher links in the chain of being (_-are_/
:::::,, . ~-- .

presumed
past.

t,o

have been known by the ordinary men and women of the

1159

The spiritual heir of the European Mitnagdim and of the
pietistic emphasis of the Mussar school is the revered spokesman
of "modern orthodoxy, 11 Dr. Joseph B. Soloveitchik, of Yeshiva
University. Dr. Soloveitchik's erudition in the systems and
,,
concepts of western philosophy and contemporary religious thought
is quite formidable.

Though a champion of pure, halakhic Judaism,

l.

Dr. Soloveitchik has not withdrawn into an ideational ghetto
(at least not in theory) and seems willing to do battle against

the inroads made by materialisticMsecular culture and b~ all
forms of

11

liberal 11 Judaism.

He talks of God, prayer and halakhah

in the following terms:
Prayer likewise is unimaginable without having man
stand before and address himself to God in a manner
neminiscent of the prophetts dialogue with God. The
cosmic drama, notwithstanding its grandeur and splendor,
no matter how distinctly it reflects the image of the Creator
and no matter how beautifully it tells His glory, cannot
provoke man to prayer • • • Prayer is basically an awareness
of man finding himself in the presence of and addressing
himself to his Maker, and to pray has one connotation only:
to stand before God. To be sure, this awareness has been
objectified and crystallized in standardized, definitive
texts whose recitation is obligatory. The total faith
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commitment tends always to transcend the frontiers of
fleeting, amorphous subjectivity and to venture into
the outside world of the well--formed, ·objective gesture.
However, no matter how important this tendency on the
...
part of the faith collill11itment is-~and it 1is of enormous
.
· significance in the Halakhah which constantly demands that'
man translate his inner life into external facticity--it
remains unalterably true that the very essence of prayer
is the covenantal experience of being together with and
talking to God and that the concrete performance such as
the recitation of texts represents the technique of prayer
and not prayer itself • • • 60
A partial exposition of

11

modern 11 Orthodox thinking has

already been set forth in the citations from Belkin, Berkovits
.c

and Soloveitchik.

themselves from the

These
11

modernists 11 consciously separate

11

ultra--Orthodox 11 or "fundamentalists. 11

One

t!hnodern 11 ' e>rt:hodox spokesman claims:

True, within the ranks of Orthodox Judaism there are
many to whom the modern scene and western thought constitute
no challenge. These elements are to be found principally
among the recent immigrants to the United States. And they
often intimidate the more progressive Orthodox elements who
recognize that Jewish law was always dynamic and that
Judaism never required an ostrich-like indifference to
currents _of thought • • • The tendency to canonize each
and every view of the past with absolutely no critical
or historical evaluation is strong among the 11rightists. 11
Some of them even favor the social and economic isoiation
of Orthodox Jews. They propose the establishment of
Orthodox Jewish communities with Sabbath--observing vendors
of the necessities of life, Sabbath-observing professional
and service personnel, etc.
The position of . these "rightists ., " however, is not typical.
Most American Orthodox Rabbis are not isolationists. 61

has been implied, American

11

modern 11 OrthodG>xy, from 'an

ideological point of view, sees itself as the "middle ground"
11

fundamentalists 11 and those who feel the need to

" ad.Just" Jewish law and life to the modern situation.

2l7
The revealed nature of ha:lakhah is fundamental to nmodernn
orthodox ideology. ,, .Though theological questions are important,
filllakhah ...-i ts origin, development and implement a tion.;.-s eem to b'e
the prime subject of "modern n Orthodox inquiry. '
According to Leon Stitskin the npurposefuln approach to
the contemporary evolution and observance of halakhah must be
supported.
0

This approach demands adherence to a formalized code

£ebehavior so that oners life might be invested with cosmic and

cli~ine dimensions.

Also, the observance of mitzvot must follow

from a metaphysical construct and set of values.

Thus, halakhah

ans mahshavah must be integrated ninto a unified whole in order
that the timeless and essential insights of our faith be articulated in the idiom of our generation.n 62
· ••'

Rackman asserts that the npurposeful n approach is both

dynamic and conservative and is based on an unwavering .faith in
the self-sufficiency of the Law.
It does not exclude Halakhic creativity or changes,
'flexibiiity, and growth in concept and method to meet the
most perplexing of the problems that trouble religious minds.
'v But it insists that such evolution must be organic, i.e., it
must be a further unfolding of historic continuity and
develop authentically out of tradition • • • That is why
Orthodox Jews move slowly in their Halakhic creativity--with
~he same turmoil of soul that characterizes the authentic
religious experience, but with firm faith that where the
' basic values of Judaism still live 3 the Law will suffice
to meet the requirements of life.6
The only authentic Halakhic approach must be that which
approx.Jma~~ t ih'e phli 'OCosophy of the teleogical jurist. The
teleogical jurist asks: what are the ends of the law which
God or nature ordained and how can we be guided by these
ideal ends in developing the Law? He uses the historical
method but it is not his only concern.
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The teleogical approach is to be found at its best
in the work of Dr. Joseph B. Soloveichik of Yeshiva
University. For him, the Halakhah is 11 an a priori idea
system • • • it postulates a world of its own, an ideal
one, which suits its particular needs. 11 To begin with,
therefore, any rejection of the revealed character of
both the Written and the Oral Law constitutes a negation
of the very essence of the Halakhah.64
The

11

Neo-Orthodox 11 position, that associated popularly with

the Western European Orthodox thought of Samson Raphael Hirsch,
does not differ essentially from the dogma and practice of the
fundamentalists, and, in some ways, is more rigid and conservative
than the position of

modern 11 Orthodoxy.

11

Though it seems to be

a distinctly new interpretation of Jewish tradition, reflecting
genteel norms, universalist aspirations and a this-worldly
emphasis, it does not reflect a more reasonable spirit than
fundamentalism but rather considers traditional teachings and
institutions as divinely revealed and immutable.

Notwithstanding

its lack of flexibility, Neo-Orthodoxy presents a potentially
viable religious ideology.

In some ways it is similar to the

spirit and the doctrine of the more traditional wing of Conservative Judaism represented by Louis Ginsburg, Louis Finkelstein,
65

Boaz Cohen, Ben-Zio~ Bokser, etc. .

The writings of Jung, Hertz,

and Goodman cited earlier in this chapter are typical of NeoOrthodox views.
An extensive re-statement of the Neo-Orthodox position was
J.

put forth by Isaak Breuer in his Der Neue Kusari.

Breuerts views

are discussed by Agus in his critique of American Jewish Orthodoxy.66
However, a recent discussion of American Orthodoxy by Shelomoh
Danziger 67 is more descriptive of the current Neo-Orthodox
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ideological posture.

He differentiates Neo~Orthodoxy from the

isolationism of the extreme fundamentalists such as certain
groups of ~asidim and from the integrationist tendencies of
~ odern Orthodoxy represented by such men as Dr. Irving Greenberg
of Yeshiva University and E~iezer Berkovits.

He accuses modern

,Orthodoxy of risking "integration into the very fabric of the

I

American community while clinging (or attempting to cling) to
Orthodox teaching and practice.n
The third path is that of non-integrated adaptation,
which is the Hirschian approach as I understand it. ·
According to this method, Orthodox Jews live their
own communal life, which is unintegrated religiously,
socially, culturally, and psychologically. Within this
community, however, there is an awareness of the intellectual and cultural trends of the nation and of the
world, and a conscious reaction to these currents. The
reaction may be positive or negative, an acceptance or
rejection of the surrounding norms . But even where the
contributions of the wider milieu are accepted, they
serve only as cultural raw material for the implementation
of Torah life through Orthodox forms of expression • • •
But I nevertheless deeply feel that the moment we
Jews think of ourselves as part of the American Am,
instead of Am Hashem (and one cannot belong to two Ammim),
we have started the process of disintegration and final
assimilation. We must be an American Am Hashem, not
Jewish members of the American Am •• -:OS
Fundamentalists we are indeed in the original sense
of the word. We hold the thirteen Ikkarim to be fundamental
to Torah Judaism, ·without the self-defeating interpretations
of Jacob~ • • , : 69

I
~j

I

I

Before leaving ideological :considerations within Orthodoxy, men:tion must be made of the influence of the mystic,
Rabbi Abraham I ,saac Kuk, the late Chief Rabbi of Palestine.

He

was in the main responsbile ,for the Mizrachi interpretation of
!

.L.

I..

-'\•'l

_j

Zionism, so intrinsic a part of American Orthodox ideology.

In

.1
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many a sense, he was the spiritual leader of the

11

liberal wingn

of American Orthodoxy though he resided in Palestine.70

-~

-~

Though the Habad 1}asid.im and other 1}asidic groups as well
as the fundamentalists of the Agudist variety represent a significant and vocal minority within .Orthod~x ranks, the majority
of American Orthodox Jews identify themselves with the
or

11

neo-Orthodox 1r versions of Judaismo

11

modernistn

To the leaders of the latter

groups, the study and observance of halakhah presents itself as
their greatest challenge.

Most Orthodox congregations now have

English-speaking rabbis who preach in English.

English transla~

tions of the liturgy of Siddur and of the Pentateuch are- now the
rule in most Orthodox synagogueso

In many respects American

Orthodoxy is flexible in practice and definitely reflects the
influence of Western culture and American society.

A goodly

proportion of Orthodox synagogues allow family pews and use a
~icrophone on the Sabbath and the Festivalso

The "womJn's section, 11

the mehitsah, and the bimah in the center of the synagogue are
becoming less and less prevalent.

Today, one does not have
to
!.•

adhere to all 613 mitzvot to be considered part of the ,rTorahtrue community, 11 all ideological statements to the coritrary
notwithstanding.

Many Jews consider themselves nominally

Orthodox and state that 'they subscribe to the belief in the
literal revelation of the Lawo

However, they . are hardly ob-

servant in the accepted meaning of the . term.
L-Most American Orthodox Rabbis✓ admit that for at
least another generation or two most American Jews will
not be observant. Nevertheless, they ·want these Jews
to appreciate their moral obligation to support the
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totality of their ancestral heritage as Jews that it may
be transmitted intact to later generations whose knowledge
of Judaism and wh9se spiritual climate may be more conducive
to the development of Judaism in consonance with its
historic philosophy and pattern rather than as a compromis-~
with Jewish illiteracy and the mate~ialistic, "sensate" ·
values of the present er-a • • • Our posterity should not
be prejudiced by us and receive from us only truncated
conceptions .or patterns of Jewish thought and practice.
With this approach, most Orthodox Rabbis are urging even the
non-observant to identify themselves with Orthod9y synagogues and send their children to Yeshivoth. o •
In this regard, recognition must be given to the modern
Orthodox rabbinate and especially to the Young Israel m~JVement
for their concerted attempts to fortify Kashrut observance and
supervision, to re-affirm the sanctity of the Jewish family by
construction of modern Mikvahs, and by their fos~ering of reintensified Sabbath observance.

The Young Israel movement has

helped dignify religious services, create social and economic
opportunities for observant youth and develop a substantial
program of adult Jewish education.

A spokesman for American

Orthodoxy summarizes the situation as follows:

1
,H,

~,

It is to Dr. Soloveichik, his co-workers and students,
that American Orthodoxy looks for the ideolpgacal content,
the techniques and the conclusions required to stem the
tide of defections to ot4er groups by making it abundantly
clear that Halakhic Judaism is eternal and has naught to
fear from the challenges of western t}:lought ,_ present and
future.
LOrthodoxy/ wants to stimulate the renascence of Torah
learning on American soil. Orthodoxy f .e els that until Jews
are learned they cannot be pious.
Lit_/ does not believe that the modern contribution
to progressive revelation can come until the mo~ern _age
recaptures basic religious experience • • • Yet, -~there is
evidence, as we face the _atomic er.a in human history,
that there will be a resurgence of religious values.
In such an atmosphere, Judaism will thrive •. Particularly
will Halakhic Judaism thrive as more and more Jews seek
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to apprehend Godrs will rather than merely indulging in
their own.7 2
It seems almost axiomatic that American Orthodoxy-hasidic, Mussar, halakhic, NeoMOrthodox, MizrachiMZionist--

.

w0 uld support and do everything to promote maximal Jewish educaM
tion.

The significant institutionalization of the concept and

mitzvah of Talmud Torah has bee~ the day school or yeshivah.
To many of Orthodox persuasion, the success and effectiveness of
the school has become more crucial than that of the synagogue.
Though the heder, the congregational supplementary school and the
communal Talmud Torah have been part of the history of Orthodox
Jewish education in America, it is the day school that has made,
and is expected to make, the greatest contribution to the aevelopment of Orthodox ·J udaism on American soil.

The programs of these

schools vary as to language of instruction, the emphasis on
Hebrew, the inclusion of "secondary" Jewish subjects, the hours
and days of instruction, the place, amount and approach to the
secular subject-matter taught as required by state law, and to
the interpretation given to certain phases of Orthodox doctrine.
However, the overall purposes and philosophies are similar.

The

schools exist in order to transmit in as complete a form as possible, both quantitatively and qualitatively, the Jewish heritage-Bible, Talmud, Tosafot, and the Codes-~and to induct the student
into the authentic,

11

Torah.:.true 11 religious community via exposing

him to religious personalities and experiences so that he will

carry out G0drs will, be committed to a deep and abiding faith in

Him and His works and be a living witness to His name.
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Conservative Judaism is probably the fastest growing
Jewish religious movement in America.

The TTreturn to religion

and to the synagogue, TT the predominant middle...class nature of ·-.
American Jewry and the canbination of modernism and traditional~
ism inherent in the Conservative approach have cont~ibuted to
its increasing popularity.

As one attempts to analyze contemporary

manifestations of Conservative Judaism as well as its development
in the United States, it is difficult not tm arrive at the
following conclusions:

l.',
,,

1.

Conservative Judaism, histmrically, has attempted
to be a totalistic, all.-.encompassing movement,
hesitant to articulate a definitive, ideological
position.

2.

Its eclectic nature has allowed for the development
of a variety of ideological positions within it,
some almost in complete opposition one to another.

3.

It has been a rather pragmatic movement, reflecting
most quickly and profoundly sociological and ideological changes within the American Jewish community
and in American society in genera1. 43

4.

Instead of talking about "Conservative ideology,"
one must discuss "Conservative ideological tenden.,.
cies" and "the process of development of a Conserv.-.
ative ideology.TT

5.

In alluding to the gradual formati en of an ideology
and its significance on progressivism in Jewish
education, one must keep in mind the four levels of
the Conservative power structure:
i<.'
a.

The "Establishmentn.,..,..The Jewish Theol,o gical
Seminary (a very traditional institution in
the Conservative hierarchy because of its
relative isolation from the people), the
Teachers 1 Institute, etc;
i+

t·

,t-~

b.

The Rabbinical Assernbly~i:-tTh~ nat.iJonal, organiza.,.
tion of the Conservative rabbinate , the majority
of whan are graduates of theJ3eminary;

c.

The United Synagogue a£ America--.The organization

l
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of synagogues officially identifying themselves
with the 11universal synagogue 11 as projected by
the Seminary; all member institutions must ad~
here to the United Synagoguels positions on
matters of institutional ethics and observances;;
educational standards as established by the
United Synagogue Commission on Jewish Education
and matters of general policy that come under
the jurisdiction of the United Synagogue (not
all Conservative synagogues are members of the
United Synagogue, but ·the preponderant m~jority
are);
d.

The individual congregation in a given community-it is community controlled by its own officers,
board and committees, and a rabbi and other
professional personnel are employed.

It should be noted that the professional and rabbinic
leadership of Conservative Judaism, either affirming the various
interpretations of the concepts of Jewish peoplehood and

11

catholic

Israel 11 or expediently compromising with the needs and •inclinations of the

11

constituents,IT has in many instances allowed

itself to be led or to be Ttunled 11 by the laymen.-.-the individual
congregations and the United Synagogue.

Generally, ideological

ferment has been of little concern to the masses of Conservative
Jews 74 who are concerned mainly with institutional maintenance
and are content to construe Conservative Judaism as the Ttmiddle
roadn between Orthodoxy and Reform.

Inl948, Rabbi Simon Green-

berg, currently Vice'"!Chancellor of The Jewish Theological
Seminary and an acknowledged spokesman for Conservative Judaism,
commented on the situation: ,
CL

While the Conservative movement has its Ttright!T and
nleft!T wings and a goodly :i;iumber of variations between
these extremes, there is a dominant climate of opinion
which gives character and cohesion to the movem~nt as a
whole. Conservative Judaism is writing its own definition
of itself not in a debating society, nor in the mind of some
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philosopher, nor even in the resolutions adopted by com~
mittees or conventions. It is 11 defining 11 itself, as does
every 1iving, vital movement through the ' institutions it
is creating and, more particularly, through its scho8l
curriculum. It will thus continue to define and redefine . ..,
itself .7 5
Marshall Sklare, in his critical study of · conservative
Judaism (1955), interprets the situation somewhat .differently:

f

It is not surprising that the Seminary group has
given little encouragement to efforts looking toward
theological clarification. Should a Conservative ideology
develop and a cohesive movement emerge, lay people ·would
take over control of the Seminary and administrators and
teachers would , lose their semi.,.independent status • • '-· .
In 1946, ·the United Synagogue established a 11 Committee
on the Philosophy of Conservative Judaism.n This was done
partly, at least, under _the inspiration of its director,
Rabbi Z-Albert id Gordon, who represented those ad,v ocating a
strong and cohesive Conservative movement on the nat ional
scene • • • The committee did not hold any meetings under
the administration of Rabbi Simon Greenberg, his successor.
Greenberg represented neither the layman or the practicing
rabbi • • • but rather the schoolmen-,.ehe is the Vi ce-,
Chancellor of the Seminary. To date, the United Synagogue
has not pursued an independent course, nor has it giv~n
voice to all shades of lay and rabbinical opinion.76
Goaded on by Jtheir own insecurity and lack of anchorage

and by Sklare 77 in the sociological sector, Mordecai M. Kaplan
in the philosophical-ide0logical sector 78 and by Louis Katzoff 79
and Herbert Lerman 80 in the educational sector, the ' C<mservative
nEstablishment 11 and certain groupings within the Rabbinical
Assembly, the Educators 1 Assembly and the United Synagogue have
t

Bf nlaten--since the late l940 1 s ...... attempted to articulate a
11

consensus ideology 11 and to implement this ideology on the

national educational front (the Ramah camps, the Leadership

I

Fellowship, the Solomon Schechter Day Schools, the
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Melton Research Center, certain congregational schools, etc.).
This effort has been intensified within the last ten years.
In addition, the tendency for modern Orthodoxy and contemporary
Reform to move towards a more "central" position has presented
the stimulus for ideological formulation so that the Conservative
movement would have a "unique identity. 11

The attempt to more

positively present an acceptable ideological stance has definitely
caused an increase in tension among the Conservative rabbinate
and among other professionals associated with the movement.

The

more liberal elements within the Conservative movement and those
who identify with it outside of the movement per ~, are faced
with the fact of narrowing theological ...ideological horizons
with an obvious and anticipated turn to the
position.

11

center ...right 11

This judgment will be documented and discussed in

greater detail at other points in the study since it is of considerable significance in understanding the impact of progres ...
sivism on Jewish education.
J,

In order to better evaluate the metamorphosis of Con~

servative ideological tendencies the following areas will be
examined in summary fashion:
1.

The historical development of Conservative Judaism
in America;

2.

General features that have helped to distinguish the
Conservative movement as a unique interpretation of
American Judaism ...,;,,concepts, attitudes, practices, etc ; ;

3.

Ideological positions and their rabbinic spokesmen.

Conservative Judaism must look mainly to Zechariah
Frankel and, to a lesser degree, to Leopold Zunz as its seminal
minds.

The npositive-historical" approach to the whole of

I
I

!
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Jewish traditionl:"!l"that combination of traditional spirit and
J)lodern knowledge considered adequ<:3-te to meet the needs of the
·•.

new age yet firmly attached to the past- served to differentiate
Frankel from the Neo-Orthodox spokesman? S~ R. Hirsch, on the
11

right 11 and from Holdheim and Geiger, spokesmen of Reform

Judaism, on the nleft.n

In America, an attempt was made by

the disciples of Frankel to remain within the more traditional
wing of Reform Judaism.

However, this abortive effort failed

•

with the pcceptance of the Reform rabbinate of the Pittsburgh
81
Platf orm
in l885 influenced by the radical thinking of ~
Kaufmann Kohler.

In l887, Alexander Kohut and Sabata Morais

broke completel~ with Ref~rm Jµdaism,and Mprais founded the
~ewish Theological Seminary in New York City.

In l902 Solomon

Schechter, who was the spiritual and intellectual hei~ ~of Frankel,
~ssumed the position of President of the Seminary.

Schechter

9trengthened the Seminary, founded the United Synagogue ip l913,
appointed Mordecai M. Kaplan to the post of Dean of the Teacherst
Institute, and began to articulate and implement some 0£,..,the
f ajor principles of Conservative Judaism.
i

' '

'i

Schechter definitely opposed forming another sect within
'

'

t'udaism to compete with Reform and Orthodoxy. , His was a totalistic
a?proach, placing emphasis on the validity of an eclectic ideology
and theology.

Bentwich, in his Schechter b · ography , coounents:

/... Schechtey maintained a critical attitude towards the
Bible but also a belief in divine revelation • • • he re~
belled against the rival of revelation in the shape of
history. In fact, he had not a logical system or a philosophy
of Judaism but an immense and romantic love of it.82
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Schechter had a deep respect for Tithe will of people 11 as the
determining factor in establishing a !Tnormative Judaism.TT 83
·•.

Schechter 1 s definite predilection for traditional
practice--reverence for and adherence to the halakhah~-can
be seen in the following passage from Some Aspects of Rabbinic
Theology. 84
The law thus conceived as submitting all the faculties
and passions of man to the control of the divine, whilst
suppressing none, was a source of joy and blessing to the
Rabbis. Whatever meaning the words of the Apostle may have,
when he speaks of the curse of the Law, it is certain that
those who lived and died for it considered it as a blessing.
To them it was an effluence of God 1 s mercy and love • • • BS
Also, his theology was definitely traditional--theistic and
supernatural with even a seeming appreciation for the mystica1. 86
Additionally, Schechter was a strong advocate of the retention
of the Hebrew language and was a Zionist, being mainly influenced
by Judah Halevi, Samuel David Luzzatto, Nahman Krochmal and

.

Ahad Ha ... am •
From Schechterts death (1915) until the end of World
War II (1945) Conservative Judaism grew quantitatively if not
in clarity of ideological position.

However, its growth then

was in no way as spectacular as its growth since the end of World
War II.

The background for understanding the factors contribu ...

ting to this period of relative !Tslumber 11 and then phenomenal
popularity can be found in the preceding sections of this chapter
and in chapter III.
be mentioned here:

Nonetheless, a few salient points should
f.
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1.

The inter-war period (1918~1946) was a period of
increased acculturation and upward mobility for
the Jewash masses. Defections from religious
Orthodoxy were great.

2.

The popularity of secular ideologies and the theory
of 11 cultural pluralism 11 reached its peak and began
to subside in the thirties.

3.

Congregationalism 11 bega:m~1to ogp,in strength in the
thirties as the predominant form of Jewish community
organization at the expense of t1community ... orientedn
cultural and educational institutions and ideologies.
The Conservative congregational supplementary school
and the Reform religious Sunday school were in the
process of becoming the dominant elementary educational
institutions as compared to the communal Talmud Torah
and the Yiddish secular school.

4.

The philosophy and program of Reconstruction.;ism, a
dynamic, religiously~oriented philosophy, captured
the imagination of many of the Conservative and
Reform leadership and intelligentsia as well as of
many leaders in Jewish education and in the Jewish
Center field.

re
11

During this period principles of Conservative ideology
as a development of Schechter 1 s position were elaborated upon.
However, this occurred rather spontaneously ......a product of attempts
at differentiation, affirmation and innovation which were part
of the movement 1 s continuing search for identity.

In 1949,

Rabbi Louis Katzoff, in his study of the philosophy of the
Conservative congregational school, wrote:
The philosophy of Conservative Judaism does not enjoy
the same definiteness of meaning as the other two sehools
of thought. To this date, the leaders of the Conservative
movement are still groping for a clear definition of Juda~
ism, and though several of them hav,e attempted a crystalliza..,.
tion of its philosophy, the movement as a whole has never
adopted a uniform set of principles. It is difficult to
determine whether the reason for this J.ack of articulation
has been due to the youthfulness of the movement or to the
deep-seated differences of philosophy among its members.
Probably both are correct • • •
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Many critics regard the fact that the Rabbinical
Assembly does not possess a clearly stated philosophy
as a significant drawback. The greatest objection is
that Conservative Jews do not know ~actly where they
stand on the various questions of theology and observance.
It is claimed that there is a contradiction in terms when
the movement speaks of loyalty to tradition and yet permits
departures from that very tradition in synagogue ritual,
when it declares allegiance to the Torah and the Mitzvot
and yet permits free discupsion of divine revelation and
the need for a conscious reconstruction of the law.

·•~

The spokesmen of the movement, however, claim that
this indecision is an evidence of strength. To freeze
its thinking into a definite and inflexible mold, they
state, would stultify any further progress, especially at
a time when Judaism is going through a period of transition.
Having escap,ed frcm the pattern of European ghettos into a
world which is beset with perplexities not only in religious, but . also in social, economic and political thinking,
the Jews have not as yet evolved a definite so1utioh to
the problem of present day adjustment. The Conservative
movement, in attempting to probe this dilemma and to avoid
the excesses of radicalism, mupt therefore resolve the
issues thoroughly before committing itself to any single
philosophy. 8 7
·
Notwithstanding the conscious hesitancy on the part of
lay and Rabbinic leaders of the Conservative movement to state
l

basic principles of Conservative ideology, s ~e attempts, of
late, have been made to do so.

In 195~, Agus, in his work cited

I

so often previously, Guideposts in Modern Judaism, was able to
say:

'

.

)

The full implications of the movement have not yet
been revea~ed_ However, it is already clear that it
contains vital ideas which lend it coherence, relate it
to the noblest trends of thought in the past and open it
to the influence of the best minds of the present. While
these ideas are not. stressed in equal degree by all Con~
servative rabbis, they do constitute a consensus of basic
convictions ,that is more significant than the variety of
emphases among the marginal adherents to the movement.88
He then proceeds to discuss ten motifs, factors and trends:

'
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1.

Repudiation of the Literalistic Conception of
Revelation

2.

The · nPositive..-Historicaln Viewpoint

3.

The Nationalistic Motif

4.

The Motif of Anti-Sectarianism

s.

The !!High Synagogue!! Motif

6.

The Factor of Neo-Mysticism

71

The Contribution of Rationali sm

8.

The Emergence of Existentialism

9.

The nReconstructionist 11 Movement

(}

\,

t •
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l
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10.

.•
f

'

Issues and Practice in the Conservative Movement
(mainly the problem of Law or Halakhah}89

The second, third, , and fourth principles have already been mentioned as part of the exposition of Schechter 1 s views.

The

various trends enumerated and the problem of Jewish Law (#6, 7,
8, 9, 10) will be discussed shortly.

However, some elaboration

~

on the two ~emairi.ing points is appropriate here.
Agus states his interpretatmon of the Conservative
movementts view of revelation as follows:
Along with Reform, t he Conservative movement does
not teach that every word in the Torah and every statement
of the Oral Law were lite~ally pronounced by the Diety.
The naive picture of revelation as consisting of the !!Lord
dictating and Moses transcribing!! is taken to be more than
a symbolic repre_sentation of the process of Divine inspira ...
tion, that is itself beyond the power of human comprehension.
11 The Torah speaks in the language of men 11 as the rabbis put
it, and, as our understanding deepends, we must l earn to
disentangle the human, the conditioned, and the temporary
elements from the Divine, the absolute and er ernal truths. 90

'.
manner:

The

11

High Synagogue 11 motif is explained in the following
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An enduring emphasis in Conservatism is the high
estimate of the importance of rituals and time-honored
symboilis in religious life. , • • • After a century and a
hal f of unidirectional rationalism, the modern world was
reminded that the human personality was rational on the
surface only and that symbols of word and deed frequently
reached the depths that concepts could only point to.
This realization was included in the ideology of American
Conservatism, whieh was taking shape even as students of
religion turned their attention from logic and metaphysics
to depth-psychology and social anthropology.
Thus, in Conservatism, the prevailing tendency is not
to abolish ceremonial practices, but as far as possible,
to revitalize them and even to create new ritualistic
channels for the articulation of religious feeling.
Worship with covered heads and in ~tallith' and 1 t 1 fillin, 1
the Dietary laws and the distinctive ritesof each festival
are cherished • • • 91
Discussing revelation, ncatholic Israel 11 and the nuniversal
Synagogue, n Schechter states:
It is not the mere revealed Bible that is of first
importance to the Jew, but the Bible ·as it repeats itself
in history, in othe~ WO£ds, as it is interpreted by
Tradition • • • l . . This_/ Synagogue, the on1-y true witness
to the past, and forming in all ages the sublimist expression of Israel 1 s religious life, must also retain its
authority as the sole true guide for the present and the
future • • •
Another consequence of this conception of · Tradition
is that it is neither Scripture nor primitive Judaism, but
general custom which forms the real rule of practice. Holy
Writ as well as history, Zunz tells us, teaches that the
law of Moses was never fully and absolutely put in practice.
Liberty is always given to the great teachers of every
generation to make modifications and innovations in harmony
with the spirit of existing institutions • • • The norm as
well as the sanction of Judaism is the practice actually
in vogue. Its consecration is the consecration of general
us e ,--or, in oth er words, of Catholic Israel • • • 92
The major problem that has challenged Conservative
Judaism in America is how to interpret, re-vitalize and affirm
the authority of Jewish Law in a manner that will allow the

.;_
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law of divorce.

Of note is the fact that when a majority

and a minority opinion are both reported, members of the
Rabbinical assembly can follow either decision.
Lerman (1962), 95 after examining the various interpretations of Conservative Judaism put forth by the spokesmen of
the major ideological positions within the movement, stated that,
in his opinion, a consensus actually seemed to exist in reference
to the validity and importance of the following principles:
1.

The concept of peoplehood (as opposed to theology)
with its emphasis on the folk elements of Jewish
tradition and the way of life of the Jewish people
is the core of Conservative Judaism.

2.

Conservative Judaism is one of the three major
versions of Judaism in America.

3.

Jewish life is characterized by both continuity
and change. Beliefs, law, rituals are transmitted
but, in concurrence with the 11positive...historical
school, 11 Jewish tradition is not static but
evolutionary in character. The dynamic nature of
Jewish tradition characterized Jewish life in the
past and should continue to do so in the present
and future. Thus, the chain of tradition will be
preserved.

4.

5.

The striving of the Jewish people to evolve a way
' of life revolving around and emanating from Torah
in its broadest sense is of prime significance.
Though the Bible is central to To~ah, all of Rabbinic
literature-...Hailakhah, Aggadah, Talmud, the Codes,
the cornrnentaries--as well as the Siddur, Jewish
philosophy and literature and all forms of Jewish
artistic expression (the dance, the song, drama,
art, etc.) are bonafide sources of Jewish tradition.
Hebrew is indispensable for Jewish life based on
Torah (as defined above). It is 11the cement that
binds. 11
Conservative Judaism is dedicated to nmodernism, 11
the attempt to interpret Jewish tradition by the
scientific study of sources and by using the most
refined methods of historical, juridicial and
sociological research. An "open mind 11 and recognition of the intellectual climate of the day is required.
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6.

Conservative Judaism is not monolithic but
rather pluralistic. It is hospitable to a
variety of viewpoints ranging from Orthodoxy
to Reform and even to positions bordering on
secularism. It is anti-ideological in character
and does not define itself through 11platforms. n
nEvery Jew, with the few exceptions noted below,
can find a rightful place within this middle-of ...
the-road movement. 11

7.

Conservative Judaism exhibits tolerance for many
viewpoints. It is a liberal movement and respects
nfreedom of inquiry."

8.

Only those against toleration of divergent inter~
pretations of Judaism and against freedom of inquiry
are to be excluded from the "ranks." Also, ex.-.
tremist groups such as the American Council for
Judaism and the Orthodox fundamentalists have no
place within the movement.96

During the period, 1915-1945, the most outspoken,vociferous
and influential ideologue allied with the Conservative movement
was Mordecai M. Kaplan.

Even though Reconstructionist natural-

istic theology, the product of Kaplan 1 s creative synthesis of
tradition and scientific, liberal, humanistic modernity, was
accepted in toto by only a handful of the Conservative Rabbinate,
the influence of many of his ideas upon practicing rabbis and
.

Conservative-oriented Jewish educators was considerable.

97

The

latter assertion regarding Jewish educators will be documented
in a later chapter.

His position as founder and Dean of the

Teachers 1 Institute of the Jewish Theological Seminary and
then as Professor of Homiletics and the Philosophies of Religion
at the Seminary, the fount of Conservative ~udaism, until 1960
(he is now professor emeritus), placed him in a powerful position
to mold the -minds of the practicing rabbinate of the Conservative
movement and of the instructors at the Teachers 1 Institute and
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of the teachers and educators who had been students at the
Teachers 1 Institute or who were in some way affiliated with the
conservative movement.

Since it wiJ l be shown that Reconstruc.,,;;:

t ionism exhibits many progressive tendencies, the historical
r elationship ' between Kaplan and the Seminary (and the Conservative mova:i\E!nt} and their current nseparation TT is of much
significance in understanding the influence of progressivism
.Q!!.

Conservative Jewish education, past and present.
Q

I

As might be expected, Kaplan 1 s overall theoretical

position has never been accepted(and on many occasions was
attacked vehemently) by most of the members of the Seminary
faculty and academic leadership group.

His relationship with

the movement became more and more academic and functional in
nature as he founded the Society for the Advancement of Judaism
and stimulated the development of 'the R-econstructi.onist: movement
(with its own periodical, The Reconstructionist), a mov'ement
cutting across the lines of demarcation between Conservative
and Reform Judaism and including, officially and unofficially,
a great number of Jewish educators, Jewish scholars- and academ ...
icians, communal workers and laymen.
As has been noted earlier, the post~World War II period
found Conservativ.e Judaism beginning to articulate an indigenous
ideological position more clearly.

With the ' tendency •of the

Seminary leadership and of many membens 0f hthe ~Rabbinical
Assembly to publicly favor neo ... traditionalism or n-eo":"ITiysticism
as the emerging -Ccmservative theoretic theol0gieal aI1d ideological
tendency and, thus, to repud:iate a more '1left ... of.,,centern position,

I

,\

"
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the Reconstructionist movement has become a more autonomous
and independent movement artd has wielded less and less influence
within the nconservative Establishment. r: 1Because of these
historical, circumstances and the fact that Reconstructionism, by
its own definition, was not to be considered part of the Con"'."1
servative movement and was quite critical of .it, Reconstructionist
ideology will be .considered in a separate section. 98
Once Reconstructionism is eliminated from the ideological
matrix of Conservative Judaism, even if Reconstructionist in.,,
fluence is present to some degree, the ranainder of the Conservative ideological~theological positions can be considered
as variations of theism.

Thdugh they may differ as to th~

meaning of revelation, the interpretation of the idea of God,
the .immutability of Jewish law and the respective roles of
mysticism and rationalism, they do agree

.Q!!.

the supernatural

nature of God, the reality and importance of the revelatory
experience and the fundamental significance of halakhah
authoritative Jewish law.

~

All agree that religious acts and

religious experiences arer of greater import than religious
dogma.

All, to one degree or another, affirm (l) the centrality

r

_

'ei

of the synagogue as the institution in Jewish life, (2) the
importance of prayer as well as of ritual and ceremonial ob.-.
t

~

servances, (3) the need to provide as an intens~ve Jewish educa~
l,

j

I._

'I

1,. \ )

tion as possible for all age groups, (4) the primacy of the
'1

rJ

Hebrew language, and (5) the validity of the npositive'":'historicaln
approach to Jewish scholarship as the key to the dynamic develop~ent of a traditionally~oriented Judaism.
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Professor Louis Ginzberg, renowned talmudic and rabbinic
scholar at the Jewish Theological Seminary of America from 1902
until his death (1953), along with Prof. Louis Finkelstein and
Saul Lieberman, have represented a position which has strongly .
defended the immutability of Jewish law but which, in theory at
least, allowed for th.e possibility of its progress:i,ve development.
)

For an adherent of this school, the sanctity of the
Sabbath reposes not upon the fact that it was proclaimed
on Sinai, but on the fact the Sabbath idea found for
thousands of years its expression in Jewish souls~ ••
Practical Judaism on the other hand is not concerned with
origins, but regards the institutions as they have come to
be. If we are convinced that Judaism is a religion of
deed, expressing itself in observances which are designed
to achieve the moral elevation of man and give reality to
his religious spirit, we have a principle, in observance
of which, reforms in Judaism are possible. From this
point of view the evaluation of a law is independent of
its origin, and thus the line of demarcation between
biblical and rabbinical law almost disappears.99
Statements of principle and belief by Ginzberg, Finkel~
stein, and other theists in the Conservative group have been
augmented in the last twenty-five years by the pronouncements
and extensive presentations of men of a more 11neo-traditionalist 11
or modernistic spirit.

These men, and others like them, exhibit

a certain degree of eclecticism, mixing at times their 11 traditionalism11 with rationalism, neo"'"'11ysticism and elements of
Reconstructionist ideology (not theology).

Jacob Agus, who is

a well~known and highly respected member of this group, stated
in 1954:
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In the past decacle, thoughtful observers were fre~
quently more impressed with the divisions inside the
Conservative movement than with the overall character
and ideology of the United Synagogue. It was commonly
assumed that the 11right wing 11 of Conservatism shaded off
into liberal Orthodoxy, that the 11left wing 11 represented
a blend of Reform with nationalism, and that the 11 center 11
consisted of the steadily diminishing company of the
hesitating and the unconvinced. Actua1ly, the past generation has witnessed the steady rise of the 11 centern group
within the movement,leading to the evolution of a vigorous
and scholarly interpretation of Judaism that bids fair
to set the dominant pattern for the future.100
l,

On

his own behalf, Agus says:

'

• 1 i

! :,

Thus, _God as the field~building pole of ,being is
approached· through the highways ·of reason, aesthetics
and ethics. We think of Him as the Self of the Universe,
related to our self, in its field.-.building capacity, as
our sel,f is related to the material world. Yet these ways
of cognizing are only formal, belonging more to philosophy
than to religion. · Basic as these avenues are, they con.-.
stitute only the substructure of religion. For it is in
attachment to God and His will that religion is born, and
once this attachment is discovered, a new level of aspira~
tions and feelings is opened up for the human personality.

·,

It is in prayer that religion is born. In the beginning
is the self 1 -s immediate reverence before the Master,, of the
Universe, its abasement before the Majesty of its source.
It is not the believer in God who prays, but it is the
worshipper who believes. The polarity of being has its
correspondence and reflection in the life of the soul,
which moves rhythmitically from aggressive self-assertion
in the world of reality to passive self~surrender to the
Maker of this worlct.101
i.

Lerman says of Agus:

An appraisal of Agus t overall view shows

11

)

it to be integrated and well thought through.

He certainly

represents the modern synthesis of reason and faith accepted
by a majority of Conservatives more than does Kaplan. 11102
Robert Gor,dis, a s..cholar, respected spokesman and
prodigious writer, is another il..eader of the
•referred to by Agus.

11

center 11 group

Two citations ·from his many works may be
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helpful in l.U1derstanding his point of view.

Evidence of Theism

as opposed to hwnanism or natural.ism can be seen in some of
his writings:
To recapitulate, Revelation is a never-ending process,
suffering all the Vicissitudes of human life because human
beings, weak and imperfect and varying widely in their
profundity and insight, are creative partners ·:i.n the process.
Moreover, the process does not end with the Mishnah or the
Gemara, or with Saadiah, Maimonides • • • It also follows
that not every stage is equally creative and fruitful. One
may venture to hope that the varied efforts in this direction being made in our day may prove to be among the
instruments of divine Revelation, and that these contributions will ultimately enter the mainstream of living
Judaism.1D 3

i

!

Moreover, in assigning to God only the factors of good
in the universe, religious humanism has no answer with
regard to the origin of reality as a whole. One of the
most distinguished exemplars of this school of thought
therefore maintains that 11 the metaphysical conception of
God, which depends upon one's ideas of ultimate reality is
not, or should not be, the subject-matter of religion 11
(Mordecai M. Kaplan:-~ New Zionism, p. 114). But as the
words which we have italicized indicate, most men do expect
to find a theory of the universe in their religiousoutlook.
From our entire approach, it is clear that we regard the
cognitive flll1ction of religion not only as legitimate but
as basic.1D 4
• 1 f"f t

;.,

I

l

l

However, a respect for reason and science and a
questioning of the complete efficacy of the mystical can • b.e
discerned as one inspects Gordis 1 position closely.

I

In general,

neclectic certtrism 11 best describes Gordis 1 overall theoilogy.
Reason and mysticism both are facets of his theistic interpretation of Judaism.
For me the religious view of the unive:t'se is true, that
is to say, it stands in closest correspondence with reality.

I find it buttressed increasingly ' by •scientific discoveries
in physics and chemistry, biology and psychology. The world
was created and ·is maintained by God, who is at the same

,I
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time the source and the symbol of moral perfection. The
love of God~-which comprehends the quest for truth, the
appreciation of beauty and the eternal struggle for
righteousness--theref 9re remains the only worthwhile goal
of human life.

·•,

The residium of mystery ~s the touchstone of the truth
of our conception of God. Modern humanist cults ma.k e much
of the fact that traditional theism must leave many problems
and contradictions unresolved. That is not a drawback but
an advantage. For any conception that man may ev olve about
God and the world which nsolves,n or at least answers all
problems, is ipso facto wrong •• 105
Though Gordis and Agus have been the most prolific
writers and exponents of the TTcentrist 11 version of Conservative
theism, other articulat~ theists, some more traditiona~ and
some more 11modern, TT have been Simon Greenberg, Ben Z;i.on Bokser,
Theodore F;t'iedman, Max Kadushin and Max Artz, among 0thers.
The embodiment of the T1neo-tradi tional II ideologictlll position is
now evident in the theological-biblical approach proposed by
the recently founded Melton Research Center of the Jewish

.

Theological Seminary, established in 1960.

The biblical scholar,

Dr. Nahum Sarna, now with Brandeis University, and t ~e theologian

.

and instructor in the philosophy of religion at the Ieachers 1
Institute and of the Seminary College, Rabbi Fritz Rothschild,
were designated t 9 present the biblical aIJ.d theological 11 consensus11 of the Melton Faculty Seminar.

-

Dr. Sarna, in The

Heritage of Biblical Israel, the source boQk for :the Genesis
-

Bible Project sponsored by the Center 1 states:,
1

•·'

Biblical man, despite his undoubted intellectual and
spiritual ~ndowments, 14id not base ~his , v~ews of the
universe apd its laws on the critical use ...of empirical
data. He had not, as yet, discovered . the principles and
methods of disciplined inquiry, critical observation or
analytical experiment'ation. Rath er, his thinking was
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imaginative, his expressions of thought concrete, pictorial,
emotional and poetic. Hence, it is a naive and futile
exercise to attempt to reconcile the biblical accounts of
creation with the findings of modern science. Any corres~,
pondence which can be discovered or ingeniously established
between the two must surely be nothing more than mere
coincidence. Even more serious than the inherent fundamental misconception of the psychology of biblical man
is the unwholesome effect upon the understanding of the
Bible itself. For the net result is self-defeating. The
literalistic approach serves to direct attention to those
aspects of the narrative that reflect the time and place
of its composition, and to obscure the elements that are
meaningful and enduring, thus distorting its message and
destroying its relevancy.106
Rabbi Rothschild, in an essay included in the appendix
of the Teacher's Guide to the Teaching of Genesis, pUblished
by the Melton Research Center as the product of its "action.,.
research" programs in the Ramah camps and in selected Conservative congregational and day schools throughout the country,
states:
Wherever a metaphor is elaborated in the form of a
coherent story we shall feel free to call it a myth. The
term is not used pejoratively as referring to fictitious
accounts; it merely indicates that the story, although
couched in terms of empirical happenings, is metaphorical
and refers to the divine reality which by its ineffable
nature cannot be described in direct first-order language
To value but not to worship nature is the upshot of
biblical thought. And since~-unlike Rembrandt or any
finite artist--God is always active, one must never presume
to judge Him on the basis of His past works and to assume
that He has spoken the last word and that all the evidence
is in. The mystery in the inexhaustible qenter which we
call the Divine essence expresses itself in new and creative
ways as long as the world goes on. But the metaphor of
God as the supreme artisan prevents us from identifying
the finite work with the infinite Maker.
The more comprehensive and suggestive root metaphor
of God as the King or Ruler shows the Creator not only
as the source of power, will and skill, but also as the
source of care and concern for His creatures • • •
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The scandal of religious metaphor is the use of the
finite human categories for the Infinite Divine reality.
The necessity for religious metaphor is mants inability
to apprehend the infinite except thr.ough such human and
finite categories.107
·
A critical analysis of Rabbi Rothschild 1 s statement and of others
published by the Center point to the presence of the emerging
11

center-right 11 position and to the possible influence of ~.,..

mysticism.

More will be said about the Center's educational

orientation in a later chapter.
The most influential and revered spokesman of neo~
mysticism within the Conservative movement has been the theologian,
Abraham Joshua Heschel.

His influence on Conservative theological

thought during the past twenty years has been wide.

Heschel 1 s

eloquent statements abo.u t God, revelation and Israel 1 s fate
are typical of hisneo...mystical stance:
The statement, man speaks, desc~ibes a physio.logical
and psychological act: the statement, God speaks, conveys
a mystery. It calls upon our sense of wonder and amazement
to respond to a mystery that surpasses our power of c0mpreh~nsipn • .
They are spiritual f~cts which are wholly irreducible
to verbal expression and completely beyond the range of
either imagination or definition • • •
Souls are not introduced to a range of mountains
through the courtesy of a definition. Our goal, then,
m~st not be to find a definiti0n, but to iearn how to
sense, how to intuit the will of God in ' the words. The
essence of intuition is not in grasping. what is describable
but in sensing what is ineffable. The goal is to train
the reason for the appreciation of that which lies beyond
reason. It is only through our sense of the ineffable that
we may intuit the mystery of revelation • • •
,Israel exists not in order to ,be, but in order to
cherish the vision of God. Our faith may be strained but
our destiny is a;nchored to the ultimate. Who can establish
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the outcome of our history? Out of wonder we came and
into the wonder we shall return.108
'

>
·<

It shou1d be mentioned at the end of this section on spokesm~n
for the current ideological trends within the Conservative
movement that other £QQ,"'"'110Vement thinkers have exerted a profound influence upon the TTsemi-officialTT and official spokesmen
of the movementQ

Recognition should be given to the impact of

.

the thinking of Martin Buber (neo"'"'11ysticism or neo~hasidism),
'

Franz Rosenzweig (existentialism) and Hermann Cohen (rationalism)
as well as to the existentialist and neoteffiystical thought of
Will Herberg, Soren Kierkegaard, Paul Tillich and Reinhold
Niebuhr.
Notwithstanding the turn toward the TTcenter"""rightTT
position, the influence of neo-:-111ysticism and contemporary
Protestant theological thought, and the turning from the
liberal, hwnanistic, naturalistic and sociological formUlations
of Reconstructionism at the Seminary (Seminar~ College, Teachers 1
Institute, The Melton Research Center, Ramah Camps, etc.•) and
t

.

at the rabbinic level, ideological debate as was mentioned
earlier) has not generally excited the Conservative laity and
in many instances has been actively discouraged both by the
laymen themselves and the Seminary. 109

In 1955 Sklare arrived

at the conclusion that ideological considerations were of
(

.

secondary importance if not frowned upon in many instances. 110
'
However, additional evidence did force Sklare to admit that
.

TTideological clarification does intrude itself now and then as

L

a problem in Conservatism.

What are the forces that encourage
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or inhibit this tendency?

Trends in social strat,ification among

Jews, the development of denominational rivalry, the present
status of Zionism, the influence of the ·seminary group, and
the ambivalence of the laity and the functionaries are among
the relevant factors.

.

.nlll

In 1948, one lay leader, Julian

Freeman, expressed his frustration in the following words:
No amount of talk will dissipate the fact that there
is confusion throughout our movement. Some people insist
on:6say.ing ndon 1 t bring it up in public-...time will help
out. TT Well, the Conservative movement is about fifty
years olde Some of us are getting pretty well along in
life, and we want a scheme for living today.112
As commentary on this statement, Sklare, basing his overall
judgment upon the evidence he had gathered as of 1955, concludes:
In summary, although a few attempts have been made by
the rabbis to develop a distinctive Conservative ideology
and to obtain consensus, such endeavors have met with only
very limited success. They have hardly been able to
describe what is actually in existence in the Conservative
movement, or to relate present realities to theoretical
principles. The functionaries have not succeeded in
ppreading the few ideas which they have evolved among the
laity. The concepts which they have presented are largely
improvised. They express the needs and training of the
religious specialists rather than of the mass of Conservative Jewrye The TTideologyn has not as yet reached the
stage of justifying......with any degree of sophistication-various institutional imperatives, although this is its
present aim.ll 3
As the comments by Julian Freeman imply, the major
facet of lay ideological concern that existed, and still
exists today, is the area of Conservative practice vis~ vis
Orthodox and Reform practice.

As has been noted heretofore,
l

pressure has been brought to bear up'on the Rabbinical Assembly
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to clarify the Conservative position in regard to certain
halakhic problems.114

Befor'e leaving the discussion of Con~

servative ideological development it is · necessary to indicate __
the

11

·•.

uniquenessn of official Conservative practice-~elements of

traditional practice which are affirmed and ndeviations 11 from
Orthodox Jewish practice which have become normative (in theory
at least) for most Conservative Jews and Conservative synagogues.
This presentation should help concretize the amorphous nature
of nconservative popular ideology.n

This

p opular ideology n

11

most probably in turn has influenced the -objectives, content
and method of important aspects of Conservative Jewish education
more deeply than have the major ideologues of the movement as
well as the recent attempts at the national level (The Seminary,
The Teachers' Institute, The Melton Research Center, the Ramah
Camps, The United Synagogue Commission on Jewish Education, etc.)
to chart the ideological, theological and methodological metamorphosis of Conservative Jewish education.

However, efforts

at the national level are becoming more and more sophisticated,
and they seem to be influencing the current and futare direction
of Conservative Jewish educqtion much more significantly than
in the. past.
Conservative worship, in the domain of form, is notably
different from traditional Orthodox worship in three areas;
A.

The status of women-The overwhelming majority of Conservative
synagogues seat men and women together. This is
known as nmixed seating,n _or the familypew system.
The adjustment of woman 1 s position is an outstanding
feature of the Conservative synagogue as well as the
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most ccrnmonly accepted yardstick for differentating
Conservatism from Orthodoxy. This change is taken
by the woman as symbolic of her new status, and was
regarded by both sexes at t fi e time of its adoption
as a concession. of crucial significance.
It should not be inferred that women in Conservatism are accorded perfect equality with their
spouses. Although the sexes do sit side"by-side
during worship and the women take part in all
responses indicated in the liturgy, they are still
excluded from certain worship activities • • • 115
B.

Decorum, order, and leadership of the ' service by the
rabbi and cantor so that it proceeds with dignity
and without interruption is expected at all times.

C.

In order to be consistent with American-Protestant
norms of behavior, which have come to influence
Conservative practice much as Protestant theology
has come to influence Conservative theological
thought, 11 commercialismn in the form of appeals
and soliciting donations or carrying on auctions
for honored participation in the Torah~reading
service has been discouraged though by no means
completely eliminated.

The program of worship emphasizes High Holiday, Festival and
Sabbath participation, though a daily minyan, especially to
allow for the reciting of Kaddish, is encouraged.

The wearing

of the skullcap, the tallit and tefillin (at appropriate times)
is also considered normative ..

The late Friday Eivening service

and emphasis on the Bar Mitzvah, Bas Mitzvah and Confirmation
ceremonies are also hallmarks of the Conservative program of
worship.

Junior Congregation services and Youth services (for

te enagers) are the vogue in many Conservative synagogues.
The content of worship, or the ideological framework
of the prayers, services, and rituals, has generally not
deviated radically from the Orthodox pattern as is the case
with Reform Judaism.

In most instances
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L,-Conservative synagogues_/ employ either the
Orthodox prayer-book or the one of the United Synagogue.
The main changes in the United Synag0gue Prayer-Book
consist in the elimination_of a petition for the renewal
of the sacrificial system • .LL 6
~ holding a service at which the traditional text
is used, ~ glossing ~ objectionable portions .Q.E.
having them read .Q.E. chanted in Hebrew, and ~ stressing
English readings whose content is definitely modern in
emphasis, it is possible to satisfy a wide audience.

Another characteristic of Conservatism, also essentially an adjustive techni~e, is that the prayers are
not translated literally.l 7
As is the case with certain Biblical concepts and forms of
expression . being viewed as metaphor, myth and ttspeaking in the
language ' of man,nllS so prayer is considered symboli,c arid poetic
in nature.

As would be expected ttreinterpretation, 11 with its
I

sanctification and retention of traditional forms and metaphors,
has been the

waytt of Conservative Judaism.

Radical revision

11

and reconstruction, as found in the Reconstructionist versions
of the Sabbath and High Holiday prayer books, has not been
accepted.
In the area of general observance, the dietary laws,
both within and outside of the synagogue (in public and in the
home) are supposed to be adhered to as an affirmati~n of tradi.,.
tion.

-"

The observance of the Sabbath has also been a major
.

concern of Conservative Judaism, witness ' the statements by the
Committee on Jewish Law of -the Rabbinical Assemn1y and the
"" l

~.

•

.

takkanot in regard to the use of electr~city ' and riding to the
.I

synagogue.
All leaders of Conservative Judaism admit that only a
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small, if not a minute, percentage of its adherents practice
Judaism as the official Conservative position would have it.
j,.,

Blau, in agreement with Sklare, summarizes the situation (1966)-;~
The Conservative Jewish identification is, if ~the
distinction may be allowed, more ethnic thah religious.
It emphasizes a feeling of 11 Jewishness 11 rather than a
practice df Judaism. Certain - customs 'tend tro 1 be stressed
as evidences of t1Jewishnesst1 while others, equally grmunded
in tradition, are disregarded. IA special aura of sanctity
attaches to food customs and dietary laws • • • In the homes
of many members of Conservative congregations some of the
dietary laws are observed, while others are disregarded;
many who maintain fairly strict observance in their homes
make no pretense of conforming to the dietary ' laws 'when
they eat in restaurants or in the homes of others. There
is a high percentage of holiday observance. Hebrew
schooling, to some degree, for children is felt :to be
virtually obligatory, but the participation of the parents
in Jewish cultural activities is far less common.

i

1
1

,I

The individual variation in the extent of adherence
to the standards of tradi·t ional practice is very wide.
So, too, is the variation from sypagogue to synagogue
within the Conservative movement.119
•

i

As part of our summation, mention must be made of the
!!synagogue center,t1 the original invention of Mordecai Kaplan,
but the practical institutional innovation of the Conservative
l

movement.
The conception of the integral organic. nature of _
Judaism has found expression in the emergence on the
American scene, under the aegis of Conservatism, of~an
institution unique in Jewish history--the Synagogue Center.
The appropriateness to , the :American environment of the
philosophy it embodies is attested to by its rapid spread.
~et, it must be granted that in its progra.mmatic ~scope
which seeks to embrace the many ...faceted aspects of Jewish
living, · it stems directly from the Conser\Tative conception
of the nature
of Judaism and Jewish living.120
•
r ..
The Synagogue Center, being at th~ core ·a religious
institution, fits pl:irfect.iy into the pat tern • o£.Afuerican
life. Its religious services, its ~religious cl.asses and

I
I
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even its recreational and social activities, are the
outgrowth of the desire to strengthen loyalty t an
historic faith. The faith that is Judaism embraces the
totality of life and hallows even its 11 secular 11 aspects.
Hence it is perfectly legitimate for the Synagogue Center ·•to include in its program not only worship and religious -.
instruction, but also recreation, dramatics, art and music.
This is definitely not the case with the Jewish Community
Center, which unites Jews not as a religious sucial organism
but as members of an ethnic or cultural minority. Any such
form of segregation clashes with the pattern of American
life and therefore is neither desirable nor dependable as
a means of perpetuating our collective identify.121
Although, or because, it sacrifices the exclusiv:eJ,.y.,. (['eJ!4_gious
for a more totalistic approach, including the
11

Jewish, 11 and the

11

11

ethnic, 11 the

secular, 11 it has been a great success in

meeting the needs of Conservative Jews.
Educational activities of the United Synagogue and the
Jewish Theological Seminary have already been mentioned from
time to time.

However, since the educational efforts of Con-

servative Judaism represent a significant oontribution to
American Jewish life, and since Jewish education is the paramount focus of this study-~its major institutions and projects

I
I

should be listed and described so that the scope of the Conserva~
tive movement 1 s educational activity can be fully recognized.
The educational , validity o f ~ of these diverse efforts,
their relevancy in reference to the needs of American Jewry.
~ , above all, the positive influence of~ negative reaction
to progressive thought and method manifested in these programs
~

be examined, iu
A.

~

~

cases, at
.

later time.
_.I

The United Synagogue Commission .Q!!. Jewish Education.,,....
responsible for the creation and publication of
~
texts and educational materials, coordinates
reg~onal educational and experimental programs,

\·

involves itself in curriculum development for
the congregational school at the national lev..el,
sets standards for congregational schools (years
of study prior to Bar Mitsvah, etc.), encourages
more intensive Jewish education via the congre.-.
-•.
gational school, the regional and central inter.-.._
congregational high schools, the foundation
school and day school.122
B.

The Teachers 1 Institute of the Jewish Theological
Seminary-~
educates prospective teachers and educational
administrators, involves itsfilf in pioneering
and innovating in the field of Jewish education. 123

C.

The Melton Research Cehter of the Jewish Theological
Seminary~-(as stated in the Introduction to Sarna 1 s
The Heritage of Biblical Israel: Genesis)l24

'

11The Melton .Research Center was
established at the
Jewish Theological Seminary of America in 1960 by
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Mendel Melton of Columbus, Ohio.

nsince its purpose is to discover ways and means to
improve Jewish education in the United States, the
Center was designated a department of the Seminary 1 s
Teachers Institute. The faculty of the Jewish
Theological Seminary devoted considerable thought
to the purposes and direction of the Research Center
ttThe Research Center has been working on several
projects, and hopes to initiate others in the near
future. Those under way included t~e development
of new text materials and methods for the classroom,
studies on the goals of Jewish education, monographs
on theories of value education, and experiments
attempting to translate this theory into practice • • • n125
D.

Camp Ramah--camps that provide exposure for selected
students of Conservative congregational schools and
high schools to ~n intensive Hebraic,religious
atmosphere during the summer months. Study, recre..,.
ation and Jewish living as interpreted by the pro.-.
fessional leadership of the Conservative movement
characterize the program. The camps are staffed by
rabbis, educators, teachers and Seminary students
as well as by counsellors with appropriate Jewish
background and Conservative orientation. The influence of the Seminary and the Teachers 1 Institute
is considerable at these camps, and experimental
work stimulated by the Melton Research Center takes
place at many of these camps. There are many camps
throughout the country, and Ramah has become one
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of the most effective and popular educational
126
projects sponsored by the Conservative movement. 11
E.

11

F.

The Jewish Museum-'!'an endeavor of the Seminary which
displays ritual, art objects, and examples of
Jewish art.

G.

The Ihs:t.Ll:ute of Social and Religious Studies ......
a project which provides a forum for the exchange
of religious and philosophical insights with
clergymen of other faiths and for discussion
of contemporary socio-religious problems with
the general academic community (sponsored by
the Seminary).

H.

The National Academy for Adult Jewish Studies~provides services similar to those of the Com~
mission on Jewish Education tot he adult education programs of congregations.

I.

Department of Yeuth Activities--directs national
organizations such as (1) United Synagogue
Youth (for teenagers); (2) Leaders 1 Training
Fellowship for youth with the ability and
interest in becoming the future leaders of
the movement; (3) in past years, the Young
People 1 s League (now non-existent) for young
adults; (4) Atid for college young adults affiliated with the Conservative movement (sponsored
by the United Synagogue).
,~

J.

Visits and Educational Programs in Israel-~summer
experiences for younger and older teenagers in
Israel combining study and touring of Israel;
the recently proposed program for young adults
to give an extended period of service to the
State of Israel similar to the Peace Corp& ·and
the Vista programs sponsored by the United States
government.

,,
K.

The Eternal Light 11 -~a radio and television series
bringing the message of ·J udaism to millions of --:
Americans (sponsored by the Seminary).

The Solomon Schechter Day Schools (and other United
Synagogue Day Schools)-~
The Conservative movement is now encouraging the
fbrmation of day schools throughout the country
in its efforts to provide intensive Jewish education. It has established an organization of
~
Solomon Schechter Day Schools with a coordinator
employed by the United . Synagogue Canmission on
),t,
Jewish Education. Attempts to solidify the system
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of schools, to help the schools integrate the
latest innovations in general education and
Jewish education into their programs, to support
the schools in dealing with the practical preblems
of financing, administrat~on, teaeher and student,
recruitment, lay leadership, planning physical
facilities, etc., are now in progress.
In conclusion, three voices, one from within the Conservative movement and two from without, all of whom have
previously been cited, will serve to help summarize the present
status of the Conservative movement and prognosticate as to its
future:
If Conservatism has had an ''1istoric mission n in
terms of preventing the complete alienation and reiigious
disorganization of the East~European~derived Jew, that
task has been completed. Perhaps, Conservatism will not
rest upon this accomplishment but will come to -play a new
and as yet unforeseeable role in the Jewish life of the
future.l27
\
On both the religious right and left, profound reorientations are taking place. The recent changes in
American Orthodoxy, in practice if not in theory, · are
quite apparent. Within Reform, ideological shifts have
long been at work. These are unmistakable signs that the
mood and the current of ideas abroad in the American
Jewish conununity seem to be veering towards . a Conservative
positiono If such should be the case, then Solomon
Schechterts oft repeated claim and hope that Censervatism
represented not a sect, but rather the mainstream of
Judaism, will have been validated and fulfilled • . If not,
Conservatism will have made its contribution in the form
0f creative personalities, ideas, scholarship and institu""
tions to the American Judaism of the future.l28

The .breadth of the areas demonstrating the inconsistencies
of statement and practice in Conservative Judaism makes clear
that it is an adaptation peculiarly fitted ,for*survival in
a pluralistic environment. Somewhere within ~he complex
phenomenon of Conservative Judaism any perspn who wishes
to identify himself with the Jewish people can find a posi-:,
tion blending tradition and innovation in precisely the
proportions acceptable to him. Thu€, Conservatism, with
all its ~ackings and fitlings, its ·aVioidance 0f dogmatic
positions, i t _s uneasy balance of lay and rabbinical elements,

I

I'
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its pragmatic . character, may have supplied precisely
the compranise position, the broad middle of the road
needed to offset the conditions faced by Judaism in
twentieth-century America.129
Reform Judaism, or Liberal or Progressive Judaism as
it is referred to by many of its spokesmen, developed .in central
Europe in the early decades of the nineteenth century.

Its

rationale might be looked upon as a form of religious response
to the growing reliance upon human reason and to the ,application
of the tests of •universal and eternal value and contemporary
relevancy as the major criteria by which men of this period
sought to judge and evaluate current beliefs and practices as

well as age-old traditions.

However, its genesis is better

understood from a sociological vantage point, sociological
determinants preceding the practical innovati0ns and ideological
formulations.

Reform Judaism originated as a mode of adjustment

to secularism and modernity, as a unique and relatively radical
approach to Judaism which was suppoed to serve to inhibit defections from Judaism by the German Jewish intelligentsia who
were thirsting for the political and social emancipation promised
by the advocates of Enlightenment and Reason.

The guiding spirit

of this nadjustive thrust,n though most decidedly not an •advocate
of Reform Judaism as it later developed, was Moses Mendelssohn.
The educational efforts of Moses Mendelssohn were, in
part, directed toward eliminating one side of this diffi~
culty. His program called for a much more effective mode
of teaching Hebrew, in order that th,e prayers and the Bible
when read or recited in Hebrew might be intelligible to
the participants. , In this connection it must J:>e recalled
that Mendelssohn was a firm traditionalist with respect
to the maintenance of the ceremonial law. He did not

I
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want to chan!e the synagogue service, but to change the
worshipperso 30
Although in the l820Ts a Reform congregation was
established amid considerable controversy in Charleston, South
Carolina, 131 the major theoretical and practical innovations
of

11

classic Reform 11 had their origin in Germany.

During the

l840Ts and onward, leaders of German Reform, both rabbinic and
lay, transplanted their institutions, practices and germinal
theoretical constructs in the'New World as a by-product of the
migration of German Jews to America.
The history of Reform Judaism in Germany-~its experiments,
its confrontations with the fundamentalists and with the
nliberal orthodox 11 (Zechariah Frankel and the

positive-historical

11

schooln) is described in detail by David Philipson in The
Reform Movement in Judaism.1 32

The politics and polemics that

split asunder the Jewish religious ccmnunity in Germany are
not important for the present discussien.

However, note should

be made of the lasting contributions in the field of Jewish
scholarship of Abraham Geiger, 133 as well as those of Leopold
Zunz 134 and other members of the group of scholars known as
the Verein fur Kultur und Wissenschaft des Judenthums; of the
logical and pragmatic approach of Samuel Holdheim and his
practical innovations; of the philosophical framework developed
by Samuel Hirsch at first in Germany and later in America. 135
A few distinctive changes in practice and belief introduced by the German Jewish reformers, originally in Germany and
then continued in America, were:

.,

'\' j. ~

J.1

\,i:..

: ••• "

• ,., \,: .
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A.

The synagogue-- The sermon was delivered in the
vernacular; choral singing to the accltrnpaniment of
an organ with non-Jewish singers participating was

·•-

introduced; prayers were translated into the verna....
cular; much of the traditional cantillation and
many Hebrew prayers were eliminated as the service
was shortened; references in the liturgy to the
return to Zion, the perscmal Messiah and the re.,.
establishment of the sacrificial cult were excised
from the prayer book; greater decorum and the elimination of the selling of mitzvot (the traditional
hondr ct>nnected with the reading ·from the Torah)
became prevalent; the allowing of

11

mi:xed seating 11

or family pews took place; the introduction of the
Confirmation ceremony to replace the Bar Mitzvah
service also became widespread.
B.

General Practi:ce...- The second day of the holidays
was not observed; the dietary laws and many other
rituals and ceremonies were discarded. ,,

c.

w,.

,

~eLief-~ A relativistic view of Jewish law was proposed so that most rituals and practices (Mitzvot
Maasiyot) could be eliminated without doing harm to
th~ theological and ethical essence of Judaism; the
concept of a personal Messiah was replaced by the
idea ·.of a Messianic age; a universalistic interpretation of the concept of tithe chosen people 11
replaced the traditional nationalistic belief; all
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claims to a homeland and nati0nhood were denied. 136
From the 1840 1 s to 1885 American Reform continued to
struggle to refine its ideological position as it ~ook firm
root on American soil.

During this period of expansion the

major internal problem was to define the nature and 1 degree of
modification of traditional ritual and ceremonial practice
deemed appropriate for a
cratic society.

11

rational religionn in a free, demo ...

Continued experimentation with new and rev,ised

manners of ritual expression took place as Reform congregations
grew in size and number and spread throughout the conntry.

In

America, the liberal religious ideology and movement represented
by Reform Judaism was characterized by the freedom and autonomy
granted to each rabbi, congregation and individual to choose
those practices and beliefs that suited their tastes.

The

problems of consensus and organization still remained to be
· •• p'1<a · •

solved.

As has been already intimated, during this period Reform
tended, in general, to be militantly anti ... traditional and
liberal, emphasizing the ethical, the universal, the rational,
the intellectual, the modern and the scientific aspects of life
at the expense of the ritualistic, the legalistic, the ethnic,
t he emotional, the mystical, the nunquestioning faith, 1~ the
!1past... orienteqn aspects of life.

To the more, radical leaders

of Reform Judaism, such as Dr. Einhorn and Rabbi Samuel, Hirsch
of Knesset Israel congregation in Philadelphia, any compromises
with Orthodoxy which wouJ.d be • detrimental to the cause of
Liberal Judais~ were to be seriously questioned.

In this
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atmosphere, the attempts ef Isaac M. Wise to facilitate a
union with the more traditional Jewish elements represented by
Isaac Leeser, Sabata Morais and Alexander Kohut and the plans
to convene a synod to decide on matters of Jewish practice were
to be in vain. 137

As the years passed, constructive efforts

to bring about some degree of unity with the more conservative
groupings within American Judaism--the creation of the •Union
of American Hebrew Congregations (1873) and the Hebrew Union
College (1875) as examples--became doomed to failure.

Con-

frontations between Reform leaders such as Kaufmann Kohler and
the more nconservative liberalsn such as Alexander Kohut138
became more heated and inevitable notwithstanding all efforts
to avert them by Isaac M. Wise.

A conference of rabbis of all

shades of opinion held in Cleveland in 1855 was divisive as
liberal and conservative viewpoints clashed.

However, a con-

ference of Reform rabbis only was held in Philadelphia in 1869,
and

11

t

the first public statement made by a body of ' reformer,s cm

this side of the Atlantic 11 was made.

Seven bas ic principles

J

were adopted as well as resolutions reforming ma~riage and
divorce legislation. 139

The 1871 Cincinnat~

conf el?ence served
0

to give impulse to the founding of the Union of American Hebrew
Congregations.

Some significant developments in the area of

Reform pract~ce took place during this period among which were

I

the gradual abolition of tne wearing of the sku.B.cap and taliit
in the synagogue, the further development of the Confirmation
ceremony so that it became a basic institutibp 0f Reform prac-

•

tice and the inauguration · of late Friday evening services. 140

I

I
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The commencement banquet in honor of the first class
of rabbis to be graduated from Hebrew Union College (1883),
!

ostensibly a rabblinical school for all branehes of Judaism,

will be remembered for its serving of shrimp;

Morais and

Kohut immediately disassociated themselves from the Reform
group and founded the Jewish Theological Seminary of America in
1886.

This , 11separation 11 was the final blow to Wise 1 s attempt

to keep Reform from becoming a distinct sect and likewise was
a victory for the radical reformers who now felt strong enough
to formulate a definite set of principles that were to establ.ish
Reform Judaism as a unique religious ideological faction in
the American Jewish community.
tives n set the stage for the

11

The defect-i on of the nconservaradicals, 11 led by Kohler, to

become spokesmen for the ,movement represented at the congregational and lay level by the lIBAC -,(Union of Americmn HeJ:>rew
Congregations).

At Pittsburgh, in 1885, the rabbinical, leaders

agreed upon a !!.Q!!.-binding and !!.Q!!.•authoritative but yet extremely
•

influential and widely-accepted set of principles:

I

,,e,~n
~t.~(>

"
"·
I,

1. ,, ,, a We hold that Judaism presents the highest conception
of the God~idea as taught in our Holy Scriptures · and developed
and spiritualized by the Jewish teachers, in accordance with
the moral and philosophical progress of their respective
ages •
"
2. We recognize in the Bible the record of the consecration
of the Jewish people to its mission as ~he priest of ~the one
God, and value it as the most potent instrument of religious
and moral instruction. We hold that the modern discoveries
of scientific researches in the domain of nature and history
are not antagonistic to the doctrine of Judaism, tbe Bible
reflecting the primitive id~as of its own age • • •
3. We recognize in the Mosaic legislation a system of
training the Jewish people for its mission during its
national life in Palestine, and to.-.day we accept as binding
only its moral laws, and maintain oITl.y such ceremonies
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as elevate and sanctify our lives, but reject all such as
are not adapted to the views and habits of modern civilization.
4. We hold that all such Mosaic and rabbinical laws as
regulate diet, priestly purity, and dress originated in
-,
ages and under the influence of ideas entirely f oreign to .
our present mental and spiritual state • • • Their observance
in our days is apt rather to obstruct than to further modern
spiritual elevation.
5. We recognize, in the modern era of universal culture
of heart and intellect, the approaching of the realization
of Israel 1 s great Messianic hope for the establishment of
the kingdom of truth, justice and peace among all men.
We consider ourselves no 1 8nger a nation, but
religious
community, and therefore neither a . return to Palestine,
nor a sacrificial worship under the sons of Aar.on, n8r the
restoration of any of the laws concerning the Jewish state.
6. We recognize in Judaism a progressive religi n, ever
striving to be in accord with postulates of reason. We
are convinced of the utmost necessity of preserving the
historical identity with our great past • • • We acknowledge
tliat the spirit of broad humanity rif our age is our ally in
the fulfillment of our mission, and theref~re we extend
the hand of fellowship to all who operate with us in hhe
establishment of the reign of truth and righteousness among
men.
7. We . r,asse.rit tite.. doctrine of Judaism that the soul is
immortal, grounding this belief on the divine nature of
the human spirit, which forever finds bliss in right·eous""
ness and misery in wickedness. We reject as ideas . not
rooted in Judaism, the beliefs both in bodily resur_rection
and in Gehenna and Eden (Hell and Paradise) as abodes for
everlasting punishment and reward.
8. In full accordance with the spirit of Mosaic legisla~
tion, which strives to regulate the r -e l.aition betwee,n rich
and poor, we deem it our duty to participate in the great
task of modern times, to solve, on the basis of justice
and righteousness, the problems presented by the contrasts
and evils of the present organization of soqiety.141

a

For better or for worse, the ttPittsburgh Platformn was long
regarded as the guasi"'"official creed of Reform, both by members
I

It,

of Reform and by its antagonists (not until 1937 was a new set
t.of nguiding principles 11 adopted). However, not even Kaufmann
Kohler, ~he author of most of the Platform, considered it
l •
142
makes not one
. . Cll'__eda1. in character. His Jewish Theology ·

i

I
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reference to it.

1

.,,1,

Notwithstanding the disavowal of the credal character
of the Pittsburgh Platform by the leaders who drafted it, its
issuance contributed to unifying and giving direction to the
' '
Reform movement during the decades following its adoption.
nclassic Reform~rt reflecting attitudes spawned as a result of
.

.

Judaismts confr0ntation with ,eighteenth century liberalism

'.

as well as with the ethos of Enlightenment and
Emancipation, had bec~e firmly implanted.

of

It reflected an

optimistic faith in universal progress and human brotherhood,
in the supremacy of reasron as well as in the principles of
ethical monotheism.

The turn of the century witnessed the in~

creased solidification of Reform as ideology and movement.

In

fact from t4e point Gf view 0f its becoming nthe new American
.,

Judaism,n as its champions would have bad it, it probably
reached its zenith during the 1890ts and 1900 1 s.

During the

first twenty years of the twentieth century American Reform
remained popular but its rate of ascendency began to decline143
for reasons to be di.s cussed shortly.

'

.

The achievements of Reform from 1885 to the 1920~s were
highlighted by the creation of the Central Conference of American
·
144
Rabbis (the C.C.A.R.),
the writing anq publication of ,·the
Union Prayer B~ok, 145 and the f0rmation of the American Jewish

I

I,

Committee.

Stimulated by Dr. Wise, Dr. ,Philipson (the historian

of the movement) helped organize the C.C.A.R. , in 1889.

Since

its discussions, ~s:>ntroversies and pronouncements as stated in
its Yearbook anp in other publications ar.e . so indi,c ative of the

I

I

I

.rl
I
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ideelogical trends and tendencies ~hat have appeared within
the Reform movement, its historical development and its mode
of operation should be made mention of idt passing:
Unlike the preceding conferences of rabbis in Germany
and in the U.S., which failed to achieve permanency, the
C.C.A.R. became a continuing assembly, meeting annually
and carrying on its tasks uninterruptedly through its
officers and committees. To create continuity in Reform,
the C.C.A.R. took the resolutions of the preceding Rabbinical conferences as the basis of its activities. The C.C.A.R.
has acted as a deliberative rather than legislative body.
As a clearing house of Reform Jewish thought and practice
and as a forum for the discussion of the problems of world
Jewry, the Conference has helped shape the patterns of
Jewish life. Learned papers of theoretical and practical
character have been presented at its annual meetings, Com~
mittee reports on religious and social questions of Jewish
and general nature have been submitted with recommendations
for action. The decisions and pronouncements of the Con~
ference are formed by the ·free, democratic process of open
discussion. The majority opinion, while forming the basis
of action, does not coerce the minority nor even the individual member. In some instances the Conference has reversed
its former position. Former minority opinions now and then
won the recognition of the majority in consequence of the
changed ' viewpoints of the membership and the reconsideration
of the issues in the light of altered circumstances.146

<'

The institution of Sunday morning services to replace
or to supplement regular Saturday Sabbath services147 in a good
1

nwnber of congregations emphasized the inherent tendency during
the beginning stage in the evolution of American Reform to adopt
I

Protestant forms rather than to persevere with Jewish traditional
!

forms in a predominantly Protestant culture.
'

'

This tendency

toward imitation, in addition to the extreme liberalism and
.

"'

.f

.l

r~tionalism subscribed to by many Reform rabbis and interested
laymen, definitely was influential in the vi.c tory of the Olat
Tamid over the Minhag America in the struggle to establish a

'

Prototype for the Union Prayer Book'.':

The approach of rrclassic
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Reform,TT reflected vividly in the early editions of the Unien
Prayer Book, should be contrasted with the philosophy of
Schechter and the Conservative

11

positive.,.historicists. TT

Beryl

H. Levy goes to the heart of the problem:
Of course, a less directly rational approach to
liturgy would have allowed for congenial re~interpretation,
appreciation of symbolic values and lattitude for mytholog~
ical and metaphorical exp~ession. But the SP,irit bred by
Reform, in its nobler expression, was nothing if not morally
earnest, and attention to the lyrie aptness, historical
reverberations, or imaginative stimulation of a ritual form
was not to be e:x.pected.148
It must be noted that this overall adulation of nthe ·spirit of
"· '
the timesTT and the predilection to assimilate the forms and
spirit of liberal Christianity, when taken to its logical
extreme, led in some cases to conversion to Christianity, to
a definite attraction to Unitarianism and Christian S,c ience
•
and, in another instance, to the founding of the Ethi.c al Culture
Society in 1876 by fe~ix Adler, the son a Reform rabbi. 149
Nonetheless, at no time did even the most radical rabbinic
faction encourage intermarriage150 nor suggest the elimination
of the circumcision of male children born to Jewish parents,
although the operation was allowed to be performed <by a - doct~
rather than bya mohel. 151

The ~desire for group survival and

an inclination to keep in tact the pe9plehood of ~Israel, no
matter how diluted, remained firm, if , seemingly . subdued, in
most instances.

J. <">\
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Kohler 1 s Jewish Theology, Systematically ~

_Historically

Considered~.5 2 in some respects the Reform comp,;L ement to Schechter 1 s

J
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Studies in Judaism and Aspects of Rabbinic Theology, appeared
in English in

19is. Universalism and the sense of mission

abount in Kohlerts work.

Also, he asse~ts that the belief

I

in God is basically more important than the traditionally
co-equal concepts of Israel and Torah.

All aspects of

Judaism are to be judged by the extent to which \Dh.ey contribute
to the ethical enhancement of humanity.

,1

Kohler conceives of

God as the ideal and inspirer of all morality.

God 'is the

supreme Creator and possesses self-conscious will. 153 · The
implications of this belief are that the world is not governed
by blind necessity, that it is !!Qt without purpose and meaning
and that it is n0t soulless.

Of prophetic idealism, so central

in nclassic Reformn ideology, Kohler rhapsodizes:
In contrast to this, Israelts prophetic ideal of a
humanity united in justice and peace gave to history a
new meaning and larger outlook, kindLi.ng in the souls
of all truly great leaders • • • of mankind a love and
longing for the broadening of humanitv which openeµ new
avenues of progress and liberty • • .15 4
r•

~'

1 •

KohJ,.er is openly critical of the traditional concepts
and implications concerning revelation.

He asserts that tra-

ditional Judaism states that nthe idea of gradual devel0pment
is precluded by its conception of divine revelation, by its
doctrine that both the oral and the written Torah were given
at Sinai complete and unchangeable for all time.nlSS
trast, he ar.gues:

In con..,.

nThe divine revelation in Israel was by no
11

means a single act, but a process of development, and its
various stages correspond to the degrees of cultllt'e of the
people.n156

Kohler believes that man intuits his knowledge

I
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of God and His will by using practical reason and by the activity
of his consc~ence.

He (Kohler) emphatically denies the reality

of miracles as God 1 s al~ering the order of• nature.
primitive belief.

. or d er. 157
cosmic

This is a

The one and only real miracle is the whole
The concept of Torah as ritual law and

ceremonial code is an anachronism-~it served a purpose in the
past but generally should be dispensed with today since i .t
confuses internal holiness with external piety. L· ln SUJ111T)ation,
Kohler 1 s theology can be classified as a version' of positive
theism colored by an optimistic liberalmsm and respect for
reason in matters of faith.

However, it is interesting to note

that :hte agrees with Hisdai Crescas 1 criticism of the excessive
rationalism of Maimonides:
{

'

Nevertheless, we must admit that Crescas shows the
deeper insight into the nature of religion when he
observes that the main fallacy of the Maimonidean system
lies in founding the Jewish faith on speculative know ....
ledge, which is a matter of the intellect, rather than
love which flows from the heart, and which alone leads
to piety and goodness.158
Kohler 1 s stand against inter.marriage, his emphasis on st:trrna.l.ating
the Jewish home

to be permeated by the spirit of God, in eon-

junction with his affirmation of Israel as the People of God
indicate his firm ·con:viction in the peoplehood of J:srael, in
the validity of their religious uniqueness and in the importance
of efforts to aid the Jewish people survive as a dist.inct
entity. - Some of his formulations ma!Y have been radical and, in
the light of history, naive, unrealistic and . unwise, but his
sincerity and ded±cation to Judaism_cannot be questioned.
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During the period, 1920 to 1937, most students of
Reform Judaism (as well as of Conservative Judaism) would
agree that the major concern of variaticms of Liberal Judaism
was organization, expansion, and consolidation of the move~
ments with financial stability (especially during the Depression),
membership growth, ministering to building needs, development
and coordination of congregational activities at the local
and national levels being the primary foci for the exp 1enditure
of energy.

When energy could be diverted qway from purely

practical matters, a~tempts to resolve ideological dilemmas
brought to the fore by the great changes occurring in, the
situati0n of Jewry within American society and in the world
in general took precedence over inquiry into purely theological
problems.

159

Nonetheless, certain theological developments

or developments related exclusively to the realm of rel~gious
thought did corrunand the interest of some of the R~form r~b~
binic leadership.
Though the rrhigher criticismrr in regard to th~ , textual
analysis of the Bible was generally accepted in the r~nks of
Reform, questions were raised as to the scientific validity
of Wellhausents method and, thus, of some of his hypotheses.
The role and value of archeology vis' vis the findings of the
'IJ-iigher criticism" became a bone of controversy.

The challenge

presented by science and Darwinism to ,traditional theism as
well as to literalist fundamentalism as typifi,e d by the Scopes
trial brought forth a theological response within Reform, that
of ''religious humanism."

As documented' in the records of the
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c.c.A.R. and in other literature, Abraham Cronbach160 and
Barnett R. Brickner were articulate advocates ,o f hwnanism.
In 1930 and 1931 their formulations were attacked by , such
theists as Bernard Heller and Felix A. Levy who supported the
concept of nfaith in a living God. n161 , ']his ,theological
quarrel, in later.,.day garb, will be discussed more .;fully as
the metamorphosis of Reform ideology is descr~bed on t he
following pages.

The impact of Freudianism as it expressed

itself in ,psychological and psychiatricr theory and practice
as well as in Freud 1 s penetrating analysis of bwnan ;p ersonality
and behavior was also felt by the Reform rabbinate.

The best-

known proponent of the importance of understanding the meaning
of Freudianism for theology and religion was Joshua ~ •. Liebman,
of whan more will be said later. 162

, 1'·.;

1'

One by-product• of the accelerated rate of acmulturation
' of the Jewish group into American society during the i n t ·er~war
period was that Reform Judaism became progressively less and
less the ideological movement of the ntransplanted 11 German...
Jewish upper-class in America.

Julian Morgenstern, in--·a.n address

delivered in 1947, criticized the Pittsburgh Platf'Orm~with this
development in mincl:l 63 , Conversely, the nAmericaniza:t.io:h n ' of
United States Jewry made ,itself felt . through the inc:r, eased in"'
fluence of eastern European Jews within .,the ranks 0f -'Reform....,,
in the makeup of congregations, especially , of the n ewer ones,
, and in the nspiritual baggage 11 of a new generation of Reform
rabbis, many of whom came frcm eastern t European extraction and
who were raised in Orthodox and Cons~rvative homes which, in
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many instances, were strongly Zionistic.
The eastern European middle-class Jews who chose to
.,

become members of existing Reform congregations or who founded
new congregations themselves contributed to the creation of
an atmosphere conducive to the introduction 'of more Hebrew and
traditional ritual into the synagogue service, an atmosphere
in which Jewish education (even the study of Hebrew) and
religious ceremonies in the home took on greater relevance and
in which Zionism and a positive attachment to a Jewish Palestine
became acceptableo 164

The threat and reality of international

anti-Semitism also contributed to considerable activity on the
part of Reform Jews in aiding in the establishment of a aewish
State for their persecuted brethren, 165 though not all Reform
Jews took part in and supported this endeavor with equal enthusiasm.
Generally, however, the feeling of

11

peoplehood, 11 of Kelal Yisrael,

became more and more widespread ramong Reform congregants and
rabbinic leader ship.

In addition, a s'ignif icant transformation

in ideological climate during the latter years of the interwar period--the questiisning of the assumptions and achievements
of liberalism, the

11

return to traditionn that was gaining strength

throughout the western world as a reaction to the irfailure 11 of
liberalism, the 1mdunti:mg popularity of Reconstructionism, Conservatism -and neorlnysti-cism within American Jewish life and
religious thoughte~also made its presence profoundly felt in
166

the Reform movement. -

,.

It was during this peri@d of •turmoil and change that
the struggle over the role of rationa~ism167 and universalism
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within Reform ideology took on serious proportions.

Both

concepts had been fundamental to ncJ.assic Reformn as outlined
in the Pittsburgh Platform, but the new direction which has
characterized. 11modern Reformn was becoming increasingly evident
as exemplified by the evolution of the Union Prayer Book and the
growing enthusiasm for the concept of npeopleh@odn and support

.

for the Zionist movement.

"'

The problems of Jewish identify and status, particular~

ism vs. universalism and, finally, Zioni~m vs. Americanism, have
been major concerns of the Reform leadership.

The designation

of the Jewish people as~ religious community as opposed to a
nation with a homeland (as asserted in the Pittsburgh Platform)
was never formally accepted by 1 the C.C.A.R. 168

Nevertheless,

the Zionist position was almost always on the defensive during
the early years of C.C.A.R.

Year after year, as the struggle

over Zionism deepened, voices of moderation warned that the
nconferencen must not spiliit on the rock of Zionism.11169

Isaac

Mayer Wise, as noted heretofore, affirmed the idea rif the peoplehood of Israel.

However, though encouraging the colonization of

Palestine, he would not accept p],.ans for the fotmation of a
. h state as propose d b y Herz 1 an d t h e p oJ..itica
· · 1 Zionists.
·
·
l? O
J ewis

The Conference majority officially retained the position of
being against political •Zionism until 1935.

~

After World War I, however, great changes w~re afoot.
The Zionist spokesmen within Reform, Abba »illel Silver and
Stephen Samuel Wise, began to• speak out. in the ' latter half of
the second decade of the twentieth century.

The Conference,

, ..
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nevertheless, still disassociated itself from the Zionist
movement, especially from that element within it which the
.
feltwas anti~re
.
1 igious
· ·
· spiri.
· ·t lZl
Re f arm ra bb inate
an d sec ul ar in
;
In the early l920 1 s the growing minority of Zionist~oriented
rabbis became bolder in expressing the~r convictions.

Un-

alterable changes in the world and in the American Jewish com~
munity were setting the scene for a climactic and revolutionary
transformation within Reform.
active on behalf of

11

Not only were Wise and Silver

the cause, TT but others, such as Judah L.

Magnes and Gustav Gottheil as well as lesser voices,, joined
the effort.

In fact, alreadY •by 1926, it seems that a majority

of Reform rabbis considered Judaism a civilization rather than
a religioµs eult.

They also agreed that there was a definite

Zionist trend within the c.c.A •.R. 172

In 1935 Abba Hillel

Silver 1 s presentation of the Zionist position made a telling
impact upon a large majority of the Conference.

The so-called

"neutrality resolution,TT which said in effect that the .C.C.A.R.
as a group was no longer opposed to Zionism and each memb~
could accept or reject the Zionist program, was passed.

The

groundwork had thus been laid for a new statement of prJnciple
in reference to the nature of Jewish peoplehood.

~

'

The most significant statement of the position of
modern Reform Juda.ism in regard .to fundamental t~eological
and ideological issues took the form of the Guiding Principles
of Ref arm Judaism.

known more popularly as the TTColumbus Platform. TT
~

The Columbus Platform was to be considered ~TTnot as a fixed creed
but as a guide for' .the prog~essive elements of Jewry. TTl 73

Judaism
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was defined as ITthe historical religious experience gf the
Jewish peoplelT possessing a univer-sal message ITaiming at the
union and perfection of mankind under thk sovereignty of God. IT .
Judaism is, thus, neither a · religious culture, ci~ilization
nor variety of humanism.

The principle of the progressive

development of religion is affirmed, and all truth is welcomed.
New scientific discoveries, ITwhile replacing the older scien.-.
tific views underlying our sacred literature, do not conflict
:I

with the essential spirit of religion as manifested in the con~
secretion of mants will, heart and mind to the service of God
.. l

and Humanity.IT
A second principle posits

11

the doctrine of the, One,

living God who rules the world through law and love 11 and in
whom

11

all existence has its creative source and mankind its
i.

ideal of cond11ct. TT

.

~

God is both transcendent and imminent.

Man,

on the other hand, is ITcreated in the .image of God,IT is of
immortal spirit and is an active co-worker with God.

It is
~

\

interesting to note that the 'r:highest conception ef th~ God...
idea" talked of in the Pittsburgh Platform has oeen · replac ed
by a

living GodlT of law and love. 174

11

,
1

J

_nAuthority, the crucial point in every religion, is
(

defined in terms of Torah and Tradition, and charts the way
between secularism and Orthodoxy~

God 1 s revelation is con'

.

tinuous and universal.175
1)

Yet the people of Israel, through its prophets •and
sages achieved unique insight in the reaJJn of religious·
tnuth. 1 The Torah, both written antl oraiL , ·enshrines Israel 1 s
ever-growing consciousness of God and of the moral law.
J

- ~~
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Being products of historical processes, certain of its
laws have lost their binding force with the passing of
the conditions that called them forth. But as a depository of permanent spiritual ideal$, the Torah remains
the dynamic source of the life of I'srael. Each age has
.,
its obligation to adapt the teachings of the Torah to
176
its basic needs in consonance with the genius of Judaism.
The section on Israel, by far the most controversial,
repudiated the premise, asserted in the ' Pittsburgh Platform, 177
that Jews are nothing more than a !!religious canmunity.n

It

emphasized npeoplehood, n obligations to international Jewry
and the legitimate place of Palestine as homeland in the scheme
of Jewish existence.

Though not explicitly identifying Reform

with the organized Zionist movement, it is definitely Zionist
in orientation.
, Judaism is the soul of which Israel is the body. Living
.in all parts of the world, Israel has been held together
by the ties of a common history, and above all by the
heritage of faith. Though we recognize in the group~loyalty
of Jews w:ho have become estranged from our religious tradi~
tion~a p.ond which still unites them with us, we maintain
that it is by its religion and for its religion that the
Jewish people has lived • • • In all lands where our people
live, they assume and seek to share loyally the full duties
and responsibilities of citizenship and to create seats
of Jewish knowledge and religion. In the rehabilitation
of Palestine, the land hallowed by memories and hopes, we
behold the prcxnise of renewed life for many of our brethr-en.
We affirm the obligation of all Jewry to aid in its .. upbuilding as a Jewish homeland by endeavol;':,ing to make it not
only a haven of refuge for the oppressed, but also a center
of Jewish culture and spiritual life.
This statement should be compared to paragraph five of the
",

Pittsburgh Platform.17 8
The section on ethics re-emphasized the fact that social
¢.}

t

•-,~ •,- . .

j

service and social justice were absolute imperat1ves of Judaism.
It called for peace based on justice, for !!spiritual and physical

'
iii
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disarmament 11 and for

11

organized international action for dis-

armament, collective security and world peace. 11
A significant departure from C:l.assic Reform and the
Pittsburgh Platform, which disparaged the role of ritual and
ceremony, 179 was the new stress placed upon nthe preservation
of the Sabbath, festivals and Holy Days, the retention and
development of such customs, symbols and 'c eremonies as possess
inspirational value, the cultivation of distinctive .forms of
religious art and music and the use of Hebrew, 1together with
the vernacular, in our worship and instruction. n

.td.<ti t-

•

;

All in all, the Columbus Platform, which was accepted
by the C.C.A.R. on May 27, 1937, is a remarkable document in
many ways, an ideological nabout ...f ace II which reflected ,a realistic

•

response to history and to the needs of the time and to American
Jewry in transition.
With the acceptance of the Columbus Platform, those
members of the C.C.A.R., who were adamantly against the proZionist posture assumed by the Conference,banded together with
•
a number of lay leaders and congregations to form the American
Council for Judaism in 1943.

Rabbi Elmer Berger and Mr. Lessing

J. Rosenwald were at the f orefr rut of the organization.

The

members of the American Council feared that Judaism was being
transformed from a religion into a type of political nationalism
which would endanger Jewish life in America,:1and would hinder
the integration of the Jew into American society.

Against

Zionism but :i;1ot against the Israeli community per.§.§_ (so it
says), the Gouncil has attempted to counteract the view that
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Jews are part of a nation with its center in Israel and, con~
versely, has reiterated the idea that Jews a~e .to be considered
an integral part of the countries of their birth or adoption.
In l956, the following evaluation and conclusions concerning
the activities of the Council were adopted by the C.C.A.R.:
Since this Conference took action in l943 urging the
dissolution of the Council • • • the Council has (l) impaired
the vital work of the United Jewish Appeal • • • ; (2) injected
damaging divisi:v-eness within some of our 6)Wil Reform , congregations; (3) sought to influence the United States Department
of State in a policy contrary to the best interests of both
the United States and the State of Israel; (4) reinforced
the efforts of Arabs and others to incite p~~judice against
the State of Israel and Jewish people throughout t he world;
(5) impugned the patriotism of the vast majority ,o f American
Jews including the members of the CCAR.and (6) distorted
and misrepresented the nature and meaning of Judaism.
Therefore, the C.C.A.R. reaffirms its repudiation of the
American Council for Judaism and declares , that the latter
does not represent liberal, Reform Judaism or any other
valid interpretation of Judaism.l80
Spokesmen for lfnodern Reform 1;

thope who have made s.ig...

nificant statements in book or essay form, have elaborated
upon the themes, both theological and .ideological, that have
.j

ii

•

J,

·t;,

been the subject of the deliberations of the C.C.A ~R. since
the twenties and that have reflected the changing ideological
!,

and theological options present in the western world and in
"

the American Jewish community.

.'

Theologically, four major

positions can be identified among the contemporary Reform
I

.
ra bb inate:

,

~

. .
.
181
. . 18 2
,(l) pwsitive
t h eism;
. (?)
,- 1 J.· b.er.'al h umanism;

(3) existentialism, neo....inysticism and neo... traditionalism; 183
.
.
184
(4). Reconstruc t ionism.
)

.

Positive theism, within the Reform movement, affirms

I
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11 faith in a living God 11 and places, generally, increased im""
portance upon traditional concepts, forms and practices without
negating or repudiating the enduring principles of ~the Reform
interpretation of Jewish life.

Samuel S. Cohan was one who

rejected the rationalistic ...humanistic excesses of nclassic
Ref arm. 11185
Julian Morgenstern, in his rejection of the rationalistic
emphasis of nclassic Reform,u shows a sympathy for the mystical
element in religion though his theology is not necessarily
11neo~ystica1.n186

Morgenstern, not surprisingly, is also critical

of humanism as well as of Reconstructionist theology and
.·
187
ideology.

,,

Finally, David Polish exhibits a definite theistic
orientation, though one somewhat more sophisticated than that
of Cohan and Morgenstern.

His discussions of revelation ·a nd

salvation are instructive:
If we are to reaffirm the covenant, we must try to underLf,'•~:cstartd what the Event at Sinai means to us today. To many
it has lost all historicity, and to them a covenant of
contemporary Jewry could only mean a social contract rooted
solely in ±h.e social and spiritual needs of our own generation. But to others, Sinai cannot be so easily dismissed.
One need not accept the literalness or even partial literalness of scripture to be convinced that something revela~
tory occurred • • • The one ineluctable and inexo~able fact
of the revelation is that at Sinai there came to the entire
household of Is~ael an overwhelming sense of Gofl 1 s presence
and an overpowering awareness that He was making demands
upon them. This is central. The rest is peripheral.
Such awareness occasionally occurs- in the lives of
individuals. When a man grasps a fleeting conviction
that God addresses him, this is a profound religious
experience. When it occurs to an entire group at the
same time, whether it ,is a tribe or a people, this is
revelation. It is even conceivable that the event occurred
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at Sinai, but the full awareness of the event, with all 188
the concimitant supernatural accretions, came later • • •
What lies beyond history has not b~en given' equal or
greater stress, not because Judaism ii not concerned with
it, but because this domain is exclusively Godts. But
within the historical process Gad summons man to struggle
and act for the fulfillment of his own earth1y destiny.
Perhaps this is why the idea of man 1 s incapacity and
helplessness before God is incomprehensible to Judaism.
It does not see man 1 s major preoccupation as bound to an
other.;..worldly goal. This is a valid goal, but i ·t is
entirely God 1 s domain9 Salvation within this realm is
only from God • • .18
c.
The spirit of Polishts interpretations of traditional. •concepts
might be said to be that of

11

neo.-.traditionalismn or nneo-

supernaturalism, n ofJ. wh.icla more will be said later.

Cohan,

Morgenstern and, especially, Polish seem far removed frcm the
I

stark rationalism of

11

Classic Reform, 11 fran the • emphasi.s on man

•

and society of the liberal humanists and from th~ unabashed
naturalism of the Reconstructionists.

Nonetheless, they represent

a significant theological segment within

modern Reform. 11

11

Religious humanism, in some instances positing the
,

objective existence of God and in others not, -places man in
a much more central and lofty position than traditib~al tpeism
or even modernistic positive theism does.

In many instances,

allied with religious humanism is lib,eral idealism, an ' interpretation of life which allots a great deal of significance
ts man's ideals and values as they• reflect and are modified
by the needs and aspirations of the changing q,ivilization in
which he sojourns.

Usually a deep . respect for science and

naturalism is also present in . this worldview, though liheralism
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and theism ar·e not necessarily an,tagonistic.

However, as might

be expected, theists of most varieties~-fundamentalists, traditional supernaturalists, rationalists, rt:iystics and existential.,. '.
ists ...... generally view religious 'humanism ,and religious naturalism

.

with almost as much suspicion as they ,,consider non...religiams
)

secularism.
'•

·~

Professor Abraham Cronbach, an ardeRt advocate ~of a
modernist humanist, liberal version of Judaism espoused in the
thirties by many, defined religion as 11 a person 1 s assertion of
',;,

his highest purpose. 11190

On

Cronbach's philosophy, r. Joshua L •

,

.

Liebman commented:

'i.-.

w.

COW', t•.

. 0 ·1,•t:ter!

.t1H.
!'.'

~

~·.
)

His dominant philosophic pattern is that of instrumen...
taJ,:ism. So much so that those who are unsympathetic ·. with
Dewey ts outlook wil1 inevitably feel themsel:v~-i:, r. emote .
from Professor Cronbach 1 s point -0f view, while tnope who
have found guidance in Human Nature and eonduct., Exper ...
ience and Nature., Ih,g_ Quest ~ Certajntz will lfo grateful
t <.> Professer Cronbaeh for ilJ.umination in spheres untouahed
by the Amer.i can sage.191
'
0

Abba Hillel Silver, better known for his leadership in
the struggle for Zionist fulfillment and ,for his comparative
study of Judaism and Christianity, Where Ju~aism Differed, 192
also was a champion of religious humanism and liberal idealism.
· However, he was not as 1mili tant as others arn:l,· was quick.,-i:to
recognize and appreciate the multi~colored "natu~e of Jewish
..J:? eligious thought.

Levi Olan was one or r the most outspoken

and staunch' supporters of a t .ruly • l.iJ2er.al and modernist: inter ...
.pretation of Judaism within Ref:orm.

]leacting to the emergence

of existentialism and neoTmysticisrn as a challenge to l1beralism,
he wrote:

I
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Reform Judaism must beware of the dangers that beset
all progressive movements. There~is a tendency, at some
point, to congeal into a new Absolute that resists all
change. History is replete with the dead bones of move~
ments that once throbbed with vitality. One of the sad
illustrations is the birth, rise, and fall of Humanism.
It did much to create the modern world with its emphasis
on the individual, and its substitution of reason for
ecclesiastical authority. It came to the aid of science
by dusting off the classics and revealing their worth.
But Humanism congealed into a reverence for classics and
soon became a pretty exhibit in the museum of 1 culture. 1
Another danger is that a movement may lose faith in time
of radical change • • •
Modern liberalism must face ghosts not unlike the
spectres of yesterday. There is sufficient evidence that
in this disturbed hour of history man is again experiencing
a Tfailure of nerve. 1 The rise of irrational schools of
thoug~t in philosophy, · as well as in social theory, is disconcerting to liberals. But the latter will contribute
nothing to the future if they remain encrusted with the
nineteenth century shell. There is a great need for a
revival of the liberal faith, for emphasis upon reason,
experience, freedom, individualism and progress. Whetrer
mankind sinks into another era of mental and spiritual
darkness or rises again into light depends in great measure
upon the liberals. They must stop reshuffling the doctrines
of their predecessors, and with confidence continue the
search for truth not yet fully revealed. The essence of
liberalism is the search.193
In 1966, he restated his faith in the congeniality of liberalism
and Reform Judaism in an essay, nAn Unrepentant Liberal Jew.nl 94
Joshua Loth Liebman--modernist, Freudian, humanist,
liberal~-was an advocate of the marriage of reason with emotion~
His thinking was definitely influenced by psychoanalysis and
psychiatry as well as by anthropology, sociology and so~ial
psychology.

The acknowledgment of the crucial role of feelings

in human behavior called forth a return to a rich ceremonialism:
Before Freud, it was under~tandable that liberal
thinkers should exalt reason and deprecate emotion. By
now, however, everyone should know that human beings require
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creative out1ets for their~feclings, individuals and
collective, if they are to be sane and happy • • • We who
understand the need of emotion in religion do not base Gur
richer ceremonialism upon supernatural reve~ation, but
upon human and Jewish group~need • • • 195
Liebmants writings affirm an unswerving faith in mants essantial

.

goodness and potential greatness.

As might be expected Liebman
.
is disturbed by the ascendency of the pessemistic approach of
existentialism and the despair of nihilism.

~

He recognizes the

challenges these nalienn philosophies present, 196 and then
identifies their inadequacies. 197

He, also, cqmprehends well

the challenge of science, technology, the machin•e ag_e, etc.,
and the deleterious effect that this new nway of lifen and
I'-"

set of values can have on the human spirit.

However, he argues:

The truth of life is found in the principle of
contextualism or relatedness. Now, many forms of
relatedness are very poignantly defeating. That i:;;
why the writers of the world who celebrate and commemorate
mants aloneness li.ke to deny this law of life • • • Bu.t
we are as much the product of relatedness as the cell is
the product of mIDlecules and the atom is a prtaoner of its
patterned electrons. We, all of us, live in a nfielf
worldn humanly as well as physically and c,h emically. 98
l

' '

Mants relatedness to God is also a source of strength

.

and freedom.

Man is a creature of God endowed with both inalienable

rights and inalienable qualities as well.

•-

Man is a morality-

,,

seeking as well as a truth-seeking creature. 199

~

Sinci . we

affirm the Power greater than ourselves but are only able to

...

catch

11

,

F

a few glinT@ses of His majesty in the order of nature

and in the accents of human conscience,n and since our language
is limited and inexact, we

must always use metaphor and analogy

11
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in order to interpret Divine Reality.n , But what evidence
exists that leads us to believe that God is real?
Though Liebman talks at times .i n t heistic language,
a humanistic and possibly naturalistic formulation of the
concept of God seems implied in his writings.200

Joshua

Liebmanrs ideological and theological point of view seems to
)

be definitely influenced by Reconstructionism.

However, the

most articulate Reform leader, who is an ardent Reconstruction~
ist also, though onewivho exhibits a high degree of independent
thinking as he attempts to cement the bonds between science and
religion, is Roland B. Gittelsohn.

Rabbi Gittelsohn 1 s theologi~

cal conceptualizations and philosophy of Judaism and religion
will be analyzed in the section on Reconstructioriist ideology
to follow.
According .to Bamberger,

201

in 1965 the majority of the

members of the C.C.A.R. considered themselves libet''a l but posi....
~

theists.

The most significant influence upon this group

seems to have been the personality and thinking of Rabbi ~eo
Baeck.

In addition, a substantial group identified themselves

as naturalists, positing the objective existence of God as
opposed to the God-idea of humanism and subscribing to many of
the theological presuppositions attributed to Mordecai M.
Kaplan.
ists,

A third group, characterized as religious exist€ntial....
have b e en influenced by the thinking of Buber, Rosensweig,

Herberg and Heschei. 202

u:•

r".

l

t

...

.

.\ ..

m

Steven S. Schwarzchild, a memner both of the Rabbinical
Assembly (Conservative) and the C.C.A.R., states that nthe
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central operative truth of Judaism in any age is that truth
which the age most needs and lacks.

Judaism is never of, but

always confronts the age or the world over against it.TT

In

our age the great need of man is morality, and the road to
morality is Terah.

He continues:

'
In the first place, morality must be super-human if
it is to be moral at all • • • It must, therefore, come
fr01p !!another world. n · TTThe worldn can only be nrepaired
by means of the Kingdom of God. n And that the · Torah is
that which TTcomes from another worldn-...,.quite apart from
the evidence of Jewish history~-I have learned through
actual experience. I started out with the prejudgments
of most modern men-~that the Bible is a human book, a
product of history. I began to run acr~ss incredible
marv,els of goodness • • • And I learned frart F:['.anz ·
Rosensweig that, as our sages put it, when studying the
Bible one must make onets mind and heart like the desert
in which , it was revealed, open, empty, unprepossessed,
accessible • • • I know it sounds dogmatic and fund~
amentalistic • • •
.

Another reason for turning to the Torah as the
mainspring of the universal Jewish faith in our time is
the proven futility of all other, worldly claims to
truth • • • It should not be necessary to rehearse
again the catalogue of the unexpungeable crimes of which
this culture has made itself culpable: the names of
Auschwitz, Hiroshima, Selma, Sharpeville, Siberia and
Santo Domingo will serve as mere sign-posts. If Herberg
made a mistake, it was not that he wanted tm nleapn out
of this morass, but that he made a theological leap
rather than an ethical one •• o It were better ' for the
Jew to leap to the Toraho Like the God who g~ve it, the
Torah is b~yond this world but pr0foundly concerned for
it • • • It opens up faith and truth, to be sure, but more
importantly, it bestows upon you the law. 203
d

,,,p

Emil L. Fackenheim and Jakob J. Petuchowski attempt
to set forth the liberal religious existential position in a
relatively comprehensive mannero

Petuchowski 1 s reflections

on the role of nmysteryn and the nature of nrevelati.on!T give
us insight into the ~~traditional a~d ~....mystical spirit

"
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of the religious philosophy of the . nnew theologians,n of whom
f

Schwarzchild, Petuchowski., Fackenheim and Borowitz are the
leading Reform spokesmen.
Yet when all the interpretations and explanations of
the 1 election 1 and the 1 covenant 1 have been read and unde~~
stood, the fact itself remains what it h~s always b een: a
mystery. The modern mind may wish to shun mysteries, but
it would still ,have to utter in amazement: 1 How odd of God
to choose the Jews! 1
'
The believing Jew knows that he can never fully .pene~
trate the divine mystery. But he also knows that this
particular mystery is a manifestation of the love of God _.

..

.,. ·c,, Indeed, as Franz Rosensweig would have it, the
Divine Love is the only content of Revelation. Man,
becoming conscious of this Love of God, hears the divine
canmand: 1 Thou shalt love the Lord thy God • .• 1
Ordinarily, of course, love cannot be commanded • • • But
this is precisely what the moment of Revelation does imply.
God shows His Love, and longs for man 1 s love in return.
All the rest is commentary and interpretation.204
·
Petuchowski concludes his work, Ever Since Sinai, with a dis~
cussion of a liberal approach to religious practice and ob~
servance, existentially perceived.

The emphasis on individual

I

Ii
I
I(,

commitment, a trademark of religious existentialism, is quite

I,:I
.!'
I

obvious. 205

I'

Emil Fackenheim has been a formidable and v~cal critic
of religious rationalism, humanism, naturalism and Reconstruc..,,

206
. .
t J.OnJ.sm.

-

')

Ii I'
I

His theology, astute and sophisticated as it is,

is definitely supernatural in tone an~ is similar in many respects
t,.(

to that CJlf. modern Orthodoxy.

In his essay, !"An Outline of Modern

Jewish Theology, n 207 he makes a serious attempt to present an
'J:j '

.

interpretation of Reform-libe~al~e:x.ist~ntalist thought in a
.
'
"
systematic, ·o rderly 'fashion. Flowing from the affirmations he

ii'
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makes and his re-interpretations of traditional Jewish theology
is a novel concept of halakhah which allows for the freedom of
choice so fundamental to Reform Judaism:
Halakhah is Jewish custom and ceremony mediated through
the leap into Jewish faith; it thereby becanes the divine
law to Israel • • • But through the leap of faith any one
of them (and pre~eminantly those of the Torah) have the
real potency of becoming human reflections of a r .e al God.,..
Isra&l encounter. And thus each of them has the potency
of becoming Halakhah, commanded and fulfilled: if fulfilled, not as self~e:x.pression but as response on the part
of Israel to a divine challenge to Israel; as the gift of
the Jewish self to God. Thus no particular s -e t of ceremonies
is, as such, divine law; this is an error flowing from the 208
orthodox misunderstanding of the nature of revelation • ••
In another article, 209 Fackenheim adds that the Jew must 11hear 11
revelation with modern ears, addressed to him in the modern
situation.

He concludes:

Tor He, the God of Isra·e l, still

1

lives; and the liberal Jew, son of the covenant, still stands
at Sinai, as did his father.n 2lO
The contribution of religious e:x.istentialism, as seen
through the eyes of a Reform theologian, Eugene Borowitz, is
summed up in his A Layman 1 s Introduction to Religious Existentialism:211
.1. ••

....

s

The e:x.istentia1ist approach and tHe e:x.istentialist
interpretation may not serve each aspect of traditional
religion equally wel.l, and they are not quietly comprehensible in a technical and pragmatic age. Yet modern
philosophy has not given the religious believer any more
adequate instrument with which to understand and e:x.pound
his faith. Thi.s one at least has the proven' ability to
bring men to God and, no lesser '4 point ;· to • bring the
Biblical God back before, man. A mode of understanding
that would replace religious 1existentialism will have to
admit · to do ,.that · and more before it can establ:f.sh its
supremacy. In the great ' intellectual e:x.citement that
religious ·e:x.istentialism in 'its var.i ous'· guises has aroused
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or furthered, some new style may be aborning. If so, it
is not now visible, and when it arrives, one may con~
fidently predict that it will show its descent from this
lastingly significant pattern of rel~gious thinking.212
In addition to theological considerations modern Reform
ideological development, as peinted out earlier, 213 has c 6Qlcerned itself with (l) the Jewish people and the land of Israel ,
(2) ethics and social justice and (3) the place of ceremonies,

I,

traditional ritual.lanrl liturgy and Hebrew in modern Reform
practice .
As mentioned above, the struggle within Ref-arm over
Zi onism reached its climax with the formation of the American
Council for Judaism. 214

Thereafter, the Zionist element

within the c.c.A.R. enlarged itself and so~ified its position.
Abba Hillel Silver, a leader of this faction, played a significant role in moliiing public opinion and in influencing the
United States government and the Unit~d Nations to support the
establishment of the State of Israel.

' "
Joshua Liebman
also made

a point of affirming the relationship of Jewish peoplehood,
Zionism and Reform Judaism. 215

Leon Fram, presenting a Zionist

interpretation of the relationship of Zionism to Reform and
referring to ·the repudiation of the anti-Zionist element within
216
the C.C.A.R.,
concludes his essay:
J: ~t,:,; n~t1.tt
0

That element in Reform Judaism which was never
reaJ,ly an organic part of it, but which had entered
into it factitiously, by dint of temporary and l ocal
situations, was finally recognized for the stranger
it had always been. Reform Judaism no longer denotes
a group of Jews who profess to be aloof fran the interests
and the needs of the Jewish people as a whole. Reform
Judaism returns to its original function. It is the

J
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faith of the Jews who are of the Jewish community and of
the Jewish people wherever they are~~ews equally at home
in Palestine and in America, in Europe and in Asia~...who
prefer the liberal rather than the conservative intere
pretation of the common Jewish heritag~ •
• Reform Judaism faces a promising future • • •
not only of service and leadership for all Jewish pe~le
in the Diaspora as well as in the home~and, but • • • 17
On the other hand, David H. Wice supports a non-Zionist

interpretation of the relationship between Reform and Zionism: 218
The reason for our survival has been our religion.
To make the central purpose of Jewish existence national
survival through the creation of a political state would
be a distortion of our whole history. Religious Zionists
of all shades, indeed, insist that we must have both a
Jewish state and Judaism; in practice, however, the nationalists have bee"uch more tolerarat of irreligious Zionists
than of religious anti-Zionists • • •
At all events, it (religmous Zionism) . will have a
significant contribution to make in such a situation.
Reform is anything but hostile to Jewish Palestine; but
it holds that Israel 1 s destiny is not limited by territory
A state, by its very existence, tends to have a limiting
influence. Reform will be able to prevent this ·self.,.
limiting principle of statehood from reducing Judaism to
a mere folk way, if it reaffirms that univ·e rsalistic
emphasis which has always been central to its message. 219
Though the question of Zionism had more or less been
resolved with the estab.Di;shment of the .State of Israel in 1948
and the resolution repudiating the American Counci1 for Judaism
(1956) cited earlier, continued evaluation of the nature of
world Jewry 1 s relationship to the State ,of Israel, the character
of the people of Israel and the place of biberal Judaism in the
State of Israel occupied the thoughts of th~ memoers of the
c.c.A.R.

In 196'2 , a special committee of the C.G.A.R., attempting

to definet the nature of Jewish peoplehood, arrived at the foll (o'Jing
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statement:
... !:·

For us, Jewish religi,ous faith is indispensable to
the Jewish way of life. Yet we Jews ~are one people the
w.orld over, with a common historic background and a
distinct consciousness of Jewish brotherhood. The
familiar classifications of race, nationality and church
do not properly describe us . .. We are a unique community. 220
<.,

•

1

The great challenge confronting world Jewry was stated in the
following words by Leon Feuer:
To bind the Jewish communities of the world with
the Jewry of Israel into a cohesive and purposeful unity
requires an aim which is supernally challenging and which
transcends any particular unit of time. It is , only ip
the striving by both toward the eternal and ideal Israel
that such an aim can be found.22l
An essay by Roland Gittelsohn describes the C.C.A.R. 1 s
evolving stance on social justice and civil rights. 222

A

statement of general principle in this overall area is found
in both the Pittsbvrgh and Columbus Platforms. 223

In the

main, the thinking of the Reform rabbinate, fr6)JTI the very
beginning, has been liberal and progressive in this sector
whif!h has heen one of great .concern to Referm leadership.f- The
first truly significant pronouncement in regard to social
justice emanated fran the l9l8 Conference,. 224

Jl'he Ref·orm,

rabbinate, in the main, presents a strong position in regard
to peace, civil liberties and civiJ_ rights, those issues which
'
.
.
seem to be the overwhelming areas of concern of tl\ose ,groups
in our society struggling for 9 ocial justice in our, time.
Gittelsohn reflects:
'

.

1 Lu -'l..,. i-H'u. '~• i C • •'.

"
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fhe voice of the Conference on world peace has been
the voice of prophecy. It has insisted on judging the
conduct of all nations, our own included, by+·the criteria
of justice and righteousness. Recognizing the excesses
and crimes of both Russia and China·; ·it has refused to
permit these to be used as comfortable and convenient
camouflage for our own deficiencies • • • That it has
not always been a consistent voice indicates an increasingly mature grasp of reality. A half to threee
quarters of a century ago it was still possible to reiterate high ideals. The ccrnplicated realities of recent
history have compelled us to go far beyond the dreams of
immaturity. Without pretending to possess infallibility
or omniscience, the Conference has learned to pursue the
-ideal of world peace through practical measures which offer
some reasonable promise of success.225
Did the forthright criticism of the Reform rabbinate
play any role in the decline of the influence of the
Senator from Wisconsin? There is no scientific standard
by which to answer this question. This much,however, is
certain: in speaking as it did, the Conference was true
to its own highest nature and calling. And it unquestionably gave encouragement and support to many rabbis and
laymen throughout the c@untry who contributed at least
a little bi~ to the defense of democracy.226
The metamorphosis of the Reform attitude toward traditional practices, ritual, liturgy, etc. has been documented
adequately throughout this section.

The statements in regard

to this aspect of Reform ideology included in the Columbus
Platform are extremely significant.

In the years since 193Z

much has been written about this subject, and a variety of
points of view have been stated.
a tendency seems to exist.

Unanimity is not present, but

Rabbi Solomon Freehof has published

a most comprehensive, ·scholarly work, Reform Jewish Practice

~ its Rabbinic Background, 227 in which he attempts to present
a guide to currently accepted practice, the rabbinic background
of these practices and a rationale for affirmation of or deviation from traditional practice consistent with the tenets of

I

I
,!.
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modern Reform Judaism.

His philosophy of Reform practice is

based upon the premise that the creative force behind change
in the traditional code of observance is the will of the people. 228•;
There seems to be some similarity between Freehof 1 s emphasis on
the developments of minhagim (customs and practices) as an ex~
pression of the creativity of the Jewish people and the role
granted to Catholic Israel by Schechter.

However, Schechter 1 s

bias was definitely in the direction of traditional practice
and the authority of the law.

Freehof, in the tradition of

Reform, exhibits a prejudice in the direction of adjusting
custom to the needs of the time and the people living in modern
western civilization.
We cannot expect that adjustment will come from
Jewish law. No law, particularly a purely interprE:,tive
law as Jewish law is, can ever be expected to adjust it~
se,l..f radically. But can the people again create it:1:, own
minhagim, i'ts new forms of observance and worship as it
had done in the past? We do indeed see modern Jews
gropmg their way towards modification and change in all
branches of Jewish life ~ o • •
Reform Judaism is the oldest of the modern attempts
to adjust Jewish practice to modern circumstances. Whether
the price that it paid for this adjustment is to be con~
sidered too great or not, it must be acknowledged that it
has achieved a great deal. It has kept many generations
loyal to Judaism • • •
It has been the consistent attitude of Reform that
practices should be modified . to meet the needs qf the
times, that the ethical and spiritual idea~s of Judaism
are eternal but they must find new modes of ceremonial
expression from time to time. Therefore, RefoDm itself
does notl consider its practi'c e as definite and , fixed. It
is consciously seeking r,iew. aJ'ild hetter ways in which Jewish
observance may .:i,.nculcate Jewish -:Ldea,J.:s. Therefore many
new practices develop constantly. Often they are a modi=
ficati daiof some older ~Jewish pr~ctice whd.ch had been h~therto
entirely neglected and which now it is felt can be reconstructed and serve to instrucL and inspire. It is,
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therefore, of interest oo Reform Jews to learn more of
the vast treasury of Jewish pra~tice in the past so ;hat
from it material for new observances may be derived. 29
I· 1

Freehof devotes chapters to the following topics:
public worship and the synagogue service; marriage, divorce
'
and conversion; death, burial and mourning; the . synagogue

building.

However, of the Sabbath and the d~etary laws he

frankly states:

. ,)l"
1

,tJA b

:u:111 O~i•
11.

e. i.lii!,',,;

It is noteworthy that there are certain important
fields in traditional Jewish practice in which Reform
has been especially creative, but there are certain
other fields in which Reform Judaism has added nothing
new • • • The dietary laws and the laws of Sabbath
observance, once so vital ; to Jewish life, have already
dropped away from the lives of almost all Jews in the
western world • • • This neglect was not the outcome
of any decision or mandate but the result of the intrusion of the environment into the hitherto secluded Jewish
life. The neglect of these once treasured observances
is not a characteristic of Reform Jews alone, but is
characteristic of modern Jewry. Because these laws are
so widely neglected, there was, alas, little left of t hem
to reform~ There were no changes which profitably could
be made. 2 jO
In another context, Freehof is critical of the quality of Reform
.
. h as f or th e wars hip~~ 231
. an d th e meaning
wars h ip
it
.
Jacob D. Schwarz, at the conclusion of his descriptive

.

essay on the development of Reform Jewish
practi·ce in the United
.,
States, echoes Freehof 1 s call for self-imposed obligatory ob232
servance on the part of Reform Jews.
'

.

Joshua Liebman, who has at times shown Reconstructionist
~

I

II

tendencies in his thinking, goes a step further and makes a
case for a ncode of conduct 11 for Reform Jews.
,

1

>-"'

\J.
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Reform Judaism has been psychologically unwise n ~t
only in regard to ritual, but also in reference to
discipline. It has been too "often like an open prairie
exposed to all the winds of anarchy and license. No
religion can survive with vitality unl ess it presents
· to its wor·s hipp ers a minimum code of conduct which binds
the group together into a disciplined fellowship. We do
not want a creed of belief so much as a pattern of action.
We desire not coercion, but persuasion~-wise, self-chosen
discipline which will make Refdr m Judaism understandable
and meaningful in the realms of worship, study and action. • •
Should not commissions · of laymen and · rabbis begin to
create a code of conduct, which shall not be imposed upon
any worshipper in our synagogues, but shall be suggested as
a tentativ e and r ev.isable guide? We Reform Jews might well
set up s u ch standards as these: , Our adherents should
attend the s ynagogue once a week. They should read a certain
number of Jewish books i n the course of the year, and per~
haps share in a congregational celebration at the end of
that collective study. They should observe in the h(l)ITle and
synagogue certain Sabbath and festival ritua.hs. • They should
attempt to carry out in their daily living the teachings
of the prophets and the rabbis regarding right relations
between employer and employee, moral attitudes toward the
oppressed and the exploited, and spiritual sensitivity in
family relationships. ·
Let us make a beginning with a miliimal code of conduct
whi~ shall s ~e to guide the Reform Jewish conscie~ce in
America • • • .

23

The existentialists such as Fackenheim, Petuchowski
and Borowitz as well as the Reconstructionists withih Reform

.

seem to be joining with the positive theists in thei~ plea for
the use of more Hebrew in the liturgy and the re-introduction
of meaningful ceremonial practices and general ritual observance
in both home and synagogue.

However, Cohan points out that
,.

this effort 'IJ-ias not gone without resistance on the part of
L

some laymen and r abbis trained to view Reform as a purely
ethical faith unconcerned with ex~er~als. 11234
~

L

Leon I. Feuer

0

on the other hand gave a positive evaluation of this overall
<

'

1·
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trend as he saw it in 1964. 235
As has been noted earlier, the major institution of
higher learning for the Reform movement is the Hebrew Union
College located in Cincinnati.

·•·

'

Principally a school to train

Reform rabbis, it has established within the last quartercentury a School of Religious Education (~946), the American
Jewish Archives (1947) and Museum (1948).

It has also been

responsible for the creation of a School for Sacred Music (1948)
in New York.

In 1950, the HUC combined with the Jewish . Institute

of Religion, a rabbinical training school founded in New York
in 1922 by Dr. Stephen S. Wise.
been opened in Los Angeles.

A new branch of HUC has recently

Originally situated in Cincinnati,

the headquarters of the national organization of Reform congregations (the Union of ,American Hebrew Congregations) is now located
in the

House of Living Judaism 11 in New York.

11

In addition to

being the parent organization of the National Federation of
Temple Sisterhoods and the National Federation of Temple
Brotherhood.a> the UAHC sponsors the Natiainal Federation of
Temple Educators and, in cooperation with the C.C.A.R., has
activated a Joint Commission .Q!! Jewish Education.

21,.1 ,

¾1

Reform Jewish education, receiving a strong ; initial
stimulus from the pronouncements of Isaac Mayer Wise, was
basically catechistic in nature in the nineteenth century.
This minim.a l and superficial type of education was a reflection
of the Protestant influence upon classic Reform as well as of
the educational approach of nineteenth ·century American religious
.
236
e ducation.

This form of education amounted to a weekly
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session (Saturday or Sunday) of one or two hours.

In 1883, a

Sabbath School Union was formded, and, in 1903, it merged with
the Department of Synagogue and School Extension of the UAHC.
Thereafter, the UAHC and the C.C.A.R. worked1c6operat~vely on
the preparing of appropriate text materiais for Reform religious schools.
In 1924, after considerable agitation and expressions
of frustration, ' ithe Joint Commis•s ion on Jewisb Equcation was
established.

This significant development came ·about because

?it had come to be recognized that (1) the text materials being
produced until then were not meeting the needs• of the students,
(2) world events were increasing the need for a better ihf ormed
Reform Jewry, and (3) Conservative Judaism was ga±~ng str.ength
and represented a real threat to Reform 1 s continued growth • .237
It was furthermore decided to employ a qualified, fulJ.-t.ime,
professional educator to direct the development ~of Reform
Jewish education at the national level.
was appointed director.

i

Dr. Emanual Gamoran

Under his leadershi,p, the C<i>mmission,

cons~sting both of rabbis and laymen, undertook±be~oonstruction
of a curriculum ,guide for Reform Jewish schools.

This curriculum

guid~ has been1 periodically, revis.ed and expanded t md has proven
of great help in standardizing learning e:xperiehces to a
necess.ary ~egree and in giving direction to individual schools
in planning their ins-tr.uctional programs.

In addirt:ion, another

significant pioneerihg project was the publication of colorful
and interesting textAooks on many subjects, b0oks that have been
used in a great number of schools not affiliated

with the
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Reform movement.

Also, a department of audio-visual education

has been created, and films and film strips of great merit and
on a variety of subjects have been produeed.

The Commission

I

has encouraged the introduction of the systematic study of

rl

Hebrew and has continued Dr. Garnorants battle for increased
time for Jewish education.

As of 1965, a three-day":'a-week

program was being recommended strongly by the Coouriission. 238
The National Federation of Temple Youth (and its associated
summer camps) and the Commission on Adult Education, both
originally extensions of the nJoint Commission,n are now independent departments of the UAHC.

nWhat the CCAR has achieved

through the Commission on Jewish Education is not 0nly ' a
standardized curriculum, a steady stream of text books, materials,
and equipment, and a clearing house for methods and organization,
but aggressive leadership to persuade the Reform congregations
of America to commit themselves to ever higher standards , richer
,

.
TT239
. h e ducation.
content an d more generous support f or Jewis
Both Orthodoxy and Conservatism have devoted t; h ~ught
'

'

and energy to evaluate the present status of their movements
J

and their ideological positions in r -e lationship to the overall
character of the American Jewish C01l11Tlunity as well as in regard
to the direction of their own development as organized ex ...
Reform Juq.aism,
.,. '
,.
religious mov;ement enaompassing ,a ' segment of- American Jewry,

pressions of Jewishness.

-

I

'

I

•

has not only undergone searcl'iing analysis from within, but it
J

'

has al.so had its propliets.

I

I

, •

In the l.a11ter part of the nineteenth

l\

century and the early decades of the twentieth it was openly
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stated that Reform might. be destined to become
my own_/ American Judaism. 11

11

the L-italics

In 1931, at the summation of his

description and analysis of the growth of· American RefBrm,
Philipson concluded:

St

1 .. •

t,)t-\;

t . ,,, ,

hs {

1."

From such expressions it 'g~ows abundantly clear that
the principle of adaptation to changing need and cir~
cumstances which has been the characteristic. of the
Reform movement in Judaism from the beginniNg is being
recognized and advocated throughout American Jewry,
barring the adherents of Shulchan Aruk Judaism. · It is
largely a question of more or less:---XS the years pasp
there will ooubtia.:es.s c_,be an ever greater rapprochement of
conservatism to the reform position.240 ·
·
~
' I OEM! },W

Two later spokesmen are not so audacious.

'f ..' '

They_ are content ~o

'

.

focus upon the present and future of Reform-~its problems,
tendencies and possible future directions.
While the curr,e nt interest in theology are JJot:h
understandable and helpful, one cannot help wonder •
whether the emphasis in the religious .thinking of our
movement and of the Conference is not again lakely to
shift. Confessedly, this represents the bias oft e
so-called classical liberal, the bias of the writer,. if
you will, but he has been wondering for some time
whether we are not he.r e dealing with an escape mechanism
and an anxiety which are part of the general neo-orthodox
revival 'of our time and characteristic of every time of
trouble, and whether this is not a process which has ·l
pretty much run its cours~. It may once again be ,
necessary for us to recall the prophetic warning that
G0d is not interested in. ,o ur offerings of rivers of oil
and myriads of rams. Perhaps the reformers so glibly
derided in certain of 9ur circles w.e re more nearly right
about ·what constitutes the essence . of Judaism than their
latter day detractors are willing to acknowledge • • •
The inte~est of Reform Judaism~in social issues, the
long and honorable record - of our rabbis .i n efforts toward
the ,amelioration of the conditions .of life and labor, and
the building of worid peace • • • are neither accidents nor
the products of shallow liberal optimism. They are implicit in the natu~e . of J~daism and .came to their flowering
in modern society in Reform Judaism. In recent years we

..
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have on the one hand allowed ourselves to be detoured into
a defeatist disillusionment with the God of Reason and
History by the "tragic vision" of the Existentialists;
and on the other by the rraffluent society" atmosphere in
which our middle class, suburban congregations function.
The grim ~owledge of world poverty in the midst of potential plenty, of dire want even in the prosperous United
States, of the overhanging threat of nuclear destruction,
is a challenge which will not be ignored by the members of
the CCAR. One may well look in the future, not so much
for theological speculation of the call for ritual r&!t:-r
appraisals, although they will not be absent, as for a
renewed social radicalism and a reemphasis upon social
preaching, teaching and action.241
(.'

A; •

The challenge facing Reform Judaism vis ( vis the emerging
needs of the contemporary Reform Jew is described by Cohan:
The tasks of Reform have not and can never be
finished. Reform is a perennial process of selfrenewal, of ever regenerating the creative spirit of
Judaism and of carrying forward its goals for the individual and the community. It calls for the constant
rethinking of the theological and ethical content of the
historic faith and of restating it in terms that are
relevant to the_ advancing generations of American Jews.
Reform must stand by its liberal faith despite the
obscuritanist trends and the waves of reaction in religion.
The vast numerical growth of its m(mement carries the
obligation of intensifying its educational efforts, to
make its adherents conscious of their obligation as Jews
and of the ties that unite them with world Jewry.
Reform has reshaped the externals of Jewish life.
In the years ahead it must deepen the Jewish spirit of
its followers. It has built beautiful Temples, but it
has yet to make the modern Jew worshipful. The Jewish
heart has still to be rekindled with the ardor of an
abiding faith. The enrichment of the Jewish mind with
Jewish knowledge and the strengthening of the Jewish will
with loyalty and sacrificial zeal still remain a hope and
a prayer. Reform, like all other phases of Judaism, is
still looking to the day when the Jew will combine his
love of modernity with a sense of e e~nity and his progressivism with constancy and sanctity. 4
.

2

In the view of this writer, Reconstructionism (as a
distinct ideology incorporating a unique theological position
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'I

as far as .American Judaism is conaerned) differs fr001 the

I

three aforementioned religious ideological movements simce it
attempts to cut across denominational l.i'.nes and is not institution ...
centered.

It is a criticism and a constructive set ef hypo ...

I

,'! I

thesis which appeals to men to utilize compassion and intelli~
gence and which proposes an approach to Jewishpeoplehood that
views Judaism as the religious expression of those Jews who
thirst for creative .survival in a secular world.

Far from

abandoning Judaism as a religion (as it is accused of by ,its
detractors), it attempts to re-vitalize it and its institutions

,,

through reasonable and self-critical means ... ".'"addressing .:i:t:self
I

to the Jewish people and their needs rather than to 'edtablished
institutions, organizations, and movements.
T o ~ it presents a dangerous and threatening per~
,

version of Jewish life, to others it is Judaism 1 s response inQ
a variety of ways to the challenge of modern times. , To this
latter group it , represents a much more realistic program f0r
Jewish life than either, Conservative or Reform Judaism dg,es
as :::the • .American Jew confronts the problems of the nspace-agen

and a rapidly chang~ng world.

In the introduction to the 1957

re-publication of his seminal and still most persuasive and
-·

,

I

influential presentation of Reconstructionist thinking,. Mordecai
M. Kaplan, the founder ·of Reconstructionism, states with utter
frankness:

.•·

It is, perhaps, not too much to expect that the reappearance of Judaism as_!!,_ Civilization will help to vindi,::,
cate the Reconstructionist ·movement against thos.e who
charge it with being more secular than religious, in that

II

I

I

'!!
I

Ii
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II
I

it treats the problem of Judaism as a socio"psychological
rather than as a theological problem. It is a .fact,
however, that the diagnosis of what is wrong with Jewish
life, and the prescription of what is nec.e ssary to set it
right, are as related to what we can. learn ;from the human
sciences as the diagnosis and cure of physical disease
are related to chemistry and physics. The medicos who
opposed Louis Pasteur 1 s interpretation and treatment of
physical disease were, no doubt, resentful that a ch_e mist,
who was no physician, should instruct them in their own
specialty.
·
The republication of this book might also serve as a
reminder that the idea of 11 Judaism . as a civ:ilization 11 was
not intended as ~a slogan to abet laxity in ritual observances
or indifference to religion. It was definite~y in ended to
motivate in Jews a maximum and not a minimum identification
with Jewish life. 11 Judaism as a civilization 11 is a call
to American Jews to attend to the following needs: lJl To
re-affirm Jewish peoplehood; 2) to revitalize Jewish religion;
3) to form a network of organic communities; 4) to strengthen
the State of Israel; 5) to further Jewish cultur al creativity;
and 6) to cooperate with the general community in all
endeavors in behalf of freedom,justice and peace. May God
grant that our People heed the call. 243.
'
In The Future of the American Jew, written in 19 ~~ ,
'f

he states: .
The rec~nstruction of .Jewish life and thought . will thus
have to consist in the pursuit of the following ofi jectives:
1. The rebuilding of Eretz Yisrael as the cr~ative
center of Judaism.
2. The creation of an adequate social structure . for
democratic Jewish communal life in the Diaspora.
3. The redirection of Jewish education±o conform
with the conception of Judaism as a religious civi¼iza-r
tion.
'
·
JI
"
·
·
4. The revitalization of Jewish religion.
5. The stimulation of Jewish cultural creativity in
literature and the arts.
6. The participation of Jewry in soc1ai movements
that seek ampler freedan, Pstrieter justice and netter
cooperation among men and f'nations. 2q. 4 .
-
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Only a Judaism cal.cu.1ated to bring out all that is
best in human nature, and to guide us Jews in applying
that best to all our human ·interests, cqn coounand sufficient loyalty -to insure its survival and advancement.
America is a cultural welting pot. ' Cultural differences
that do not contribute to the FeaJ.ization of universal
human values '~re bound to vanish. It is ,generally ~e~ognized that all men need to be rooted in a religious tradition, and that it is to the various hist0rj.c religions,
older than America itself, that the American nation 1ooks
for the strengthening of its own morale. It lo0ks to
Judaism, and rightly so, to accomplish this . for its
Jewish citizens. That expectation is ill. unequalled opportunity for!::!:.§_ Jews not only to retain.™, group JjfP. in
this cormtry. __ but aJ.so to achieve ~ religious orientation
that might prove of great value t 'o the religiously . starved
rnankind of.™, day. This is the unique 'chance which the
God of history has given us; let us not fumble it.245
In this very same volume Kaplan offer,s what he -thinks
to be the nbasic 11va.hlres ·in Jewish rel~gion 11 (later' published
separately)--spiritual selection, faith, hope, humility, inner
freedom, patience ; thankfulness, justice, and love. 246

'
i.

Kaplan 1 s general conclusions in Judaism Without Super~
naturalism 247 amount to n(l) The need for adopting the' status
of peoplehood; (2) The indispensability of the Jewish' Community
in Israel~ the hub of the Jewish People; (3) The recognition
of theological diversity~ legitimate and n0rmal; (4)

~

broadening of the concept of religiem to enab!he the -Jewish
People to designate itself~~ religious cooununity; (5) The
need for Jew.i sh education:

, ·n . .,.. i A ,._fft:: ·.,
l ' l • .,. • ti.

.

'

f\ i!o,

·•

't

~.

Though we do not agree on theology,we do agree on the
centrality of Torah, in its broadest sense, as the search
after the way of life that leads to salvation both individual
and social. Torah was never intended to function as a
11 liberal 11 education for the few,
but as charactep education
for the multitude. Iu was not meant t0 be a leisure class
privilege but a universal obligation. It has always been
conceived as .indispensable to the, art of living.
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We can want no greater c ~ on denominator amid all
the diversities among affirmative Jews than the one inherent in a renewed emphasis on the need of making pro~
visions for elementary and adult edu.c ation of all Jews
in the signifiaance of their tradition, in the history
of their Peopl~, in the situation confronting them at
present, and in the .truths bearing on the philosophy and
theology of Judaism.248
·
(6) In the United States and Canada J·e wish peoplehood should be
mediated through regional and local organic communities; (7) The
need for a formal · covenant · to be openly entered into
are intent upon the perpetuation of Jewish life. 11249

BY. all who
"'•:i ,·

In the second .c hapter of this same wo~k, 250 in which
he discusses "Jewish religion without supernaturalism," Kaplan
argues that secularism is not enough:
I i'

The only alternative to the traditional and supernaturalist conception of God 1 s self-manifestation that can make a
difference in peoplets lives is not the metaphysical approach but the social-behavioral one. It may well be that
the human mind is forever and intrinsically incapable of
grappling existentially with ultimates, and is permanently
and inherently limited to theorizing about them conceptually
or by means of ideas~-which are abstractions fran reality. ·
That God, as ultimate reality, is unknowable is a commonplace of all thinking other than ·that which is entirely
naive. Theologians constantly remind us that all our
affirmations concerning God have to be translated into
negatives, if they are to approximate the . truth. Consequently, religion which aims to improve human nature
and the conditions of human living cannot be based on
the ultimate nature of G0d. Its field of operations must
be the nature of man. It has to focus its attention on
that aspect of mants nature which is in need of being
fully humanized, on what the human being ought to become,
if he is to reflect the image of God. It is the business
of religion not to give~ metaphysical co1:ceo~n IDf ..G..Q.g,
but to make clear what we mean. ~ the belief in God, from
lme standpoint of the differenee that belief makes i n - human conduct and striving.
The point of contact between man and God, or as it is
fashionable to state it nowadays, the encounter between man
and God, is man 1 s sense of freedom and responsibility. It
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is at that point that religion has to function, so that
man can utilize his £reedom and responsibility intelligently,
righteously and creatively. This is where the attributes
of wisdom, • just:ice and im1 e, in the., conception of God,
have to be stressed.
'
There is nothing in this function of religion that
requires resorting to supernaturalism. ·, The freedom and
responsibility of which human nature .i s capable are the
natural manifestations, on· a sel.f~eonscious -level, of
the cosmic principle 0f polari~y. Freedom expresses the
pole of selfhood, and responsibil'.i :ty the pole of otherhbod,
or cooperation. Is the human polarity of freedom and
responsibility, with its pr(l)IT\iseof human metamorphosis
into a higher type of being, futile dreaming and selfdelusion, or is it as existentially real as the world of
sense and sound we inhabit? If the latter is the case,
then the self-conscious will to salvation is the immililent
aspect of that cosmic reality for whi.c h no term can be more
appropriate than rrGod. rr Whatever else human beings may
have sought ·to express by the term rrGod, n it has always
had the connotation of mants responsibility for what he
does and his f
dom to choose between right and wrong,
good and evil.
,,
. '(. '

251

.

'

Pointing out that naturalism is not synonymous with sec:t.ilarism,
he states·:

! •

A naturalistic conception of religion does not commit
us to the choice of either adopting the traditional pelief
in the chosenness of Israel or dissociating altogether the
manifestation 0£ Divinity fr0m the life of 'peoples or• '
nations in genenal, :least of all the Jewish Feople. On
the contrary, complete dissociation of Divinity from
peoplehood or nationhood is incompatible with any kind of
religion, just as the assumption of exclusive chosenness
is incompatible with naturalist rel1gion • .rhe truth is
that every people in the wor.l d,, insofar as it shows signs
of seeking to achieve h'uman perfection instead of tfie power
to domineer, experiences the revelation of Divini·t y and
has found its own true vocation .•

,,

'

Nor doe~ naturalist ~eligion ' commit us · to the 'choice
of either submitting to the authority of the past or
treating ~the past as nothing more than a far-off milepost,
left behind . in our progress toward the future. In this
respect: ;- too, . the synthesis of naturalism y;,d.th re ·•giop.
points to a third alternative: w,e shmtld aecept the past
as · no more authoritative than the present. It should have
the right to a vote, but not the right to veto, in the

_,
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determination of what we have to do to achieve salvation.
As modern men and women, we ·cannot conceive of salvation
unless we are permitted to exercise freedom of thought
and are not restricted to uniformity of action. It is
evident, however, tha:t, unless we J.i.mit the scope of
freedom to some extent, it is liable to degenerate into
anarchy. That limit consists in the responsibility by
which it must always be accompanied. Nor is absolute
diversity in human behavior likely to help us achieve
our goals as human beings. Evidently, there has to be
some objec:tive ,goa1 which is common to all who differ only
as to the way it should be reached.252
On .the subject of •Jewish education Kaplan ts statements
. J u d aism
.
As A C-iv.w..ization
. .:.n •
•
·
t an.
t 25 3
in
are a l so impor

Finally,

in 1966, Kaplan concludes his essay !!Between Two Worlds TT with
the following passage:
I

•

:?

We have been privileged to witness during the last
century the first stage of the resurrection of the Jewish
people. Modern Jewish scholarship and the Zionist movement
have helped to bring about the first stage of the resurrection.
Jewish scholarship has helped to give substanc•e and body to
the Jewish people of the past; Zionism has carried t hat
process further by giving substance and body to the Jewish
people in our day. Now the time has come for the seeond
stage in the resurrection when the spirit must enter the
risen body of our people. Now is the time for the ~pirit
of a reconstituted people, of a morally responsible way of
life, and of a religion hased on the experience of Divinity
in universal righteousness and brotherhood to enter the
risen body of our .people. 254
'
>

(d'l..;' •

Other spokesmen for the Reconstructionist position are
Ira Eisenstein, 255 Eugene Kohn, 256 Jack J. Coh;~ , 257 ~nd Roland
B. GittelLsohn. 2~ 8

These writers amplify and, in their own manner,

expand upon some or all of Kaplants conceptions.

Meir Ben.,.,Horin,

\·

an !!independent Reconstructionist,n attempts to summarize what

...,

he conceives of as the :uru.gueness of Judaism:
JC

r• (• t
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~

•
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Wherein may baffled Jews and non-::-Jews see the
uniqueness, and the worthwhileness, of J~daism? .
;

First, they may see the uniqueness of Judaism in
the particular historical experience·1 of the Jewish
people. I have suggested that this experience revolves
around the four fateful geographic~historic · and geographicreligious localities known as Egyp t , Zion, Auschwitz, and
Sinai. In their combination and conqe(Jl!lences .they render
the Jewish people possessors of a tragic yet' h'. ~roic turn
of mind, unlike any other. ·In Jthe force of 'their thrust-11f rom slavery to freedom ~r--artd in tlie profundity of their
realistic idealism they render , Israel ,c apable of leadership
among the nations of the earth. Without them and their
agents-patients, the children ".o f Abraham ,< :(saac, and Jacob,
human civilization would be immeasurably poorer • . For this
combination of experience and aspi:cation , is ,rthe. mightiest
ethical good ever assembled. It is unparalleled spiritual
power making for human good 0n earth.
'
Second, they may come to see the llliqueness of Judaism
in the in-.tune-ness of its religion with seience~ manp nd 1 s
supreme instrument for the discovery ·of· tnuth in and abmit
existents and existence. It is the genius ·of the Jewish
people which broke and breaks through the ,va'r ious pagan
and idolatrous interpositions of god-galaxies or god~
individuals to intuit the divine in nothlng less than the
promise of existence itself, that invisible .• a nd inaU.d .ible
and unfathomable character of the universe which permits
visibility and audibility, and responds to _m~n 1 s efforts
at intervention in behalf of ideal ends. The God of 1
Israel is not a cosmic energy so organized as to func~ion
at least as a human mind and heart, but infirtitelly ''more so.
He has eluded all attempts at con·c retization and spiritualization, including mysticism and hasidism. B4t He has
been found in the wnrk of casting ideals into realities
and in the work of melting realities into·, ideals. Hence,
He has not obstructed the human spirit i:h :its J quest for ·
both practical and speculative certainty.
'
,,
l
,

C

I

In Judaism, 11 the religious n is not . separate from ttor
opposed to the business of science (or art). Rath.er,
science (or art) is one of the ways irt whiah the ::f aith
in -the existential promise is sustained. Hence, in Judaism, science is the power that reinf~rces fc;1,ith .in / rthe
religious,rr and faith ' in r;the •religi0usr,r is: the t >owe'r that
makes for scientific civilization. For Judaism, religion
is the rebinding of man to thEr Unbourl:d,~ comm.i tinet,It to the
Uncommitted.
1 ~
h t

Jewish religion, ther~fore, whenl so reconstructed as
to lay bare these truths ,embedded in ~he deeper layers
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of its fqundations, is likely to survive the scientific
challenge to all. traditi0nal ;t'eligions because it will
reinforce that challe,n ge and ;b ecause, by doing so, it
will achieve a new l;Jirth of creativity, fl. new vision of
the divine.
·
'
~

Third, and returning once more to the revised 11mishnah, 11
the uniqueness of Juq.aism may be se'e n, negatively, in its
radical opposition~-liter ally, unto death~-t0 absolvtist
totalitarianism. This is the doctrine whi·clli len ds nintellectual11 support to the most barbaric;,sdcial. reg:,i.mes in ...
vented-:-.Hitler 1 s Germany and Stalin 1 s ' 'Russia. Deriving
their authority not fr0m the consent 0f, the governed but
fran the Absolute, they have ' enthroned private whims and
follies and insanities 0n thJ ' ·s ,ea,ts of total . p'ow~r " i.',e.,
power tolerating no restrictions, ,. power resp 6nsible to no
one except the Absolute which, is th.e ~osmic 1 equivalent of
total unconditionality, independence f rom conditions .and,
hence, total irresponsibility.
', , '
'
'
1 \
~\•1-.">)"P,

'/;.

Positively, Judaismrs uniqueness 1ies iµ its status
as mankind 1 s martyred yet lustily vigorous ,upholder o~
the anti-absolutist faith ,ri.n God as •t he Jpr omise beyond
realization. Judaism, often decla.red an "outsider to 1
mankind, is--in its ideal embodim,ent ...":'uniquely equipped ,,
to restore to it, as an 'insider, 't he r eligious faith ·
which is reverence for the promise of life, , and which
celebrates, as the means to its actualization~ ·t act's
uniting intelligence and love.
For Judaism the world has !!Q. substitute. 2f:i 9
Jack J. Cohen presents as well as anyone the ReconI

structionist .position and program as it pertains t~ American
J ewish education.

Included in some of t he f i ~al pages of his

are the following remarks:
We m~st have the courage to accept the · .f act tJ;iat
the Judaism of our children will not be the Judaism we
know. It will be recognizable, but transformed. Li¼e
all the g~nerations before us, we may be pained'. to see
some of our cherished ideas and practic es pass into
the receptacle of outmoded tradition. But we should
take heart from the knowledge that this is as it has
always been and must always be as long as man seeks
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I

,I, ,

out the divine.

It is obvious that a systematic
structionist ideology, including its
thought and proposals, has not been offered at
ever, it must also be apparent that
theology, and
progressive reconstruction of Jewish

11

as it pertains to Jewish education in American
tional evidence of this tentative finding will be
in the chapters to followe
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Chapter V
Initial Developments in American Jewish Education
Reflecting the Impact of Progressive Education (1900-1929)
I,

As indicated by the introductory material, the potential evidence
of a progressive surge in American Jewish education must be examined
with a multitude of factors in mind.

The nature and extent of the

evidence relied upon and the degree of scientific discipline exercised
in interpreting the accumulated data is one of the more important considerations in this regard.
The confrontation and interaction between American Jewish
education- - as an expression of an attempt at religio-cultural minority
group survival, as process and as institution- -and progressive
education--as criticism, as philosophy, as educational approach and
as movement--is difficult to study and to describe properly and
adequately.

As one makes the effort to comprehend this manifestation

of ethnic adaptation it becomes necessary to view American Jewish
education in the light of the following: ( 1) Jewish education in all its
r. aan ifications as it is presented by the various interpretations of
Jewish life and movements which have made up the matrix of American
Judaism; (2) non-religious as well as religiously-oriented Jewish
educational institutions and movements; (3) communal, in contrast to
congregational, education and varying combinations of these two forms
of sponsorship; (4) intensive as compared to 'extensive'programs of
supplementary education; (5) supplementary versus day school education;
(6) informal education as an extension of formal Jewish education--the
321
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Jewish school as it is related to the Jewish center (community and
synagogue), the Jewish camp, the Jewish youth group, the educational
trip to Israel, etc; (7) levels of Jewish e?ucati,on and their diverse
-;,

challenges and problems - -pre-school, elementary, secondary, higher
and adult education.

One must then identify evidence of the progressive

impact as it shows itself in the various contexts just enumerated.

In

addition, the differential status of progressivism must be determined
within the major facets of the overall Jewish educational process- philosophy of education, curriculum implementation and curriculum
development, psychology of learning and methodology, administration
and supervision.

This many-sided analysis is a challenging task.

In

the realm of the collection of data, does one use unpublished materials,
published materials and documents, curricula, minutes and proceedings,
interviews, observations and observational checklists, questionnaires,
or some combination of these?

Can a sampling or can a given type of

selective inquiry have universal or at least general validity?
As these methodological issues are considered and in addition
an examination of the "confrontation" is attempted vertically or historically,
the investigation becomes even more complex. The most that can be hoped
for is a fairly accurate descriptive-analytical statement based upon the
utilization of necessarily limited and circumscribed evidence.

Obviously

when additional evidence is presented as part of further research, the
interpretations arrived at in this study and the ensuing conclusions
assuredly may be open to revision and reformulation.

It is axiomatic

that any findings based upon limited evidence must of necessity be
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tentative and conditional in nature. · It is with these G!onsiderations in
mind that the following evidence, analysis and conclusions are offered.

A. Early Beginnings•- Dr. Sarns_on.: B enderly, anci. '!The Bureau'' ';
Existing evidence, historiehl records and historie al research
lead one to the conclusion that, generally speaking, American Jewish
educatio.n was far from "progressive " during the last decade of the
nineteenth century,

~ Samson Benderly's experimental program (of which

more will be said later) in Baltimore notwithstanding.

During the same

2

period that Parker's "Quincy System"

.

and Dewey's " Laboratory School"

at the University of Chicago 3 were becoming well-known and influential
in the field of general education, Jewish education was characterized by
the shallowne.ss of the Sunday school under both Reform and Conservative
auspices

3a

and of the major "traditional" educational institutions, the

heder and the Talmud Torah for indigent Jewish children.

The teaching

of Ivri (mechanical reading), translation of prayers and Pentateuch,
instruction through "catechism" and moralizing, and the reign (sometimes
of terror) of the maamed typified the Jewish education of the times.
Needless to say, the educational environment created by poor facilities,
antiquated materials and methods and untrained , and, in many cases,
4

poorly educated personnel was not a healthy one. ,

The influx of east-

European Jewry, commencing ihetlie latter decades of the nineteenth
century, stimulated the further development of the Yeshivah and Talmud
Torah movements and, in some respects, eventually led to the improvement
of educational standards and conditions in the early decades of the twentieth
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century.5

However, in the main, even the most "modern" of these

institutions as well as Conser,vative and Reform religious schools as
late as the end of the first decade of the twenti~th century were not as
yet ready to respond constvuctively to the need for the changes demanded
by those who had begun to assimilate the spirit, philosophy and approach
of the "new education. "
As the impact of the "new education" proposed by the DeweyKilpatrick school of American educational thought began to be felt to an
increasing degree, both in the form of criticism of the inadequacies of
traditional American education and in the form of innovation and radical
experimentation, there arose among Jewish educators those who echoed,
in whole or in part, the same criticisms and the call for innovation and
experimentation in regard to Jewish education.

Attempts were made to

energize the progressive critique by actually implementing in practice
progressive principles- -in methodology and the psychology of learning,
in curriculum development and in administration.

It is not surprising

that the more radical efforts to "change " and "reconstruct'' Jewish
education were looked upon with dismay and suspicion by many religionists,
by some Hebraists 6 and by most Jewish educational perennialists! .

During

the early period of attempting to adjust and adapt Jewish education to some
of the needs of American Jewish life (prior to 1915), note should be made
of the implementation of the philosophy of the Heder Metuqan and the
introduction of the Ivrit be-Ivrit method of Hebrew language instruction
in the "modern Talmud Torah II which to some degree represented a
transplanted, if not wholly indigenous, effort to improve the quality of
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intensive Jewish education through the application of modern educational
. . 1es •8 .
prmc1p

Of this initial attempt to revitalize American Jewish

education, Honor says:
All of [these] institutions . . . came into
existence as a reaction to the deplorable donditions
under which the children of recent immigrants were
receiving a Jewish education. They were brought into
existence by, individuals whose outlook had been formed
under the impact of modern Western thought on the one
hand, and Zionism and the Hebraic renaissance on the
other, and who were seeking a means of transmitting
the Jewish heritage not as something which had developed
in an ancient dead past, but as something which had been
created by a living people whose creative powers had
never ceased and was, therefore, to be regarded as part
of an ongoing process with roots in the remote past,
with relevance to the present, and with potentialities
for the future. These individuals were seeking at the
same time an instrument which would be modern,
adapted to the needs and interests of American Jewish
children, which would conform to accepted educational
theory and practice, and would be effective in winning
the loyalty and appreciation of the children taught, and
help them integrate themselves into the stream of
American life without losing their Jewish identity and
their awareness of the responsibilities which this
identity implies. 9
The influence of the "new education, " as progressivism in
American education was called, began to exert itself in Jewish
educational circles with the entrance upon the stage of Dr. Samson
Benderly at the turn of the century and during the early decades of
the twentieth century.

Though Spencer and Pestalozzi were "closer"

to Benderly than were Dewey and his precursors--Mann and Parker,
the practitioners, and James, the philosopher- -Benderly evinced an
affinity for the insights and innovations of progressivism by introducing
into the program of the Jewish school experimentation, extra-curricular
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activities, play activity, safety and health education, independent use
of the library, projects, visual aids and student-government among a

10 . The Baltimore Hebr~w Free School, Benderly's

host of other changes.

"laboratory school, " in which innovations and experiments were the
order of the day and which was fortunate enough to have on its staff
people such as Ben Rosen and Rebecca Aronson (later Mrs. Barnett
Brickner) "became known to the 'inside circle' of those who were
concerned with the future of American Jewish education as one of
the very few schools which were charting the course for the future.
The school became a showplace, and the spirit of devotion and enthusiasm
which it engendered in students and teachers became the subject for
discussion and writing. 11 11 The influence of Ahad_})'.a-Am's philosophy! 2

.

of the dedication to the upbuilding of Erets, Yisrael 13 arld of the need for
adapting Judaism to the character of the developing American Jewish
community 14 permeated Benderly's educational approach.

The "new

educational process" which Benderly advocated had as its goal the
creation of a new form of Diaspora Judaism, a Judaism of tomorrow.
The Jews of today, however, particularly those
of Western Europe and America, even though they look
upon Palestine as an indispensible Jewish spiritual
center, no longer consider themselves as exiles. They
look upon the land in which they live as a permanent
habitation for themselves and their descendants. And,
not only do they not avoid the forces of their surroundings,
but rather seek to come under their influence in order to
become an integral part 0f their environment and to share
both in its responsibilities and its opportunities. What
form of Diaspora Judaism can survive under such circumstances we do not know. The Jewish people as a whole has
never had the incentive and therefore has not attempted the
task of the creation of such a Judaism. The time, however,
for attempting this task is at hand, and primarily so in
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America, where the environment is completely modern
and where the Jews are sufficient in number to sustain
the losses which such an experiment will involve. The
great goal , therefore, which we can ,set before our
teachers and ;; our youth in America is to become the
pioneers in the upbuilding of suc h a Diaspora Judaism. 15
· Benderly's ideal ©'f improving Jewish education through the
assumption of responsibility by a democratically structured Jewish
community entered the stage of realization when, in 1910, he became
director of the educational extension of the New York City Kehillah,
the Bureau of Jewish Education, the prototype of similar bureaus that
were established throughout the United States in later years.

Since the

philosophy and activities of the New York Bureau and Benderly's
contribution to its effectiveness are amply recorded and documented
iri a variety of sources} 6 . a description of its development, its
achievements and failings and its overall contribution to Jewish education
in America would be superfluous.

However, an a nalysis of what it

represented and attempted to do so as to determine the possible import
of the thinking and practice associated with progressive education upon
the educational orii.- entation of the leaders of "modenn American Jewish
education" is in order.

Not only must the thought and activities of

Samson Benderly be evaluated, but the educational philosop!i,y and philosophy
of Jewish life as well as the educational background of those identified
with the Bureau must be considered.

Dr. Benderly and his associates

(such as Mordecai M. Kaplan) and those who worked initially under Dr.
Benderly at the Bureau and later held important educational posts throughout the country as well as the generations of students whom he influenced
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have made a major contribution to the evolution of American Jewish
education and to the growth of the profession of Jewish education.

The

links between progressive educational thipking ,and practice and these
modern American Jewish educators must be ascertained since their
influence upon most sectors of the Jewish educational establishment
has been quite telling.
As early as 1907, Rabbi Louis Grossman, in the report of the
Committee on Religious Schools to the annual meeting of the Central
Conference of American Rabbis, expressed criticism of the Reform
movement's Sabbath schools similar in tone to the criticism of traditional
general education by the early leaders of progressive education.

Though

still talking of "apperceptive mass" and adhering to certain assumptions
of faculty psychology, Rabbi Grossman emphasized the importance of
educating the whole child, of knowing and respecting student-interests,
of educating not for transmission of information but for the formation of
character, of using internal motivation rather than external discipline, of
promoting self-discipline and self-activity and of correlating subjects and
establishing a 'pedagogic center'or "core" as an organizing influence in
the overall instructional program.

He statyttl bluntly that public education

was far ahead of Sabbath smool education and asked if the information
"given" in the Sabbath school was relevant to the needs of the Jewish child.
He called for discarding the worn-out notion that "stuffing pupils with
information, " that mere "knowing" contributes to "becoming. '' In contradis tiiriction, the taking into account of student-interests will lead to
student-activity and to the exercis·e of student-freedom as real educational
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growth occurs.

17

Many of these criticisms and corrective principles seem similar
to those incorporated into Benderly's program .a t the Baltimore Hebrew
....

"

'

·•.·

Free Schoo1 18 (even though no direct relationship between Grossman and
Benderly can be determined) and into other educational experiments, the
most noteworthy of the earliest ones being the projects of the Bureau of
Education in New York City.

Be.nderly's dynamism and ded ib.pation

attracted a .group of disciples who were educated at Teachers College
under the tutelage of Dewey and of Thorndike and later, beginning in
1913, of Kilpatrick.

This group, whose thinking and accomplishments

are tso pertinent to this study, did basic research and experimentation,
of both an "action" and a theoretical nature and which was permeated
by the spirit of progressivism in education as part of their responsibilities

at the Bureau.
Although, as has been stated earlier, Benderly was qriginally
influenced by the thinking of Spencer and Pestalozzi ,m ore than that of
Dewey, Parker, James, etc., evidence does exist that Benderly's
philosophy of life and education as well as many of his projects were
to one degree or another based upon the thought, experiments and
practical innovations of the "new school" in American education.

In

turn, those who worked under him, .in addition to being affected by the
cogency of the new philosophical and educational trends being developed
at Columbia University and especially at Teachers College, were also
enamored by the educational approach of the progressivists as it touched
them through their contact with Benderly.

Rebecca Aronson {Mrs.
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Barnett A. Brickner) reminisced of her experience at the Baltimore
Hebrew Free School: "Just about this time, the scientific work in
general education done by the Columbia {Jniversity Teachers Collegt
group , was coming to the fore.

No sooner were the works of Thorndike

and Dewey published, then Benderly had them on his desk.

He was

filling himself with the newly acquired 1Chochmah I of these educators.
In the mornings he would read, and in the afternoons he would test out
these newly acquired theories.

Then the fun began . . . "

19

In addition, it is significant to note that Benderly exhibited a
pragmatic tendency in his thinking.

Isaac B. Berkson, one of the first

generation of his disciples, recalled that "once . . . he defined an
educated person as one who could change his views in the light of new
facts and situations. • .

Although he was prepared to compromise with

practical realities in execution, he was never a compromiser of fundamentals. . .

There was as little in him of the opportunist as there was

of the conformist.

He was opposed to doctrinal formulations and to

. ·ct r1·t ua1·isms. 1120 Interestigg
. 1y, Bend er1y, w h o seems to have va1ue d
rig1
the instrumental use of intelligence, was generally regarded as "essentially
a mystic permeated with a strong feeling for nature, as a source of vital
ereiat-i-«e ·force and of communion with the Infinite. 1121 There are many
indications that Benderly's strong desire for "change" went to extremes.
Mordecai Soltes, who worked diligently with Benderly in the area of
extension education, commented that "one could not escape the conclusion
that at times he attached

m great

importance to change for the sake of

change, an attitude which made for instability. 1122 Whether this penchant

for change was a characteristic of Benderly's personality as was the
tendency toward the mystical, or whether it was a resultant of his
espousing the pragmatic, experimental p~ilosophy of the progressivists
is difficult to determine.

Most probably, the philos ·o phy reenforced the

existing tendency which may have developed as a product of Benderly 's
devotion to the method of science.

No matter what analysis is accepted,

Benderly's zeal for educational experimentation and research was real
and infectious.
Almost all that Benderly did in his efforts to modernize and
Americanize Jewish education was a reflection of his devotion to the
idea of integrating Jewish life into the new American environment through
the instrumentality of Jewish education modified by many of the insights
of progressive education.

Though he was a staunch advocate of intensive

Hebraic education, witness his experiments with and implementation of
the Ivrit. be-Ivrit
method 22 a and his support of the "modern Talmud
'
'

Torah, " and though he was an avid defender of all efforts at creative
J ewish survival in the United States, Benderly would not allow traditional
Jewish educational ideas, methods and patterns to stand as obstacles to
revitalizing Jewish life.

As a corollary to his devotion to an American

Judaism and to a modern program for American Jewish education,
Benderly was a strong advocate of community responsibility for Jewish
education- -a Jewish education democratically controlled, organized and
publicly supported by community funds, a Jewish education of the same
quality as general. ':American education and one complementary to the
system of general education. 23 In addition, he conceived, as an
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extension of the concept of democracy in Jewish education the idea of
equality of Jewish educational opportunity just as this idea is the cornerstone 0f the American system of public education.
•:.

;

The influence of progressivism upon Benderly's thinking ·and the
Bureau's activities can best be understood by examining the projects,
innovations and experiments sponsored by the Bure au.

More important

than its actual successes were the Bureau's atte~pts at acting as a
"lever 11 24 and a "l,a boratory, '' at initiating experiments and stimulating
the New York Jewish community and, in fact, the American Jewish
community to search for better ways to meet the religio-cultural educational
needs of American Jews.

A summary analysis, comprising new departures

in the areas of methodology, curriculum development and administration
will be presented 25 so that the tremendous scope of the Bureau's concerns
and the pervasiveness of progressive thinking reflected in its activities
can be fully appreciated.
1. The Area of Methodology
In the sector of methodological improvement, the Bureau, in its
''model schools 11 25 a and through its supervisory function in regard to other
educational institutions and projects, either introduced or, in some cases,
reenforced the use of ( 1) functional Hebrew 26 ; (2) the Ivrit be -ivrit (natural)
method of Hebrew language instruction even in a Reform Sunday $chool
(Dr. Enelow's) 27 ; (3) English for the teaching of history, current events
and other subjects even in the more intensive Hebraic programs 28 ; (4) audiovisual aids such as, in the early days, stereopticon slides for the teaching
of Bible and lantern slides for the teaching of Jewish history 29 ; (5) new,
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well-illustrated, attractive textbooks for the teaching of Bible and for
instruction in Hebrew (SErfer ha-Talmid as an early example? 0 ; (6) a
children's magazine, The Jewish Child~ 1
From articles, reports on experiments, materials produced, etc.,
it seems obvious that the Bureau--Benderly and those who worked with
him in the early years and were his students and disciples, i.e. "the
Benderly boys (and girls)"--attempted to implement the findings of
progressive education in the realms of methodology and the psychology
of learning to a great extent.

For example, in discussing the oojectives

of a standard curriculum for Jewish weekday schools 32 Benderly pointed
to the need for understanding and utilizing the student's "apperceptive
mass" (fund of experience and past learnings) so as to coordinate the
teaching of subjects with the "developmental grasping of values" as well
as to the need for correlating Jewish education with Jewish life (principle
of assuring the relevance of learning experiences to the life-needs of
pupils).

Articles in The Jewish Teacher 33 and, later in Jewish Education,

among the various periodicals in which the Bureau-oriented personnel
expressed themselves, attest to progressivism 's impact upon methodological
research, experimentation and innovation.

Many additional allusions to

methodological questions posed and answers given by the progressivists
as they found their way into Jewish educational thinking and practice will
be presented later in this study.

Indeed, Benderly and the Bureau were

in the forefront of the movement to make Jewish education "more attractive 1134
through methodological and, as will be pointed out below, curricular
revision and also through administrative reform.
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2. The Area of Curriculum
The activities of the Bureau in the area of curriculum development
took many forms.

The ensuing analysis will not necessarily focus upon

exact chronological sequence (though the overall study takes account of
historical development and is written in historical perspective) since
studies of the Bureau prior to 1918 by Dushkin and after 1918 by Hudavsky 35
are more concerned with exactness in this area.

However, a summary of

the projects, experiments and new directions in curriculum development
instituted by the Bureau until its dissolution in 1941 will be attempted so
as to present an overview that will give a sense of developmental perspective
and wholeness to the enterprise initiated by Benderly, his associates and
disciples.

From time to time, at other points in this study, most of these

experimental ventures and new approaches will be discussed more fully
and critically as additional evidence and materials are examined.

However,

since the Bureau seems to represent the pioneering force in the ' 'progressivization" of American Jewish education~ 6 , it is wise to view its areas of
activity as an integrated and relatively consistent, if not always successful,
attempt to modernize American Jewish education and to bring it "up to
date" for the purpose of assuring creative Jewish survival and of meeting
the needs of the majority of American Jews.
Solely for the purposes of deepening our understanding of the
breadth and depth of the Bureau's efforts at improving the content, structure
and meaningfulness of the Jewish educational process, efforts at "curricular
change" will be classified in four categories. 37 It should be noted (a) that
these "categories" impinge upon each other and (b) that they include
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innovations from 1910 until the demise of the Bureau in 1941.
( 1) Introduction of "new subjects" and the 'correlation of subjects"
within the confines of the "formal curriculum 113 8 - -inclusion of
the study of current events, modern ~alestine and the American
Jewish community in the course :,of study, a greater empha;s is on
the study of Jewish history 39 ; introduetion of the various· arts 40
in order to concretize and make learning experiences more
attractive and meaningful (music 41 , arts and crafts, dramatics 42 ,
and dance 43 }; correlation of subjects 44 as for example Jewish
history and Bible as represented in the three volumes of The
Outline of Jewish Knowledge produced by Israel Goldberg and
Benderly 45 ; the utilization of the unit approach in the study of
Jewish civics and customs and ceremonies. 46
(2} Modernization and standardization of curricular models and
curricular statements - -the creation of a standard curriculum
for the Talmud Torahs cooperating with the Bureau as part of
the work with the Association of Hebrew Principals~ 7 :.
(a} Methodological changes such as the "natural method II of
teaching Hebrew with the use of an aural-oral approach as
well as of objects, pictur~s, stories, etc. ; (b} changes in
curricular forms and patterns; (c} correlation of Jewish
education with Jewish life so as to reconstruct the Jewish
home and the Jewish community; (d} correlation of subjects,
concretization of learning experiences and coordination of
subjects taught with the developmental grasping of values. 48
(3) Extension of the limits of curricular exper.ences--the introduction of extra- or co-curricular activities such as clubs,
interest groups, junior congregations, assemblies, student
self-governmentf 9 ; also, the regarding of inter-school
activities such as holiday celebrations at the elementary and
secondary levels, · __ , 3., J the inter-high school choir (Zimrat
Aleph}, etc. , as legitimate extensions of the curriculum. 50
(4) Broadening and deepening the concept of "curriculum 1151
(a} Different types of schools with differd:tig objectives
to meet differing needs were aided in refining and
..._eX.ten;ding .th~ ·s co:pe .0f: the ir curric.ur ar expe.r iences. 52
(b} Separate Hebrew ·high school and aunior Hebrew nigh
school units, geared
levels of adolescent development, were created.
(c} Differential types of curricular plans for students with
differing backgrounds, motivations, needs and capacities
(mainly at Hebrew :high schools supervised by the Bureau}
were formulated:

i~

(
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1. grouping of students within a given
instructional program based on individual
differences in capacity, motivation and
achievem entt;;:
2. establishing Hebrew (intensive) and English
(extensive) departments at the sectmdary
level with the extehsive departrri•ent emphasizing "content" rather than "language" - units in customs and cecemonies and in
history, the study of the Bible in English,
emphasis on "functional Hebrew, " etc~ 54
3. forming of "accelerati0n classes ' 1 for "late
beginners" (10-11 year olds) with more than
average ability for -a ' 1crash Hebraic
program~ 1155
4. experimenting with "individualized selfinstruction" bas d upon the Dalton and
Winnetka plans. 6
Secondary educational institutions for girls were
established (Th] ,florence Marshall Preparatory Schools
for Girls, etc.) .
Informal or extension education for children and youth
not attending formal classes was initiated:
1. Extension schools in Jewish social institutions (YMHA 1s, Talmud Torahs, Settlements,
orphan asylums, etc. 8
2. Children and youth groups (throughout New
York)--the circle of Jewish Children (for
elementary school-age ~hii dren) and the
League of Jewish Youth 5 9 (for secondary
school page youth) with emphasis upon
holiday celebrations; later, Hanotim
{replacing the Circle of Jewish Children)
and Habonim (replacing the League of
Jewish Youth) with emphasis upon Erets
Yisrael- -its upbuilding and emerging
culture~ 0 .
Provision for affording information and educational
materials dealing with Jewish family and home life (Jewish
values, festivals, history, etc.) to parents of pre-school
children (The Jewish Home Institute). 61
Schools for .adult Jewish studies (The Israel Friedlander
Classes sponsored by the Jewish Theological Seminary,
as an example). 62
The establishment of a "community school :'which served
also as a ''community center" for all age groups similar
to the Gariflan in general education (The Central Jewish
Institute).
The stimulation of the development of the Jewish educational summer camp:6 4

5

(d)

(e)

)P

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)
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(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

1. grouping of students within a given
instructional program based on individual
differences in capacity, motivation and
achievem en1t~
2. establishing Hebrew (intensive) and English
(extensive) departments at the sec;ondary
level with the exten sive department emphasizing 11 content" rather than 11 language 11 - units in customs and ce e emonies and in
history, the study of the Bible in English,
emphasis on "functional Hebrew, 11 etc; 54
3. forming of 11 accelerati0n classes'' for "late
beginners 11 (10-11 year olds) with more than
average ability for a ''crash Hebraic
program~ 1155
4. experimenting with "individualized selfinstruction" basgd upon the Dalton and
Winnetka plans. 6
Secondary educational institutions for girls were
established (Th1iflorence Marshall Preparatory Schools
for Girls, etc. ) .
Informal or extension education for children and youth
not attending formal classes was initiated:
1. Extension schools in Jewish social institutions (YMHA's, Talmud Torahs, Settlements,
.
orphan asylums, etc. }~ 8
2. Children and youth groups (throughout New
York)- -the circle of Jewish Children (for
elementary school-age 11rh i.Jldren) and the
League of Jewish Youth'5 9 (for secondary
school, age youth) with emphasis upon
holiday celebrations; later, Hanotim
§replacing the Circle of Jewish Children)
and Habonim (replacing the League of
Jewish Youth) with emphasis upon Erets
Yisrael- -its upbuilding and emerging
culture~ 0 .
Provision for affording information and educational
materials dealing with Jewish family and home life (Jewish
values, festivals, history, etc.) to parents of pre-school
children (The Jewish Home Institute). 61
Schools for .adult Jewish studies (The Israel Friedlander
Classes sponsored by the Jewish Theological Seminary,
as an example). 62
The establishment of a 11 community school :'which served
also as a "community center" for all age groups similar
to the Garl:flan in general education (The Central Jewish
Institute).
The stimulation of the development of the Jewish educational summer camp:6 4
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1. Cejwin Camps (founded in 1919)--an
extension of the Central Jewish Institute. 65
2. The Kvutzah (1926-1933) --a training
program consisting of wint er-. instruction
and meetings and a summer camp experience ac·c entuating supervised study and
an Hebraic atmosphere (the spea:king of
Hebrew) among other activitie s. The
students selected were from among the
66
best graduates of the Hebrew .' nigh school.
3. Camp Achvah (founded in 1932)--a camp
sponsored by the Bureau and directed in
its early years by Dr. Benderly. The
camp was similar in its program to Cejwin
(not Hebrew -speaking and no supervised
study). 67
In his essay on the impact of the American environment upon
Jewish ·elementary education, Honor comments on this broadened concept
of curriculum which gave rise to these new approaches to American Jewish
education:
The most important influence on curriculum development in the Jewish school emanates from the distinction made
by American educators between "course of study" and "curriculum, '.'
and their defining the latter as "the total series of experiences
in the school, or made possible through the school, or for
which the school is responsible. " This conception of curriculum
has not only affected content taught and method used in the
Jewish school, but has led to the attempt to extend the influence
of the Jewish school and to the placing of emphasis upon parent
education as part of the curriculum of the school. Similarly,
the conception of education as being derived from total experience,
or in the formulation of John Dewey, as "the cdntinuous t
reformation of experience," has led Jewish educators to
perceive that their responsibility goes beyond the utilization
of the Jewish school as an educational instrument, that they
must also take advantage of the educational possibilities in
the Jewish community center and other recreational agencies,
and above all in the summer camp which affords opportunity
for experiences in Jewish living from the moment the child
rises in the morning until he retires in the evening. 68
3. The Area of Administration
Though, in some respects, the impact of progressivism upon
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educational administration and related areas was less dramatic and came
upon the scene later than modifications in methodology, principles of
learning and curriculum development, certain indications of the inroads
of the progressive spirit in the thinking of Dr. Benderly and the Bureau
can be observed in this area also.

As has been noted earlier, the Bureau

pioneered in planning a more realistic and psychologically sound approach
to school organization by providing different educational experiences for
differing maturational and motivational levels- -pre -school, elementary
(formal and informal, degrees of intensity, etc.}, Junior Hebrew nigh
school for graduates of the Talmud Torahs, adolescent and youth edue ation
(informal or extension, formal intensive and extensive programs, leadership training, etc . ), adult education, and secondary education for girls.
In addition, it encouraged the formation of coed Hebrew high schools 69
as well as the scheduling of classes two or three days during the week
with increased use of weekends for ''intensive educational programs. ,, 7 o
Also, the Bureau established procedures for uniform record-keeping and
standardized record forms. 71
In another vein the Bureau presevered in research and experirre ntation, in the improvement of the preparation of teachers and educational personnel, in the development of personnel standards and personnel
practices, and in the supervision of schools under its jurisdiction.
One of Dr. Benderly's prime objectives was to embark upon a
continuous program of research, · experimentation and evaluation. 72 In
many instances, the experiment was considered more important than its
success or the implementation of its outcomes. 73 In conjunction with this
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inclination, the Bureau set out to develop "model hi or "experimental"
schools.

74

Additionally, Benderly encouraged " action" and "theoretical"

research on the part of his associates and disciples and stimulated the
writing of three extremely significant doctoral dissertations at Teachers
College by members of the Bureau staff.

75

Dr. Benderly also worked

closely with Dr . Mordecai Kaplan, the Dean of the Teachers Institute of
the Jewish Theological Seminary, in order to create for students aspiring
to be teachers in Jewish schools a coordinated program for professional
education with the Teachers Institute and Teachers College (Columbia
University). 76 Benderly was instrumental in the creation of the shortlived Training School for Jewish CommunahJService under the leadership
of Dr. Julius Drachsler

77

and in having the Jewish community accept

women teachers in Jewish schools. 7 8 The Bureau was a staunch advocate
of certification and licensing of teachers and principals, of the establishment of and adherence to standards for teachers regarding educational

':

and personal qualifications, of the setting up of a scale of remuneration

t

befitting the needs and dignity of the teacher, and of the creation of a
satisfactory code of personnel practices to be followed by Jewish educational
institutions in New York and its environs. 79 Finally, as early as 1910,
the Bureau moved into the field of supervision by convening seminars for
principals of the Talmud Torahs with which it was working. 80
A careful comparison of the lasting contributions of progressivism
to American education as determined by Cremin 81 with the "new departures ' '
initiated by Benderly will lead to an appreciation of the Bureau's role in
.

~.

c,

the "progressivization " of Jewish educational thinking in the United States.
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The entire ten points mentioned by Cremin are reflected in the innovations
put for'd:h by Benderly and the Bureau in their efforts in New York City.
one evaluation of Benderly's contribution.s states: "Like all prophets,
Dr. Benderly was ahead of his times. . .

There is hardly an aspect of

Jewish education into which he did not introduce system, order, beauty,
in consonance with the latest in the field of education. . • It would be
impossible to categorize all the 'firsts' that we owe to Dr. Benderly
and the Bureau of Jewish Education.

Dr. Benderly was pioneering in

a new world of education and almost everything he touched and did therefore
represented a first attempt from the point of view of modernization, on
American soil, of textbooks, methods, materials, buildings, schoolrooms,
teaching aids, and the like. .
Dushkin says: ''

1182 Of Benderly's pioneering spirit,

He was fascinated by every new approach of

American educators to the education of children and cherished every idea

(

and advice that would help him modernize Jewish education. . .

Throughout

his life, Benderly's name became the symbol of the struggle between those
C

who were doing things in the traditional manner and those who were seeking
new ways. "

83

Berkson describes Benderly's devotion to the modernization

of American Jewish education thusly: "As the articles in this Memorial
It

Issue amply testify, there is hardly any progressive idea in the field of

.1.q

Jewish e'ducation at the present time which Dr. Benderly did .not envisage .

B. The Period of Gestation--Pioneers and Prophets Prior to 1920
During the period in which bold, new approaches to American
Jewish education were being attempted by the Bureau of Jewish Education
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of New York City in the name of a "community approach to Jewish
education," criticisms and rec0mmendations, similar to those of Rabbi
Louis Grossman noted earlier, were to be heard among Reform Jewish
educators and those concerned with "liberal Jewish religious education.

11

Steps had been taken to improve the quality of Reform Jewish education,
such as the creation of more appropriate text-materials 84 and the
establishment of a Teachers Institute in Cincinnati which, to some degree,
was progressive in orientation (Rabbi Louis Grossman was its director).
that
It would seem, however,/the most significant event in the development of
Reform Jewish education in the United States was the formation of the
Joint Commission on Jewish Education (co-sponsored and supported by
the C. C. A. R. and the UAHC) in 1924 and the appointment of a qualified,
full-time, professional director.

Interestingly, the director, Dr. Emanuel

Gamoran, was one of the original group of "Benderly boys. "

84a

Prior to this occurance, the opening of the Teachers Institute was
probably one of the more important developments of national proportions
that took place in Reform Jewish education, though its success and impact
was not what had been anticipated since it existed only until 1919.

In the

r'
1(

first bona fide article on Jewish education (1911) found in the periodical
Religious Education, Rabbi Grossman commented on the nature of religious

t,

education in the United States and the role that the Teachers Institute, then
only two years old, should play in its development.

.1

Emphasizing the need

for all "sects II to work together on the scientific aspects of education as
well as the need for public and religious educators to cooperate with each
other, he stated: "The Teachers · Institute will work out, it is hoped, a
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valid and working form of instruction in religion and morals, made
possible for us today by the progress of science.

It will give to the

graduate a wholesome sense of respect for and confidence in the laf s
of child growth, in the function that religion has in the economy of the
soul-life. . .

All teaching is experimentation. 1185

Related to these ideas were ones which proposed articulating
the goals of religious education as character-building and the creation
of the moral person, 86 as adjustment and self-realization, 8 7 as socialization of the child and socialization of the school 8 8 (the school as model
communi't y )89
• .

Rabbi George Zepin defined knowledge not as ''information"

or 11 power" but as "service to mankind" and referred to Nicholas Murray
Butler of Teachers College in offering this definition: "Religious

:t

education has become the process of adjusting man to his environment
so that he can become of the greatest service to society. 1190
Numerous references to the 'whole child" (''Education . . . must
develop the whole man, the head, the hand, the heart' 1) 91 emphasizing the

q

need to take into consideration aspects of developmental psychology and
[

,,,

the 'inew " psychology of learning proposed by progressive educators can

..

be found.

·u.

Making the child the center and the starting point of the

learning process,

92

providing satisfying and enjoyable learning exper-

iences in the Sabbath school,

93

the relating· of learning activities to the

spontaneous needs and interests of students, 94 the concretization of

(1

·
·
. 1s, 95 t h e a d vantages o f " group- 1earning, "
1earning
experiences
an d mat eria

proper social climate and esprit de corps in the classroom, 96 the need
for attractive and hygienic facilities 97 all are alluded to in pronouncements
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in the literature--in the C C
magazine.

R Yearbook and in Religious Education

Simon says caustically: "Self-activity is a key word in

modern pedagogy.
activity.

A

No room is found in our religious schools for child.,

Our work is that of 'pouring in' . 1198 Zepin is just as outspoken

in his contention that knowledge is not a body of information and the child's
mind is not a tabula rasa.

99

Throughout these and similar statements

reflections of "progressive methodological suggestions" such as the use
of audio-visual aids and of more attractive and graded textbooks, lOO the
use of dramatization and debate,

101

the need to vary activities and to

provide for physical activity as part of the instructional program, the
.
102 etc. , are to b e f oun d .
place of assem bl 1es,

The recommendation to

add current events to the curriculum, 103 the importance of relating the
curriculum to real life-needs, 104 the desirability of grouping students
as to their capacity and level of achievement, 105 the encouragement of
.
.
a ''new freedom for research and experrmentation,

in these early writings.

b

11

106

are mentioned

Almost all essays include references in one

form or another to the "new education. " The cited evidence permits

I

the conclusion that there was an increasing sentiment to modernize
i ( I

I

Reform religious education.

Additional evidence of this tendency prior

to 1920 is found in a number of articles published in The Jewish Teacher. lO?
Careful scrutiny of The Jewish Teacher and investigation of the
aims and activities of the Jewish Teachers Association (JTA)

108

give

more than an adequate index of the importance of progressivism in
general education in the second decade of the twentieth century to the
development of that approach to Jewish education which could be

34-4-

.
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As has already

been implied in the discussion of the Bureau of Jewish Education of New
York City and in the statements of liberally-oriented Jewish educa\ors
in the C . C . A . H . Yearbook and in Religious Education, attempts ·at
adapting Jewish education to the educational climate being created in the
United States were taking place on all fronts.

However , a high degree ·

of caution must be exercised in extrapolating from these '' adventures
in theory 1 ' and recorded instances of practical reform to the day-to day practice in Jewish educational institutions throughout the United

J

States.

Even in the

cradle of American Jewish progressive education,

11

New York City, traditional educational ideas and traditional Jewish
educators were in the majority, and these forces, even to this day,
have resisted many of the changes proposed by the "progressivists. "
The function and character of The Jewish Teacher is best
described by citing an excerpt from its initial editorial statement:
11

{(,

f.

1.6

It is in this spirit that a group of Jewish teachers,
college m en and women, who have been born or trained in
this country, have united with other teachers, who have
come to these shores later in life and have brought with
them the idealism, the knowledge and the experience of
other lands, into an Association of Jewish Teachers. Their
purpose is to help create the profession of Jewish e ducation by spreading an esprit de corps among Jewish teachers,
by adopting a professional attitude towards their work,
and by stimulating discussion, research and experimentation
which shall base the wolk of the Jewish school upon sound
psychologic and pedagogic principles. They have committed
themselves to three principles: first, that Jewish
~lducation is an unsolved problem . . . ; second, that it
is a community problem . . . ; third, that Jewish education
is worthy of the service of the best minds and hearts in
Jewry and must, therefore, be raised to the dignity of a
profession. These are the only three principles to which
the Association as such subscribes , All other questions,

11
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questions of principle or of method, the Association
leaves to the individual opinions and conviction of its
members and considers them proper subjects for
deliberation and discussion.
This magazine . . . is to be more than the officiaf
voice of an Association of Teachers; it is hoped that it
will serve as a forum wherein all opinions and endeavors
in the field of Jewish education will find frank and free
expression. Its aim is to become the or:ruw of the
profession, in the English language . . .
Notwithstanding its stated impartiality as to principles and
methods appropriate for American Jewish education, study of its
expositive and analytical essays and editorial staternents prior to 1920
reveal certain tendencies:
(1) articles critical of the "sterility" of some of the purposes,
most of the methods and the overall curricular plan of
traditional Jewish education abound;
(2) champions of the "new education" are either communityb

oriented (Bureau of Jewish Education of New York City
personnel) of religiously liberal (leaders and spokesmen
for Reform Jewish education and for the embryonic
Reconstructionist viewpoint);
(3) The institution of changes, many of which were a direct
product of the assimilation of the goals, principles,
curricular designs and methods of progressive education,
is called for by critics of the "old school'·';
(4) a great sense of purpose and a feeling of urgency
characterize the writings.
Of the significant early statements dealing with the goals and
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objectives of modern American Jewish education found in The Jewish
Teacher is one by Mordecai M. Kaplan.

110

In addition to his call for

open discussion by the Jewish community of religious problems ancl
principles, thus necessitating a reevaluation of the content of Jewish
education, Kaplan agrees with Dr. Butler that the aim of the religious
school is to integrate the child into the life of the religious community.
Kaplan denounces as miseducative moralizing, story-telling and the
attempt to indoctrinate the young with abstract religious principles.
On the other hand, he posits as legitimate goals the healthy development
of personality and character development, adjustment to the environment
and binding the child to the Jewish group.

The purpose of religious

education is "to make the child feel himself a part of a social environment that expects him to live up to its ideal. ,,lll The premium on
critical and creative thought rather than on the transmission of knowledge
only 112 and criticism of the overemphasis on method and technique
without proper evaluation of aims and objectives and their relationship
to method

113

are brought out by Dushkin.

He goes on to say:

We believe that unless the Jewish teachers of this
country are interested in the philosophy of Jewish education,
and unless each of us strives to formulate for himself and
herself, the broad aims and principles underlying our work,
the development of the Jewish schobl will be unhealthy and
haphazard, and a real profession of Jewish education will
not be possible. l14
In the introductory section of a four-part discussion dealing with
the teaching of Jewish history, Honor compares the "old II versus the "new 11
conception of knowledge.
Formerly, · we were interested in the past for its own
sake. To-day, inasmuch as we feel that we cannot have
an intelligent understanding of contemporary ideals,
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institutions or problems, unless we are · aware of the
processes whereby these have come into being, we are
still interested in the past, but only in so far as the
knowledge of the past will function in our lives. Yet,
in spite of this fundamental chan.ge in our point of view,
all our text-books in Jewish :history, and in large
measure our curricula and courses of study, seem
still to be based on the idea that the purpose of teaching
history is to convert our pupils into store -houses of
information, and that the purpose of history is to enumerate
facts, events, names and dates. 115
As a consequence of this new , functional approach, the ultimate aim of
teaching Jewish history must first be identified.
with this aim must be arrived at.

Then, a method consistent

Finally, the purposeful selection of

material to be taught , consistent with aim and method, must be made.
Honor states the aim of teaching Jewish history as follows: "We have
formulated our aim in this manner because we believe that the teaching
l

of history must prepare the American-Jewish child for the struggle of
adjustment confronting him in this country . . . adjustment, which, to
us, means: the change in the mode of living, whereby the continuity of

iW

.
116
the group may be best assured. "
His differentiation between habit and

•

C

thought is reminiscent of Dewey's distinction between these two modes of
"agl justment.

11

117

At the end of his initial essay , Honor, in referring to

the study of history by students eighteen years of age and above, makes
aR interesting statement about the role of inquiry in education.

c

, '' ~ .are some of the big live issues which ought to be
discussed with our pupils at this age. No attempt should
be made to force the teacher's point of view on the
pupils. No cut and dried solution should be offered.
We should rather encourage our pupils to form tentative
conclusions, and send them into the Jewish community
equipped with thorough knowledge and with an open mind. 118
. G rossman, 119 agreemg
.
. pr1nc1p
. . 1e w1"th Mor d eca1.
R.abb 1. L ou1s
1n
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Kaplan that "preparation for life" and "re-enforcement of character"
should be the goals of a religious education that not only supplements
but also interprets general education, is ..d rawn to the "new education"
-~
because it is dynamic.

Affirming with Honor the functional nature of

knowledge, his conceptualizations and his mode of expression show a
marked kinship with Deiwey and Kilpatrick though the religious coloration
of Grossman's formulations is obvious:
Facts have meaning only so far as they contain and give
forth life. When we 'learn, ' we receive moral influence.
We act by the urge of what we know. In a word, knowledge
and interest go together. We accept what we want, and
we are interested in what we need . . . 120
He goes on to state that the child rather than the subject or the curriculum
should be the center of the educational process, that the child should not
be viewed as an "imagined future man" ( "The child is in the school that
it may live its child-life; not a preparatory life, but its life as it is. "), 121
that teaching Hebrew (a classical language) for Hebrew's sake and indoctrination through catechism are miseducative, and that the experience,
maturity, and psychological development of the child must be taken into
consideration in all educational endeavors.

His closing statement would

do justice to the leading progressive educators of his time as they
scathingly identified the "sins" of gr aditional education and glorified the
insights of the "new education. ''
This is the age of the child. This fact seems to
have application everywhere, in modern civilization,
except amongst us. With us there is not even the dawn
of it. The Jewish child has not yet come to his rights . . .
Education means, so runs the ancient pedagogic wisdom,
filling the child with information; it means discipline,
control. But it does not occur to us that the only effective
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information is that which stirs interest, widens sympathies,
and urges the will. . . We have all along thought for the
child, and we have frowned when the child began to decide
for himself. This scandalous distrus·t of child-nature is
revenging itself upon us by prodllcing aloofness and
indifference. Approach the child with reverence, with
the reverence due to the profound facts of life it is
revealing, to the wonderful promise it holds, and to the
destiny it has in its keeping, and teaching may be lifted
to the sanctity of a noble profession. Let us give to our
subject, the Jewish Child, the significance which childstudy has acquired in all departments of educational
study. . . 122
.
It could be argued that aims and objectives of Jewish education
when buttressed by principles of learning or psychological principles
comprise the substructure for varieties of philosophies of American
Jewish educatlon.

Included in the various formulations proposed would

be (in the majority of instances) specific goals translated into educational
terms which stem from the religio-ethnic nature of the Jewish people, as well
as unique goals which might enable the Jewish educational process for
American Jews to be a meaningful one and one appropriate to the needs
and interests of individual Jews and to the needs of Jewish group-survival.
Important as an understanding of these so -called "philosophical positions"
is for appreciating the development of American Jewish education, it must
be noted that the ideological stances incorporated into these educational ,
approaches are significant for the purpose of this study only in those cases
in which they tend to agree or conflict with generic progressive philosophical
and educational goals and principles.
With this focus in mind, some goals and objectives as formulated
prior to 1920 have been presented.

As part of that presentation it was

impossible to separate out completely principles of learning or psycho-
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logical principles.

In addition to those assertions already noted (in

statements cited from Religious Education, the C. C A R

Yearbook and

The Jewish Teacher), the following signif.icant principles and ideas ;: 7ere
enunciated in The Jewish Teacher (prior to 1920): The proper type of
motivation, according to Dushkin, "should vitalize the lesson by relating

.

+~

it to actual needs and interests of/child both in its scho0l and its out-of-

school life. 11123 Interest in the lesson should be active, ''i.e., the
stimulus should be some compelling vital motive: 1124 and "attention
should be spontaneous and not forced, involuntary rather than involuntary. 11125
Pupil self-expression, initiative and cooperation just as the teacher-student
relationship, a healthy group-feeling, esprit de corps and social atmosphere
within the class, and proper hygienic conditions within the classroom are
also considered to be important.

Dushkin refers the reader to such works

by Dewey as' Interest and Effort, School and Society and Moral Principles
of Education and to Thorndike 1s Principles of Teaching.

Another classic

by Dewey, Schools of Tomorrow, 126 is reviewed by Samuel Mar goshes.
Of this description of early progressive experiments, Mar goshes says:
For the Jewish teacher, Dr. Dewey's book is
of special significance. Only when we contemplate the
schools of to-morrow do we realize that our own schools,
speaking broadly, are schools of a day before yesterday.
The introduction of play into our lower grades, the
reorganization of our curriculum to suit the changing
needs of our pupils, and especially the educational
attempts to follow the natural development of the child,
are of particular significance to Jewish schoolmen.
Our schools have much to learn from the American
schools of to-morrow. l27
Honor proposes the cycle approach to the teaching of history
for a variety of reasons, one of which is the "psychological limitation!'
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of the pupils.

He goes on to state: "While our aim will constantly be

to develop in our pupils an historically conscious attitude . towards Jewish
life and its problems, the manner in which we shall accomplish our ;;aim
will vary according to the needs and apperception of our pupils. 11128
Dushkin, 129 In a discussion of the League of Jewish Youth, 130 points
out the greater meaningfulness of active participation in an experience
in which the whole self is involved as compared to a routine lecture or
class, a principle which can be applied in many instances to educational
experiences in the more formal classroom settings.

In an article on

"object work " in the Jewish school, Hajnalka Langer 131 presents the view
that Jewish education should provide for experiences in Jewish living,
not about Jewish living, experiences involving the total self of the learner.
We must avoid the error of educating but one
aspect of the life of our children--the mental. We
should not forget that a child does not consist entirely
of brains. At best, our giving the child Jewish ideas to
think about, instead of Jewish things to do, is but a
fractional part of the work. Students of pedagogy can
readily see how much our schools lose because they do
not attempt anything which leads to free self-activity on
the ·part of the child. The little hands must feel, the
eyes must see, and wherever possible, the ears must
hear, that which the child's mind can grasp. The
physical agencies of education must be pressed in;o
service as well as the mental and the emotional. 1 2
Agreeing with Grossman, she pleads that children should be
educated as children and that concre·te experiences should be substituted
for words.

Construction by the child of ceremonial objects and actual

participation in ceremonial observances give the child an opportunity to
do something to help the family and the community relate better to the
Jewish heritage.

Also, the experience invests greater meaning into
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present-day Jewish life and provides satisfaction based upon a sense of
achievement and the ability to relate itself to the child's native interests. 133
Problems of ''control" and "discipline" were mentioned by Rev.
-~

~

Rudolph Grossman in his report on the help that ''The Jewish Religious
·
. t·10n of R e f orm re 1·1g1ous
.
School Union
of N ew Y or k , 11134 an organ1za
schools, was giving to its participating schools.

Dushkin' s editorial

statement in 1917 reflects some insights of the "new education'' as they
pertain to this pere:ni!Bl problem.

Not attempting. to give teachers the

''formulas'' they ask for, he analyses the causes of discipline problems. 135
He mentions, for instance, a poor child-teacher relationship, physical
or psychological problems on the part of the student, a poor attitude on
the part of the student toward his studies, an unhealthy learning environment
in regard to facilities, equipment and materials and various methodological
and curricular problems.

His emphasis on diagnosis and a professional

attitude toward discipline problems is definitely in the spirit of the
"scientific approach" to education proposed by the early progressivists.
Finally, the need to know the student and have personal contact with him,
to create a receptive mood in the student and minimize or completely
eliminate reprimand, to have a clean and attractive classroom with
attractive bulletin boards, to encourage students to participate in
"classroom management'' and in the care of their room are noted in
another early article by Suchoff. 13 6
Suggestions for methodological and curricular innovation during
this period include Rev. Rudolph Grossman's call for a children's service,
student government, "social service" activities in the school, the intro-
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duction of athletics and a school newspaper and the increased use of
audio-visual aids. 137 Dushkin's appreciation of the need for drill to
be well-motivated as well as his critique _of tests--a test should en~ble

students to view the material learned from a different perspective and
to perceive new relationships rather than calling merely for recall of
the material- -both fortify the view that "drill " and "testing" must be
considered as potentially purposeful and meaningful learning experiences. 138
Berkson , in his discussion of a system of Jewish education for girls,

139

mentions methodological and curricular departures already itemized as
part of the summary of the Bureau of Jewish Education of New York
City's contributions to the progressivization of American Jewish education. 140
Honor, as alluded to earlier, urged the utilization of a curricular plan
for the teaching of Jewish history known as " the cycle method. " This
new approach demanded methodological variations as the maturing students
were to be exposed to generally the same historical periods but in a different
manner , with different emphases and with the addition of more complex
material as they advanced in their Jewish education. 141
The use of play activities, stories, games, etc. was suggested
by Deitchman in proposals made for making the teaching of Hebrew
·
·
bl e. 14 2 T h e League of Jew1s
. h Youth , m
. an e d.1tor1. al
rea d mg
more enJoya

statement, is talked of as an extension of the curriculum, an effort to
create a "community of adolescents. " 143 The introduction of "object
Work '' and participation in actual religio-ethnic activities are suggestions
Which definitely have methodological and curricular implications. 144
The concept of the 1 'community school center,

1'

namely the Central Jewish
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Institute of New York, is dealt with in an early article by I. B. Berkson.

Though professing recreational and social purposes and being primarily
conceived of as a ''comm unity house for tpe neighborhood" with the ~tated
objective of developing a "neighborhood spirit in a big city,

II

the Institute

was also considered an educational institution having a well-organized
Jewish school as the nucleus of its educational program.

In r etrospedt,

the Central Jewish Institute might be considered the earliest significant
attempt in Jewish education at the ultimate extension of the curriculum
and the utmost amplification of the school's responsibility to the Jewish
community in that it actively concerned itself with community organization,
informal as well as formal education, all levels of educational need and
the social and recreational needs of all age groups and of the family--asa-whole.

More will be s aid of this experimental venture as Berkson 's

doctoral dissertation is analyzed.

146

Barnett Brickner, in discussing changes in teaching in the Reform
Sunday school 147 states: "History too is undergoing radical changes both
as to content and method.

Though the newer standards of Dewey and the

influence of the educational sociologists have not as yet penetrated into
the almost medieval educational fortress called the Sunday school, there
is gradually evolving the need of presenting the work in ··nistory problematically . . .
.6

11

148

·
He lauds Eugene Kohn 's and Julian Morgenstern 's attempts

at making the teaching of Bible more relevant and meaningful and commends
efforts to include the teaching of customs and ceieemonies and current
events in the curriculum.

He also suggests the correlating of the teaching

of customs and ceremonies with the Jewish calendar and with the study of
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Hebrew and history.

Admitting the problems present in "reaching the

adolescent, " he notes the potential of "club-class sessions" and of "social
service experiences '' as attempts to expand the curriculum and to adapt
·•.

it to the particular needs and interests of the teenager.

In reference to

other areas of the curriculum, other writers suggest that the study of
the geography of Palestine replace less relevant subjects 149 and that
both liturgic and secular music be introduced into the educational program
of the Jewish school- -in the classroom, in the assembly and through the
. 150
school c h oir.

From the evidence cited thus far it is possible to gain some
understanding of the manner in which progressivism began to insinuate
itself into the thinking and practice of American Jewish education and,
also, to acquire a degree of comprehension of some factors contributing to
progressive education's attraction to a rather influential group of American
Jewish educators.

Traditional objectives, principles, curricular designs,

content, methods and, even, administrative procedures started to be
modified or, in some cases, transformed.

Though the breadth of

progressivism 's influence was initially limited , even more so in practice
than in theory, and though it was actively condemned by some religious
traditionalists and educational perennialists and essentialists , its impact
was a significant one upon the field of Jewish education, especially at
the speculative, philosophical and experimental levels.

Not only did

the "new education" offer new roads to follow, but part of the strategy
of those,•rwlDsupported it was to discredit traditional Jewish education--

in som e instances , its content; in some, its general and specific objectives;
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and in others, its methods.

In addition, as the record from 1920 to 1965

will show, varying degrees of acceptance of progressive goals, principles
and methods took place in the Jewish educ;ational community.

Because
·•.

criticism of traditional Jewish education (oftentimes partial but in. some
pronouncements almost total) was put forth in many instances by Americaneducated or American-born Jewish educators, it symbolized to some an
attack upon the fundamentals of traditional Jewish religious life or upon
Jewish life as envisaged by those associated with the east-European
Haskalah.

Also, because it became entangled in the sociological, religious

and ideological dilemmas of the period, 1920 to 1965, a period of upheaval
and transition in the world and especially for world and American Jewry,
it became the focal point of grea~ controversy and was cause for passionate

expressions of feeling and belief.

Within this context an attempt will be

made to assess progressivism 's contribution to American Jewish education
and to point out how and in which areas it was more readily assimilated,
as well as the various permutations of its original position which came
into being as it was to become identified by certain Jewish educators and
a sector of the American Jewish community as an instrument for adjustment, adaptation and creative survival for American Jewry.

It is safe to

say, after examination of the evidence, that the concepts and ideas
assimilated and the practical innovations attempted prior to 1920 (and in
later years by the Bureau of Jewish Education of New York City) laid
the groundwork for all that followed.

rl
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C. The Initial Phases in the Development
of American-Jewish Versions of the Progressive Credo
The years 1918, 1920 and 1924 are noteworthy in that they mark
the dates of publication of three major w~rks (refinements of doc ~o t al

dissertations) devoted to a detailed study of American Jewish education
during the early decades of the twentieth century. 151 Though historical
and sociological analysis is presented as necessary background material
for that which follows (and is worthy of commendation as a contribution

per se), the major significance of these extended presentations is their
attempt to place upon firm footing--theoretical as well as practical--the
necessity for educational reform and change.

The influence of progressive

educational thought, innovations and experiments is quite obvious .

In a

certain sense these three works, each different in emphasis and scope,
may be viewed as the most respectable and scholarly treatises that
served to present the views developing among a specific segment of
American Jewish educators , especially among those associated with the
Bureau of Jewish Education of New York City,

However , the more

important point, from the perspective of this study, is that these works
are testimony to the profound influence exerted by the theoreticians of
progressive education, especially John Dewey and William H. Kilpatrick,
upon the thinking of the American-educated leadership core among Jewish
educators in the United States during the early decades of the twentieth
century.

In the preface or acknowled~em ents of all three books, the

leading proponents of the "embryonic" progressive thrust in general
education and Jewish education are mentioned- - J<il.patrick and Benderly in
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three instances and Dewey and Mordecai M. Kaplan in two.

A summary

of the ideas expressed--concepts, principles, criticisms and recommen dations--by Dushkin, Berkson and Gamo:r:-an is all that will be included at
-~

'.

present, though the temptation remains for extended analysis and · comment
since so very few studies of the scope and depth of these exist and since
they appeared as progressivism was beginning to shake the very foundations
of the traditional approaches to Jewish education in America, indigenous
and transplanted, both in theory and in practice.
Alexander Dushkin 's philosophical rationale (found in the opening
chapter of Jewish Education in New York City) used to evaluate existing
Jewish educational institutions- -the overall educational process, the
curriculum, facilities, etc. - -consists of the centrality of individual
growth and development and the principles of democratic society. 152
Adjustment, both individual and group, to new environmental conditions
is to be facilit.;ated by instituting reforms in the Jewish educational process
which should reflect changing historical and sociological forces.
Education is defined by Dushkin, within the context of his study, as
"meaning transmission, habit formation, enrichment of experience,
adjustment, direction of personality. "

153

The Jews, having the right

to exist as a unique group within American society, should not only have
Jewish education enrich the personality of the Jewish child, for without
a meaningful Jewish education the Jewish child is "culturally deprived, "
but should strive to have it contribute to the development of a sense of
obligation and responsibility on the part of Jews to,Jewish life and to
democratic society.

In addition, Jewish education, within the context
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of American society, can be an instrument for positive Americanization,

can be psychologically beneficial to the Jewish child and can aid in having

the Jewish ethnic group and other groups _make significant contribu!ions
to strengthening American life by perpetuating their ethnic cultur·e and
by adding the international dimension to American cultural life. 154
Dushkin's approach to describing the objectives of Jewish education should
be noted:

( 1) Psychologically, Jewish education is the process of
enriching the personality of American Jewish children, by
transmitting to them thecc ultural heritage of the Jews, and
by training them to share in the experiences of the Jewish
people, both past and present.
(2) Sociologically, Jewish education has two meanings:
(a) It is the transmission of group consciousness
by Jewish fathers to their children, so as to
preserve Jewish life;
(b) It is mental and social adjustment of the
American Jewish children, so that by preserving
the values of their people, they may be able to
live the completest, and, at the same time, the
most cooperative lives.
(3) Religiously, Jewish education may be defined as the
training of Jewis.g children to understand and obey the will
of God as it has/eil8Fessed in the history, literature and
laws of their people. 155
The temper of the remainder of Dushkin 's evaluation is one of
"reform" and "adaptation" rather than that of "reconstruction" and "radical
experimentation. " His dedication to the democratic ideal precludes the
validity and viability of the Jewish parochial school, especially as it
existed at the time of his survey of Jewish schools in New York City. 156
The "common school" fortified by effective "Jewish supplementary education"
seemed to promise the best opportunity for successful integration of the
Jew into American society. 157
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As would be expected, Dushkin underscores the need for modern,
up-to-date facilities, voicing all the recommendations of the Bureau of
.
. . t s 1µ
. A mer1can
.
Jewish Educat 10n
an d th e progress1v1s
e d uca t.10n. 15 8 , Th e

need for assigning great import to motivation, interest, love and individual
differences in solving educational problems- -discipline, elimination of
students, individual learning problems--is also underlined. 159 In the
field of administration and supervision Dushkin establishes the need for
• t'ions an d paren t e d ucat'10n, 160 f or 1n-serv1ce
.
.
parents 1 assoc1a
e d uca t'10n

.
.
of teac h ers an d f or mod ern, cooper a t 1ve
supervisory
prac t·ices, 161 an d
for raising standards and improving personnel practices in regard to
teachers.

Generally speaking, curricular revision must take into considera-

tion the fact that the teaching of the remote past must be supplemented by
teaching the immediate past, the living present and the approaching future.
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Teaching the Jewish present should be implemented by courses in American
Jewish history, American Jewish civics (anti-Semitism, "blue laws,"
immigration policy, etc.) and Aw erican Jewish organizations and
cultural activities.

Other subjects to be included in the revised curriculum

should include Palestine, Israel among the nations , Yiddish and Jewish
current events.

Dushkin echoes most of Benderly's suggestions and

refers to many of the changes initiated by the Bureau in the areas of
method, differentiated curricula, textbooks , etc.

In a concluding chapter

Dushkin supports the idea that the Jewish school center (such as the
Central Jewish Institute) was potentially the best Jewish educational
institution then in existence.

"If the Jews of New York were to construct

a chain of twenty-five to fifty such school centers throughout the city,
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they would be laying the securest foundation for the upbuilding of a
healthy, constructive Jewish community life.

In this. direction lie the

.
h opes f or A merican
.
J ewis
. h, e d uca t·10n. 11163 It is
· rmppr
.
t an t
most sanguine
to note that he also supports the validity of the institutional synagogue
such as the " The Jewish Center " whose rabbi was at that time Mordecai
M. Kaplan.
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Isaac B. Berkson 's doctoral study, Theories of Americanization:
A Critical Sm§ly with Special Reference to the Jewish Group , is mainly a
sociological analysis of the place of the Jewish ethnic group in a democracy
and the role and form that ' 'ethnic " or "religious" education should play
in preserving the unique identity of a minority group, in this case, the
Jews.

Philosophically, Berkson exhibits pragmatic tendencies and

adheres more closely than does Dushkin to the overall spirit of early,
orthodox progressivism.

The conception of democracy that he presents

has as its basis the fundamentality of science and evolution.

He

acknowledges the rel ativity of values and the pluralistic nature of truth. 165
He speaks out strongly against absolutes, even the "absolute God, " and
shows a predilection for naturalistic religion. 166 Not only does Berkson
affirm the uniqueness of the individual, but, being a foe of indoctrination
and supporting "self-determination, " he also calls for diversity and
interdependence.

His description of the relatedness of democracy to the

fulfillment of human personality indica1Bs the degree of his commitment to
.
.
1ogy an d ax10
. 1ogy. 167
progressive
onto1ogy , epistemo

In the endeavor to develpp Personality three
conditions must be held in mind:
1. That each unique individual be regarded as
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the point of reference for value;
2. That the environment present a diversity
of possibilities accessible to all;
3. That there be a conscious·ness on the part
of the individual of h~s dependence upon
the intricate series of natural and social
·relationships upon which his individuality
rests.
Since these three conditions may exist in an infinite
variety of degrees, we must realize that democracy is
no one definite state but a tendency of development.
We can, therefore, spea\( of democracy only in
comparative terms. It is the direction of the movement
which will define any condition as democratic or not.
Where there is a progressive consideration of uniqueness,
a multiplication of diverse possibilities, a growing
consciousness of man's interdependence- -there does
democracy exist. 168
Based upon this cone eption, a ''community" theory pertaining

to ~~~

Am~"i-l ~ani zatlon

~re t hni c g~~ups i s p ~Opo ~~d::

Like the nFederation of Nationalities " theory, our
position insists on the value of the ethnic group as a
permanent asset in American life. The "Community"
theory differs from the " Americanization " and "Melting
Pot " theories in that it refuses to set up as an ideal
such a fusion as will lead to the obliteration of all
ethnic differences. Furthermore, it regards a rich
social life as necessary for the development and expression
of the type of culture represented by the foreign ethnic
group. . . The "Community" theory. . . would make
the history of the ethnic group, its aesthetic, cultural
and religious inheritance, its national self-consciousness
the basic factor. . . Culture . . . must be acquired
through some educational process, and is not inherited . .
Community of culture possible of demonstration becomes
the ground for pe:r:JJetuation of the group , rather than
identity of race. 109
He then goes on to relate the "community " theory to the progressivepragmatic principles espoused in the introductory chapter.
Its essential merit is that it rejects the doctrine
of predestination; it conceives the life of the individual
to be formed not in accordance with some ~pe e.conceived
theory but as a result of the interaction of his own nature
with the richest environment. In this it satisfies the
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basic notion of democracy that the individual must
be left free to develop through forces selected by
the laws of his own nature, not moulded by factors
determined upon by others either in the interest of
themselves or in accordance with an assumed good.
So, too, a comparison with our three criteria,
the unique individual, enrichment of environment, and
dependence upon social institutions, finds the "Community"
theory the most adequate solution. It provides in greatest
measure for conceiving the individual as creator of and
. participant in the culture to be evolved, and allows at
the same time for a great degree of individual diversification. . . It offers the greatest opportunity for
creation of a free, rich and lofty Peissonality.

198

In asserting the right of ethnic groups to perpetuate themselves
in a democracy and of the importance of multiple cultural allegiances

to keep demucratic society healthy, he states that the Jewish school,
the communal Jewish school,

171

and the family are the most important

institutions for fostering Jewish group life.

The synagogue is relegated

to the position of ''only one agency with a limited sphere

an

influence. 11172

Generally, the parochial school, such as the Catholic school which is
under direct clerical control, is not an acceptable vehicle for ethnic
education because it segregates children from the mainstream of American
society.

The Jewish school, whatever its form, should "be in accord

wHh democratic notions. 11173 Even though the Jewish day schools of
the day were relatively communal in nature and were under lay control,
and they met the need for "real educational experience" as opposed to
indoctrination in abstract principles, "the parochial school neither in its
Catholic, Jewish nor national form would seem to fulfill the demands of
the democratic idea that the school system must be representative of
the community at large; that to organize it along the lines of one sect
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or ethnos would tend to segregation and indoctrination. 11174
Berkson 's plan for effective ethnic-religious education calls for
the establishment of

11

complementary ethnic and religious schools. '';, The

most appropriate institution, in his opinion, is a "community center with
a broad educational and recreational program. " He continues, ''The
Central Jewish Institute represents at this writing the furthest development
in the attempt to work out a plan in which two elements, preservation of
the ethnic culture and adjustment to America, will be duly considered. " 175
Berkson then concludes his book with a detailed description and analysis
of this institution, of which he was formerly executive director.

Of the

curriculum of the Talmud Torah , the most important part of the Central
Jewish Institute, he says, "The curriculum . . . is partly a response to
the wishes of the parents and partly the conception of those in charge of
the school.

It represents a modification of the traditional course to the

needs of the child living in America . . . " 176 Methodological and curricular
innovations as suggested by Benderly and others associated with the Bureau
are incorporated into the instructional program of the Talmud Torah .

In

addition, extension education for children and youth, a parents' association,
Jewish and American holiday celebrations, club work~ provision of a
meeting place for Jewish organizations and civic education all have their
legitimate place at the Institute. 177
The third dissertation to be considered consists of two volumes.
Emanuel Gamoran examines in depth the nature of the traditional curriculum
of the Jewish school in its east-European milieu in his initial volume.

In

the introduction of the second volume of his doctoral study, he focused upon
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the crisis in which American Jewry found itself in the twenties :ard .boldly
stated:
The only solution to this .d istressing state of affairs,
is provision for an adequate Jewish education in which the•.
important values of the Jewish group will be transmitted to
the young. Such a selection of values must be based on an
analysis of the needs of Jewry, from the point of view of
group survival as well as from the point of vieWvVof group
adjustment. . .
The author hopes that the discussion in this volume
will stimulate thought and activity on the problem of adjusting
the cu_rricw,ym of the Jewish school to the conditions in
America.
"Principles of the Jewish Curriculum in America" was the
designation of the second volume of his dissertation entitled Changing
Conceptions in Jewish Education. 179 It should be taken note of that
Dr. Gamoran dedicated this latter section "to my teacher, Mordecai M.
Kaplan, a pioneer in the revaluation of Jewish values.

11

At the outset, Gamoran discusses the nature of democracy, the
relationship of the individual to democratic society, the socialization
process and the role of education in this process.

All of these inter-

related subjects are explored within the context of the premises of John
Dewey who is amply quoted and referred to through·o ut the presentation. lSO
Gamoran concludes that education, socialization and life, if not one and
the same, at least overlap and are very mucp: interconnected.
to the aim of Jewish education in America, he states,

It may be said that if the aim of general education is
gradually to socialize the child up to and including the
world community, the aim of Jewish education is to
socialize the child into the largest Jewish community.
Thus, from the point of view of America, Jewish
education may be conceived as an integral part of the
socialization process which it intends all its children

Referring
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to go through, while from the Jewish point of view this
step is in iteself a socialization the quality of11g7pich is
well known and has been tested by centuries'.
aamoran .:$pecifies tp.at ::the child tnust ·l:fe'. socialized into the
family and then into the religio-ethnic group prior to his socialization
into the world Jewish community, and the author underlines the
importance of the quality of this socialization.
Gamoran then proceeds to lay the groundwork for the reconstruction of the traditional curriculum of the Jewish school with the ·f ollowing
remarks:
These two thoughts, that the school curriculum
should be a reflection of life and that the school should
improve life and idealize it, are being accepted more and
more widely in our educational theory. But while
theoretically accepted in many quarters, this view is
far from being carried out in practice. In fact, so
tremendous is the gap between educational theory and
practice that very often undeserved reflections are
cast upon a well deserving edu § ional theory which
has really never been applied.

12

Quoting John Dewey freely, he criticizes the static, literary nature of
the traditional curriculum.

He then discusses the place of permanence

and change, pointing to the need for relatively permanent values within
a dynamic society.

However, for the Jewish group to survive in a dynamic

society, Judaism must also be dynamic; it must reflect the acceptance of
change.

The adjustprent of the Jew to the situation in which he finds

himself must allow for the cbnft:inuation of his individuality and must
prohibit self-effacement.

Gamoran then proposes group preservation,

adjustment to modernism and adjustment to democracy (American society)
as the criteria to be utilized in order to select the subjects (and how they
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should be presented) for the reconstructed curriculum.

He discusses

different types of Jewish values- -survival and humanistic- -in the light

of the above criteria and finally evaluates . the subjects in the traditional
-~

·.

'

curriculum based upon this subjective analysis of values.
Gamoran calls for most of the reforms and curricular changes
suggested by Dushkin, Berkson, Benderly and others, but his systematic
development of a rationale for these departures is his major contribution.
He suggests the inclusion of such subjects as "present-day Jewish problems, "
"reading Judaica, ' ' " Jewish contributions to civilization, " " Jewish cultural
ideals as reflected in literature and life, 11183 in addition to the new subjects
proposed by others and noted previously.

He ends his exposition of

possible adjustments of the curriculum by alluding to some practical
applications for extension education and the Sunday School.

He advocates "a

curriculum of values organized into activities in which children can engage "
but as a compromise accepts the validity of extra-curricular activities
"as an excellent means of making subjects of study real and vital in the
lives of the children. " 184 He quotes Dewey--"The school must itself be

a community life in all which that implies. . .

In place of a school set

apart from life as a place for learning lessons, we have a miniature social
0185
gr oup m
. w h"1c h s t u d y an d grow th are 1nc1
. "d ent s of pre sent s h are d experience.
·
-and then portrays how this can become a reality in the Jewish school.

finally brings the discussion to a close with the following words: "In
preparing for these celebrations the children will not receive education
Which prepares them for Jewish life.

They will be living Jewish life in

the school, and that is the best preparation for further living. ,d 86

He
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Though philosophically not as radical as Berkson, Gamoran 's
position is definitely ideologically radical in that he seems to identify
()

with the developing approach of Reconstr4ctionism, and his positio:r\ is
educationally fp rward-looking as evidenced by his desire to totally redesign
the curriculum of the Jewish school.

It seems that Dewey's and Kaplan's

influence is more pronounced in the case of Gamoran than with either
Berkson or Dushkin.

However, all the treatises have much in common.

They express a need to take into account the challenges to Jewish group
survival that the new dynamic, democratic environment in the United States
presented.

They approach the problem sociologically, not theologically,

though the importance of the religious element in Jewish ethnic group-life
is affirmed.

A conception of the aim of general education and the need to

adjust or reconstruct the Jewish educational program so that it is more
consistent with that aim is shared by them, notwithstanding differences
of degree and emphasis in reference to their recommendations, many of

which are variations of the "progressive credo" or flow from some of its
premises and from its basic worldview.
The transformation in the educational thinking of a significant
group of Jewish educators brought on by responses to the challenge of
progressivism , as indicated by the statements and events already cited,
gained momentum in the 1920 1 s.

Many of the criticisms of traditional

Jewish education by the so-called "modernists " and recommendations for
change and reform were repeated.
remained untouched and sacrosanct.

No area of the educational process
It is not surprising that in the

twenties various forms of resistance to the inroads of progressivism into
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the arena of Jewish education began to become manifest.

Change and

reform were suspect and unwanted by many professional educators,
religious leaders and laymen . It might be argued that this nascent ;;
hostility is the most valid evidence that progressively-oriented Jewish
:t

educators were beginning to exert at least a modicum of influence upon

i:

the profession and the process, even if this influence had not made itself
felt in each and every community, school and classroom.
Since the Jewish Teachers' Association 187 and those who
sympathized with it at the Bureau of Jewish Education of New York City
and otherwise came under attack during this period by the more extreme
wing of the Hebraic-Nationalist ideological faction 188 as well as by
religious traditionalists , it is imperative that some pertinent ideas .and
principles incorporated into the JTA platform (1923) be examined.

Noting

that the platform is not a catechism and that within the association ' ' there
are wide divergences of opinion particularly in religious and in Hebraistic
leanings ," the authors of the platform, in

rder to implement the goals

of the Association, say of the study and the use of Hebrew:
The Jewish Teachers' Association believes in
thorough instruction in the Hebrew language for its historic
and religious associations and also as a language of intercommunication among international Jewry.
The Hebrew language is the most valuable medium
for conveying all the Jewish ideals that will make for the
best Jewish life. Whenever those to be taught have attained
such a fluency in Hebrew that it is for them a language of
free communication, all subjects of study should be taught
only in Hebrew.
But until such a time as Hebrew has ,become to the
learner a medium which he can fully employ, thought values
must be conveyed to him in his vernacular due to the limited
period allowed for a Jewish education. Training in Jewish
ideas and ideals to the extent that they are adapted to the
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understanding of the learner, cannot be deferred or
postponed till he shall have acquired skill in the use
of the Hebrew language. 189
.
Though affirming the centrality of the "institutional synagogue" and the

i

validity of traditional Judaism " as the only Jewish religious expression
in keeping historically with the past, " it allows for "academic freedom"
j

in the area of teaching the carrying out of religious observances.
It believes in teaching descriptively and sympathetically Jewish ceremonial observances; but it reserves
to the individual teacher, the freedom to teach or to
refrain from teaching the conduct which is to follow.
However, a positive attitude must be taken toward
ceremonies that are of national historical significance. 190

In the same ~pirit of accomodation, extension education is looked upon as
a necessary compromise with the environment.
The progressive bias of the organization comes through clearly
in the statement of its final two principles.
The J. T. A. believes that the school does not
function which does not aspire to Jewish play as well
as to Jewish study. It therefore recognizes extracurricular activities as an integral part of the school's
work.
The Jewish school must be a democratic,
cooperative organization both in the relations of the
teaching and the supervisinf staff and in the relations
of teacher and pupil . . . l9
In short, and at the expense of possible "over-interpretation,

11

(1) a pragmatic and functional approach to the teaching of the Hebrew
.. _language with a relatively greater emphasis given to the need to present
relevant information, ideas and principles, (2) a suspicion of teaching
Which might lead to uncritical indoctrination of religious practice , (3) the
necessity for pleasurable and meaningful learning experience, (4) the
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creation of a democratic environment in the Jewish school- -seem to have
been put forth as fundamental principles which the organization champion.ed.
The overall character of the Association as it saw itself within the c~ntext
of Jewish educational endeavor in the United States is stated forthrightly

in an editorial in the same issue of The Jewish Teacher:
i:

The Jewish Teachers' Association wishes to
unite those Jewish teachers who have been trained in
American public schools and universities. It wishes
to experiment in the field of Jewish education,
especially in curriculum making and in methods of teaching. We must adjust our curricula and our methods to
a changed environment. This can only be done by
constant experimentation and discussion. To do this
we must have Hebrew schools taught by teachers
trained and brought up in America. The Jewish
Teachers' Association differs from other groups
of teachers not only in its personnel, but in its
point of view. The destiny of Jewish education
rests in our hands, and we are dtHermined not to
shirk our responsibility, or to ignore the issues
involved. 192
Thus, battlelines seemed to have been drawn for a struggle with
(a) the radical Hebraists, (b) the religious traditionalists (Orthodox and
Conservative), (c) those who stood against change and reform of Jewish
education in America.
As might be expected and as was the case among progressivists
in general American education, expressions of agreement with progressive
principles and innovations were of varying magnitude and took many forms
during the twenties.

Those Jewish educators who felt impelled to express

themselves concerning issues in the realm of the philosophy of education
dealt with a variety of issues.

One major principle that was indorsed by

many was the need to view Jewish education as an instrumentality for
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~ t e r development.

193

Though this concept had roots in traditional

Jewish education, it was a cardinal principle of the Dewey-Kilpatrick
school as it attempted to reorient thinking concerning goals and obj~ctives
of general education. 194 Education as a process of adjustment 195 and as

a process leading to personality enrichment 196 and self-fulfillment 197
also received wide attention.

Another theme that wr.iters dwelled upon

was that education is not just a matter of transmission, the stating of
abstract principles or the learning of subject-matter.

It is life itself,

exper'ience, a process in which the learner's needs modified by the environment must be met. 198 The importance of a healthy social atmosphere and
group process for assuring positive learning experiences in a democratic
·
199
environment was also stressed.
On the other hand, there were only
pas.sing references at this time to the need for inqj.1iry and to the need to
help students arrive at decisions based upon the critical presentation of
evidence.

In the main, the deeper, philosophical implications of the

progressive position were not discussed (as was the case to a degree in
the treatises previously analyzed), though allusions to the centrality of
the child, to the whole child, and to the fundamentality of democracy and
its relationship to individual growth can be found.

What is most impressive

is the recurring reference by the various spokesment to the criticisms,
ideas and written works of Dewey and his followers.

Of interest is the

fact that Berkson, the most radical of the Jewish progressivists thus far
in the philosophical sense, contributed in 1927 to Sheviley Hahinuch, a

Hebrew educational periodical of growing stature, two articles entitled,
II

.

John Dewey's Conceptions and an Evaluation of Jewish Education in
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· L1g
· ht of Th ese C oncep t·ions. 112 OO
America m
Keeping in mind the criticism of the traditional curriculum that
had already found its way into the nascent . American Jewish educatio~al

literature, we should not be surprised that this theme sh0uld be continued
by many a progressively-oriented Jewish educator.

Gamoran, as one of

his first tasks as director of the Department of Synagogue and School
Extension (later the Joint Commission on Jewish Education) sponsored by
the Reform movement, criticized existing curricular designs utilized in

Reform religious schools.

Commenting on the failure to teach current

events in the early grades, he states: "In fact, because current events
deals usual'ly with living issues and with living people, they offer an
opportunity for concrete instruction in contrast to most of the subjects in
201

the Jewish school which are on the whole very abstract. " .

He was also

highly critical of the lack of an organized program of social service and
· 1ar ac t·1v1·t·1es. 202
ex t ra-curr1cu

I n ano th er essay, G amoran es t a bl".1s h es

the place of the 1 'project method " in the teaching of customs and ceremonies. 20
One of Gamoran's important early contributions to Reform Jewish education
was the creation of a revised curriculum (or better, course of study) which
was adopted in March, 1924.
Affirming the place of "experiences" in the curriculum of the
Jewish school, Dushkin raises the following issues: "We undoubtedly
could and sho~ld accept the idea of experience and teach through situations ."
But "how broad should be the unit of the Jewish curriculum, and how wide
the range of our experience?

Shall we take all of life as the range 0f the

curriculum ? " He sees the cirrhl:;ulum of necessity being of a limited
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nature.

"Israel forms the unit, the range of our teaching, and Israel is

not to be interpreted to mean only the Torah, but all of the phases of

Jewish tife . . . the people of Israel, the life of Israel, the land of I~rael,
and the language of Israel.

"204 The rec ord e d reactions to Dushkin' s

paper are interesting:
In the discussion that followed the most serious
objection to Dr. Dushkin's plan was that it did not unify
the child's life. It distinguished the Jew from the American
by presentl11g only the "Jew-side 11 [sic] of life and made no
provision for adjustment to ·environment. Other speakers
observed that if the arts will be subordinate in the school,
they will not exist in Jewish life; that Hebrew, if it is to
be taught at all, should be taught "as a power in life'i!;;
that truths should be taught without any coloring at all- Jewish or otherwise, and that economic problems of
the day should be stressed. One even maintained that
we had no justification for perpetuating Jewish traditions.
Dr. Dushkin, in summarizing the discussion,
maintained that his plan, while emphasizing the Jewish
phase of life, did not preclude the teaching of adjustment.
{It would appear that adjustment will be easier when the
Jewish outlook will me appreciated by the child. He will
know what to adjust .) Music, drama, art, and science
would not be neglected because Israel is concerned with 205
them, and to understand Israel they would be necessary.
Discussing a viable curriculum for "JTA schools II Jacob Golub makes
the following assuffi:ptions:
:7.

!~~~,, , i

l

We should, therefore, translate for the child
the life of his community. Charity, sobriety, these
are the living facts that can be taught. Not that charity
is in the Bible, but that the child sees it in his life, is
important for him. He must be led to live with the
community of to-day . . . We should not set up the
present Jewish home as the ultimate ideal, for we
want Jewish life to be dynamic. But the child must
first assimilate the static; the~9ie can be taught to
6
recognize the dynamic forces.

Golub envisages devoting fifty percent of the time the child spends in the
Jewish school to teaching 11 Ivre II and "Chumash II in order to satisfy parents
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The remainder of time should be dedicated to "dynamic
for teaching change and growth. 11 He specifies a critical stuqy of

Bible, history, and of Palestine as elemepts in this facet of the cur~iculum.
"The great problem is to decrease the number of subjects, and through

those left, to embody what we want to teach.

We can turn to the old

.
11207
curriculum, an d mak e 1't serve our own arms.

It is not surprising that the progressively-stimulated curricular
of 11 pro3·ects , 11 "broad f1'elds , 11 "units , '' and "experiences"
.
concep t ions

were becoming more and more part of the vocabulary of many Jewish
educators during the twenties.

Gordon, in two articles in Sheviley

Hahinuch, 208 traces the development of the project method--its characteristics and advantages--and results of experiments with it in general
education.

He then explores its use in the Jewish school in the area 0f

teaching holiday and festival observances. · Its major objective is "to give
to Jewish children, wherever they are, the necessary understandings and
to implant in their hearts the desired attitudes towards the holidays of
Israel and its festi:11als. 11209 He compares the fear of the introduction of
this new approach to the opposition to the "natural method II of teaching
. t.mg m
. cer t am
. c1rc
. 1es.
Heb rew ex1s

A r t.1c 1es b y H onor 21 O an d Mar k ow1tz
· 211

also support the introduction of the project method as a potential remedy
for the sterility of the subject-centered, literary curriculum.

Honor

On the other hand, genuine projects are gradually
being introduced into the curriculum of the Jewish school,
with the hope that in time a project curriculum will evolve
which will make provision for the child's learning through
experience and at the same time make possible the
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accomplishment of the aims of the Jewish school. 212
As has been suggested already, the effort to expand the c,Q.rriculum
by means of adding new subjects such as current events 213 and creatfve

writing 214 and by emphasizing the importance of extra-curricular
activities 215 was sanctioned as an expression of the need to "modernize"

Jewish education.

The establishment of a Jewish kindergarten, especially

of a type similar to Pratt's Play School 216 and the kindergarten at Columbia
University, was justified as a broadening of the curriculum. 217 Suggestions
for differing types of curricular plans to meet differential student needs and
for general curricular revision were a continuation of the impetus in this
direc.tion initiated in previous years.
:~

From the strictly metholiological standpoint, the popularization

of the project method in teaching current events, customs and ceremonies
and Jewish history was the foremost contribution to "the theory of Jewish
'"

educational method" during this period.

Those methods and techniques

which brought into play group spirit am.d social interaction such as discussions, group decision-making and division of labor also gained support. 218
The utilization of the arts- -drama,

219

art and arts and crafts,

220

music,

221

--and of games (as a form of constructive activity), 222 of visual aids and

.
223
224
.
22
t rips,
of diaries and class and school newspapers,
and of assemblies,
were recommended by many based upon the successful experiences with them
and the proven usefulness of these methods in general education.
The methodological and curricular innovations called for and just
noted were based upon certain philosophical and psychological premises.
Since the major philosophical :p>rinciples related to progressivism in
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education which were adopted by Jewish educators citecl have been stated
already, it remains to give indication of the more important psychological
principles discussed by various writers.

Student needs, individual .,'
.

differences, interest and effort, creativity, purposive learning, active
(individual and group) learning, self-discipline and inner controls all

were alluded to many times as educational problems, were analyzed, and
solutions were offered.

It is not a source of wonder that a saientific

kriovyledge and analysis of the inner workings of the American Jewish
ctiild was called for, either directly or by implication, as a necessary
step in formulating a sound approach to fostering a realistic and meaningful
program of Jewish education.

Epstein stated: "Our American Jewish

.,

school will not achieve its goal and will never serve as an educational
and social center for our children as long as we do not know how to create
an environment appropriate to their yearnings, as long as we do nG>t under-

,,

stand what aminates them and we do not focus upon their unique needs, as
long as we do not investigate their inner world and we do not discover their
226
bas.i c characteristics in order to find support for our educational objectives. "
Related to all these affirmations is the increasing sensitivity in the literature
to the problem of motivation--the need to utilize it and, in many cases, to
~

create it. 227 Generally speaking, the discussions 0f the project method may
be ' pointed to as witness to the si:p.ce,r e attempt to incorporate into the Jewish
educational process many of the psychological principles related to or
emanating from the progressive point of view.

Especially sophisticated

Were Gamoran's exposition and analysis found in the 1926 edition of the

CCAR Yearbook a~d Gordon's series of articles in Sheviley Hahinuch.

228
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comparatively little seems to have been written during this
period concerning administration and supervision which might be construed as exhibiting progressive influence . . However, a few contribut;ions

are noteworthy.

The importance of parent education as a vital part of

the educational process is brought out by Kaplan. 229 Achievement testing

as well as the training of educational personnel is discussed in an annual
I

report on the work of The Commission dn Jewish Education in 1929.

230

In another instance, individual and class self-evaluation is suggested as
.
t o compe t·t·
. t erestrng
.
a valid al ternat 1ve
1 1ve grad"mg. 231 A n rn
monograph
entitled Teacher-Training for Jewish Schools, 232 written by Gamoran,

was published by the Department of Synagogue and School Extension of
the Union of American Hebrew Congregations in 1924.

The rationale and

program for teach~r education proposed by Gamoran is replete with
references to progressive premises and principles in the areas of childlearning and teacher-development.

The suggested bibliography in the

area of education and pedagogy is to a large extent progressively-oriented,
works by Dewey, Kilpatrick, Thorndike, Berkson, Dushkin, and Honor
being highly visible.

Jewish education as a proeess of adjustment and the

~se of the project method in the Jewish school are major subjects in a
course in education for beginners.

233
'
The concepts of practice teaching

and observation of a critical-constructive nature, of the utilization of

experimental schools (both in Jewish and general education), teacher growth
and m-serv1ce
.
·
t ra1n1ng
· ·
·
. .
are amplif"1e d upon. 234 0 n th e su b Ject
of superv1s10n,

Gamoran states·
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f

The first most important fact to remember is that
supervision is not inspection. . . The function of the supervisor is to help, to offer as far as possible constructive
suggestions, to guide the teacher and to provide for his
growth. The general attitud4! that the principal will have
toward his teachers will soon be reflected in the attitude
which the teachers will have toward him. . . To succeed
in obtaining the friendship of the teachers to the extent of
making them feel that they are co-worl_cers with the
principal, that together they are attempting to solve some
of the very difficult problems connected with Jewish
education, is the task of the rabbi or principal who would
be successful. This can be attained hest through the
development of a sli!ientific attitude to the whole problem
of Jewish education, through the maintenance of an open
mind--the willingness to suspend judgment2 ~gtil all the
facts of a situati0n have been ascertained.
During this period m0st instances of identification with aspects
of the progressive credo did not explfoitly mention at which points they
differed from it.

Nonetheless, a few examples of progressively-committed

educators who took exception to so~ of the popular conceptions (and mis conceptions) do exist.

In an article concerning the views of John Dewey

and ewish education, 236 Isaac Berkson points out that the needs and
demands of society.to perpetuate itself must be considered in cotj;Ptructing
the curriculum.

From this assumption, which might be challenged for its

arbitrary nature by many a progressivist, Berkson reached the conclusion
that there is definite justification for a book-centered education as far as
_ ~_2~wish religio-ethnic group is ccncerned.

Though acknowledging that

Dewey !ls approach to education wc;1.s vcµid for American society in general,
Berkson reasoned that, if the Jewish community goes -to extremes in

giving priority to principles suc.h as "the growing student " and "the
developing society.

11

then "we may cause our own extinction. " Nev:ertheless ,

erJi.son rejects the literary-nationalist educational formula as being too

-

i

,I
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narrow and rigid.

Jewish education, in modern American society, must

help c@mpensate for the lack of an authentic Jewish environment by trans forming itself into a process of participation in Jewish societal life. ;;
However, a literary education for a gifted minority is an absolute essential
for Jewish survival.

Berkson concludes that "any discussion of Jewish

education that does not include as a fundamental principle a need to perpetuate the knowledge of classical Hebrew literature in the original is
,
11237
neither healthy nor complete . . .
Another leading figure who, while generally agreeing with the
principles of progressive education, took exception to the JTA (Jewish
Teachers' Association) version of progressivism as enunciated in its
platform 238 was Mordecai M. Kaplan.

He asked the question: "Is the

Jewish school a religious school or not?" He thell!1w-ent qn ,.ifd:b riticize
, the JTA platform for minimizing the importance of the spiritual and
ethical element in its approach to Jewish education. 23 9 Other critics
of the ' latform

stressed the need to teach as much of the OIµ'riculum in

Hebrew as possible with special emphasis on the study of the Bible in the
original and the need to teach actual religious observances, not only ''an
appreciation of them. 11240
#I

As has been indicated earlier, negative reaction to the instrusion

of progressivism into the realm of traditional Jewish education came

mainly from two directions.

The Hebraists--of the nationalist-Zionist

'Variety, of the religionist faction, and of various combinations of each- -

ad serious misgivings about a tda.l 1'progressive reconstruction" of
Wish educations imilar to Berkson, although the group-as -a-whole was
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in the rnain committed to many progressive principles and innovations.
Moses Feinstein cannot suppress his fear that the study of Hebrew literature might suffer at the expen.se of celebrations, songs, prayers, prqjects,
etc. 241 Frishberg, in the 'H ebrew periodical Hadoar, poimts out that the
"needs" of the students are of secondary importance as compared to the
survival need to teach Torah and the Hebrew language.

242

Touroff goes

fu:r:ther as he castigates the New York Bureau of Jewish Education.

He

condemns the "practical educators" that do not feel that a serious study
of the Hebrew language and of the sources in the original is absolutely
necessary for a quality Jewish education.

He makes a plea for the

formation of an intensive Hebrew Mtgh school to produce readers of Hebrew
243
and asks the "practical educators" if they are with "us" or against "us." .
Pinchus Churgin took the p~rennialist position in l:J.is opposition
to the "new education. '.' He stated adamantly that Jewish educators cannot
accept the goals and objectives of general education which talk in terms
of the "natural development and growth of the child. " Jewish education
is unique and different.

It must induct the · Jewish child into the fullness

and totality of Jewish life.

Therefore, since Jewish .survival means

Jewish survival wherever Jews shall liiie, there can be no such thing as
"American Jewish education. " '!;hough local conditions must be taken into
consideration, these condd.tio'.n.s cannot be allowed to affect negatively the
teaching of the national content 0f Jewish education.

Facts, .the knowledge

of Torah, Judaism and the Jewish past are far more important than a

"model

Seder" or a " class Shabbat observance. " Habituation to the .

Praetices which are so basic to the Jewish way of life can only occur
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through learning, i.e., the study of Torah, etc. 244
It remained for Simon Ginzburg, a spokesman for the militant

--

Hebraist-nationalists, to take the most extreme position.

He critici:led

the ''new education" and "new psychological and sociological out-lo~ks"

in no uncertain terms, administering a verbal beating to the teachers in

the Jewish Teachers' Association and to the young principals and adminis trators associated with the Bureau of Jewish Education for being influenced
by these new approaches.

His tirade against ' "minimalism" did not spare

Touroff and his "kindergartens" nor Scharf stein and Whiteman who dared
to state that Jewish education, unsullied by the "new education:' was not
eminently successful.

245

There seems to exist evidence also , that elements in the
Conservative movement, generally predisposed toward tradition and
traaitional Jewish education, made an early attempt to assimilate some
of the insights and new approaches of progressive education but found it
quite difficult to accept certain other premises and departures of the
"new American Jewish educati0n" as it was evolving in the twenties.

A Curriculum for Jewish Religious Schools, 245 a .prepared by Rabbi Alter

F. Landesman, was published in 1922 by the Education Committee of the
United Synagogue of America.

Ideologically traditional and educationally

essentialist, LandE!sman incorporated at various points some suggestions
Which c>oincided with reforms proposed by the progressivists in general
education and with some innovations put forth by the so-called "modernists 11
The reader is referred to works by Dewey, Thorndike,
Ushkin, Berkson, Eugene Kohn, Honor, Barnett Brickner, Hajnalka
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Louis Grossman, etc., and the influence of Mordecai M. Kaplan and
the Bureau of Jewish Education of New York City is quite evident and
acknowledged by the author of the book.

Many psychological princiP,~es

and methodological techniques associated with progressivism are

incorporated in the abundance of suggestions given to teachers.

The pro-

ject method for teaching history; concretization of learning through the

use of drama and the arts, audio-visual aids and, in certain instances,
real experiences; self-activity and student activities; developmental levels;
motivation and interest; the "natural method" of Hebrew instruction; meeting
individual needs; correlation of subjects; education as adjustment to the
environment and not to abstract principles; modern hygienic facilities and
equipment--all are important aspects of the Jewish educational process
according to Landesman.

The real strength of the curricular design is

not in its originality (as Lanaesman readily admits) but rather in its
statement of general and specific aims for each subject in each grade and
for the four different types 0f educational programs to which it addresses
itself--intensive (five day-a-week), three day-a-week, two year and Sunday

It provides suggested time allotments for each subject per grade
per program, offers an abuddance of advice in the area of methodology and
provides a general and specific bibliography for teachers and lists of
possible texts for student-use.

The ciliriculum, presenting speeific as

Well as general objectives and principles of Jewish religious education
from the Conservative viewpoint,· is a good example of the ''enlightened
ssentialism '' proposed by some leaders for Conservative congregational
hools during the twenties.
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Jt should be remembered that at this time the Conservative

:rnoveJUent was in the stage of _infancy ~ ILhad as yet no strong coordinating
group for developing relevant and meaningful programs for Jew.ish epucation

on a national level.

Nonetheless, it is interesting to note that during this

period, Mordecai M. Kaplan. with the assistance of Leo H. Honor, was
directi.pg the Teacher~ ' llil.stitute of the Jewish Theological Seminary of .
Ameri ica and was working closely with the Bureau of Jewish Education of
New York City and the Jewish Teachers' Association.

Kaplan, to a significant

degree , was inclined to accept the need to "progressivize" Jewish education.
However, Charles I. Hoffman's reaction to Berkson's dissertation, .when
placec;l within th.e perspect.ive of the ideological flux charac terizing the
Conservative movement during the years foHowing the founding of the
United, Synagogue by Schechter, tends to s11bst.antia:te ·the exi sten:_c e ~--- -.
1

of an eclectic philosophy of Jewish life called attention to in a prior chapter ,

24

a stance that is extremely significa:at in understanding the role and the limits
of progressivism in the development of Conservative Jewish education,

Hoffman stated in 1921:

If we could get rid of the elaborate and sophomoric
substratum of philosophy, and concentrate upon the specific
recommendations for the develpp:ment of Jewish education in
America, there would be more likelihood of agreement and
a greater usefulness to the work that is presented for our
consideration. It is this elaborate foundation that is
repellent, with its worship of man; its essential ·exaltation
of self -indulgence; its apparent repudiation and depreciation
of religion, ;although one suspects that this appearance is
largely artificial and unreal. . . The work might be accepted
as a guide we re it not for its studied depreciation of religion
. genera1 an d J u d a1sm
.
. par t·1cu1ar. . . 247
m
m
In another a uticle in The United Synagogue Recorder (1928),

.....,..
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Rabbi A. M. Hershman discussed the purposes of Jewish education
which, in general, seemed to be to achieve the purposes of the synagogue,
the Jewish i;;chool being subservient to the synagogue, and to prepare the
··;

'·,

child for participation in synagogue life.

Consistent with this narrow

objective is the assertion that the transmission of the religious heritage
is of paramount importance.

This heritage is obvious and uncomplicated- -

Torah, Avodah and Gem·il.:ut Hasidim. 248
Although the material so far presented is far from exhaustive
of every utterance or every shade or nuance of opinion, it serves to
portray the positions of the various groupings of the "Jewish progressive
educators" as well as the positions of some me:m.bers of the opposition
who either directly or indirectly chose to address themselves to the
"danger on the left. " As will now become apparent through selected
documentation, progressive influences became stronger in the thirties,

and attitudes within the progressively-oriented camp as well as within
articulate opposition began to become crystallized and,
increasingly rigid and unyielding.

On the other hand,

almost all segments of the Jewish educational community, even whHe it
,<

was becoming increasingly fragmented into diverse, and in some cases,

hostile ideblogical factions, began to exhibit at one level or another of its
educational apparatus (or at least in some statements made by spokesmen)
some degree of influence attributable to the insights spawned by the "new
r
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Chapter VI

l

.

Maturation and Popularization as Well As
Questioning of and Resistance to
y
Progressivism in Jewish
Education (1929-1940) ,

•

4

l .. U.

A.

PhilGsophy of Education

progressivism in education was no longer nnewn in the
thirties, neither in the field of general education nor, on

the battlefields of theory at least, in Jewish education.

Though

Cremin points out that progressivism in general education reached
the peak of its popularity in the midM and late thirties, he
also presents evidence that, as a philosophy of education and
losing at this very same time its dynamism
d was commencing to decline in respect to its relevancy and its

following.

l

The situation was somewhat different in the domain
,Although forces were at work which during
to exact their toll upon the progressive

to Jewish education, especially in the realms of spec~
theory and criticism, there are indications, from the
available, that progressive innovations, experiments
were becoming more widespread in the classrooms
a number of Jewish schools.
Jewish Education magazine, first published in 1929, was
become the official digest of the English-speaking members

i.

the profession of American Jewish education in its totality,
placing and expanding upon The Jewish Teacher.

However, in

6

initial years, it seems to have attracted in the main writerg

0

exhibited a definite progressive or social reconstructionist
t

•.

-

In fact, at a first, superficial glance, one might
404

405

led to the conclusion, based upon an examination of the
published during the thirties, that progressivism and
variations of the progressive credo existing among

Jewish educators ruled the day for alm0st the entire period. ·
!}lis portrayal, reflecting a process of natural selection prejudicial to progressivism which resulted from the basic character

of the periodical and its editorial board in its initial years
and representing the view of leaders of American Jewish education

who had been

reborn 11 as they had come into contact with the life-

11

spirit of early progressivism, might not be quite accurate.
In examining the various ideas related to the sphere of
the philosophy of Jewish education, it must be noted that the

the times are mirrored in many statements and that
of then"existing,as well as future,controversy are
~eiced openly or implied indirectly.

As has already been docu-

aented, variations of degree of identification as well as a
$election of principles to be emphasized took place in the

on the part of those who affirmed the positive value of
education" as a "corrective 1' to traditional Jewish edu ...
It remained for the thirties, however, to be the period
(a) positions were better articulated, (b) nuances
related to ideological considerations became more
and (c) a critical approach to principles and priorities
important implications) took on more significance.
word of caution must be added ~

Categoriza-

thinking based upon analysis of statements
6

a vis progressivism in Jewish education will indubitably do
and will not be completely accurate.

Nonetheless,

406

, ~ the quest for an understanding of the maturation of progressive
i }linldng in Jewish educati0nal circles and the defectors from the

,.an1<s ' of greater

@r lesser consequence, no alternative remains
such an attempt.

Indeed, the historians

f 1vnerican progressive education are forced to make varying disamong American progressive educat0rs because
the movement was marked from the very beginning
by a pluralistic, frequently contradictory, character.
The reader w~ll search these pages in vain for any
capsule definition of progressive education. None
exists, and none ever will; for throughout its history
progressive education meant different things to different people, and these differences were only com~
pounded by the remarkable diversity of American educa.
2
tJ.On • • •
Th€ -counterpart of this phenomenon in Jewish education
further eomplicated by the increased ideological and sociologferment which has been prevalent during the last thirtyyears in the American Jewish community. 3
General
Progressivism
e
It would seem that it is not required at this juncture
detail the expressions of agreement, echoed during
with many of the major pillars of the progressive
education which had been affirmed previously by a
er of 'Jewish educators.

In passing, however, note should be

de that some of the more important objectives re~emphasized
period were those of (l) Jewish education as a
character education, 4 (2) Jewish education as the
of experiences in Jewish and democratic living, not
process for the transmission of Jewish knowledge and
heritage, 5 (3) Jewish education as inquiry .and the
for . truth in contradistinction to Jewish education as

407

opagand.a, 6 (4) the need to foster democFatic ideals and to
11 experimentalism, n7 (5) the need to allow for making,

experiencing creatively as a nnique individual, 8
Q) Jewish education

HS

a continual process of experimentation -;

area of method and curriculum. 9
Of interest also is evidence of the increasing assimilaM

_p.on

of 9rogressive thinking into the philosophy of education of

flmerican liberal religious movements (other than Judaism),lO as

w.ell as . the gr0Wing recognition by some leading figures in
~erican , education of the importance of religio~oral values as
~

counterforce against the relativity and skepticism bred by an

uncri~ical worship of science. 11

Kilpatrick, thus, asserts:

"What 'we must do is to release again for our attention the £act
'

(

that education should teach us to pursue our highest ideals :irn

that we have a right to these ideals, ' and that there
in the nature of the nniverse to interfere with them
own failure to study and pursue them. 1112

The debt

that the ~so-called r modern '' Jewish educators owed to the leaders

af general progressive education, especially to the faculty of
"Teachers College, was explicitly expressed in a variety of con~
texts . during the decade.

Shiffman made a special point to indicate
J

'

the significant impact of Deweyts emphasis upon nthe present!! in
b

analysis of trends in Jewish education in Ameriea. 13

In

noring Kilpatrick in 19 37, Chipk.:i.n · said: - 11You have always
reated with high and sincere respect the peeuliarly Jewish
I

tural efforts of Jewish groups in this country • • • You have
us to discover sources 0f self ...respect and social idealism
'

historic backgrQnnd and cultural heritage /and helped us

-7

I
I
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& ansform them into moder n, scientific, American forms.lf14

his

In

essay, lfTwenty-Five Years of Jewish Education in the United
Chipkin commented:

TTThe place of Teachers C0llege,

University, in the profession of /Y!lerican Jewish edu,_c ~:,;.
For the man in the profession it is difficult
American Jewish education without reference to that
and its leading personalities~-Dewey, Kilpatrick
lflS

After an evaluation of the relevance of Dewey's

thinking to Jewish education in America found in an essay entitled "John Dewey and Jewish Education,lf Samuel Blumenfield
concluded:
In his more recent writings, Dewey refer s to
ethics as a basic principle in education and to faith
as a factor in social expression. In these writings he
comes closer to traditional values in Jewish culture
which are still cherished in .!Jewish education. But
whatever the fate of some of Dewey's views and beliefs,
his will remain an abiding contribution to the progress
of education.
By his recognition of the value of experience,
his emphasis upon the centrality of the child in sch0ol,
and his vision of education for freedom of the individual
and the group, Dewey has also made an ~ndelib~e ~~rint
upon the fortunes of Jewish education J.n America.

•

Hebraic-Nationalism

As has been indicated earlier, many interpretations or
variants of general progressivism adapted to the needs of Jewish
more readily identifiable and distinguishable
the thirties.

One such approach came forth from among those
the ideological position known as lfHebraic. . d out tat
h
. hb erg18 pointe
F ris
t h e program of
,.

,t

t

ish schools should meet the need~ of the time and should have
connection with Jewish life as it really exists in America.

4-09
d

ne

suggested that the instructional program be unified around
.

'national institutions.TT

It should c0nsist . of the study of the

Hebrew · language and of the Hebraic sources in the original, as
extra... curricular activities ~· emphasizing religion and''
Samuel Dinin, admitting that Jewish life had become
and humanized, stated that the basic integrating
the school should be nationalism and that the most
goal of Jewish education should be integrating the
into the Jewish community.19
The need to give a position of primacy ~ o the teaching of
Hebrew language and consequent study of the original sources
overall !!progressive-nationalist!! approach is forcestated by William Chomsky: 2.0
The New School, in order to justify and secure
its existence, must meet the challenge .of modern educational principles and must face the impace of the mewer
educational ' tendencies. It must recommend itself primarily to the child • • • It must base itself on childrents
needs and natural interests, as w~I as on the needs and
interests of the environment • • •

-•

Education must grow out of the desires, interests,
needs and purposes of the child-...a basic tenet in modern
pedagogy • • • To be sure, we fe el that Hebrew is and
• essential need for our group survival • • • But we cannot
with impunity impose OUT adult-made standards and needs
upon the child and force him into a rigid mold of prescribed and inhibited self-expression. 22
centrality of !!Palestine, TT the Heb.rew l anguagg,
created socio"'cultural needs of the Jewish child, Chomsky

..

t

In brief,/Jewish education /should teem with
experiencing genuine Jewish living'; In order to become
socialized into the new environment the child can be
made to experience a real urge and purpose to learn the
ew language, to acquire th_e new habits of life and to
cultivate desired attitudes • • • 23
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rspecific practice 11 in reading Hebrew for comprehension, and
;thought~centered experiences in the Hebrew language are ab~olute
.

aecessities.

24

t

A cr.i:tical attitude toward an imposed, doctrinaire apto teaching religious ideas and practices was also prevalent
many Jewish progressivists.

As an example, Chomsky pointed

We learn to be religious or ·good not by Cl!Oldblooded understanding or memorizing of doctrines or
precepts, nor even by doing perfunctorily the good or
religious deed, but by practicing the emotional response
accompanying these deeds, since ethical and religious
conduct draw their sustenance from the emotional concommitant, the way one feels about them. 25
c
after affirming progressive principles of education and
e Hebraic-nationalist direction that the process should take,
u

Subject--matter would be determined not by the
religious necessity of studying divine texts but by
the needs and wants of those to be educated.
_ •, We teach customs and ceremonies and
folkw ays dogmaticallyw-as sacred and .immutable. We
teach our literature as texts of revelation. We teach
the prayer book and through it religion in the same way.
The method of religion is often diametrically opposed to
the scientific method of openmindedness and experimentalism
with which we should like to approach the teaching of
subjectwmatter in the Jewish school. The process of iife
and education cannot be subordinated to ends and goals
set up .in another age and another clime • • • It must
expose its truths and its values to criticism and evaluat .i on in the light of modern knowledge; it must test them
in the crucibles of science.26
Judah Pilch, alluding to the controversies raging within
e ranks of the progressivelyworiented Jewish educators--between

· alists 11 and irmaximalists 11 in regard to the importance of
between

11

religionists 11 arid

11

nationalists 11- -

number of major problems facing Jewish edillcation in

I_,.

I

411
the lack of a , Jewish environment to vitalize the studies
the Jewish · school, the lack of a well-formu,J.ated ~hilosophy
'
Jewish education in the United States,
the economic and socio~

.

'

cultural status of. Jews i.n United States, theJ relationship of .,. · 1:,

Jaws to· Erets Y~srael and Zionism, the place of religion in the
Jewish school. 27

He .stated his position in regard to the teaching
.,_
Qf religion in the Jewish school in unequivmcal terms:
!!In
'

to

-

the question , of religion and its place in the
1

am ready to do away with the teaching of religion in
~

However, I am not against a Jewish educaw
by the spirit ~f the Heb;:ic tradi ti~n~,e·s

Berkson

the position that Jewish values have legitimacy
of

a formal

religious framework. 29

A more accomodating but still critical approach as to the
of religion in Jewish life and education by the !!national..,
is found in Golub and Honor rs important essay. 3o
i,

It is fatuous to ,i magine that a given ritual. or
ceremonial leads to spiritual exaltation becamse it has
done so in the past • . We must rather empirieally dev,ise
ritual that will truly inspire • • • We mus:t extract .,
from the past as much as is still serviceable, but the
ultimate synthesis must always ,· be original • • •
These creative patterns must, however, be co.ns,i stent with historic continuity • • • Intelligent adjust-•
ment demands that we know the career of the problem and
not merely its more recent manifestation •. •• 31
An active religious ., life must, of necessity, be
lived in terms of an organized group, and until religious
'.affiliation is possible ,with a body consonant with our
' own thinking, we shall be obliged to compromise with
existing .a gencies. As we have already indiaated, however,
the schoo · must be one of forces working toward tlie re ...
construction of the present • • •

"
The symagogue is, today the most widespread wnit
of organized Jewish life . It might be regarded as a
,legitimate function of school to lead the child to assume
~ • • that he will •• ~ enter syi;iago~e membership. _~he
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~( school cannot, however, accept the present synagogue,
with its se:irious limitations, as the satisfactory agency
for developing a creative Jewish life. While urging
affiliation with the synagogue, the school must, at the
C'6 ame time, _submit the institution' . o a thorough-going
critique and re-evaluation. :I;he young Jew must unders:tand
' what the synagogue should be a:t its bes~~ and how far his
own synagogue falls short of the ideal.
Rather than taking a ·partisan position in reference to
contr oversies of the period, Alexander Dushkin, seemingly
(

'

moderation, raised the fundamental question as to
modern the Jewish school can in reality be.

After pointing

out the difficulty inherent in the existing educational situation
implementation of the principles of

(1) "cllild-centeredness, n (?) the need for activities and projects,
socially planned and in the spirit of purposeful doing, and

(3) the need to offer knowledge and to teach' skills so that they
might have practical applications, Dush~ concluded that the

:

progressive techniques wi 11 h<3zve to be introduced into the subject-

-------..;;.....""'"'"'.;..;......;:.:..~~ _____ possible with~ goal -of gradual
_ _ _ _ _ cihange. 33

.-

Most . Jewish educators accepted the . latter
I

However, a few, during the thirties, presented plans
for a radical re-organization of 'the Jewish school and of the

Jewish . educational proaess.
Rad1cal-Progressivism
Israel B. Rappaport, alone at first as early as 1933 and
with E. A. Nudelman, brought into question the total .. validity
~
e

!-'Hebraic, subject.:..centered curriculum.
S

~

·

.

UPP.:i.ementary congregational or communal school

a radical re-evaluation of its objectives -~
0

His proposals for
33a

,

amounted

well ~ the total

4l3

-

structional program.

In l!is 1933 crit.ig:ue R\;1-ppaport dwelled upon

.

the apparent inconsistencies between pr~ gressive principles of
educatio~ and the emphasis on teaching the Hebrew language and
,{

Hebrew sources in the Jewish school in·- the United States.
But it must be kept in mind that organized
knowledge and, therefore, subject.;.,matter is the superstructure and not the foundation of life • • • The first
task then is to create experiental appreciation among
our children. There is ' no room for formally organized
language or content matter until that task has been
accomplished.j 4
· .
I
cgnprehensive plan for creating a new !!American Jewish school 11

w~s offered in 1939 by Rappaport and Nudelman. 35

Their opening

for their relatively radical proposals for
creation of this !!new school 11 :
A new formulation of aims, program and organizaM
tion of Jewish education in America. must reckon with the
realities of American Jewish life. The present-day
Hebrew school, congregational or Talmud Torah.,..~the least
unsatisfactory of the Jewish school typesM"does not meet
the demands of the American situation. Proposals that ·
: have been made for the improvement of the present school
are in the nature of piecemeal reforms that will prolong
its existence but will not invest it with a new vitality.
One of the drawbacks of the''present school is
that it is heritage-centered, striving 11 to transmit to
the dhild the •glorious heritage of 4,000 years.IT In the
process of transmitting the heritage, violence is done
to pedagogic principles of primary importance • • • What
the public is either indifferent o~ actively opposed
to is the proposition that the Jewish school must perforce
be a Hebraic sehool, namely, that most of the studies must
be presented through the vehicle of the Hebrew language. 35 a
In spite, however, of prQgressive tendencies
exhibited in the formulation of aims, the progL!ams advo.;.,
"' cated by previous writers ·on the subject retain' the "·major
part of both the traditionalism and lingualism ,of the
present school as well as its present form of organization. The newer features contained in these programs are
merely calculated to mend the fences around the present
school. Departures fr~ m the traditional curriculum, such
as the teaching of current events, history, customs and
ceremonies, and Keren Ami in the ve_r nacular, are unrelated and uncoordinated with the rest of the program~

I,
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~ They do not constitute a constructive change in the
curriculwn, but are merely tolerated as second-class
citizens • • • We, on the other · hand, are convir.lced that
efforts to bolster up the present school are in a large
measure fut.tie, and that a new type of American Jewish
school is desperately needed. ,We advocate a school
which, in its orientation, program and organization, is
calculated to meet the needs of American Jewish children
as well as of the American Jewish community.3 6
JO Nudelman and_Rappaport the Jewish sqiliool must be a

~

11

common

ool TT (11will not foist any pa~ticular point of view upon its

upilslf), a "communal school, 11 a

leisure-time 11 school,'' a

11

dharacter.;.building institution, and it must be "American6,iented. 113 l

The specific recommendations for ' curricular change,

'llluch included the establishment of an informal activity program
the creation of an "experience" and "child-centered" school,

Hebrew studies ori a voluntary basis ~only for
se who were sufficiently motivated as a result of the activity
!

and other factors ; as welL:as a host of other . changes,
analysed further during the discussion of trends in

•

riculwn development during the thirties • .
CommtU1al-Social Reconstructionisrn

r

t.

0

Before proceeding to discuss progressive philosophical
among various religionist groupings during the thirties
progressive philosophical influences among leaders and
ctitioners in various sectors of the fonmal Jewish education~l
and adult education, Jewish education in
the progressive Jewish day school--, it is
student of the period to refer to a position
number of Jewish educators which was quite in tune with
of the times and which hacl. become quite popular in
circl:es during the thirties. , Social r econstructionism,
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esenting a response to the trawna in the American society as

rePr ·
.
1 ell as· a not unexpected departure from the
w
.

11

open":"ended 11 and

i

!

.

.

jndividualistically~oriented progressivism of the twenties, found
·•.

The sociological

~j.JJ.ipg adherents among some Jewish educators.

and historical factors contributing to the development of this

permutation or extension of progressivist thinking and the role
that this ideological departure has played in the course of
progressive educationts evolution .in the lJnj_ted States have
already been noted.385
·

That Jewish educators should respond to
t

progressive elan during a period
of social, economic and political turmoil is certainly understandable

even be considered in keeping with an aspect of Jewish
(the battle for social justi~e esp~cially identified
and with a significant trend in the metamorJewish people during modern times (the passionate
a segment of Jewry to liberal social movements).
' Samuel Dinin, who reflected in his dissertation a sincere
'; .

. votion to the building of a true democratic sbc±ety as well as

of Jewish life and Jewish education so that
t0 the rejuvenation of the fabric of Amerilife_, is strongly critical of the •Jewish school of his times
33) • ,1Though seemingly ·c oncerned with the growth of the Jewish

school nhas been ,e ntirely unconcerned about the
e of the child in the creation of the new Jewish civilization

and economic order.n 39

Dinin refers to the

ghts of ~ounts and Childs, and he suggests that the ree0n.strucof the Jewish school must, among other .things, be
a vision of the new, emerging social order in the
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William Chomsky echoes this view when he states:
rogress·ive educationaJ! thinkers regard it as 6ne of' the most
of education to equip individuals to see the

..

'

of existing social arrangements a n d to take an active
•
• ,
ITIJ.Q
bettering
con dit
· ions.

' , ,,

Before citing additional affirmatibns ' of the social repoint of view by some ·· important Jewish pr0gress ...
another mode of express±on con cerning the societal dilemma
'

ewish education, the J~wish commun:l-f:y and ' American ' society
t h irties should be cited.

Kalman Whiteman 41 reflects the

the Jewish ed:ucator ··~1-io, observing the crisis around
, calls for a re ...dir e c t ion of · Jewish 'education away f r om the
raic-Nationalist point 'of :view and ·r0wara the rel igious•
aditiona1 point of- view. , The rati€male behind this reacti0n
Whiteman-" l'ays at · the feet of the Hebraic the responsibility for th~ phen omenon of the
the Talmud ··'Torahs t urning ' to Communism 'and for ...

He implies · that ·-a '· grea-f:: er appreciation

t };ieir herita~-e.

r eligious heritage-;:,.its values, 1ts c ~ntributions to ·the
'

)

use of freedom and democraey, 'its s ymb o·r s a nd ' eeremonies, the
'

cwledge a.Nd the desir e •to fo.ll0w tfie Torah•-would
act as in,.
itingfactors in this flight from Juelaism and demdcracy on
t

•

••.

•

. t.

Jewis}J. youth.

.;.. ., ' ' ;

'o)

•,:!

l

}

; ~e panacea that Wh'.:i.t eman ., (a~d many 0thers then 'and in
following decades) lo0ked for in a return to Jewish tradition
. .;

'

. l

sougn~. ~or by Dinin, Chomsky and others in a more society~~

\

'

..

•·,

J. '

s~cially~responsible form of progressivism.
••

•

i

Berkson
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d Edidin, as examples, take a strong stand as to the need to

elate and adapt American Jewish education to th~ problems of
Berkson, in lauding Kilpatrick's contribution
reconstnuctionism in general education, states:
~

When we think of Jewish education adapted to
American life · • • • we must have in mind a program
that goes along ,with liberal Americanism., :ro think
of American education in socially· progressive terms,
and to us•e Jewish education ,as a J:mlwark of conservatism is to create a disharmony. An education based on
such a dual tendency will fail to integrate the Jewish
and American character • • • The two education 9 , Jewi sh
and general, .supplementing each oth~r, must be inv ~sted
by the same sgirit of democratic attitude of progressive outlook. 2
1
•
•
Ecy.din points to the r _elationship 1?etween this position
'

the need to reconstruct ,the Jewish community in America
so £laing, places a heavy burden up~n Jewish educators
Jewish educational process:.

',·

..,
The f-µndamental purpose o;f l eaching , Jewish
community life to the young ought to be to help effect
a r.econstruction Glf the .J ewish , community,. The emphasis
her-e is social and dynamic rather than individual and
static. The presen:t Jew,i,sh ~p!!UTll,lility is a highly llllsatisfactory social organism. A new community has to
be constructed o½t of ~~ e o~~ ' a~d educati0n is to t help
bring it about. The young must be shown the shortcomings of the present ord~r and .~e imbue~ with a passion
for changing it, as well as for change in general. The
attention of the yo½th must be focused not so much on
individual desires ' and ambit ions but rather on the
social good, in this instance, on the future of the
Jewish group. The necessity of a shift of emphasis in
education frpm the individual to ,the social has .co,me to
the surface most strikingly during the past few years,
for it is now realiz~d that idealization of r g gged
individualism and laissez faire is largely responsible
for tbe , present chaos in Jewish group life, as well as
in the general society.43
'
it is far from coincidental that an editorial concerning
published in The Reconstructioriist in 1937 is critical
timid, ideal istic, liberal educators.n ' Expect ~dly, the

r
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a militant stand in favor of the social re ...
wing of the progressive educational· movement,
ooking to men such as Kilpatrick, Counts and Childs for leader•
t.
lddP and d irec
ion. 4-4-

Religionist-Progressivism
In addition to those leaders in Jewish ed 1cation whose
already have been cited, it has been noted that spokesmen
for religionist positions as well as for some significant institu-

ional forms gave · evidence of accepting aspects of the generic
philosophy of education (if not the overall progresas they articulated the goals and objectives of
Jewish education.

That a group of leaders of Reform

.
d progressive
.
. . 1 es is
· no t surprising.
· ·
4-S
a ff irme
princip
e interesting is the fact that a representative of the Orthodox

..erpretation

of Judaism, writing in a work dedicated to modern

Orthodoxy, 4-6 would seriously question the objectives,
icular construction and methods of the Orthodox educational

David de Sola Pool, 47 admittedly a
rnist, pointed to the need to re-define the goal of Jewish

f

ation so that it would .beccme far more than the mere trans-

factual knowledge.

His emphasis upon an expanded

(including extra~curricular activities), on decent
) ities, and on improved method is an indication of the ince of the nprogressive critique~n

Concerning the problem

nrn almost all Jewish schools the instruction
and academic and too far removed from the living
rements of the child and his interests.

There is too much

4-19

too little lived activity. 11 '+ 8

Not ...

a statement such as this which shows a degree of
progressive thinking, it would be foolhardy to
or even a segment of Orthodox Jewish
were willing to re ... evaluate their philosophy of Jewish
in the light of progressive principles.

The evidence

The eclectic character of the Conservative movement would
indicate, as has been alluded to from time to time, that
rgence of opinion, of educational objectives and of ideological
ition -should be expected at various levels and within di£ferent
pings comprising the Conservative educational establishment.
to be the case in the twenties, and the situation
more complex in tbe thirties.

It must be kept in

d that many leaders in Jewish education who espoused the

onstructionist, social reconstructionist or community-

·•
; circumstance, closely with Conservative educational institu....
considerable 1nfluence upon the development of
education.

Lerman makes note of the fact

the formative years of the Conservative school system (sup~ ~
entary, congregational schools as well as

progressive 11 day

11

years of groping and of great challenge to the Conmovement and to the United Synagogue of America,

t

'hey day 11 of progressive education in the

1

Thus, a temptation exists to equate Reconstrucsocial reconstruationist or progressive Jewish educational

I I
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ught with Conservative educational thIDught during the thirties

o

based upon . the ev.idence, this simplistic interpretation
an inaccurate picture, one tha-,t misrepresents reality ·•;
therefore, fails to establish a point of dep'arture for the

'

in which Conservative Jewish education proceeded.

t might prove to be more meaningful is a careflil examination

of those who un~quivocally identified themselves with
or who spoke more or less officially in the name 0f
so that a position, if any definitive one existed,
progressive philosophy of education can be determined.
~n 1927 Rabbi .Samuel M. Cohen became ,dir ~ctor of the
Synagogue Committee of Educatiori.

-·

~

.,'' We recognize

He stated, in 1929,:

that the congregational school has a different

from the community school.

In addition to everything that the

IP!mtwritY. Hebrew school might strive for, the congregational school

so has the important .objective to. fit the child for synagogue
community life.TISO

.A .f~ years later Rabbi Cohan

version of an integrated activity curriculum for C0nschools which was entitled The Progressive
The work, published in 1932 by The United
has a promising preface.

In it Cohen states:

Studies undertaken in connection with this assignment
indicated that the addition of activities to the existrl.ng currieulum will not prove effecti ve. It was found
n ~cessary not only to change the curriculum but also
t o bring it into reciprocal reJ_ationship with the life
about the school--in the synagogue, the home, the Jewish
and non-Jewish communities. In .other wo~ds, a new
curriculum developed, more in conformity with the
present-day position of the progressive educationgl
school.52

J_,
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/

the £irst chapter, which is devoted t0 analyzing the nature of
need for !!character education!! and which
53

upon Hartshorne and May, _

,

Cohen •comments that the

education have broadened to include and emphasize
e socializing of the .i ndividual and the development and
enghtening of desirable habits and loyalties, and that -character
socially · conceived as . a quality of gcoup function~
rather than as an entity possessed by isolated individuals.
Ihe details of the curricular plan and of suggested

•
odological
innovations related to the proposed !lnew!I approach
1.

,

..

discussed later.

54

·

However, it is of interest :to note

discusses his program in the following terms:
The school activities provide experiences that
make for the Judaizing of the self and the growth of
the personality ' • • • To live Jn the school environL
ment, to carry out various projects possessing the
qualities of self-initiation, the children will require
considerable instruction and drill in small units of
knowledge and skill. These units for the most part.;
will be organized in the childrenfs enterprises rather
than in patterns logical or chronological, comprising
formal subjects. The teacher provides the information
ana .gq~des and helps in the acquis~tion of the skill.
What theS'e un±ts will be will vary from school to school

. -~. ·• 55
i

e is a definite predilectien for taking into account (in
(!

ry at . least) the interests and feelings of the students and
t

need to create situations in which the students will learn
-·

dernocratic manner in
affairs of the sQhool.

a

Cohen looks at the school as an· organic

-

democratic community and places a premium upon
1.~

school

11

l

Rabb,i Cohen's nattempt!I has had its critics.

Samuel
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. leaders of Conservative Judaism.
!m;;lPmll-·national religionists" and the

The conflict between the
11

community ... 01'iented pro ...

became prominent in ,_ the twenties and thirti8{3
present, is a marked characteristic of the

iqu~ off.ered - in Jewish Education in 19 33.

This significant

logical controversy,... in which progressivism found itself ened as it made its impact felt in the field of Jewish education,

rves serious consideration especially as it has affected the

ditionalist ...R.econstructionist" and "secular ...religionist"
·trove~sies that have been part of the development not only of

education and American Judaism during the

<

L

Mention should be made at this point about the convictions

aome

Conservative Jewish educators and 'e ducators, sympathetic
movement, regarding the validity of the pr0M
of education as implemented in certain day
Conservative Jews.

The

11

progressive day

as a unique institutional form, ' will be discussed more
another context.

Suffice it to say, that although the

school ditl not begin to become an institution of real sig~cance f or Conservative Judaism prior to the later fifties,
riments ~during the thirties are definitely worthy of note. 59
an points out, a number of educators who identified themwith the Conservative movement in the thirties felt that
the progressive day schools could institute

uily the approach

;1

he progressivists. 60

That progressivism and experimentalism

into the Conservative establishment at the national
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philosophy became generally associated with the
wing , of the movement, i& another . fact that
ould not be overlo,o ked. , Mordecai M. Kaplan, definitely in.;.

thinkers, was the Dean of' the Teachers··
titute of the Jewish Theological SeminaFy of America for many
Samuel Dinin, who worked with Kaplan at the Teachers In....
during the thirties, acknowledges in his evaluation of the
of the institution (from its inception until 1935) 61
influence of Dewey and Kilpatrick.

"Activity" and

the scientificwexperimental approach to solving
education, the need to train teachers in progressive
athods of education, the need to have Jewish education permeated
the spirit of the nnew" education with increasing emphasis upon

the arts, music, drama, .e tc. , are all discussed , as
summary.

Dinin is crit~cal of the curriculum of the
that fuere is not sufficient emphasis on the

on "active learning. ·11
and "textwcentered. 11
recommended that

11

The aurriculum
In conclusion,

a differentiated curriculum organized about

concepts anq. ideas and using the conference method of pro.;.
\'

would make it possible to free the best students. 1162
~ .o ther evaluation of progressive influences at the Teachers
titute is offered by Lerman who states:

"It was perhaps the

experimentalist spirit of a movement that
extreme , theism t0 natura,,l.ism that encouraged
of ideas.

Neither the Orthodox. nor the Reform groups

as many educational theorists as did the Conservatives.

i

I
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many years that M. M. Kaplan headed the Teachers Inthe Jewish Theological Seminary it was the center of
for all free spirits." 63

However, Lerman als9 adds

though in retr0spect Scharfstein, and many others who
associated in one way or another with the Conser.vative educa~

al establishment were progressivelyAor.iented in the twenties
"the realities of Jewish lif.e and the Jewish school
a sobering effect.

The formula finally arcived at

be taught by new .methods • . They
became essentialists. 1 T64
As has . been implied, the Reconstructionist (Jewish)

logical position has r been closely related generically to a
ch of Conservative Jewish thought and has also. found adherents

g a number of Reform rabbis and educators.

The affinity.

een Reconstructionist educational thinking and the progressive

of education is also important to ascertain, especially
thirties when both were very influential.

It J) ecame

era that Mordecai M. Kaplan and his philosophy
ern Jewish life was exerting a considerable influence upon
. ideologicalMtheological thinking and upon the educational
·ng and practice of Conservative and Reform Judaism (and
educators "affiliated TT with these movements) and similarly,
the "community ... oriented progressivists."

As with social

structionism in general education, a high degree of over~
g occurred between Reconstructionist educational thought
the "Conservative progressivists" on the one hand and
progressivistsTT. on the other.

The nature of -the
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movement-':'"it being non-institutionaLized and . of
character~~contributed in great measure to t]lis
'

K;:1.plan, the founder and guiding spirit of the movement
very inception, identified himself, officially at least ,
years with the Conservative movement.

Nevertheless,

historical point of view, the thirties was that epoch in
ch Reconstructionist principl~s of education, especially as

were embodied in variations of Jewish progressivism or social
onstructionism or in Conservat;;i.ve or Reform philoaophicai or
logical. positions, Qould be most plainly identified as having

selves felt and seriously considered.
Kaplants views on Jewish education, in all justice, should
before those of his followers or disciples are entereq
record.
.
_,.=s~m
as

~

A_ehapter in his first •major work ,(1934)

65 is
Civ
. il iza
. t ion,
.
. _d evote d to t h e

~

•
. h
meaning
of Jewis

IT

The overall goals of. Jewish education .i n ,
are to develor> 1the desire and the capacity-,to (1) particiJewish life; (2) illlderstand and appreciate Hebrew 1Literature
ethically and conduct oneself in accord
religious principles; (4) adapt . Jewish sanctiqns and
to the times by the reinterpretation of V,alues based

a rational and experiential approach to all problems of
(5) stimulate artist~c expression and creation
His is an . emphasis on th~ wcl.J....being of: the child ariQ: •

importance of the present~$ a point of embarkation.

He

tes that !!to achieve this end the child must be given '"'1.ncrep. ing
own ,e xperience so ' that he will himself be able to
e and dir ect it toward aims freely and intellig~ntly chosen

66
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also notes the Need to foster insight into the~spiritual
of Jewish civilization, to create respect for the dignity
individual personality, to encouJ?age intergroup acceptan9_e
d tolerance, intellectual honesty, open....mindedness, responsibility,

•al" and international- mindedness, creativity in , values, etc.

er progressive biases of Kaplan come through as he co~tinues
"In all modern theories of education it is
and again that we respond much more readily to
ideas • • • Edueat±on is the process of con~
of present experience which modifies
reconstructs all previous experience • • • 67

Kaplants

turalistic-functional-developmental approach to , the nature of
e God~idea and to the teaching of the God-idea ~is also included
1

his presentation.

In one of his concluding remarks he p~in.ts

that ''it should be remembered that religion is as much a

unlearn.iHg of false ideas concerning God , as it is the
of the true ideas concerning God. 1168

,t.:'. (

he implementation of some of these pri~ciples would ,be
in the supplementaJ?y sch0ol affiliated with the •society
of Judaism," the organization of those wh(])
themselves with Reconstructionist princ~ples
and who were activists on their behalf.

David W.

principal , of such •. a sehdol, in , discussing the
·ective-s of the curriculum emphasized the follow±ng general aims:
transmit the essentials of the Hebrew language and literature,
help the child become socialized into the Jewish group so
child actively participate in affairs of Jewry,
"'I' '

,.. r
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) to

a:evelop th~ creative aspect of ,the child Ts personality

ough creative gr0up activities.

What was actually included

currieulwn and what methods · were. used will be discussed
apprepric!-te moment •. · However, the g0a1Ls of the ncreative
as •stated by Pearlman, • are of interest:
child an opportunity for free Jewish expression
•i • • ; 2.
3.

To cultivate the aesthetic phase of

To encourage -and• develop cooperation ·as well as

an a~ti~ude of being of service to the Jewish group
·
70
school.
tr ·

•

•

In' 1933, Samuel Dinints dissertation~ Judaism in a Changing
gave additi@nal respectability to the Reconstruc--•
Jewish 1 educational thinking • .. Not as ideologically
as Kaplan 0r as others who spoke 0ut , during this ' period,
himself primarily to the place of experimentation,
progressive principles in the Jewish edueational
As has been pointed out •already, he defended the right
he Jewish school t0 .. play- a positive social reconstructionist

ction and called for the reconstruction of the curriculum of
Jewish school through a serious. attempt to make the nextra.:.
and · through the introduction of the project
traditional but less eff ectiv,e ·methods.
acknowledged opeitly in the preface and can
other junctures in the treatise.
The attempt of the ,Reconstructionists to givse to the
school a bread outlook vis .. ~ vis Judaism and the Jewish ·
and a degree ©f independenc,e from synagogue authority was
Barnett R. Bricknerts statements during the heart
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depressi(;m .

That he placed himself strongly on the side

; rogressivism and experimentalism as far as Reform Jewish concerned was noted earlier.
~

More significant is

practicing rabbi defended the Talmud Torah against

11

secu1larismn and raised serious question about the

11

congregationalization 11 of Jewish education.

ody on Judaism and Jewish history,n ,. he stated ;

nwhat

it would be

11

life would become completely ecclesiasticized, which
real in the face of the growing tendency toward the
school

In addition, Brickner was greatly
the depression on Jewish educatiron, an

orical aside which has had long"range s~gnificance for the
education in America.

The rabbi Sl!l.pp.orted

Reconstructionist view that the synagogue is only one, though
jor, institution of Jewish community life in America and

rabbinate to aoop~rate with Jewish eduqators to
a viable and realistic philosophy of American Jewish educa-

The Reconstructionist orientation of Golub and Honorts
is obvious from the type of criticism of existing .institu- n
s which they offer ....;.crit:i.cism of the Jewish school, the
&ogue, tra~i~ional rituals as well as beliefs.

As an example,

"Neither the Talmud Torah, nor the congregational
Y school,, nor the Sunday school are instituti0ns for creative

tation • • , • Problems are not faced squ~rely; questions are not
'

"

They add at another point:

'W~ wish, accord-

1

as a principle of the Jewish curriculum that
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evaluation of the adequacy of institutions and beliefs through
to advance toward the ideal must be · one
the basic courses of the Jewish school. n

75

Finally, Honor,

an essay on the teaching of Jewish history, gives evidence ·o f
J ,.,,

onstructionist leanings as he presents his observations and
he.
eas concerning the teaching of the God-idea, legend and Biblical
The scientific-naturalistic bias of Reconstructionism is
apparent in the following quotations:
Teachers of Jewish history should be mindful to
treat the Jewish group in no way different from that in
which all other groups are treatedo The children must
learn to perceive the same laws and social forces at
, J
work in the history of their people as in the history of
e all other peoples.
The very uniqueness of their history
must be explained in terms of the operation of these laws
. and forces. There is ~ room for the thaumaturgic in history.
This implies a careful differentiation between Biblical
_story and Biblical history. The procedure has been advocated
·, for many years by Professor M. M. Kaplan. Legend has its
place in literature, where it may be presented as legend;
but it has no place in his gry, as a part of the story what
happened in the past. • •
One of the phenomena which
: should be made intelligible to ihe child as a result of his
study of history is the confusion which has been wrought as
J a result of our ancestors r original lack of appreciation of a
dynamic world and the consequent inability to perceive the
·evolution of institutions. Because of the false assumption
that the basic institutions of their day had always been what
they were at that time, they saw their part in a false
retrospect • • • The teacher who perpetuates these misconceptions
by submitting the false reconstructions of the past as
history is guilty of deliberate misrepresentation and is
responsible for the inevitable reaction which is bolllJ1 to
come from wrong concepts and misunderstandings • • • ·

7

It follows from this discussion that there is no
place at any time in the history instruction for God to
be presented as the active agent in human activities • • •
. Significant, indeed, is the study of history which
will lead to the realization that the God- concept has
n~ver been fixed, that the constant factor in Jewish
history has been the search for God, the Ultimate Reality,

.
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rather than any specific answer. A child so trained will
not be estranged from his people,if upon reaching maturity
he will find himself in disagreement with his ancestors in
regard to many fundamental conceptions. He will know that
his search for a view of the cosmos, which is compatible
with the social aspirations of our own day, which will ·;
il:ead to the enhancement of life through giving it new
meaning and p~rpose, is not opposed to the spirit of
Jewish history, but on the contrary, is in complete
harmony with it. That child will be equipped to do battle
w~th the disintegrating forces which are threatening
Judaism. 78
ll

and Adult Education
worthy of mention, but .not the least bit surprising, was
progressive philosophy of education became inadolescent and adult Jewish education, two
which ·were taking on greater significance
'

'

the decades were passing.
8

Some representative, though by no
"
the only, allusf qns to progressive approaches to adolescent

,..

"sh education in the thirties included statements by Roland B.
'
'
elsohrt and Alexander ~4shkin. Gittels~hn, 79 a Reform rabbi
e,,

Reconstructionist lea!}ings, felt that the ultimate goal of
l.

escent Jewish religious education was the integration of the
f

f

-

-

escent into active adult Jewish life, encompassing both the
er Jewish community .as well as the life of the congregation~t
,.
t religious life and the adult Jewish service of worship. He

major goals of adolescent Jewish education

l

.

"provision for an outlet for the expression of wholesome social
energies through Jewish channels.n 80

On the other

, Dushkin, at the third annua~ conference of the National
Jewish Education criticized the Council for devoting
its energies to extension education for adolescents
to the problems related to intensive Hebraic studies

•'
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adolescents. 81

fra general, Benderlyts commitment to developM

of meaniragful adli'.llescent Jewish education by taking
to account a variety of principles of progressive education
· s has already been noted

82

) was ·affirmed in many communities\

t limLted effort was given to clarifying objectives and to

ating better instructional programs f0r various groupings among
until the fifties, Jewish youth and center
(informal educatiom) and education in the Reform movement
being the exceptions.
Although there were some educational spokesmen who sought

focus attention upon the 'sins or l abuses of which progressive
guilty as part of the discussion of adult
ish education ( 11 The other approach

o

stresses the cultiva-

n of the adult student's faculties and tastes rather than
This view has been frequently expressed in
liberal school of American education which speaks
as identical with life, and the function of ed~cation
be not 'the preparation for life,t but living.

Progressive

its practice und.e r American realities
' ...

freqµently led individuals and organizations to reverse the
of values and instead of viewing education as life they are
to endorse life on whatever plane by using the label reduca~
.

n.

T 1183

.

•

•

), other educators sought to adapt progressive principles

.the adult Jewish educational process.

In enumerating objectives

adult Jewish
education, Dr. I. M. Goldman pointed out that
....,..

11

it

t be c~nceived more in terms of human experience, in terms ,of

and the enrichment of it, in terms of the needs
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.

Jews , and of Ju d aism.

1184

He went on to comment that

11

the

ogram of studies should in the main be a reflection of human
. 1185

The teacher of adults should start

where they are and should deal with lifers
confronting the students.

Honor, among other_ suqjects,

the possible long~range effects of real education upon

ult attitudes and mores:
As an educator I recognize that m0res cannot be
artificially created, but I also know that through the
slow and gradual process of education attitudes can be
developed which can bring about a changed relationship
to existing mores • • • In other words, without deluding
ourselves as to the difficulty involved, if we have
faith in the educational process we can have faith in
the vitalizing of Jewish mores.86
Earlier, Rabbis S. H. Markowitz and Isaac Landman also
orted the introduction of progressive ideas into the thinking
erning adult Jewish education.

Markowitz asserted that the

e of adult Jewish education should not be only "subject""!Tiatter"
transfer of knowledge 11 but rather that it
d hold 'ti1uman experience as the subject-matter of education."
to the dynamic present should be fostered rather than
to the spiritual possessions of the past. 87

Rabbi

his endorsement of the introduction of the proapproach in the following manner:
The test of religious education, then, is in
its values more than in its content and method. In
method it should be flexible, sensitive and responsive
to change;
content it should be pertinent to current
human experi~nces and applicable to that life of which
religion is p~esumed to be the way • • • And Jewish
educators are agreed in principle that the Jewish religion,
in order that it may function in the present day for the
present generation towards the spiritual conditioning of
its adherents to build a Jewish way of life compatible
with the American scene, must combine our proFessive

in

I
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educational tradition in the general sense with the
methods of progressive education in the scientific,
technical pense.$8 Lfiowever_/it appears to me that
liberalism must recognize traditionalism in educa~
tional procedures. Progressive , principles cannot, and
should not , cut away entirely from the past which holds
~uch source material of great value. On the other
·
l:iand, progressive method cannot fail to adjust the
heritage of the past to the new kn0wledge, especially
in an age when secular culture dominates the lives and
thoughts of men, and• needs no longer to go to Church
or Synagogue to find its wells of living water~.89
_ The Jewish Center and the Pro

essive Da

School

Two types of institutions which gained a relatively high
of popularity during the thirties afforded evidence of
significantly influenced by progressive thinking, namely,
sh community center and progressive Jewish day school.

The

tional philosophy of these institutions, the one, an informal,
I

e"time, character~forming agency and, the other, a type of
explicitly upon principles of progressivism as
thirties, seems to have been militantly pro~
ssive during the fourth decade of the century.

As early as

; Phillip L. Seman, 90 then general director of the Jewish

~

le's Institute of Chicago,. related the progressive emphasis
'

with the overall objectives .and programs
social service agencies, especially those concerned with
education or · personality deve~opment.

Of education and

institutions of the period he says acidly:
School may mean a more adequate adjustment to
life; the means of realization of sbme ambition, or a
monotonous routine curbing desire, in other words, a
situation from which he must be· truant.

q
.i:
w

Those of us ~ ho are more or less acquainted and
have followed the newer trends in education, who have
recognized wisdom in the far-seeing possibilities 0f the
programs of •• . • John Dewey, Kilpatvick, etc., , have no
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doubt that in practical~y every case it is the
J,faul t of the school or of the definitions brought_
to the school by the youth when there is maladjustment; • • • Knowledge must become a part of the
e~otional life of the individual and be built into
' his b·ehavior pgtterns • • • If the family, the school,
t he synagogue are changing, then character edhlcation
m,ust be in .terms of these changes and not in terms of
, these institutions as they existed. -The development
of young personalities and characters must be given
precedence over any tradition or practice which as been
surrounded by sentiment.9l

rn respect specifically to the Jewish center, more and
spok~smen became unabashed in their affirmation of the
progressive principles in the eduea-

onal programs, informal as t hey might be, of this institution,
"ch was indigenous to modern America and to the American Jewish

Slavson stated the .case in these terms:

!!It can be

that the a,in1 of Jewish education. should be essentially
•• It Oewish~~ducati~ should eneourage
originality, resourcefulnes~, imagination and power
. • While Jewish history, traditions, r~ligious precepts, its
art and literature are the materials of Jewish
they should not be used for teaching purposes, but
personality enrichment and deve:lopment • • • Jewish
play an imp Qrtant part in building a Jewish
and Jewish character. , Jhis can best be done by the use
m~thods suggested by progressive education.n92

Discussing

many possible roles of the Jewish Center in the Jewish educa-

rocess, Soltes, a devotee of informal group activity as a
expansion of the educational l];)r0c..ess, statf.;!d:
There has also been welcome evidence of a
growing dissatisfaction with the customary methods
and pract.i:ces in _the promotion of educational
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activities, a searching, for pr-0gressive techniques ·
that are in consonanc-e with the best in contemp orary
educati@nal thought and which make adequate pnovision
for purposeful partieipation in s~lf-ini-tiated under ...
takings which approximate -life situations and afford
,, avenues of release of creativ:e energies. 93
It would serve no further purpose in the present context
offer additional docwnentation of the influence of the
ey~KiJ.patrick school of thought upon the Jewish center movement
The affinity between the social group work
and process of progressive education is more
coincidental.

As educational thinking among certain segments
.7

Jewish educators became more progressively~oriented and social

oup work in the Jewash center began to recognize its Jewish
function, the confluence of methods and objectives
more and more apparent.

However, · in the case of the

center and, also; in the case of certain progressive
day schools, the -Jewish objectives were either considered
poorly~articu.lated at best, or, where they .were
a sound basis, they could not be implemented as hoped for because

a lack of personnel with proper Jewish kNowledg.e , background

attitudes.
- Witnesses t0 the significance attributed to the "private,
gressive Jewish cilay schools" are quite nwnE!rous.

To many these

ools represented a landmark, to others an experiment, and to

possible panacea for many of the problems besettlng
education during the turbulent thirties.

Dinin94 fe~t

experimental private day ~dhool was the best of the
Jewish educational institutions of his day, but he
felt that it w@uld reach only a small number of students.

,,
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in 1931, pointed out that the pr~vate, progressive day
was, in his opinion, the best i,institution. available for
intensive 11Hebraic-civilizational e(iucati.on. 11

He

comment that "American Jewry needs m0re day schools
of Ame~lca~s fine experimental schools, where a

ious effort will b~ made to evolve an American Jewish child
Dushkin stated, in a similar spirit:

nlf these schools

progressive, intended ta show a way to overcome
e of th~ difficulties in our weekday and Sunday schools, con-

good auspices and illlder controll.e d conditions as,
the school of the Brooklyn Jewish Center-oi.We should
s these efforts. • •

1196

In another perceptive essay, Golub

individuality" and nthe system. 11

Of

former, which seems in great part to approximate the proM

experimental day school, he says:

a

The school of individuality, on the otHer hand,
is the escape from the system, the effort to ~is~ above
it. It challenges the system because it disagrees with

its basic values. It attempts to keep abreast of new
scientific thought and to draw the consequent inferences.
There one finds the. true child-centereq school, the ·
flexible curriculum, true pupil planning ~and an education
that .does actually spell growth • • •
The system, too, is often progressd.:ve. It at~
tempts to follow the lead of the school of individuality.
The system, if well-constructed, will produce
highly credible results. It may be able to approximate
projects, freedoms, pupil self-government, or the new
outlook in history and geography. • .• Here and there
a teacher or · even a school may be possessed -of initiative
equal to the ' "individual school.n An occasional community
may boast that its school system is as modern as any
private progressive school. , The sensitive 0hser,ver, will
detect the essential machine ...:J..ike quality.97
· , ·

I

,I

sr, rn

I

i
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Of' interest is the philosophy and articulated objectives
,

.

(

schools (or ones similar to them) that hav.e· been talked
\

irwo .articles descriptive . 0f the pr?grams, Clilrricula,
f ~·

, _f

,..

'
oblems
~an<i spirit of a representative schcml will serve to

~e some concepti@n of how the ' people doing the education work
these institutions actually conceived of their endeavors while
.

l

involved in them.

Fannie R. Newnan stated that the two

objectives of the Center Academy (Brooklyn) were develop-i ng
.integrated personality and the synthesis of cultures.
nwe were also intensely interested

j.n

She

the newer

ds in .educational theory and practice • • • .In accordance
98
pr'inciples of progressive education •• ,.n
The
in the school were trained in progressive schools, and
principles of progressive education were used .as
basis for educational activity in both .the Hebraic and general
the program • . The deye~opment of positive

.

transmission of values -were :important goal.s of
(

.,

overall instructional pr'ogram.

In regard to the teaching of

nrt is necessary to motivate the study
create a situation in which the learning of Hebrew would be

.- ..·,

the .~ hild r & v,.iewppint · natural, desirable and easy. n99

Of

the appro_ach the school -took toward . the teaching of

It is contrary .to our educational policy to
indoctrinate the child with any formal creed • • • ~
Religious belief should be an outgrowth of p~frsonal
experienpe and the inner emotional life ' • • • · There is
no implanting of religion by. cileeree; no forcing of the
pace. We have striven throughout to preserve spontan•
eity, the joyousness and emotional freedom which should
characterize all genuine growth and religious growth 1n

I
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particular.
,
We realize that our own treatment of the
religious question may not wholly satisfy the orthodox,
much less the non-religious parent.l00
e AJnerican.:.Jewish progressive school 'nwill surely be quick to ·;
the new dynamics which progressive education has discovered
soon as its adaptability to Jewish education has been
The author concluded that the teachers at the
"

ter Academy nenjoy something of the zest of the scientist in

laboratory; • •

nl02

In a later article, Alice M. Brennan, l0 3 also of the
Academy, discusses the problems of thet progressive Jewish

•

Attempting to define what a progressive
school represents, she states that they are · not as pictured

..

stereotypes prevailing at the time.

She emphasizes, for

progressive teacher spends as much time
respect for the rights of others as arithmetic, that the
progressive education is that we learn best that which
and feel a need for, that the psycho.;.
tional growth of children and the well-integrated personality
.
104
e JJnportant concerns, etc.
In his evaluative essay, "TwentywFive Years of Jewish
ucation in the United States,n Chipkin105 presented information
the effect that in 1937 the three private, progressive day

ools in New York City had a total enrollment of 370 students.
goal of these schools was the development of a well~integrated

J:
')5\

would be

11

at home n and able to live creatively

:,( ~
0 1

iA

The schools were supervised by experts from
1

ers College, and '. 1the aetivity program and the pr oject method

I/

,

l
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as · in ·any modern progressive schoolo 11106
and Doubts

I J

h

~

the thirties there still .existed a significant
Jewish educational thought which was not progr>essive but
not militantly anti.,;.progre:s_s ive.

However, open,

quite vehement, criticism of progressivi sm
progressivists in Jewish education came to be more prevalent
At the same time as Jewish progressivists became
and influential,progressivism began to 1be questioned
•

an effective and valid approach to the educational
by American • Jewry.

1

Ph:i-losophical and ideological

weJ..l as the _continuing struggle between the •
educa,,_tor 11 and emerging sociological realities
seemed to provide the evidence needed
the rejection of certain assumptiohs of progressive Jewish

also were brought shar ply into focus during
.,

The principle of neducation as a means of adjustmentt 1
'

under attack from many quarters.

It was felt by more than
•
that the implementation of this principle wa~ becoming

more tantamount to propagating

11

e,d ucation for ass.1.11Jilaticm. tt

M;rde~ai Med,i ni107 used this description
as a.,. title for
"
9riticized the proposal put forth by Nudelman
Others pointed to the lack of an integrating
Jewish education II and proposed a return to
!.-1.:
•
· 1 -re1· igious
· .
or trau.Ltiona
i"d eal s. log

Th ere

those who felt •that the nnew Jewish educationn had minimized
( ,'.)

of study and knowl edge traditionally so central a
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t of th~ Jewish educational process.

The· nnew Jewish educa.;..

I

n" had substi! ute~ ,~n emphasis on feelings and methods for the
·,i

aditional emphasis <m conten_t and the .t ransmission ,o~ this

through the original Hebrew sources. 110

•

I

Before dealing with other issues, ihe effect of the

.,

a factor working against a widespread
, '
education along progressive lines must
'

Many congregations and Federations abdicated
responsibilities and, in so doing, experimenta•

l

and freedom to innovate were severely restricted or e.liminated

consideration..

A few expressions
of
•
r

ay by rabbis and educators will be sufficient to provide

• ht into what was occur~igg and how it was being interpreted

'.

I

those interested in uti.l,.izing to the vtmost Jewish education

During t h ese days, terrible inroads are being
made into Jewish school work. The policy of economy and
retrenchment is destroying the educational standards
which it has taken so many years of effort and so many
millions of dollars to develop and build up.111

-'

The Rabbinical Assembly • • • views with deep
alarm the pressure that it is being brought to bear 'in
many communities throughout the country to minimize the
support given to Jewish education and to other character
building activities. Under the stress of immediate
economic difficulties, the work of a decade is being
destroyed • • • We decry the attitude 9f many congFega~
tions throughout the -country that' fail to live up to
their traditional respons.;i.bility for Jewish education
a~d are resorting to easy opiates: turning oy
comp1ete
financial responsibility to the teachers • • •

12

;j

•

l

l

It is for this reason, als@, that we must combat
the practice of having some rabbis assume, for reasons
½.
of economy, the p9sition of schooJ,. princi;pals , . . .
Difficult task though it may be, the Tabbls must 'he~p
us in pointing out to the congreg,a tiqns that Jewish educa ....
tion is a profession, and that it cannot be engaged in by
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anyone, however learned, y~ess he has proper training
and adequate time for it. 3
It is not difficult to perceive how this tryifilg set of
contributed in many ways to the weakening of the
education in the United
during the thirties.

With the ascendency of congregation-

denominationalism and organized religion in general as the
coDstellation of forces present to fill the .vacuum that was
created, progressivism, as a philosophical trend in Jewish
cational thought, was either becoming subservient to ideological
J

siderations or was being forced to do battle with organized
fronts.

The confrontation took various

congregation, religionism versus secularism,
· y versus indoctrination, nationalism versus religion, educa--

These manifestations of conflict might be
as indices of the profound change occurring to the
of Jewish education in the United States.

Simp1y stated,

religion was strongly challenging the authority of the
Jewish educator as well as the progressively
democratically-oriented, communal approach to Jewish education
the United States.
In order to counter the attack of many rabbis against
ITtentative--mindedness IT and lack of "sureness, IT
b S. Golub attemptea to tie together the religious and secular

in order to discover a more meaningful rebetween the two spheres.

He stated his case as follows:

We seek not so much secularism as a type of
life wherein the religi0us and the secular shall be a
unity, wherein our everyday activity will admit of resolution into a higher synthesis • • • Above all, in the
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religious sphere, we must yet discover that wider
~rientation which will join our ,tradition with
the soul needs of ··modern man and, couched in a
modern terminology and in a modern ritual, will
satisfy our genuine cosmic craving.114

er, criticism of the progressivists' uncertainty in the
of teaching religious concepts and beliefs came from both
constructionist and liberal-traditional circ~es.

'Although

comp1ained about the imposition of authoritarian~traditional
(I

practices . in a non-education manner,

115

he also was

of conviction and courage of the progressive
th~ realm of exposing the Jewish child to a .
Jewish life.

Noting t:b~t exposure to

in the more <important customs and ceremonies seems
,

in these schools, he felt that a disservice is done
when education in concepts and belief a is masr

f;

He ·intimated that a number of teachers in these schools
:yj

either atheists or agnostics; thus, they avoided or did not
,l

l

.

Dinin argued that the child
L

~

.I

ot became completely socialized into socie~y about him
f" • j

•

l

ess he ·knows what ideas people held about God in the past and
..J

,:J \

)

1

,J.

(

)

ideas people hold about him in the present. n116
·t

J

Dinin 's

(l,

led him to recommend teaching the God-idea as the Reconstruc(

suggested.

He adds:

nMany parents and teachers,

subscribe to a view of God herein
>t

still feel that in explaining God to
. '

C

lf.

must use personal and anthropomorph~c descriptions,
.

l_

~

'

.,

1 ..

that children do not underst~nd abst~ac~ concepts.nll?
.l

concluded that the inability to teach the God...idea was a
'

J

and advised that it be taught when the problem
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and the need was actually felt by students.
An indication of the polarization and struggle for power
organized religion and those ed~cat~rs committed to a
e secular, nationalist-Hebraic or communal-progressive approach,
in Simon Greenbergts article published in l93s 118

uThe Prayer Book in the Elementary- ·school Curriculum."

i Greenberg asserts that the study of the Siddur and aspects
Jewish religion are included in the curriculum of the Talmud
to satisfy parents.

The antagonism toward teaching

Book, which Greenberg seems to discern, is based "more
pedagogic principle."

He continues:

There can be no doubt that the increase in the
number of Congregational schools, and the wider acceptance among the American Jewish educators of the proposition that Jewish education in this country must be
not only Hebraic but basically religious in characther,
has focused more sympathetic attention on the problem of
teaching the traditional Prayer Book • • • It would be
obviously unfair to expect our Hebrew schools alone to
overcome all of the tremendous forces operating in . the
environment against all forms of religious thought and
life. But we must at the same time recognize that they
did not measure up to what might reasonably have been
expected of them • • • On the other hand, the teachers
who pad training in pedagogic method an~ educational
psychology had, g,enerally speaking, no place in their
own lives for prayer and the Prayer Book and could
not, therefore, introduce it effective~y into the lives
of their pupils • • • And while the traditional Prayer
B9ok is not the only possible channel wherein the habit
can find expression, it is or should be for us the one
indispensable, most familiar and most regularly used
channe1.ll9
Attempting to place the ideological confrontations, which
more pronounced in the thirties, jn proper perspecadvocates the validity of these ·differences within
pluralism.
To be sure the members of our staff have a
definite bent in Judaism and definite Jewish philosophic
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outlook. They recogniz.e , nevertheless., that American
Jewish life is in the process of formation, that none
of us is a prophet or son of a prop~et, and that we
have no right to impose our own brand of Judaism upon
the whole community. All forces in Jewish life--ortho~;
dox, conservative and reform, nationalist and anti- . ;
nationalist, religious and secular~..-rnust be given full
opportunity for expression in the education of our
children. Wanting a prophet to foretell for us the
exact character of American Judaism O'n_lthe future,
each group of Jews ,has an equal right to educate its
children in its own spirit, so that the most valuable
and most potent elements in present Jewish life may
shape whatever_ pealignments or syntheses /that/ may
be produced) ~ ::,LJh_g American Jewish life of the future. 120
in another article, 121 Dushkin proposes a developmental
toward the teaching of God as well as the acceptance of

reality of the growing ascendency of congregational education
need for Jewish educators to ad~ust to this trend so as
the congregational school provide the best Jewish edueation
In a similar spirit, Jacobs. Golub offers a keen and
of the transition • taking place in the American
in Jewish education and the problems accompanythis transition. 122

All problems notwithstanding, Dushkin and

, realists as they wer~, called for better cooperation and
rstanding between the profession of Jewish education and the

of organized Jewish religious life.

Dushkin points out:

Hitherto, we have made considerable progress in
relationship to communal organizations--particularly to
the Federation of Chariti•es and to the profession of
social work. However, in establishing a proper relationship to synagogue bodies or to the profession of the
rabbinate in this country, we have not made sufficient
adyance • • • 123
this problem and sees the need for better communicaM
professions in the interest of Jewish survival in
. t

'
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Relations between Rabbis and educators have at
times been subject to strain, even if only slight.
Speaking before related groups, therefore, i!_is far
safer for us to present our practicerrather/than our
theory, for in practice we have made-some solid gains
but we have something worth telling our friends, _
the Rabbis • • • This blanket recommendation for the
remaking of the environment is slightly dangerous. we
ourselves have not been too successful in remaking 'the
environment • . It takes a Hitler or a Mussolini to change
a~ environment. ~ We may point out how desirable it is to
work for a change of environment, but we must be equally
careful not to cast reflections on anyone who has not
been successful • • • Jewish education in this country
has not been too successful. Neither we nor the Rabbis
nave been able to stem the mighty tide of assimilation
which threatens to engulf ,American Jewry • . In the
battle against assimilation we need the assistance and
confidence of our Rabbinic colleagues. Perhaps a larger
period of intimacy may be requir,ed before we talk frankly
with one another, before we can have reason to believe
that .it shall be understood that any shortcomings pointed
to are ours as well as theirs • 124
... ·
•

0

0

As can be s~en, the need for a significan~ re-orientation
educators faced with new environmental factors was
for by .important leaders of the pit'ofession.

The

t of these changed conditions and the changes in general

ican education and in the world, as viewed by one Jewish
expressed by Samuel M. Blumenfield in May, 1939:
have shaken the structure of progressive education
There is serious questioning on the part of
whether there is such a thing as TgrowthT and TdevelopmentT
effort on the part of the educator to
such growth into certain directions and to see to it .that
development proceed among certain lines.n1 ?5

Blumenfield

that the faith in the power of human in~
problems had been shaken.

Progressive educa-

were in a dilemma similar to that of political liberals.
desiring

11

free development, n it had now become apparent
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t to assure continuing freedom

11

a more deliberate guidance of

nd activities.11 was. needed more than ever.

Since conditions

not normal (the reality of Hitler and World War II) certain
. ciples of prbg'ressive education may have to be sacrificed.·
octrination aga.inst our enemies is being proposed in order to
t totalitarianism and to protect freedom.
have been

11

Similarly, many

too ready to imitate the public school. 11
l'

Unfortunately, in our anxiety to be progressive,
we have taken from that school even those trappings which
have no bearing upon our aims and needs and which do not
suit our specific conditions • • • Under our circumstanc~
integrated units to include essentials of history, literature, creed and practice all in one course, suited to the
age and interest of the students, must be offered • • •
And last, by education, I mean that the Jewish school must
be built around felt needs rather than around rationalized
dogmas • • .126
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B.

Cu,rriculum Deve1opment

'l

t r,

As would be expected, ·as an implication of the diver'gent
hi.J.osophical positions assumed by Jewish educators in the thirties,
ggestions for curricular change were many and varied.

Some

the primary assumptions upon which the traditional
r

curriculum had been develp~ed and the relevancy of the subjects
I

Among them were those who went so far as to

.

curriculum--form, content, priorities,
w;,proaches and methods, etc. . Others ; acknowledging the need to
•

u

preserve aspects of the traditional-religious or Hebraic-

tionalist curriculum, satisfied themselves with injecting
changes prevalent in progressive circles but consciously
the spe'c ific needs of the Jewish school.

Of course,

"revolutionary ferment" elicited the anticipated ob ...
I

from the more conservative group of educators and regious leaders

J110

pleaded for the preservation of the traditional

riculum and course of study so that "Judaism" or "the Jewish
oblivion.

C 0

Jd ,

As has been pointed out earlier, the· truly radical sug~
stions, as symbolized by those of Rappaport and Nu~ elman, 127
.

e in the minority.

J

C

..,

J

t

These two · niconoclasts, n went so far as
'

propose a total abandoning of all existing instructional pro~
r (

I

including even the more progressive· approaches and offered
alternative complete reconstruction .and. reform of the in~
and curricular designs.

The f undamental dis-

they had with those who resisted their

11

extremismn

radical program they offered, or with those who were
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pr0gressive innovationsn in the traditional
~

~

ricwlum, was reflected in the militancy of the words and the
the criticism incorporated in their proposals.

128

but more constructively, they comment:
Perhaps the major reason for the lack of
popula'.rity of the present-day school is its intrinsic
limitation of program. We can unreservedly state that
some of the most vital issues that confront the Jews
today do not even figure in the theoretic background of
the present schools, let alone in their actual program
of study • • • Many parents are either dimly or fully
conscious of vital omissions in the program of the
present school. Many more, if not most, parents are
not convinced that what the school does offer is of
vital importance to them or, to their children.
We must build a school in America, the ad.
1
vantages of wh~ch should be palpably evident to the
majority of parents and children. The program of this
school must be a flexible one, containing many appeals.

..

It is with this leisure time that the Jewish
school must concern itself, _both because it is interested
in the wholesome development of its children, and also
because of the opportunity afforded to foster those
purposes in which it has a special interest. As we
conce~ve it, , the Jewish school is to be a leisure-time
child center in which as many as possible of the child's
recreational needs will be served.
The present-day Hebrew school requires continuous
attendanee on four week.;.day afternoons and sustained
study on these afternoons for a period rapging between one
and two hours. This requirement very definitely interferes with the pursuit of much-needed recreational activities .both because of time limitation and because
of lack of recreational fac~lities in the school.
The child school-center that we are proposing will not
only provide recreational facilities and a recreational
program very much needed by children subjected to the
stress and stra:j.n of urban life, but will demand a minimum
of continuous attendance even in the study activities •

.

It must be borne clearly in mind that the recreational and physical culture activities will not be provided by the sehool-center as a bait for the instructional
program._ These activities are considered an integral part
of the educational scheme, perhaps equal in importance
with the more academic aspects of the curriculum. The
game room, the gymnasium, the swimming pool, and the roof.;.
garden ar~ places fon character-building and personality
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integration on a par with the festival group, childrents
theat er, childrents court, classes in Hebrew and other
sustained study units.129
The approach to curricular revision suggested by Rappap~rt
some other leaders in the thirties both in formal
education and in the Jewish -Center field 130 is one that
not be dismissed entirely.

Another noteworthy attempt to

an instructi~nal program with a similar spirit in some
in the progressive Jewish day schools of the

The language, philosophy and thrust of those who directed
these schools, as well as the record of their acand failures, must be included in the annals of
ican Jewish education. 131

Whether or not these experiments

uld legitimately be used as evidence to bolster the case for

presence of an all~pervasive mo~ement to totally re-direct
e prevalent curricular objectives and approaches in the pro--

ssive image so popular in the thirties must be considered in

It cannot be denied that changes in .curricular
were being attempt·e d by a number of progressivelyHowever, total reconstruction of the

place on a large scale (especially if we consider
132
t we find in the schools today
). What is more significant
this total commitment to curricular ·revision
taken place with conditions as they were at the
America.

i

The majority of progr essively-oriented Jewish educators,
committed to change, were also realistic as to the boundaries
nnew curriculum n could not

~

should not

~

(in
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The major effert was in the direction of taking
0

greater cqnsideration psychological and sociological factors
the renovation of the curriculum." Thus, t h.e
for correlation of subjects, the construction of units, the
of activities and _experiences, the importance of the
what is · introduced into the curriculum, _ the inclusion
the need to reconsider how and which
•tional areas should be taught were, in the main, the subjects

discussion, criticism, exhortation and experimentation.

There

,ample evidence that some, if not all, of these new approaches
an to filter down to selected schools or systems of schools

confines of New York Cit y as the impact of , the nnew
began to increase in the area of curricular const;ruction
the J ewish school.
'0n the other hand progressivism did not run ranpant in

schools.

For the purpose of pointing out the lack of

"ciertt movement in the direction of progressive reforms,
Eisenberg, :after surveying the curricula of fifty-one
e leading Hebrew schools in New York City, 133 ass~rted
Ja) the reading of Hebrew was still peing taught in a

instead of for comprehension and meaning,
~o correlation or integration of subjects was taking place,

;{c) ~urrent events, music, sing.ing,' aggadah,. customs and

,,

nies and the study of Jewish communal . i nstitutions were
neglected.

His was by no means the only condemnati,ow of the

to change the nature and the spirit of the traditional
order to meet the challenges of changing times or
'1

i

t

.f

•

I
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.
l concepts.
e.dl'lcationa

. b OJ.JU,
. l 34 in
. a sympatht·
Y. SteJ:rr
e ic

. }rlgliJ:Y critical evaluation of the Jewish seeular school in
ica, "stated that the study tlf Yiddish , literature was not ful:

• g ~or students, nor was the study 0f history or th~ emphasis
the study of the Yid4ish language.

He went so far as to suggest

t the ~ewish~socialist-Zionist orientation might possibly be

er achieved· through

a:

curriculum taught in English.

The

sent .:curricular experiences were not . relating themselves to

real life~needs of students and also were nGt achieving the
of the movement.
An ext~nsive• article in the

er~

Yearbook (l929), dealing

curriculum .and method, "Forty Years of. Reform Jewish Education-Failures, 1rl 3S was "quite ·critical of, attempts
e the curriculum of Reform religious schools more relevant
The author, Jacob B. Pollack, pointed out candidly
the cur~iculum of the Ref0rm religious school of his time

ver¥ "little difference from the one followed forty years
Current events had taken the place of the 8atechism but
- the emphasis was on sldbjects and information to be iearned.
in regard :t,o curriculum construction\ Pollack
the need for a cou~se of study based upon the problems faced
real· needs, and on individualization, such as
ing, ,using the rr:!l..aboratory method, n etc..
revised curriculum

11

Pollack call_ed the

a paper c11rriculum,n really only · an outline

no discu.ssion of aims, objectives, appreciati•orts~ attitudes,
0

· aches· and pr~j ects.

He acknowledged the addition of· new

cts a!)-d materials but prop~sed the draftiBg of a new curricular
truly centered 1around ch.i,ldren ts needs.

t

it., (

1

I'
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Responding to some of the inadequacies in the Sunday
ool (Reform religious schooLs) stressed by Pollack, Harry L.

inS13 6 offered a so ... called nintegrated curriculumn for that

In short, can -we devise . a curriculum in which all
these subjects and activities will appear as various
aspects of the childts one centr~l purpose of learning
about a unified and integrated period in Jewish life?I 37
,.. "
Integration implies unity of purpose-...
it' means interrelation of subject..:.rnatter so that the
identities of traditional subjects disappear into one,
united whole. It demands ,that we select one central
activity in order to correlate with it all the childts
learning. 138

Commins discussed an experimental
he had devised and tested. 139

11

activity curriculum 11

Eight groups were involved

experiment~~three •from classes in the Talmud Torah type of
five Sunday school classes.
explored were:

The basic questions which

How can we utilize the spontaneous

11

the basic motivations for a curriculum?
be integrated with the facts and attitudes
a Jewish education?

Can we devise

iculum whose motivating force is at every point grounded in
of children? • • • Can we create a curriculum
of a series of tasks to perform and ends to achieve?
words, how can we utilize Jewish content and values
children may bring to completion a purpose 0f their
~.

VJ.

•

S.

i

?;

The subject--inatter of this experiment dealt with teaching
Israelite life, and an attempt was made to reconstruct

early nomadic life of the Hebrews so as " to stimulate interest
children in learning about early Israelite religion.

Of

4-54was considered relatively successful, the
stated:

11

Secondly, these /frmovations/

comprehensive attempt to rejuvenate the Jewish curto breathe into it the breath of life.

They propose

study of Jewish content upon ,the basic motivations
They shift the curriculum from an emphasis upon an
J

to a Judaism which a child can live on his own
f

tal and emotional level

. . .14-1

Of past attempts to

11

vitalize 11

t

curriculum, Commins commented:

t

·l

I I

Such, for example, are the drama, manual work
in the primary grades and occasional projects in the
~eaching of history. - Activities of this nature,. howe¥er, hold an incidental place. The bac:kA"one of our
school procedure continues to be learning by means of
assignment from textbooks. The more appealing activities
are either shunted off to the end of the school period
•o r are given over to the extra ... curricular life of the
child, where they are hurried through without thought
of their potential fruitfulness as motivating forces
. . . . They are introduced • • • but never as the motiva~
ting force frOIJI which al1 the learnings of the class
are to spring.J_4-~
his report, Commins affirmed the validity of his
the following words: · 11 0ur most out ...
was to give the children a favorable attitude
studies and the Jewish school • • .• !t /the

":viti curricului_i7 is based upon the active needs 0f the children,
upon the need of acquainting them with how our forefathers

•• History, instead of consisting of a series of verbal
becomes concrete, real and vivid.

History becomes part

Toby K•. Kurzbandl4-4- supported the need for thia new ap.:..
to curriculum construction.

He pointed out that as early

challenged the concept that the curriculum of the
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ernenta y school must have formal ~organization and that .it must

morphologically rather than functionally constructed.
on:

CT

He

L

However, a more importat1t fact0r in the c0ntroversy is the manner in whi'Ch new theories of curriculum
have been put into practice in the progressive schools.
The theories of leading educators have been utilized to
construct curricula in which formal subjects have been
scrapped entirely. Although some of these schools have
, gone to absurd extremes in reaction to . the traditional
curriculum, we find that a goodly number have been successful in evolving a curriculum based -on the interests ~
and needs of children and the demands of contemporary
society • • • At the present time, it is generally professed by progressive educators that the aim of education
is to enable the child to live as fully as possible on
his own level in the belief that this will lead to his
functioning most effectively from every p0int of view. ~'
The task of education, therefore, becomes one of introducing the child to the greatest possible range of
desirable experiences and of guiding him in deriving
the most benefit from each one.145
, ..
Rabbi Samuel Cohenrs curriculum, 146 discussed earlier,
present both an activity program , and £ormal insubject areas.

The purpose of the activity program

-to "engage the children in Jewish living."

As can be

, he was not ready to redesign totally (or even in seieeted

s) the curriculum as educators such as Nudelman and ' Rappa' Commins,
Kurzband and those involved with Jewish educa,.
in the progressive day school or the Jewish Center were. ,
that Oohen discussed~ he said that they 'should
interests of children and shouJ.d consist of
children will learn to live together,
school ~spirit ~

The activities should
I

but not exclusively~ around festivals and w0rship.
he offered the -formation of a class • 11:health c0mmtl.ssion n
, \ Ls ..

~

. . . <. ""..;" , ,
1

u.t , , '
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for "movement" and discipline, the introduction
athletics and a school treasury, the addition of dramatics,
ool assemblies and involvement in

a Keren

ch as

11

srn:iial service 11 projects

Ami program, deciding on how to disburse the

ds col~ected, visiting orphan asylums and entertaining the
'

hans at holiday time.

Also, activities related to holidays

'

d festivals, utilizing art and dramatics, as ' well as student-

a~d holiday services, and a student news~
suggested.

Cohen, however, did feel that · i tiWaS im.,,.

include formal instruction in subject areas so that
necessary skills for Jewish living would be acquired.

NoneH

he criticized the traditional curriculum for including
subjects since much of the information supposedly acgreat effect on character development,
y concepts taught were

'r icular activities were

children. 11

11

above the children," and maNy .extra ...
11

imposed from above 11 and not important

Cohen thought, on the other hand, that the

should be looked upon as a child ' 's "community center. 11
ithstanding those qualifications he admitted that ncertain
be needed by a.Ll children and it may be helpful
most important of them, arranged in accordance
the formal subject' in which they would usually be included. 11
.liste~ i:he following subjects as necessary:

History, religion,

oms and ceremonies), liturgy, 1TIUJ.sic, reading Hebrew, Bible
anged oy weekly portion, including the· Haftarah and Rashi),
'
.
ew la~~age instruction and some others. 147
A more liber~l spokesman for Conservative Judaism, or, more

Conservative Jewish education of this era, Mordecai M.
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that the following shguld be the . objectives of
cur~iculum of the Jewish school:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

f.

To give insight into the meai;iing of the spiritual
values and into their relevance to life situations;
To. foster an attitude of respect for human
·
personality;
To give an appreciation of individual and group
creativity in the area of values;
To inculcate ideals;
To condition "habits" such as reflective thinking,
attitudes toward the synagogue, Sabbath observance,
the creative use of leisure time, obs ervance of
customs and ceremonies, reading books oon Jewish
•themes, i dentifying with Erets Yisrael, helping
community institutions, supporting the Jewish arts,
etc.
To ~impart tpe knowledge of the Hebrew language, Bible,
J ewish history, Jewish sources, Jewish beliefs and
ideals, problems facing world Jewry, Jewish arts and
crafts, th~ importance and character of the Jewish
home, etc • .L 48
.

Writing in Religious Education, both Chipkin149 and

ran150 acknowledged the influence of progressive education

I

the curriculum of the Jewish school by alluding to the intre>-

~ on of ~ctivity programs, experiences in Jewish living; units
1themesi extra-cur ricular activities, etc.

Gamoran, in 1934,

"Though the theme of this paper is entitled 'The
"culum and Character Education,

1

we would give a wrong im~

efforts of the Jewish school along character
if we did not point out that there is a great
of extra-curricular activities in most of our Jewish
"

• • '. Assemblies, childrenrs services, dramatic clubs,
arts and crafts groups, book~lovers 1 societies, ~oung
and many others all contribute to the process of
the group •

and to character education. 11151

, Blumenfield, 152 in 1939, pointed to the need to revise the

I
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experiences of adults along progressive l_ines, also.
the inclusi0n in the adult education curriculum of
Jewish sociology. (with special emphasis upon the
sent~rlay Jewish community), the history and appreciation of
Jewish fine arts, Zionism and schools of Jewish thought, he
··s erted that

Arnerican adult Jewish education aims to achieve

11

of the classical idealism of yesterday and the social
realism of today.'rl53

ow

11

Adult 'Jewish education should

students to live in the process of education and educate
process of living.

o

•

It is within our power to make

of education truly dynamic and progressive by guiding
studeRts into projects and activities which will translate our
the classroom into deeds and achievements of a better
of tomorrow. 11154

L

Additional proposals to up~date the curriculum and maRe
were somewhat narrower in scope but still note ...
hy as ~reflections of progressive influence.

For example,

am Chomsky, in discussing a reading program in Hebrew, 155

nted as some of the specific obj~ctives of the program

the cul tivation of ;trhei..abiiL.:j.ty:iand.- desire to read Hebrew
rature with understanding and· appreciation,(b) the development
tastes and interests in Hebrew literature, (c) the
a clearer insight i-nto Jewish experiences, ideas 'and
trough Hebrew literature and (d~ the provision of a
integrating and correlating the various subjects of the
~ulum into the overall instructional program of the Jewish
the knowledge of Hebrew is to be used as -the •key

l_
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doors to 111ore meaningful and relevant curricular
In another article,l56 Chomsky discus.ses candidly
conflict between teaching nthe bookn (meaning
and literature), , nsubjects, 11 TTfacts, 11 etc. and

e bui!aing of a curriculum around experiences and activities
the child and relating them to the real ne~ds of
lives in the Ame:rJican Jewish community of his
,efiomsky vtews the heart of the problem as one of motivatibn
how one fits the study of Hebrew and Torah into an ,.
program.

He concludes that the activity program is bene~
not replace the teaching of Hebrew and th.et
Because of the limited amount of time
school, Chomsky sµggests that •
the major focus of the Hebrew language phase

instructional program.

He also suggests that classical
children can read it with a certain

of ease ear~y in their Jewish educational axperiertce.
A project or act;ivity program r .e lated to_ the teaching

brew~ initiated at the progressive day school sponsored

he Brooklyn Jewish Center. 157

At the 0utset of the report

~his endeavor the influence of Kilpatri.ck and progressive

The study of the language was informal

raic and general studies were i~tegrated.

Emphasis on the

festivals was the key aspect of the program ~

In

the family and neighborhood was studied with the
stories, songs, dramatics, games and discussions~

According

individual reporting on the experimental program, 283 Hebrew
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In the second year, a Hebrew st ry
to stimulate interest in learning how to read for compre.,..
In another endeavor, Mrs. Elsie . Chomsky enabled a class ;;
158
their own play in Hebrew.
Teaching about Palestine
;tilrough pupil activity was suggested by another educator. 159

In

system the Dalton Plan, 160 with its emphasis on
learning, was instituted as a major curricular inno~

, Jn concluding the discussion of curriculum developments,
such, ,i t should be mentioned that during this period the neces ....
~

ty for including the study of anti.,;,Semitism and Jewish identi.,.

ation, 162 and the study of the contemporary Jewish comJ11unity
Jewish demography163 were also recognized.

Increased emphasis

..

teaching of Jewish history in a more meaningful manner,
of the laboratory or the !!supervised studyn ,ap ...
the unit approach, 165 also influencerl the nature
championed by those who identified with
A most interesting concept was the introof the unit approach as well as of art, dramatics, music
discussion of current events and social issues into the.
Congregation experience.-166

Although total reconstruction

curri,e ulum was not being put forth in these proposals and
educational ventures, the attempt to~~
_ _z __
e
d

~

re-direct the curri..culum, !.Q_ add
,

~

subjects to

,

!E!. ~ it more relevant and .meanimgful ~

.certainly being
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c;

Methodology _and Psychology of Learning

When proposals or reports of experimental projects in th e
of method recorded in the thirties ' are reviewed, one is
ressed by the incr easingly sympathetic but, in many cases, disie.:~=;,.;;_-

il

approach to the utilization of progressive methodologi~

principles and techniques.

A deep er understanding of funda-

principles as they relat e to methodology also
In that this generalization might be disputed,

t must be emphasized once again that the evidence for this sowas culled from what was found in the literae examined (this by its very nature being a selective and

·ted process no matter how comprehensive the investigation was
Nonetheless, it is safe to say that, in a number
field of Jewish education suffered from the
·scriminate assimilation of progressive techniques just as was
in general education during the thirties and in later
and this phenomenon was reflected to a degree .in the
Much of what was said and done in the thirties
'its antecedents in earlier decades.

Therefore, only more

·sticated innovations or seemingly significant ~tatements will
·scussed in some depth lest the presentation become repetitive.

that methodological and psychological
iples were touched upon in the preceding analysis of philosophy
ucation and curriculwn development during the thirties, and

will not be re~stated though they may be reto as part of the general discussion that follows.
An important and appropriate statement was made' in regard

I ,
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teaching the Bible in Hebrewo
present 11 and the

11

11

The 'statement deals with the

past 11 in the instructional program

intensive Jewish education and the function the
can play in tying the two together.

Since many

are at this very moment still struggling with
to the teaching of Bible, especially in Hebrew,
of view, while rather simplistic, still has cogency and
included as part of the unfolding story:
There have recently come into vogue certain trends
calling for revision of our school curriculum, with the
view of shifting emphasis from the study of the past to
that of the present and of the immediate environment. o o
But life, it should be remembered, is not a thing, it is
an · ongoing process, and it has its roots in the experiences and experimentations of the race with the practical
issues of living. Unless the present draws its sustenance
from the accumulated resources of the race, its ancient
,culture and tradition, its values, ideas • • • it is apt
to become barren • • • ·•
But the problem is really™ of methodology
rather than of curriculum (italics my own). There is
nothing basically wrong with our present curriculum, and
no radical revisions are needed. There is need of improving our methodology, of making it more dynamic and lifelike, of relating it more harmoniously to the needs and 167
interests of our pupils and to their environment • • • o
innovation of sorts which rtended to support this approach was
abridged Hebrew texts of Biblical books which apmid~thirties.

As an example, Pollack 1 s Humash le-

followed the original· text quite closely, leaving
passages which were deemed ttunimportant 11 or which
t with sex and changing the language of the most difficult
Pictures depicting the events and perlities spoken of in the text, questions and review .e xer~
selections from . Rashi (in Rashi script),
.,t.

J

I
II
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of each chapter, appropriate · selections from Aggadic
terature and a Hebrew-English dictionary at the end of each
The text itself did not

ext were characteristics of this series,.

ctate ~
as:,;;.----:.- .

----

utilizat.i on of progressive methodology, but it could
j

,

~

used creatively and in~ progressive manner if the teacher had
.

Similarly the s'eries of Jewish history textbooks developed
Dorothy Zeligs

169

'.

i':'¥

1

provides many possibilities for the pro~

essively-oriented teacher, especialiy the section called ·,
I

·to Do and Talk About. 11170

1
0

Tlie introduction to Zeligs 1 A

a-;;.;.,_.._History of Jewish Life touches upon many of the prinaiples
I

I

techniques discussed in many arti~les and in varying contexts
progressively-oriented Jewish educator of the thirties.
Underlying Principles
The same plan followed in ,the first volume of
presenting history as a study of group life has been
continued h ~1; The teaching of history as a cuviliza-tion
rather than mer~ly as a s equenc~ of p·o li tical events or
a · story of great personalities has come to be the ·accepted
viewpoint of progres.i:1d.ve ,e ducators.
"
,
Another .principle which the writer · has tried to
embod;_y in th.is book is the orientation of Jewish history
wit;h:' the history of other peoples. Her purpose ha·s been
to .present Jewish life in its world . setting, showing the
influences of the nations with which it came in c0ntact
and. the Jewish contribution to other civilizations. In
this way it is hoped that children wilt· avoid the difficulty which they so often encounter in associating Jewish
hi9tory with the c0ntemporary event's of other nations.
I

~hroughout the book the development of present life
from the pa&t is emphasized so that Jewish life of the
present day is seen as an outgrowth of its history.
The material has been carefully selected with a
view to child interest .and comprehension. Certain movements and influences, l like that of the Karaite sect, for
examp~e, have been omitted because they are too abstract
and difficult for children of ;this ·a ge. Although of
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importance in Jewish life, their study can well be postponed to a later age and grade.
Method of Presentation
As is evident from the previous discussions, the-;
book is organized into four large units. This procedure
aids in creating a clear and unified impression of each
epoch. It makes possible a psychological arrangement of
material that is in harmony with the way children think
and remember. Instead of a mass of unrelated facts, the
units present concrete and unified pictures to the minds
of children. The unit plan is also helpful in carrying
out an activity program or in following other types of
teaching procedure.
,
Each unit opens with the author directly addressing
the young reader. The journey into the past is begun from
the present so that the child may identify himself more
readily with the histgry of the people he is studying.
In this approach the author sketches in broad outlines
the important generalizations of the period. A more
detailed study follows in the form of a story. Through
the significant experiences of imaginary children or
historic characters, the civilization of the period is
unfolded. The young reader is able to identify himself
with the children in the story and thus relives imaginatively
the historic experiences related. A large part of the
material is thus in story form, a mIJ£od which should
appeal to the interest of children.
The problems and potentialities of the project approach
Jewish history are discussed frankly by Abraham Sega1172
elaborates upon an experiment in which his class wrote and
a class newspaper which dealt with the historical
being studied.

Another type of project which incorprinciples and had relative success

was used as a prototype for similar projects in later years)
173
Ami Project. 11 ,
Referring to the project
to history, Robert I. Kahn says that the
through it

11

doesn·tt touch our students • • • We

• but we leave the pupils untouched, simply
e the history he studies has no relationship to the present

/
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env.irorunent.nl 74

Therefore, he suggest a Yproblemn

"question" approach and supports his proposals with psychologi.,..
acknowledged by progressivists.

An expos.ittion

"Dalton Plann (laboratory method) as implemented in the ·
175
school is presented by Helen Parkhurst;
it was revised
simplified to become the

11

supervised study method n by Soloff ;1 76

was evaluated and placed in proper perspective in l929 by
Talking of the n1aboratory system of teaching history,"
realistically:
By far the most serious criticism of the method,
however, is that it fails precisely at the point where
it is theoretically strongest • • • But to make a problem
vital to children and to develop the inferences of the
problem to their lives seems to be far too difficult
a task for the average classroom teacher • • • The laboratory method offers a far richer variety of problems,
every classroom situation being multiplied by the
number of pupils in the class. Thus, motivation instead
of being a blanket stimulus, must now be adapted to the
true interests of the individuals • • • The supplementary
work affords opportunity for true individual selfepxression.178
Before reviewing some significant general points made by
educators as they attempted to evaluate-point to limitations"-progressive methodology and
learning upon which this methodology and related
curriculum construction were being based in the
a few words about the teaching of Hebrew and prayer
included.

Louis Hurwich was a proponent of nteaching
He agreed with ijava Bush180 that an
years had great benefits.

Though not

to ;J:he nnatural method,n he asserted that
and speaking Hebrew are learned as by-products
and pnojects introduced ~nd that after two years of
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intensive but enjoyable and creative approach the

are linguistically ready to study · Humash entirely in
A major achievement of this type of program, rime in
sit in a semi"circle and have ~obile desks
cultivation of

11

student interest. 11

However,

had found that the major weakness of such a program was that

from

playn to

11

workn (studying the Bible in Hebrew)

11

to some degree.
, Libbie Braverman, in a Reform religious school, used

al prayer experiences as a stimulus to have students want to
Hebrew.

181

Though the mechanical· reading of Hebrew is the

goal of this so-called 1~ebrew prayer program, n she contends.
sociability in the classroom compares favorably to that
the 1lbest progressive schools. 11

William Ghomsky was

generation of Hebrew readers 11 rather
'tttebrew speakers. 11182

He noted the lack of a pr0per attitude

to reading Hebrew for comprehemsion and
he called for the creation of ncontrolled
minimizing the -emphasis on teaching the child

speak Hebrew while substituting for it the goal of reading for
Thes-e varying viewpoints are illustrative of
eontinuing controversy concerning the objectives of teaching
American Jewish youth-reading (for ideas, . meaning,
the original Hebrew, reading modern Hebrew
,

~atur~, speaking modern Hebrew, identifying with the culture
civilization of the Jewish people, acquiring the ability to
in synagogue servi.ces in which Hebrew is used, etc .......
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some background for today's confusion in this area.
other basic areas, philosophy of education, curriculum
d methodology are deeply iintertwined.

Whereas Markowitz 184 considers the composing of original
resulting from classroom discussion as a method of train.m.g
students

f or worship, n Feuer swnmarizes the credo of many

11

progressively-oriented Reform Jewish educator during the thirties:
the building of ethical character, as all educators know,
accomplished merely by precepts handed down from teacher

I,

pupil, every well-tested modern method of motivating active
ticipation by the children and cooperation between teacher and

.I

Projects, hand work, dramatization and library

I
I

iods are all brought into play • • • We aim to be educationally

.
l ,
b ut we procee d cautious..1.,y
• 1!185
.
Some additional general methodological considerations
esentative of spokesmen of the

11

Jewish progressivists 11 ar-

1'

.I
II

ate during the thirties (and the accompanying psychological

upon to fortify their methodological departures)
the sake of the record but also so-i.:that what
years in the area of methodology and what

r1

·tions are today being championed can be better understood.
ssential importance is the exploration of questions such as
what aspects of progressive method were valued and ~hat

ioned during this pivotal period, and (2) how were progres~
methods being adopted or rejected and what was the rationale~ological, philosophical, curricular--that was being presented
various views embraced?
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As has already been pointed out and docwnented a - degree
, sophi~tication in regard to and critical atlaptation of pro~

essive principles and methods was observed in the , thirties .......
more so than in · the early and mid...twenties when the "new
cation TT was still in reality new.

In 1heir important essay,

eady _referred to in another context, "Some Guiding Principles

- the Jewish Schoo1 of Tomorrow," Golub and Honor acknowledge

t the "project method" is the best instrwngnt so far derived
living and experiencing, projects being (in t:heir eyes)
life which will call forth whole.:.hearted, vig·o rous
However, they add a note of c_a ution, warning

----

method should not be overused:· · "The method

---

the one best suited _to a~hieve the objectives
strives for and must be constantly adapted
in scientific child study and the
teaching. 11187

Similarly, Edidin says: ' "The aetivity

as practiced in progressive schools, is unreliable
tr1.88

He then goes on to propose a more profound approach,
in the domain of "teaching. holidays ancil customs to

school youth."

Soloff, 189 who felt ·that the "laboratory method"
implement in the Jewish school and proposed

"supervised study n program in its pl'.ace, rejected the nproj ect
the teaching of history in the intermediate grades of
school because it "presl!\pposes teache.r s who are expert
eir know~edge both ~f Jewish .histo~y and of child psychology

teache7s Zare not/ either). n 190

~

t:tJUt ,,.

·

a

In reg~rd to self-discipline, Commins, whose experiments
actiy ity curriculwn have already _been Ndiscussed, 191

!.

1•1•

·I.

I ,r
I
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discipline problems in

11

tradi tional II and . 11proj ect IT

ITSuch a problem of behavior is, simply nonThe difficulty is rather to check the
erance of the children than to discipline lack of attention··
The difference between the atmosphere in the
a traditional one btrikes one in the face.
other and help each other. 1

rl92

Oppositely,

· fman 193 complains about the seeming conflict inherent in .the
education 11 between !!arousing creativity!! and the need for
r

~

er and discipline which, in his opinion, is necessary for
human creative effort.

In the spirit similar to which Dewey

sociated himself from the indiscriminate glorification of
progressivelT (in the late thirties), 194 Zeligs stated

11

I'
·I
I

.1

Before concluding, it may not be amiss to point out one

1

I
I

two fallacies which have sprung up in connection with some of

·terms used in progressive education.

Some people believe that

opting the terminology of the new education, they have thereby

tits essence.

There are many courses of study which employ

.facility the vocabulary of progressive education.

But a more

same formality, the same academic
of subject-matter, the same dominating teacher~
is characteristic of the older education.lT195
example she examined the concepts of ITactivitylT and ITunit. IT
hwhile activity is

that activity in which the child par-

1·1

ates wholeheartedly, and with interest, which nffers opportun~

or self ... expression along copstructive lines, and for which
tive power comes from within the child ~ • • • n

Also,

1but

1

substitution of unit for course of study does not auto-
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transform the school into a progressive one •

• .

~

196

Many other statements affirming methodological and psychoprinciples (and the limitations of such) of the

new

11

In that they tend to repeat, in the ma.in,
t has already been stated, they will not be discussed further

juncture.

197

Needless to say, · .t he literature (theoretical

..

• -

experiments or endeavors at implementation

of progressive education is evidence of the growing

•

- ••

• •

•

•

•!

•
.

.

•
•

•• •

• ••

• •

.

.

•

•!

•

•

In order to portray accurately the influence of pro-

•

•

on American Jewish education this finding must

no matter what the actual

status of progressive

logy and the c0nimitment to I?elated psychological principles .
in America was in the thirties.

In that the

1

of this study is not based upon empiricalstical-guantitative data but rather upon written materials
lished essays, books, reports, curricula, etc., admittedly

toward the thebretical ahd at times the highly subjective)
E>priat.e standards of evaluation must be applied to this portion

research with some weight being given to the findings arrived

Before ending the presentation of ideas and reports on
school work.....,e:xperimental and otherwise--which seem to

).

influenced by progressive thinking and practice, note
made of some statements which are germane to nadministrasupervision. TT

Israei. Konowitz discussed the problem of

I
I
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outs.n198

He suggested a partia1 remedy consisting of. three

•nist'rative and curricular changes:

(1) no special classes

we~k students per~; (2) one overall course of study (the
e co~tent) but a differentiated use of Heprew, based on the ··

of students, so that language is not an ·
education; (3) three distinct edu9ational programs-first three years, one for the middle years (fourth
fifth grades) and one for the high school years (sixth,
enth and eighth grades).

['he· importance of the · teacher,..pupil

ationsttip and the development of a tr-community of interest!! is

Eugene Kohn. 199

Teacher~parent conferences

self-evaluation by students . with the help of the teacher
suggested in another report on evaluation procedures in a day

' 1. 20O

Under the shadow of increasing world-wide anti-~emitism,

h Zubin 201 (1932) states:

school?

1

tWhat can vocational guidance do

Modern education separates itself from

insistence that the child rather than the cmrri ...
should be the center of att•e ntion

• In view of the

career in the lif-e of the individual
view ef the many problems involvea in this choice, the

should reckon with it . Lvocational guidance_?
202

. .

..

Adult education, as a function of the Jewish school or
.
. t -h i s c h apter, 203
synagogue, as d ocumente d ear1 ier
~n
ed to b.egin receiving greater att'enticm

m

the thirties.

Rabbi

Landman affirmed the vital importance of - adult Jewish educa-

in rather strong language;

ttThe principle followed by Jews,

472
ether modern pedagogy accepts i t or m;>t, is that where y u have
educated parents you will have educated childl?en. n204
.

inthal

205

;:;.:;:.;;;:.---

Louis

asser.ted that the Jewish educational e~terprise will
without ad,egua te . parent and lay involvement.

He ·

an important principle supported by true pro1

that is being · nre-discoveredlT on many fronts today:
unsafe to entrust the development of any profession entirely
own members. 11

206

The new app roaches suggested. by progressivists in regard
the principal, supervision and a valid process of curriculum

elopment involving teachers, specialists, etc., are discussed
Eisenberg,

207

Nudelman

208

and Rappaport.

209

Finally, Maller 1 s

investigations in Jewish education n (as
be considered for research in Jewish
ation today and should not be overlooked.

Those that are

nprogressive impactn will be listed even if some

.

these aspects of t~e Jewish educatiGmal process has
eady been undertaken or is being undertaken at present.

The

da tt ~till has relevance and is an appropriate way in which
end this description and anaiysis of the impact of progressive
~

l

Jewish education during the thirties: , ~ 1

III.
VI.

PdJ~
1

01

h

Problems in Character Education
Problems in Educational Psychology (content, reading
readin~ss, methods of teach;Lng Hebrew, etc.)
VIII. Preparation for Leadership
IX. Problems in the Philosophy of Jewish Education
A. A reconstruction of the curriculum of the
Jewish school with particular emphasis upon
(a) purposive behavior, (b) the child 1 s felt
needs, (c) changed conceptions in religion
and nationalism

I
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B.

XI.

An evaluation of the Jewish educational process
with emphasis on criteria for evaluation of
I
curricula
C. An examination of the particular principles of
philosophy underlying the educational activitie,s
of (a) the Orthodox, (b) the Reform irii'ov:afre:mtJ,1
(c) t~e Nationalists, (d) t h e Radicals
Problems in the Administration and Finance of the
Jewish Sch0ol
5. Modern school equipment to meet the needs
of the Jewish school
16
Extra-curricular and recreational w·o rk,
club management, etco
190 Conditions of hygiene and cleanliness in
the Jewish school
200 An ·experiment with the junior high school
idea
Miscellaneous J?roblems
2. A plan for a "double track" curriculum
consisting of minimum and maximwn courses
3. Philosophical and psychol9gical analysis
of the teaching of religion
9. Psycholggical and philosophical analysis
of the value of religious worship for
chil.dren and suggestions for the organication of such worship
13. The Jewish interests of Jews and thei~
general interests: the relative emphasis
upon either aspect and their , educational
values
14. Does conscious training in Jewish habits
and attitudes carry over into later life?
16. Some maladjustments in American Jewish
communal life which the Jgwish school
might correct: defense against antioonitism, Jewish experiences and concepts
brought to the Jewish school
17. Changes in . attitudes in Jewish adolescents
traceable to the influence of Jewish knowledge
18. Vocational guidance and the Jewish school
20. Soeial participation: Does Jewish education
influence participation in Jewish youth groups,
etco?
22. Aims and activities of clubs of adolescents 211
o
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Chapter VII

11

.i. t

•. t
n 1. _

An overview of the Relationship of
to Jewish Education (194Q ...19fi Q;)

l

Section A
After examining the varied evidence that is part of the
ju;

bistori~ l record during the forties, fifties, and early sixties-ft -

essays, reports, proceedings of confer enc es, curricmla, etc

O

......

difficult not to perceive a total spectrum of points of
.,

relating to the place of progressivism in American Jewish
0

T '

t.

J

l

During this period in the world and in American
t

•t

)

, /:'

I

were at work, as it has already been noted, 1
1 .. •

f'

f

\-

.+

l

influen?e dire?tly and indirectly the direction

.,, i

l '

,

.

r

., •

•

general American education, and in turn, they placed their
)

amp on American Jewish education as well.
•

j

I'

Cremir;i's £inal

-

'

in Popular Education,n 2 portrays the situa'

j

it pertained to the general educational climate as it
1:.h

'

in America.

'•

In attempting to interpret the &evelop-·
'}
.,
(
ts in Jewish education, the changes in direction in American
~

.I

·1

.

cational thinking must be kept in mind just as it was neces,.,.
1

Y to understand the role of early educational progressivism

••

Teach€rs College, Columbia University, in the dramatic
I

endency of the progressive critique of traditional Jewish
the twenties and thirties.

One attempt in this

been to interrelate, whenever possible, the
•

I

~

ideolo~ical ·changes occurring in American
in the world, as we1l as in the American
to the development of ·g eneral. and Jewish educasociety.

The evidence examined points to the

that progressivism in its totali~...-ineaning its
·'

'· 488
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well as its mo~e accepted educational
ovations--:•never was really adopted by the bulk of American
1

.

educators~, religious and otherwise.

However, that it left an

,impact, .l?:ossibly ~ ~ significant on Jewish education than '

~=--

education, must seriously be considered.

l

.,

I

All indications seem to lead to the conclusion that by
late thirties and the early forties an atmosphere was in the
.

(

process of being created that lent itself to the- rejection of

Jewish educational progre~sivism at one or ·many Levels, or, on
'
the othe~ hand, that caUed for a more selective and il1-creasingly

'

critical. adaptation of\ Jewish education in its many fcirms to the
.,

innovations of pregressive education.

The

,.

ime for radical experimentation had passed, witness ..the violent
J~

•

of Orthodox and Conservative religious
and on the part of many Hebraic, educators to the
the early forties of the
o American Jewish Education.

.
raham Duker,
e

113

11

Commission on New Approaches

This Commission included such

as Professor Salo Baron, the sociologist,
phi1osophers Sidney Hook and Horace M. Kallen.

following excerpts from the actual document, which might be
•

one of the

t

(..

last ga.Sps 11 of radical Jewish progress-

11

are of interest:

.

This memorandum is pu~lished by the Jewish Education
Comm.i ttee of .New York on behalf of one of I its affil.;.
" iates, the • Commission Gm New Approaches to American
Jewish Education. The Jewish Education Committee of
New York has ·many affiliates ·representing a wide
range of opiniCDn in Jewish Educati0n, and asswnes no
responsibility for the particular viewpoints expressed
~ by any of its afJ'ilia,tes.
(P. II)
h

1

l

I

JE'

l

l

,
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A.iJTis of the Commission on New Approaches to
American Jewish
Education
,

1. To undertake an i n quiry into the potential contribution of Jewish education to the social and emotional
integration of Jewish youth in American life. This
inquiry is to be conducted by means of confere_nceq,
seminars, and studies with the aid of peopl e who can
view the subject from the Yantage point of modern educa~
tion, psychology and the social sciences.
2. To organize our findings into such a form as to be
useful to parents, teachers, and institutions in the
field, and to undertake publication of any new material
that in our inquiry is deemed to be necessary •

.

3. To conduct various experimental groups and classes
l for children, adolescents and parents for the purpose
of translating our findings into ·concrete work, and to
test out our views and materials in actual experience.

*

*

*

'

t

The membership of this Commission is to be of a
representative nature and is to consist of people who
re ready to rethink the , entire subject of Jewish •education from the point of view of the Arneriean Jewish
childrs needs rather than that of a doctrine of a
tradition to impose or defend. (P. IV)
r.l.'

) I

INTRODUCTION
The best way, I think, to ttintroducett this paper
i s tell how it came to be • • • To put the money to work
upon a scale worthy of the gift a committee was formed
•. •• and on its Board were placed pe·r sons chosen as
representatives of the various points of view in eonw
temporary Jewish thought. Naturally this meant the inclusion 0£ certain individuals previously mot identified
.with Jewish education, for a substantial body of Jews in
this city reject for their children each and all of the
types of curricula which are now offered.
Those of Jus who were asked to join the Board as
r epresentatives of the nebulous, inarticulate maj ,m rity
of dissenters soon began t o wonder what our funetiori. was
9upposed to be. What we learned of the existing schools
~ d not change our regard for them • • • We soon agreed
that there was great need f"Or our children to be taught
t fie fundamentals of their heritage which, w1li ingly •or
unwillingly, was theirs • • • The ignorance which some
members of our parentsr generation thought would solve
or gt least veil their problem, was rejected by us all.
0

l

•

'

. ,I
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Our first problem was to find a leader to carry
our plans, and in our search we learned a great deal
about the difficulties that would lie ahead. - Our simple
aim being the development of a curriculum founded in
· twentieth century ·American rather than in eighteenth
~and nineteenth century European soil, our orthodox idea
being that personal and communal Jntegration demands
that Jews should have an affirmative and not merely
-5pegative or even1hostile attitude toward . their eligious
and cultural heritage, one -would have thought that we
c.ould have easily f .ound a young rabbi, or a religious
school teacher, or a lay teacher with a background in
Judai$m, qualified and ready to. work from our point of
view. More than a year passed, however, before we made
contact with a competent educator who shar~d our views
(Pp. v....vr) 4
•

0

•

,..,

Lieberman, author of the "memorandum," the leader chosen
the ·group, stated at the end of the document:

"We will have

be guided in our thinking by good psychological and educa-

tandards rather than -by a determination to , perpetuate
aditions regardless of changing needso

Ou~ chief consi.dera-

. 'I,

on must be:

Will our educational plan help .American Jewish
and function more effectively and happily as

ericans 'and as Jews?"S

,,

(

l

As has been indicated, examination of the bul.k (l)f Jewish
i

l

~·

'

cational and related literature (other than that of the ultra•

I

'

..

hodox) compels on1; to propose the generalization that progress ...
J

as ,•an all... encompassing reconstruct:i,ve potential force in
~

J

education, had been arrested to!:!:. noticeable degree during

.

s period r~ther than being totally rejected.

To be more

literary and otherwise, spells out the
I

fl

.

.

~

At the same time that the ncommission on New Approaches
examining the ills of American
work on the American scene were significant
~

I

• ti'

t

i·

ological changes which were to defeat, at least temporarily,
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t he .implementation of a c~mcept of community as the communitylU'iented Jewish educator or as the Reconstructionists had hoped

Kehillah and Kelal Yisrael
real.
00

were being' proven more illusory

Totalitarianism and the threat to Jewish survival

the international scene served to strengthen the cause for

wganized Jewish religion centered around the synagogue.

Also,

Jews to newer parts of major cities and to
playing a significant role focusing the Jews'
upon the new nsynagoguewcentern and the nreligious
attached to it.

With Jewish physical survival being

reversion to tradition,mysticism and ritualism as
the trend toward denominational religionism became
as an important aspect of the effort to preserve the
of Judaism in America.

The synagogue, ready or not,

logical symbolic home of refuge for American Jewry .
)

, in so doing, came to meet a great need.

Saving the remnant

and establishing a Jewish State became allAmerican Jewry in transition.

Also, and

e so today, Jewish spiritual survival in America, in terms

the preservation of Jewish identity and of basic religious

sand values, was taking on increasing importance.

nAdjust-

the environmentn was no longer sufficient as a primary

I
I

I

Jewish education.

ncreative struggle with the environ-

it be Hitlerism, Great Britain or assimilation-becoming the more and more widely accepted objective, one
status even with most of the more
Jewish educators.

t

There was no longer any question but that Jewish education,
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least on the elementary level, was be~oming increasingly
•,.

ngregational in nature • . The c9ngregational school and the
,.

C.

<

'

-day school ·were cfuallenging the suzerg.inty t0f the
and secular Jewish school; the traditional de~

c ..

ination-oriented educator was challenging the leadership 0f
(

e progressive and cornmunity,- or.t:ented Jewish educator.
ti

Never-

eless ; as has been noted, notwithstanding the great changes
American Jewish community brought
<1

'

by the so-called trreligious revival II which became unmistakingly

'

'"

'

arent gfter World War II, indications of progressivismts
l

and with all interpretations and moves

'

ex,t!ep_ting the ultra-o~thodox, within American Jewry existed.
When the statements of spokesmen for the various ideologies
J

,.

.American, Jewish life are examined as they spoke out on Jewish
peri,o d, it seems that the educational
view most in agreement with progressivism.;.~-~~whole
Reconstructionism, writ large. There was and is a
eT
affinity between Mordecai M. Kaplants conception of
I

l

Jewish i education should be and the social reconstructionist
'

This does not mean tQ say
lii' 'one.:.to-one correspondence existed between the two philoso-

factors of _Jewish uniqueness are ,eJ..iminated from
comparison.

The key to the high degree of correspondence is

Reconstra ctionistts espousal .of a naturalistic-Rragmatic
reality.

This

Reconstructionist.;.progres sivist congruence 11

11

exemnlified in vari9us articles in The Reconstructionist
p:t10P'f sals put forth by men such as Rabbi Jack
l'

.... i.t t
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Even more ·necessary, howeve..r, is philosophical
treatment of what actually occurs in our classrooms.
ean it be said that American Jewish education is
relevant to the lives of our children? Does it address
~ itself to their problems and to those of their society?
Without being tendentious, does it nonetheless use the
.universalism and vitality of • the Jewish tradition to ·
cast light on contemporary life? Is Jewish education a
rejection of the values of American life, a too ready
acceptance of them, or a denial that there are any
points of difference . between them and those. of Jewish
tradition? What are the implications of the ethics of
Judaism for the problems of automation? What contribution
can our theological heritage offer un ~the current reassessment of the idea of God, forced upon man by the
advances of science? Do we help our children understand
;their Christian environment and do we impart
:them
a healthy respect for the differences between Jewish
·,.
religion and Christianity? • • •
If pluralism means anything, it means that
educationally speaking, the right to1 hold a point of view
is dependent on the willingness of its proponent to offer
it .in the open market of ideas for acceptance and
,criticism. Now the Jewish day school, at least in the
Jewish phases of curriculum, shuts off inquiry. Qn the
spurious argument religious behavior requires uniformity
of presentation, we organize our whole Jewish educational
system along denominational lines • • • It is time we
subject our day school curricula to a critical appraisal
in .the light of our democratic commitment • • • A determination of Jewish education to harmonize belief in free
inquiry with the desire to insure the creative survival
of the Jewish people would transform Jewish education
overnight • • • Certainly there is room for orthodox
o_r liberal responses of all kinds, provided only they
exhibit a healthy respec~ for evidence and for the child's
right to exercise his own mind • • • American Jewry needs
an equivalent to halutziyut to hold its youth. Personal
fu,l.fillment must somehow be tied in with social purpose. 6
Alperts summary 7 of the - approach developed
Cohen, Eugene Kohn, Ira Eisenstein and others

activ'e · in the Reconstructionist movement ,pronouncements
followers in both the Conservative aBd Reform wings
I,.

Judaism also reflect a rather strong pr gressive
In the case of Reconstructioriist Jewi$h education, it is
f

-l

to say that much of the progressive posi\l:iGm, , especially of
;
'· .
·,
-----=-~ =:..=.=:..:::.::::.::.::::.:::.::=-=.:~ variety, has been affirmed because
~

~
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conflict does not exist.
r

Another segment of American Jewry, whose educational
approach incorporates many progressive tenets but is less totally
l!!'ogressive than that of Reconstructionism, is Reform Judaism.
~

lfherein is Reform educati~nal thinking less progressive than that

of the Reconstructionists?

The answer seems to lie in the area

Though a significant number of Reform educational
naturalistic theology and view of reality
characteristic of Reconstructionism, supernaturalistic qonceptions
are supported, defended and affi~med to a considerable
by Reform educators and rabbinic leaders.

Some excerpts

of The Curriculum for the Jewish Religious
published by the Commission on Jewish Educauion and
Rabbi Eugene B. Borowitz (1962 ...1963) will serve to
point,

ut

Section l - · Philosophy (from 11 Guiding Pr~ncip'les of
Reform Judaism, 11 adopted by ' the Central Comerence of
American Rabbis, May 27, 1937, Columbus, Ohio)
2. God. The heart of Judaism and its chief con..:.
tribution is the doctrine of the On~, l.:Lving God,
who rules t he world through l aw and love. In Him
all existence has its ~reative source and t manRind
its ideal of conduct. Though t~ anscending time
and space, He is the indwelling Presence of the ,
World. We worship Him as the Lord of the universe
and as our merciful Father.9
Section l - Philosophy (from 11 Guiding Principles of the
•;, Commis$ion on Jewish Education, 11 prepared by Dr.
Solomon B. F~eehof)
It is our duty in the education of adults and
children to establish a firm conviction Qf Godts
presence. His beneficient goverence of the universe,
His infinity yet His nearness to every searching heart.
This is the aim of all our education and the test of
its effectiveness • • •
We learn of God 1 s revelation and of His mandate
to us in the pages of~Sacred ScriptuFe • • . God 1 s
blessing is over all His creatures and all are duty
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bound to worship Him. But in an idolatrous world
Israel covenanted with God to maintain the purity
of the worship of Him and to keep the faith unsullied
throught the ages • • •
Ultimately no subject belongs in our curriculum
which is not a step nearer to the presence of the
Eternal God, nor is any subject properly planned
which is not a step towards a life-long devotion to
Him.10
Section II - Goals
VIII.

J.Jv·

t l

Ly,

i

Theology

Knowledge
1. An understanding of the basic religious problems
which have universally concerned mankind, etc.,
the Nature of God, the Nature of Man, the
relationship of God and Man, etc. 11
Section III - Scope and Sequence
Teaching About ,God

,,
4

J

.. o

t

l

•

There is no specific subject designail:i'On for
teaching about God. That does not mean that God is
not taught in this Curriculum, but only that the
Commission has made a curricular decision that He
is not to ,be taught as a single subject among other
subjects • • • For both pedagogic and religious
reasons, we believe that teaching .about God is best
done indirectly, though with firm purpose, through the
entire Curriculum. The literature and t~e history,
th~ ethics and the observances, which go to make up
Torah provide us the concrete and practical situations
in which we may come to know and learn about God.
Knowing the backgrouRd of our religious , people and
particmpating in its life today renews for us the
sense of our continuing Covenant ;with God and provides
us with the living context in which we may understand
our relations to Him better. 1 2
.
Nevertheless, in most aspects of philosophy of education,
iculum development, methodology, supervision and administra' Reform Jewish education, as reflected in printed curricula,
Jewish Teacher and, to a lesser degIJee, in articles
Journal, is •progressive in spirit and its overall
education.

Whether this is because of the

e of "Liberal Judaism, 11 or because the l curriculum is less
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ebraic than others, or because those who .irect Reform Jewish
ucation are more in the mainstream of American education is
important question· 't o ans~ er. · One interesting piece of
is that there are indications that some
Hebraic education have been far from progres~
Obviously, this generalization is
· jectural in nature, and additional empirical investigation
• •

'uld help in evaluating this development.

conservative Jewish educationts stance vis a vis educational
gressivism presents somewhat . of an enigma.

In many of its

·tings, including curricular statements and outlines developed

forties and fifties, it is seemingly dedicated to certain
of the progressive credo.

However, it must be remembered

its nature, Conservative Judaism has tended to be
and inconsistent in many areas and has been quite
changes in the mood and the tempooof the times.
sensitivity and eclecticism may have been a most important
Conservative Judaismts strength over the years ~ Nonein the areas of methodoLogy, administration and supereducation, at least in theory, has
to implementing many of the principles
innovations of educational progressivism. · This tendency has
reflected more in the periodical, The Synagogue School, than
e more scholarly journal, Co~servative Judaism.

One might

e that Conservative Jewish educators, many of whom had b'een
ced directly or indirectly by Mordecai M. Kaplan, lean
to a progressive-Reconstructionist position than their

c counterparts, especially more thaFl those who have had
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in recent years at the Jewish Theological Seminary.

There

e certain indications that, whereas Conservative Jewish educa-

beginning to b'e molded in the progressive...Reconstructionist
the thirties and early forties ,' essentialism and, in
'

ome cases, even neo..;.mysticism and educational perennialism as
by Robert M. Hutchins, are now gaining more and more
Conservative educational circles.

However, ·11moderate n

''middle-of-the...roadn positions seem to have emerged in the
ties, positions embracing elements of progressivism, essential~

.

and perennialism positions that make a bold attempt to merge
and the

11

tradi tional n with aspects of the progres ...

tpat gained general acceptance and with findings
emphas'.e s of the new approaches to teaching !!content, n
cepts, n and principles which have made a serious impact on
Extensive excerpts from two sources will
presented to docwnent th.ese :=_:trends.

In the spring of 1964,

• Joseph Schwab prei;;ented a paper entitled, nThe Religiously
in the United States:

A Memorandwn on Policy. 11
'

in Conservative Judaism, 13 the essay was reH
ted by the Melton Research Center in cooperation with the
ed Synagogue Commission on Education.

In the reprint the

paper is explained by Rabbi Seymour Fox,t~ e~
the Teachers Institute of the Ilewish Theological
The background statement and excerpts of
paper itself will now be entered into the
record:
Members of the Faculty of the Teachers Institute
of the Jewish Theological Seminary, meetimg as the Melton
Faculty Seminar, have spent three years exploring the

I

I
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goals of Jewish education. In addition, a group of
specialists in the behavioral sciences has joined the
center as an Advisory Board. Together the Seminar and
the Board, under the directorship of Louis Newman and
with the cooperation of the United Synagogue Commission
on Education, have taken steps that we hope, will have
desirable consequences for Jewish education.
The staff of the Center was most pleased therefore to have been invited by Conservative Judaism to
make public through its pages, reports on its work:
statements on the goals of Jewish education; developments
of specific projects; or descriptions of the results of
experimentation. We begin by offering for publication an
article by the Chairman of the Academic Board, Professor
Joseph J. Schwab, William Painey Harper, Professor of
Natural Sciences and Professor of Education at the
University of Chicago. Professor Schwab has served as
a consultant to Camp Ramah for six years and to the
Teachers Institute for four,. years. In his · capacity as
Chairman of the Melton Academic Board, Dr. Schwab was
one of a group of Jewish and non~Jewish educators called
in for consultation regarding a 'problem of 1 Jewish day
school education in Plliladelphia ••• Dr. Sch'vialfTs response
to the problem set down in his memorandum • • • contains
more than a suggestion for the specific day school
problem. It is a penetrating analysis of a problem that
is relevant to all facets of Jewish education.14
What must an edlication do to prepare men to
function in such a world? First, it must impart, as now,
the bodies of knowledge and· skill generally agreed to be
of value: language, mathematics, science, history, and
so forth. The fact that bodies of knowledge are sub~ect
to change does not alter the fact that they are, at any
given moment, the besTI available basis for understanding
and solving problems.
But with this established knowledge and skill
must come an array of special skills and special knowledge which will enable men to cope with the kinds of
change and novelty we have described. First, since
bodies of knavledge are limited in scope and subject to
revision, they must be so taught and learned that their
limitations are seen and the learner is prepared for the
possibility of change. This means that they should be
taught, not as delivered truths but as outcomes of
enquiry.
In a world which exhibits many different models
and codes, something more is needed: a rational as well
as a conditioned hold • • • 'This means that every act
of teaching, quizzing and testing conveys the idea that
adequate learning and knowing consist, not of being able
to repeat what is learned but of the ability to use it,
apply it, modify it • • • • 16
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A signal service might well be done by any group
which thoroughly and thoughtfully established a school
curriculum which successfull¥ supp.J_ied these needs. For
many groups, the first move in such service' wQuJ.d ·have
to be the manufacture of a lineage and the invention of
a day-to-day structure of ritual and •action which would
have a place for linkage. Judaism,by contrast, is - con~
spicuously marked by an existing lineage and tradition
of • • • linkage which have been kept flexible and
adapted to changing times, places, ~nd conditions.17 .
Rational enguiry is riot a profi!ess of moving from
a vacuum or a chaos to solutions to problems, but one
0f moving from extant material to its useful applications.
~Thus, an existing ' or traditional body of material is a
highly desirable, if not a necessary part of
the idea of tradition that it be treated as immovable
and immutable.
l

The program of instruction in the milieu suggested above should be considered as c0nsisting of two
componentsM-traditionwcentered activities (learning of
ritual, participation in prayer, Hebrew, religious and
Jewish-culturailstories and literature, etc.) a,nd secular
activities. The traditionwcentered activities should be
treated (and presented to the child) as extensions of its
significant adults, that is, as habits, attitudes, characteristics, or treasured po-s sessions of the teacher and,
where possible, parents. These matters will, then, be
participated in by the child as a privileged sharing of
the adult world, not queried, or 1\vhyed. n That is, they
be.come instances of linkage; since doing them becomes
the privilege of sharing in the adult world, they become
wanted and sought.18
t
introduction tb The Heritage of Biblical Israel ,by ')
first substantial publication of the
I

ton Research Center, Rabbi Sey~our Fox discusses the new
ncontentn and
education

t1

concepts it as it applies to
i

Those concerned with American education have
recognized for some years now that one of its major
weaknesses has been in the preparation and presentation
of the formal subject materials of the curriculmrn •••
In an attempt to alter this situation in the
Arrie;i:-ican schools, millions of dollars were invested
to br.i,ng together teachers, behavioral $Cientists and
schol§!,rs from the various subject areas to prepare
new . materials that will combine both an eff.ective "

~-

,_

__
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pedagogical approach and an aequate treatment of the
subject mattero

I

•

No such development has taken place in the
Jewish field. Our situation must be regarded as even
more urgent since for several subjects in the curriculum ;_
of the Jewish school we have absolutely no materials. rt'
is true that had the teacher the time and inclination
to read the many scholarly journals and the many volumes
that have been written about the Bible, Jewish history,
and Jewish thought, he might be able to extract the relM
evant ideas from the scholarly work, and translate them
into the language and experience level of the child.
very few teachers are sufficiently prepared or have the
energy and time. 20
,
he d.nfluence 6f the entrance into Conservative educational
of Jewish educators with an Orthodox orientation may have
tributed ~o the more -t raditional trend now seemingly present.
this apparent metamorphosis in a particular
of the Solomon Schechter Day Schools still refer
as "progressive day sehools.n

It would seem that

Conservative Judaism, as it pertains to a philosophy
approach to Jewish education, definitely needs further

although the studies of Conservative

ish education by Louis Katzoff, 21 of the development of the
of the Conservative religious school by Lerman, 22
totality of the Conservative movement by Sklare, 23
light upon the factors behind the eclecticism and
tempo and mood during the last thirty years.
"

Finally, a most interesting if not entirely unexpected
literature is the introduction of some aspects
ogressivism in the area of methodoLogy and the acceptance
certain progressive principles, of education in the Torah

sorah schools and in -independent schools as "Ramaz" in
23a
York
and in the more modern o~thodox supplementary schools.
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of this tendency is found in a limited nwnber of articles
Yeshiva ,Education and in Orthodox Jewish Life.
eren~es to student guidance, to personality developmen:t: and
the coijlJTlitment to educate the

whole child ~ seem to be f om:id

11

re and ~ ore in contributions made ,to _the two periodicals preWhat this phenomenon may in realit~ represent
.lli.fficult to ascertain.

Whether it is a resultant of contact

th the :roiierican enviroru:!lent, especially the educational sector,
it is a sign of

11

liber.a lization IT of

modern orthodoxy, IT

11

it is a sign of the •attempt to modernize orthodox ,
"sh

1-

day i..school education, 's<? that, at least in the general

dies ar E:_a, it may compete with P.ublic education is open to

study.

Ev.en though there is a l~ck of a

based on evidemce found in some of its
ationcbb pronouncements,

modern orthodox IT Jewish educat,ion

11

been touched to a limited degree by the spirit and SOIIle of

1insights of educational progressivism.

n

The more one examines what was occurring in Jewish ., •
thought, the more one is able to affirm that, if
else, 'the stranglehold of obscurantist edu~ational
,1

be confused with the respect for J~wish
tradition) was truly being brought • to an
of reappraisal.

This was happening even

e certain fads and facets of the progressive approach were
rejected by a nwnber of Jews-... educators, rabbis and laymen.
:was written and the jargon of Jewish educators of
persuasions was sprinkled unabashedly with concepts,
ideas and techniques first put forth by the progres-
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further documentation of the somewhat muted but
progressive surge (of the

11

purist 11 genre or of the

social ·reconstructionist type), or of more conservative or critical
evaluations, or of sag~estions for a more socially~oriented or

"tough-minded 11 progressivism a ~ proposed by Dr. Cremin, 24 are
However, !!.2. attempt will b e ~ to do

~~~~s

time since the nature and amount of material merits

certed

-

~

meticulous study.

i

~

at

.£9.!!,-

In the concluding statement, an

attempt will be made to summarize the overall impact of progresH

education on Jewish education in America, past and present.
some of the problems and possibilities for the future of
approach vis a vis Jewish edueation will be
context of the crisis facing American Jewry
the crisis facing an American society dedicated to liberty,
;.
f,

tice, freedom under law, the democratic process, the dignity
'

the brotherhood of man in these times of
polarization and extremism, revolution and
repression, and anxiety and alienation.
survey that follows will serve to provide
of some ' of the generalizations alluded to
of developments in regard to the relationship
to Jewish education in America during the forties,
early sixties.
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Chapter VII - Section B
J

survey of Greater Philadelphia Jewish Elementary Schools
(1963-1964 School Year)
~

·rn order to investigate the contemporary status of progressive

thinking and practice at the Jewish elementary school level, a survey
of Greater Philadelphia Jewish schools was undertaken.

The survey

entailed three distinct operations: (1) direct interviews with class room tea,chers; (2) direct interviews with educational directors,
T

principils or their equivalent; {3) standardized observations (checklist)
of the interviewed teachers.

;'A.
~'.

The Universe, the Sample and the Sampling Technique.

At the outset of the study certain procedural questions were

Should all levels of the Jewish educational enterprise- -

sery and kindergarten, elementary, secondary (intensive and
tensiv_e), Hebrew Teachers College, etc. --be explored? Also,
ould all types of Jewish schools - -Yiddish, Talmud Torahs,

\i~y

hools, Orthodox, Conservative, Reform- -be visited? Fourth,
all "education -related" personnel- -rabbis, teachers, educational
ectors, school boards, congregation presidents, student reprentatives,
parents of students and members of the PTA--to partici,
te in th~ survey?

. .

¥iii..

The answers to these questions were pivotal in

.

,:

lnmg a9-d delimiting the nature of the study as it was eventually

rried out in its final form.
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It was determined that, for the purposes of the present
riot all Jewish schools in Greater Philadelphia could be
According to the "Directory of Jewish Religious Schoo;J-s, 111
I

:the Greater Philadelphia area ninety-nine different schools · were
tiducting classes (not including nursery schools,· extensive post-

ar

Mitzvah classes, or adult education classes as separate units).

e schools were divided as follows:
Conservative Elementary
34
Ref ~rm Sunday and Weekday
· 16
Folkshuln
3
Workmen's Circle (including High School)
4
Hebrew Sunday School Society (including High
School)
5
Rabbinical Association (Orthodox)
8
Unaffiliated
·
·
7
Day Schools
6
United Hebrew Schools and Yeshivas (Talmud Torahs) 3
Conserv,ative High Schools (Regional and Instit~:,e
tional)
9
Hebrew Teachers College (Gratz)
School of Observation and Practice (Elementary)
1
High School Department
l
Isac Meyer Wise Department (Reform)
1
College Department
l
99
S,c hools not in the immediate suburban areas were eliminatedo
s further decided, even at the risk of losing some of the
of the data, to (a) visit only elementary schools,
investigation the two largest systems of schools--

d of Jewish Education Schools (United Synagogue--Conservative)
of Reform Synagogue Schools, and (c) to visit schools
on the basis of a twenty per cent stratified sample.2
made the study feasible and realistic as
I,

l ;

I

()

,.

:J )

related to the amount of time available for collecting the data.
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After discussions with expert educational personnel, 3
it was decided to sub-divide the schools of the two major systems
into three categories based on differences in the size of their stude:i;i.t ·
populations as of the Fall of 1963.

Thus, the schools affiliated with

the Board of Jewish Education (BJE) were sub-divided as follows:
Board of Javish EducationaSchools Classified According
to Student Population (Fall, 1963)
Category

No. of Students

No. of Schools

A

44 to 176

9

B

177 to 400

12

C

401 to 1072

10

31 Total 3 a

As indicated by the "twenty percent formula, " two schools

were chosen from category A, three from category B, two from
category C--a total of seven schools of 22. 6% of BJE schools included
in the universe being investigated.

Within each of the categories, the

schools to be studied were chosen completely at random.

The same

type of stratification was undertaken in regard to schools affiliated

With the Federation of Reform Synagogues (FRS):

Federation of Reform Synagogue Schools Classified
According to Student Popfilation (Fall, 1963)
Category

No. of Students

No. of Schools

A

165 to 221

4

B

327 to 540

3

C

630 to 1508

4

TI Total 3b
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Jn accordance with the "twenty percent formula, " one school

was chosen completely at random from each of the three categories - a total of three schools or 27. 3% of FRS schools included in the
universe being investigated.
Also, two elementary day schools (one of Orthodox orientation,
the other endorsed by the Philadelphia Branches of the United Synagogue
and Rabbinical Assembly)as well as a supplementary elementary school

conducted by the Hebrew Teachers College were selected.

All in all,

a total of thirteen schools were chosen for visitation and observation.
Investigation of every class in each of the thirteen schools as

well as discussions with ali' "education-related" personnel was considered
However, the following approach was determined as
1atisfactory for the purposes of this research project:

Two classes,

ene at the eight year old level. (Aleph in Conservative congregational

achools, Third g rade in Reform c ongregational schools) and one at
e eleven year old level {!(jled in Conservative congregational schools,

ixth grade in Reform congregational schools)4

were to be visited by

In the case in which two or more classes existed at

given level in a selected school, the class to be visited was randomly
osen from among the existing possibilities.

Half-hour observations

d an interview with the teacher of the class of about twenty minutes

In addition, a more lengthy interview with the
cipal, educational director· or rabbi responsible for the educational

gram of the school was conducted.
It must be admitted that the research process outlined above

First, the universe that was studied, though multi-

I

!
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colored and varied, cannot be assumed to be representative of the
total universe of American Jewish schools since it was geographically
!united to Greater Philadelphia Jewish schools.

Extrapolation from,

any and all findings must therefore be extremely tenuous .

Second, by

delimiting the universe and eliminating from it various types of schools,
the overall sampling becomes even less representative of the universe

of American Jewish schools.

Third, in visiting only approximately 25%

of the schools remaining in the delimited universe, further risk of
misrepresenting the true picture was taken.
From another vantage point, once the schools were selected,

certain additional problems ·arose.

Many questions remain, and a

multitude of factors entered the picture which most certainly limit
the validity of the findings.

Viewing the results from the point of

view of the compar8:bility of responses, we would expect that the
responses of the educational directors would be most significant.
However, the gnawing question as to whether or not these educational
leaders truly reflect in their daily practice the ideas and points -ofview subscribed to during the interviews remains unanswered.

The

problems related to comparability of data and how to minimize the
· effect of additional unaccounted-for variables take on even greater
magnitude when an attempt is made to compare data from teacherinterviews and classroom observations.

Can classes in two different

Schools in any instance be compared? Does the selection of classes
and teachers as outlined above allow for comparability?

Can schools

. ith different objectives and philosophical outlooks be compared?

at are the common attributes that all teachers possess that allow
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for comparison of their responses?
Furthermore, since each class is unique and different from

every other class, generally and at the given moment of observatiol\l,
and since the presence of the investigator acts as a contaminating

factor, the comparison of classes and schools based on the results of

the observations is extremely dangerous.

Also, because similar but

duferent questions were asked of teachers and educational directors,
it is apparent that the comparability of their responses may be limited.
The limitations of the selection and research procedures are

quite obvious.

These limitations of necessity prohibit giving the results

of the survey any stamp of comprehensive, general validity.

The pro-

cess outlined above and described in more detail below was devised as
an experimental process, as a possible means of gathering potentially

significant data.

No excuses are to be made for its shortcomings.

The

approach was used because it was felt that it may have worth and might
.. possibly contribute to the overall study.

One hopes that it will be

evaluated in the spirit of scientific research and exploration as well
as in the light of its acknowledged inadequacies.

B. The Formulation, Refinement and Administration of the

Interview Schedules and Observation Checklist.
An exhaustive study of "progressive" and "progressivelyoriented" educational literature had been undertaken to serve as a
basis both for this contemporary survey as well as for the analysis
of Jewish educational literature utilized to trace the influence of progressive ideas and practices on Jewish educational thought and
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practice .

~-

This analysis provided 101 potential items to be included

in the interview schedule.

These items (statements of principle and

practice) were classified into the following categories: philosophy o_f
education; curriculum and curriculum development; methodology and
psychology of learning; administration and supervision.

The items

included many "anti-progressive" statements as well as "progressivelyoriente d " 1·tems.
All 101 items were read to members of a graduate Thesis

Seminar. 6

With the help of the members of the Seminar, many items

were completely discarded, others refined and re-written.

Thirty items

were finally selected to be used in the interview . with the educati onal
director of an area synagogue school not included in the study. (l:

These

items dealt with philosophy of education, curriculum and curriculum
development, administration and supervision.

Likewise, twenty-seven

items, in the areas of methodology and psychology of learning, were

• elected

to be used with teachers in the "pilot school" mentioned above.

A series of "response categories" were defined and listed on a card so

as to attempt to standardize the responses and make them comparable.
· The card was used by the respondents in determining their responses .

.The "response categories" as listed on the card were as follows:
1. Agreement- -complete or general agreement
2. Partial Agreement- -a. mainly agree1 but there is a point of
disagreement
Which one?
Why?
b. :~ inly disagree, but there are one
or two points with which you agree
3. Disagreement--complete or general disagreement
Why?
4 . No Answer- -language too technical
do not have enough information to venture opinion
Which one?
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two series of "definitions" were formulated at the Thesis

seminar,

~

one for the "educational director form 11 and one for the

"teacher}"' form. " These definitions wer~ also written on cards an~
can be found in the Appendix.'(9:: ; As a result of the "pilot study,

11

·the

"educational director interview" was limited to twenty-six refined

items and the "teacher interview" to twenty refined items.
The following statement (with minor deviations) was used as
the standard introduction to both the educational director's and

teacher's interview session:
"As you know, I'm engaged in research in
Jewish education as part of my doctoral dissertation
being written at Dropsie College.
"All information and opinions given will be
entirely confidential. No names will be mentioned in
the study . Also, this study will not be used to evaluate
a school or a teacher in terms of "good" or "bad. "
Information collected from interviews and observations
will be ~sed statistically to attempt to describe current
educational ideas and practices. Your frankest opinions
would be most helpful.
"There are a few questions to which I need answers
before we begin the interview itself. Would you please
answer them to the best of your ability?
(Introductory, background questions)
"I would appreciate your reading carefully the
following statements and telling me whether or not you
agree, partially agree, disagree with them or have no
answer.
(Show "response category" card)
"Do you have any questions?
"When you read the statements you may see some
underlined words or phrases. Definitions of these words
and phrases will be presented on cards. I would appreciate
your using these definitions in responding to the statements.
Let me know if you disagree with the definition and why
you disagree with it. Also, if you disagree completely
or partially with the statement, I would appreciate knowing
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two series of "definitions" were formulated at the Thesis
one for the "educational director form"- and one for the
"teacher . form. " These definitions we:re also written on cards an;d

can be found in the Appendix.'(9.: : As a result of the "pilot study, " the
"educational director interview" was limited to twenty-six refined

jtems and the "teacher interview" to twenty refined items.
The following statement (with minor deviations) was used as
e standard introduction to both the educational director's and

l

"As you know, I'm engaged in research in
Jewish education as part of my doctoral dissertation
being written at Drops.ie College .
"All information and opinions given will be
entirely confidential. No names will be mentioned in
the study. Also, this study will not be used to evaluate
a school or a teacher in terms of "good" or "bad. "
Information collected from interviews and observations
will be used statistically to attempt to describe current
educational ideas and practices. Your frankest opinions
would be most helpful.
"There are a few questions to which I need answers
before we begin the interview itself. Would you please
answer them to the best of your ability?
(Introductory; background questions)
"I would appreciate your reading carefully the
following statements and telling me whether or not you
agree, partially agree , disagree with them or have no
answer .
(Show "response category" card)
"Do you have any questions?
"When you read the statements you may see some
underlined words or phrases. Definitions of these words
and phrases will be presented on cards . I would appreciate
your using these definitions in responding to the statements.
Let me know if you disagree with the definition and why
you disagree with it. Also, if you disagree completely
or partially with the statement, I would appreciate knowing

11

I

I
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which aspect of it is disturbing to you. ''
Cooperation from participating schools (LO- and their educa-

tional directors, principals ancl rabbis was excellent.

Interviews .with

teachers were held before and after classes , ap.d, at times, schedules
, ,

and teacher assignments were changed in order to accommooate the

Appointments were made with educational directors and

principals, some during school sessions (part-time personnel), and
others before school sessions had begun (full-time personnel).

Though

ih,ere were interruption~ and delays and though sometimes an interview

ad to be completed on another day, all interviews were completed

The observation checklist (see Appendix) was lengthy 'and quite
It was formulated through discussions at the Thesis
minar, through conferences with Dr. William Chomsky, chairman
the writer's faculty committee, and refined during the "pilot study. "

sults and limitations of the observation checklist have already been
but they will be discussed in more detail later.

C. The Interview- - Educational Directors (Principals, Rabbis)

In order to better understand and interpret the responses of
e Jeducational kl irectors or their equivalents and to attempt to find
Bible relationships between their responses and their experiential

educational backgrounds, certain specific questions were asked of
The answers to these questions were thought to be

entially significant in aiding in the understanding of the activities
atmosphere of the school under consideration as well as in
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iIIlprehending the context of the practices and _thinking of the teachers.

1. Status in School--Three respondents were full-time
.,

educational directors, six were part-time principals, three
were rabbis (no principal employed).

11

·

2. Years at Present Position--The respondents had been
in their present position from one (just beginning) to fourteen
years, nine of the twelve having been six or less years in the
position.

Of these nine, three were in their first year.

3. Age - -The respondents ranged in age from their
thirties to their fifties.

Three were in the thirties; seven in

the forties; two in the fifties.
4. Jewish Educational Background--Three respondents
were ordained rabbis; one had a Bachelor of Hebrew Literature
degree from Gratz College; two were graduates of the
Teachers Institute of the Jewish Theological Seminary; two
had a degree of Bachelor of Hebrew Pedagogy from the
Teachers Institute of Yeshiva University; two had received
Teachers' Certificates from Gratz College;

~

had received

a Diploma from the Jewish Theological Seminary Israel
Friedlander Classes (n0w the Seminary School of Adult Jewish
Studies); one was educated in congregational schools in the
Philade+phia area;

~

was in the process of getting certifica-

tion in an "In-Service Program for Teachers in Reform
Religious Schools" at Gratz College.
5. General Educational Background--One principal did
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not have any general educational degree although courses
had been taken at Teachers College, Columbia University,
and at the New School for Social Research; three had BA or

·\

BS degrees (two of these were rabbis); eight had Masters 1
degrees in education, psychology, or educational administration; four were working towards degrees of Ph.D.
6. Jewish Teaching Licenses--One respondent had a
Principal 's License (National); one a "B" license; l la one
a "C" license (Phila. ); one a "Provisional D 11 license (Phila. );
one a license (no rating given - Phila. ); seven had no license
whatsoever.

Three 'respondents were members of the

National Council for Jewish Education.
7. Additional Background Concerning Selected Schools - a. Number of Students--The number of students
in the selected schools ranged from 138 to 605, the median
being 273 students.
b. Range of Classes- -The range of classes in
Reform religious schools was Kindergarten to Sixth grade
in two and First to Sixth in the other.

In Conservative

schools, two schools had classes from Primary (six-seven
year olds) to Heh (Fifth grade), four schools , Kindergarten
(five year olds) to Heh and one school had a range of Kindergarten to Daled.

The range in the day schools was Kinder -

garten to Vav (Sixth grade! in one, Nursery to Daled (Fourth)

in the other.

The supplementary school sponsored by the
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Hebrew Teachers College had a range of Primary to Heh.
c. Grade Distribution of Classes--Two schools
had only one section of each grade; the others mostly two

"

sections of each grade; some of the larger schools had from
four to seven sections at a giv.en,,grade levlt1.
d . License Status of Teachers --Most teachers
had "C ", "D" and Special Public School Teachers' Licenses
or were being urged to apply for licenses.

"A" and "B"

licenses were glaringly absent.
e. Eight schools had both intensive and extensive
programs, three had only intensive programs .
f. Five schools had "mixed" groupings, five had
a "double track" system and three had homogeneous groups at
varying levels.

re

s

•

As has been explained earlier, those interviewed could respond
four different manners: total agreement, total disagreement, partial

Since an explanation was asked for in cases of

tial agreement, the writer was able to evaluate the reasons for
tial agreement and thus determine whether or not the respondent's

awer tended toward either the category of "agreement" (Ag) or of
The writer used his judgment in instances of

artial agreement " and attempted to be as unbiased as possible.

rtain instances of "partial agreement" were considered to tend in
The reasons for "partial agreement" and "disagree-
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Illent" were also recorded and were of value in the interpretation of
For reasons of clarity the responses. of the educational

directors will be grouped into three major areas: philosophy of ·
curriculum development and administration and supervision.
I. Philosophy of Education
As was determined in the case of all items, a progressive

orientation was indicated by either agreeing or disagreeing with a given
atatement or by indicating some variety of "partial agreement.

11

The

following item elicited the greatest acceptance:
"21. Since we wish our society to be as democratic
as possible, pupils must be educated in democratic
thinking and ·conduct. 11

r

Bl.even of twelve respondents agreed completely with the statement
Three items achieved an 83. 33% consensus; #4, #7, #28 '. :.i~, .

Seventy-five percent disagreed with item #16 and agreed with item #2.
o items showed complete disagreement in c 11, seven of twelve cases

The items which commanded the greatest con -

sus (in a progressive direction) were those dealing with democratic
inking and conduct (#21), non-acceptance of intact transmission of

e American heritage without critical analysis and the acceptance of

lng the school to build a new America (#4); the acceptance of change,
e relativity of truth and the tentative nature of knowledge (#7); and

aracteristics of American education--co-ed classroom, etc. (#28).

ose items exhibiting the greatest variation of response dealt with:
) change, relativity of truth, tentativeness of knowledge, and the
tural as opposed to the supernatural as it affects Judaism (#11), and
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(Z) the relationship of the human mind to ultimate faith and belief (#14).
A traditionalist bias on the part of some (a significant minority) as

related to a philosophy of Judaism and as reflected in Jewish educa!fon
seems to be evident in these latter instances.

It may be that in some

cases a dichotomy in thinking exists between conceptions of general
education and those of Jewish education.

In other words, the context

influences the degree of progressive thinking espoused.

item, #2, may indicate the ambivalence present.

An intermediate

This item dealt with

the importance of taking into consideration reliable evidence in the

educative process, even in the religious educational process.
the twelve respondents agreed with the statement.

Nine of

Those that disagreed

mentioned that religious truths are not necessarily testable, i.e., that
r eliable evidence need not be a factor in determining religious truths,
and that changes are to take place infrequently, reliable evidence not

being an important criterion.

The negation of reliable evidence in the

realm of religion, the unquestioning acceptance of the authority of a
upernatural tradition, the suspi!ion of change and of the relativity of

truth and of the use of the human intellect as these are related to matters
faith and belief all point to an anti-progressive orientation when a
ilosophy of religious education is considered.

The conflict between

ligious naturalism and traditional supernatural dogmas may be
ected in the responses to those items.

However, the fact that

rogressivism" is generally accepted, especially in the area of general

cational thinking is buttressed by the responses to item #16.
"16. Progressive education suffers from aimlessness
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and lacks real values; it is beyond repair. "

Nine respondents completely disagreed with this statement, one
"partially agreed" {"has its drawbacks, but we can learn from it"), \
and one "partially agreed" and tended toward disagreement.

The matter

of a.II1bivalence, dichotomous thinking, inconsistency, etc. will be dis-

cussed further when the responses from given individual interviewees

will be looked at as a total syndrome.
II. Curriculum and Curriculum Development
Items in this area may reflect a philosophy of education or they
Jl).ay reflect reality (what exists).

They may also be indicative of the
The following table

answers to statements in this area:
Table I ( l 3 t
Agree

Disagree

12 (100%)
li1 (91. 67%)
11 (91. 67%)
10 (83 . 33%) 1
10 (83. 33%)
9 (7 5%)
1
9 (7 5%)
2
6 (50%)
5
6 (50%)

Partial Ag.

Partial
(Ag)

Partial
(Ds )

1
1
1
2
1
2
2
1

Responses to the various items show an interesting variation.

the one hand unanimity exists in regard to correlation or grouping
ether of subjects--all feel it a commendable pr·a ctice (#15).

On

-lther hand, only one -half of the respondents completely reject the
isability of promoting the use of a "course of study which is logically
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organized and which specifically states the subjects and texts to be
used, the exact pages to be covered, and the time per week to devote

to the subject" (#12), a course of study which would do little to
, •

encourage correlation of subjects.

Though 83. 33% of the educational .

directors agree with the progressive conception of curriculum ("3. The
curriculum is the total living of the child insofar as the school can
influence it or should take responsibility of influencing it. "), 50%
(including a "Partial [Ag]") agree that activities, clubs, trips,

assemblies, etc., "are much less important than the conventional
classroom procedures . " (#8).

This may be only a statement of

priorities as demanded by reality, or it may represent a narrow conception of curriculum which is in ppposition to the conception espoused
Generally speaking, however, the majority of respondents

seemed predisposed to accept progressive innovat:iions in regard to
curriculum development as evidenced by their affirmation of the
inclusion of individual student guidance in the curriculum f 13) and of
the utilization of audio-visual aids and the £ostering of creative

expression in the program of the Jewish school (#17); by their support
of a point of view that looks at curriculum building as a joint and

cooperative endeavor involving lay people and educator, teachers and
abbis (#22) 14 ·; by their acceptance of the use of student experiences,
terests and needs in curriculum formulation (# _5, ); and by their
knowledgement of innovations at all levels as having validity (#26).
III. Administration and Supervision
A greater degree of consensus seemed to exist

in this area than in the preceding areas.

Four items, reflecting a

progressive orientation, elicited almost unanimous complete agreement:

Table II (See Appendix)
Agree

Item No.

Partial (Ag)

12
12

19
27
30
25

10
10

2
2

These items dealt with goals, functions, and method,of supervision
d administration.

Items dealing with the stimulation of leadership

the part of others (#19) 8:lld the fostering of professional growth and

reative teaching (#27) achieved complete unanimity of agreement.
terns describing the most modern conceptions of supervision (#30)

the formulation of educational policy (#25) received an extremely
h degree of consensus.

One other item (# 1) affirming the role of

faculty in the over-all decision-making process , also achieved a

h degree of consensus (seven 11 complete 11 agreements, five
eements in the direction of "agreement").

If

11

11

partial 11

complete 11 agreements

e combined with "partials in the same direction,

11

it would seem that

re exists in the area of supervision and administration a higher
gree of progressively-oriented thinking than in the other two.

The

erage proportion of progressive responses in the three sectors has

Supervision and Administration
Curriculum
Philosophy

86%
83%
82%
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Although the differences are not great and may not be statistically
significant, they may be indicative of a greater degree of acceptance

of progressive thinking in the one area. Greater divergency of
opinion was manifested in regard to statements reflecting more
traditional views in the area of administration and supervision.

The

conflict between theory and practice as well as differences in emphasis
seemed to characterize the responses to these items:
•

~

rl.

NAn

.

Agree

p
Tatie III (See Appendix)
Disagree

Partial

9

8
8
6

3
3'
1
3

Partial (Ag. ) or (Ds)

1
2
2

$

1
1

the prevalent bias of the group-as-a-whole was in a

rogressive direction as evidenced by the last of "complete agreement"
This may further substantiate the inference in regard to
e greater impact of progressive thinking in this area.

tlinmary

l5

Q~e~H.{Jn.s t~na of ~nter~~e~):

In order to better understand the responses of the group of

ucational directors and the responses of any given director, three

al questions were asked:

'

"l. Have you ( ), your children ( ), your students ( )
had any experiences with progressivism in general
education ? If yes, what are your feelings about it ? "
Of the group of twelve principals-rabbis ~educational directors,

e answered the question in the negative and one was unable to
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One individual had served on the board of a
private, progressive elementary school and had sent. her children to

this school; three had children who were _a ttending Jewish Day $Cho~ls
(elementary and secondary) which had a supposedly progressive
orientation; one had sent his child to a day camp sponsored by a
private, progressi:7e elementary school; and one had been exposed
through courses and observations to progressive education as part of
a Master's program.

Though all approved of the potential worth of
all but one of the six stated qualifications as

"in theory, · acceptable, but good students needed. "
"favorably disposed, but it must constantly be
re -evaluated and geared to reality. 11
"has great value and has produced excellent
results, but it has limitations. 11
"it's fine with good students and a good teacher;
itss objectives should be well - defined (not open ended). "
''OK if not 'watered -down 1 •

"

"II. How would you classify your philosophy of
educati<in (all factors--time, etc. --being equal)?
Clas's ical-literary, Progressive, Traditionalreligious, Reconstructionist, Hebraic-Zionist,
Yiddishist-secular, other. "
The respondents were encouraged to make any combinations

hich would best describe their educational philosophy.

Eleven of the

elve identified themselves as "progressive. " Six of these specifically
iteci their "progressivism" to method.

The remaining classifica-
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Traditional -religious
Reconstructionist
Religious
Hebraic-Zionist
Classical-literary
Yiddishist-secular

6
5
4
4
1
1

Many respondents made a distinction between content and
the most frequent combinations being "progressive in method''
and "traditional-religious" or "Reconstructionist 11 in content.

As

might be expected, the three Reform educational directors/ rabbis
classified themselves as "Reconstructionst-religious -progressive"
whereas five of the eight Conservative educational directors/ rabbis
classified themselves "tradit_ional-religious and progressive. " Two
considered themselves "progressive-Reconstructionist, " one of these

also ascribing to his philosophy a . . . ' 'traditional-religious" coloration . .

The remaining person looked at himself as "classical-literary" and
" traditional-religious II while commenting that he was a conservative
Though there seems to be some overlapping,

it seems that a distinction between Reform and Conservative educators
as present in the area of "content, " whereas a unity seemed to exist

the area of " method. " This phenomenon will be discussed more

1horoughly at other points in the dissertation.
"III. Your interpretation of modern Jewish life
corresponds most closely with that of :' Isaac
M. Wise, Rabbi Joseph B. Soloveitchik,
Mordecai M. Kaplan, Solomon Schechter,
David Ben-Gurion. "
Combinations of these personalities were encouraged.
an most frequently mentioned was Mordecai M. Kaplan (nine).

The
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he was mentioned without an additional personality in only

dissociated themselves from Kaplan's theology.

Of interest is the

fact that in two instances in which Kaplan was name~ the responden·t

also identified with Soloveitchik, the Orthodox leader.

Other instances

in which Wise and Kaplan, or Schechter and Kaplan were combined

-

(five) are not that surprising.

Isaac M. Wise attracted support from

the three Reform educators; Rabbi Soloveitchik was identified with

by four Conservative educators, Solomon Schechter by four Conserva-

tives, and Ben Gurion by two Conservative educators and one Reform.

Among the educators interviewed there seems to be a definite
"progressive bias. " This bias may be stronger in some areas
fadministration and supervision, method) than in others (content,
philosophy of education, curriculum) though even in these areas a
progressively-oriented approach is prevalent, witness the high degree

of identification with Kaplan as well as the relatively high proportion
of "pro-progressive" responses.

However, limitations of progressi-

vism (time, reality, educational objectives, etc.) are recognized
No total commitment to progressivism is present
as no total negation of its validity and potential worth is present.

Though most Reform and Conservative educators are ready to identify

ith Kaplan in a general way, some take exception to his theology,
and others do not consider themselves Reconstructionists in regard

to their Jewish educational ph,ilosophy.

The degree of overall accepf-.
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tance or rejection of progressivism will now be looked at in terms
of individual patterns or syndromes.

Individual Patterns; Degree of Progressive Orientation

,,
'

In order to accurately compute the degree of acceptance or

lack of acceptance of progressive practices and principles as well as
the number of responses in each direction, responses to individual

Complete agreement
"partial" in direction of
agreement (Ag) ,
Partial
"Partial" in the direction
of disagreement (D$)
Complete disagreement

plus 3
plus 2
16 _\'
plus 1 or minus 1 - · ~
$

minus 2
minus 3

The scores on each item were added together and a "progressive '

uotient" was arrived at for each respondent.

Also, the degree of "pro-

rogressive" response and the degree of ''anti-progressive" ("proaditional") response was determined separately.

Finally, the number

"pro-progressive" responses and "anti-progressive" responses was

I. Number of Responses

,1.8
-

The range of "pro-progressive" responses was nineteen to

enty-six (potential range being zero to twenty-six) .

The median number

"pro-progressive" responses was 22. 5, the mean 22. 7.

The range

"pro-traditional" ("anti-progressive") re~ponses was. zero to seven
e potential range being zero to twenty-six.) The median number of

"anti-progressive" responses was 2. 5, the arithmetic mean being 3. 2.
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II. Degree of "Pro-Progressive11 Response
When all "pro-progressive" responses were weighted and
.,

added together a median score of 64. 5 was arrived at for the group.

The range was determined to be from a minimum of fifty-one to a
maximum of seventy-five (the potential range being zero to seventyThe arithmetic mean was 63. 2.
III. Degree of "Anti-Progressive" Response
The range of "anti-progressive" responses was zero to minus

thirteen (the potential range being zero to minus seventy-eight).

The

"anti-progressive" response was minus 4. 5; the mean

IV. The "Progressive Quotient"
The weighted scores of the "pro-progressive" and "anti-pro-

essive" responses were combined to arrive at a "progressive quotient"
reach individual.

It was felt that this score would be the most sensi-

e indicator of one's acceptance of progressive principles and practices:

Table IV
Respondent
A
B
C

D
E
F

P.Q.
74
72
71
69
66
65

r

Respondent

P. Q.

G
H
I

55
50
50
50
42
40
39

J
K
L
M

can be seen from the above data, the range was plus seventy-four

(potential range, minus seventy-eight to plus
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seventy-eight).

The median score was plus sixty; the mean was plus

V. General Summary
After examining the above data ("progressive quotient'') a

threefold grouping seems to be present: A to F; G to J; K to M.
variation for the total group is thirty-five.

The

The variation in the four

other secondary measurements is less than this figure.

This variation

iB relatively small when one considers that the potential maximum
Furthermore, all scores fall'liWithin the upper 25%

of the potential range, that being plus thirty-nine to plus seventy-eight.
is would indicate a strong "pro-progressive " bias for the group-as-a

whole.

Also, the fact that variation does exist and that three groupings

be determined indicates that though the bias is generally strong it

not extreme nor of uniform intensity for the group of respondents
These findings are similar to those reached after the
'19 '

analysis. -

VI. Individual Patterns as Related to Religious .:'. Educational

•
Of the first grouping, A to F (74 to 65), three were Reform

ucators (B, C, D); one was the principal of the supplementary
mentary school sponsored by the Hebrew Teachers College, one
the principal of the Conservative Day school which looks at itself ·
a "progressive II school, and one was the principal of a Conservative
regational school having a very high educational rating.

The

tinction between the second (G to J) and third (K to M) groupings
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and the first (A to F) seems to be a real one (ten points).

first grouping seems to be relatively homogeneous.

Also, the

The lower 1'proI'

gressive quotients" of the Conservative educators in groups G to J ~nd
'

'

K to M most probably are a result of the greater traditionalism of the
Conservative movement and a correlative traditionalism in the areas
of educational philosophy and curriculum development.

Also, all

those in the first grouping (A to F) identified with Mordecai Kaplan
fUld "progressive" in questions #3 and #2 respectively found at the

2p

end of the interview schedule.

'

~

Experience with general progressive

education or having children or students exposed to it does not seem to

be a factor , B, C, and D answering "no" to question #1 at the end of
In the case of the combined G to M group
,n].y three of the seven identified with Kaplan and all those who identified

With

Rabbi Soloveitchik were in this latter grouping.

Two in the A to

F grouping identified with Schechter as did two in the G to M combined
The only identifications with Ben Gurion and Wise occurred

Jti the more progressive group, also.

In the area of philosophy of

wish education, "traditional-religious" and "classical-literary"
as much more prevalent in the G to M group, even though all but
One

of this group identified with "progressive" in the area of method.

All those in the more progressive group identified with ''progressive "
the area of method, but only one of the educators (affiliated with
e Conservative movement) considered his philosophy "traditional -

ligious. " Four others considered their philosophy just "religious. "
e significant differences, from an over -all point of view, seem to
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The more progressively-oriented (A to F) identify much more
unanimously with Kaplan; those in the G to M combined grouping,
the ~progressively-oriented, identify niore with tradition and

Soloveitchik.

.•,

In the area of method no significant difference exists.

VII. Individual Patterns as Related to Other Factors
The average number of years that the more progressive group
was in their present positions was .h little less than three.

The average

number of years for the less progressive (G to M) was almost seven.
Oppositely, those in the less progressive group were younger.

The

enly difference that seems to exist among the other background factors
is the fact that those in the less progressive group were educated in

more orthodox institutions such as Yeshiva University, whereas those

in the more progressive group were educated at the Teachers Institute
the Jewish Theological Seminary, Gratz College, Hebrew Union
llege, the New School of Social Research, etc.
prise that this is the case.

It comes as no

The individual who had the highest

rogressive quotient'' (A) had taken courses at the New School of
cial Research in New York and at Teachers College, some of the
tructors being Dewey , Kilpatrick, Kallen, and Thorndike .
VITI. Inconsistency, Eclecticism, and Contradictions
It would be expected that complete consistency and a totally

gressive syndrorre would be the exception.

Respongepts A and C

Respondent B seemingly manifests
e eclecticism as he rejects the progressive emphasis on the
al status of so-called "co -curricular" activities.

Respondent D
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(progressive quotient of 69) seems to be inconcistent as he rejects

»ie validity of curriculum innovations at the elementary school level
but is quite critical of the logically organized, subject matter, time
and text oriented course of study so prevalent in most schools.

The

converse is true of respondent E who is progressive in all areas but
that of the course of study (item # 12 is accepted).

Respondent F

ciuestions the role of reliable evidence and criticism especially as
cherished beliefs are concerned but,other than this, is progressivelyThis trend toward eclecticism li>r ambivalence in philoso-

phical and curricular areas increases as the responses of the less
progressive educators are examined.

Respondent G agrees that the

aearch for reliable evidence, even in the area of religious education,

is an important aspect of the educational process.

However, he then

feels that there should be limits beyond which the human intellect
should not proceed in the area of ultimate faith and belief.

The

tendency toward a more consistent eclecticism is evident in the third
It should be noted that certain items expectedly

Viere more sensitive to "anti-progressive" or "more traditional"
These were as follows: Philosophy (items #2, 11, 14);
rriculum (Items #5, 8, 12, 26); Administration and Supervision

21

(items #1, 6, 10, 20, 24). ·

D. The Interview- -Teachers
As was the case in regard to the educational directors,

ertain background information was requested of the teachers interThese questions can be divided into those concerning the
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teacher and those concerning the class which had been observed.
Jnforrnation gathered from the latter questions will be examined

later as it relates to the observations which took place.
1. Age- -The teachers interviewed ranged in age

from their early twenties to their middle sixties.

Thirteen

of the twenty-six {50%) teachers were in their twenties.
teachers were in their thirties.
and one was in his sixties.

Two were in their forties,

The group of teachers -as.s a-

whole was relatively young.
interviewed were under forty.

0 _

•

-

Twenty-three of the twenty-six
Whether this group is repre-

sentative of all teachers in Philadelphia Jewish schools or
whether significant age differences exist among groups of
teachers teaching in different types of schools was not
ascertained.
2. License Status of Teachers - . Orthodox (Day School)-One teacher had no
license whatsoever, the other a "certificate" from the Beth
Jacob Seminary from which she had been graduated.
Reform -Two teachers were graduates of
the College of Jewish Studies sponsored by Gratz College,
and two were graduates of the Isaac Mayer Wise Department
of the College.

~la

Three had no license or license equivalent

whatsoever.
Conservative-Sixteen teachers were teaching
at schools 1.ffili'ated with the Conservative movement (including
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the Day school).

Two had "B" licenses , 22 two had "C" ,·

two teachers had earned "Permanent D" licenses; two had
a "Provisional Permit;" two had received a "Special Te ache.rs 1
License" from Gratz.

Of the six who had no license one was

evaluatedt to have the equivalent of an "A" or "B" status, one
a "B'' or "C" status, and one was working toward a "Special
Teachers I License.

11

Community-sponsored school--Both teachers had
"Temporary Certificates. "
3. Experience in Teaching in Jewish Schools--The
average number of years of teaching experience (twenty-six
teachers) was 7. 8 years.

Ten teachers had less than five

years of teaching experience in Jewish schools.
between five and ten years experience.

Ten had

Four (all from Con-

servative schools) had between eleven and twenty years
experience, and two tConservative) had more than twenty-one
years experience.

Of those in the "less than five" group,

two were from the community-sponsored school, one was
Orthodox, three Reform and four Conservative.

Of those

in the ''five to ten" group, one was Orthodox, three Reform
and seven Conservative.

In addition, seven teachers reported

that they had had between two and sixteen years of experience
in the field of general education.

The average teaching

experience in Jewish schools of teachers interviewed was:
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Community-sponsored school
Orthodox (Day school)
Reform
Conservative

2.
5.
4.
10.

25
75
50
80

years
years
years
years

4. College Degrees--A total of fourteen (over 50_%)
teachers had no college degree.

Of the four Reform teachers

in this category, three were Juniors or Seniors in college.
Two were Orthodox, one having had two and one-half years of
undergraduate work.

Seven were Conservative~ four being

Juniors or Seniors in undergraduate school.

One teacher

from the Community-sponsored school was a Senior in college.
Twelve teachers had received a BA or BS degree.

In addition,

two teachers in Reform schools had earned an MA (MS) degree,
whereas four teachers in Conservative schools had earned
similar degrees.

Two teachers (C:onservative) were ordained

rabbis (Yeshiva University).
5. Teacher Education - -The group-as -a-whole had many
and varied experiences in being educated to be teachers.

The

two Orthodox Day school teachers received training(method,
theory of education and practice teaching) at the Beth Jacob
Seminary in New York.

One teacher had also done extensive

additional reading in educational psychology.

Two teachers in

Reform Jewish schools had received a Master of Science degree-one in education and the other in psychology.

Two other

teachers were undergraduates in elementary education programs,
one of these getting specific training in Jewish education at the
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I. M. Wise Department of Gratz College.

A fifth teacher had

taken courses in education and psychology in undergraduate
school, and a sixth had done some informal reading in
education but had not taken any formal coursework at a
college level.
fu the Conservative schools visited, only one teacher

was found to have had no courses in education.
was an ordained Rabbi.

This individual

Another teacher had taken a course

at the Hayyim Greenberg Institute in Israel but had had no
additional training.

Two Israelis had taken courses to pre-

pare them to be leaders of youth groups in Israel, one of
these getting additional training in the teaching of mathematics
in the Israeli army.

Two teachers (Day school) were graduates

of Teachers Seminaries in Israel.
courses at Gratz and in Israel.

One teacher had taken

One had received a "Special

Teachers' ~.ic:i:fm.s e-'l : '" from Gratz and had taken additional
coursework in education at undergraduate school and at the
CoDege of Jewish Studies in Chicago.

Two teachers were

taking "in-service" courses at Gratz working for certification
("Special Teachers 111 ).

One teacher had taken coursework

at Gratz through her Sophomore year but had not received
her Teachers' Certificate.

She had also taken twelve

undergraduate credits in education at a state university.
Another teacher had received her Teachers' Certificate
from Gratz and was taking additional "in-service" courses.
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Finally, three of four teachers with a Master's degree in
education or psychology were taking courses inrthe "Special
Teachers 111 program at Gratz.

at

Of the two teachers interviewed at the c'ommunity-f

$ponsored $chool, one had received a Bachelor of Hebrew
Literature degree and the other was about to complete an
elementary education program at a local university and had
also received a Teachers' Certificate from Gratz College.
6. Jewish Education--The two Orthodox Day school
teachers were graduates of the Beth Jacob Girls School in
New York.

The teachers teaching at the .c,. ommunity-s:ponsored

school were both graduates of Gratz College, one having
received a Bachelor of Hebrew Literature degree.

Two

teachers in the Reform Schools were graduates of the I. M.
Wise Department and two were graduates of the College of
Jewish Studies (Gratz).

One was a graduate of Akiba Hebrew

Academy, and the other had received a Hebrew ~high $Chool
education in a Conservative synagogue school (three years).
In the Conservative schools, four teachers had completed or
were in the process of taking the "Special Teachers 111 program
offered at Gratz.

One of these also had taken additional courses

at the College of Jewish Studies in Chicago.

One teacher had

spent a half year at the Teachers Institute of the Jewish Theological Seminary.

Another teacher had almost completed her

Sophomore year at Gratz.

One teacher had received a
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Teachers' Certificate at Gratz and was taking additional
"in-service'' courses at Gratz.

Two teacher_s had received

-

smicha from Yeshiva University.

Another teacher had bee1;1

educated in Talmud Torahs and had taken courses at Gra1iz,
Finally, five were Israelis - -two with a Teachers ' Seminary
education, one with some courses having been taken at Gratz,
and two with no additional Jewish education other than that
given in Israeli schools .

Responses to Individual Items
Responses were categorized as was the case with the respbE.ses

rof the educational directors.

However, there was no differentiation of

:items into three areas as was done in the former instance.

All items

dealt with method or the psychology of learning, and their analysis will
take place with an as.s:umption of underlying unity.

Items #19, 16, 24,

, 20 achieved a high degree of consensus (a minimum of twenty "com-

lete agreement" or "disagreement" responses in one direction).

23

All but one respondent agreed that the best type of student-learning
hould be "purposive" in terms of student purposes.

The group of

as follows:

Table V (See Appendix)
NAn

1

Agree

Disagree

25(96. i ,%) ,)
24(92. 3%)
2.4(92. 3%)
2
23(88. 5%)
3
20(73. 1%)

Partial

Partial(Ag)

Partial (Ds)

1

1

1
2
1
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In addition to "purposive learning, " (# 19) the other items
affirrned the principles of individual differences (#16), the need to
consider the whole child in the educative process (#24, 2).., iand the
potentialities of the "problem-solving" approach for Jewish education
(#20).

No definitive consensus as found with regard to the above

iterns occurred thereafter.

It is interesting to note that the high

consensus items are important but rather non-controversial principles

of progressive education.

As evidence that there exists on the part of

the teachers interviewed a significant degree of difference of opinion
is the fact that only five of the twenty items on the schedule achieved

This finding will be explored later as the responses
to the other items are analyzed .

Two additional items that earned general acceptance (but not
The index of general acceptance
was arrived at only as a result of combininb different response categories

that tended in the same direction.

No significant number of "complete"

Thus, after some "partials II were included

Jb the total number of responses, a percentage of 73. 1 in "general
reement" was determined.

The items were the following:

7. The teacher in a democratic classroom is in
reality a helper and a guide to student learning
rather than a dispenser of knowledge. The teacher
in the Jewish school must be democratic. 11
11

27. The writing of original prayers and the creation
of a class Siddur or Haggadah are excellent
activities at the elementary and secondary levels
of the Jewish school. "
11
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Table VI

Jtem

NAn

Agree

Disagree

Partial

Partial(Ag)

4
2

8

Partial(Ds)

.;..---

7

27

12
13< +2P 4 > 4

.

4

2 -:'
-1

The "general agreement" manifest in the responses to item

#7 is more ciear-cut than that in the case of item #27.

It could be

hypothesized that the affirmation of democracy in the classroom (in

general terms) is / :.. less controversial than the so-called "tampering
with tradition" implicit in item #27.

One individual expressing 11partial

agreement, " commented that we can "add to but not replace in the

context of tradition. " It is to be noted that there were no "complete
disagreements" with item #7.
The range of responses in a given direction to the remaining
thirteen items was 65. 4% to 34. 6%.

In many cases categories of

response had to be comb,·ined to arrive at a meaningful trend; in some
cases two trends seemed equally significant; in some cases the "partial"
category was most popular.

The most significant fact seems to be the

great variability of response present in the case of nearly two-thirds
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Table VII (See Appendix)
Jtern

NAn

22
14
25
10
13

1
1
0

-

11
9
4

18
5

17
15
8

0

1
1
3
0
0
0
0
0
1

Agree

Agree(Pt~ 4 1Disagree

5
4
13
15(57. 7%)
11
4
9
11(42. 3%)
3
9
4
9
3

~

0
1
0
1
0

2
0
1
0
0
1
0

Partial

Partial
(Ag)

Partial
(D~)

1
2
17(65. 4%)
14
4
1
7(t 1DsPt?°1>o
2
4
2
1
2( t4DsPt?'1) 1
3
11
3
4
2
4
3
1
4
0
13(50%)
0
7
l{ f-lDsPtf4:l2(46. 2%} 2
12(46. 2%)
7
2
0
7
4
4
11(42. 3%} 2

0
2
2
4
3
3
3
10
2
1
1
5
5

Table VIII (See Appendix)
Summary of Response Trends
#19
#,16
#24
# 2
#20
# 7
#27
#22
#14
#25

#10
#13
#18
#11

# 9
# 4
# 5
#17
#15

# 8

96. 2%
92. 3%
92. 3%
88. 5%
73. 1%
73.1%
73. 1%
65. 4%
61. 5%
61. 5%
61. 5%
57. 7%
57. 7%
53. 8%
53. 8%
53. 8%
42. 3%
46. 2%
42. 3%
46. 2%
46. 2%
38. 5%
42. 3%
34. 6%

Agreement
Agreement
Disagreement
Disagreement
Disagreement
Agreement and Pa,rt1,al (Ag)
Agreement, AgPt<24 1 and Partial
Disagreement
Disagreement and Pc,irtial (Dg) ·
(•24 •
Agreement, AgPt ·
and Partial
Agreement and Parttal (Ag)
Agreement, AgPt 24 and Partial
Disagreement and Partial (D:s)
Disagreement and Partial (D ,s)
Agreement, AgPt 24 '.• and Partial
Disagreement and Partial (Ds)
Agreement
Partial Agreement
Agreement and Partial (Ag)
Disagreement
Disagreement and Pa tiitl (D~)
Agreement and Aig'Pt 24 ·
Partial Agreement
Disagreement and Partial (D.§)

0

(Ag)

(Ag)
(Ag)

(Ag)
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The first seven items, as was indicated above, manifested
~

consensus or general agreement.

also exhibited

a possible

were combined.

Items #22, 14, 25, and 10

significant trend ,when related categories

These four items dealt,respectively, with the place

of criticism of beliefs in religious education, the validity of extrinsic

motivation or incentives such as grades, etc. , the place of indoctrina-

tion in education, and the importance of originality and inventiveness
in Jewish education.

Three of these four items address themselves

to the struggle between authority and authoritarianism in Jewish
education,on the one hand, and democracy and creativity in Jewish
The other item brought to the fore the
omnipresent question of motivation.

Here, traditional and modern

education were pitted against each other.

It would seem that in these

latter four instances modern education and its progressive democratic,
creative-critical tendencies were victorious.

However, the margin

of difference was far from being of convincing proportions as was

'the case with the first seven items.

Five individuals agreed completely that criticism of established
ligious beliefs and practices should not be permitted (#22).

One person

ho disagreed stated that "student-criticism is acceptable so that it
an be countered. " Another respondent who disagreed completely
inted out that "in theory criticism is fine, but in practice neither
e students nor the teacher can be too outspoken.

Matters of theology,

pecially, should be left to the 'Rabbi. " An individual who "partially
eed in the direction of agreement" stated that "acceptance of beliefs
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and practices are basically a matter of faith" with the critical-intellectual
powers being of secondary importance.
Though e.l even respondents were not willing to disagree com-

pletely with the use of grades and rewards as incentives for learning,
only two individuals accepted 1tem # 14 without qualification.

This is

:indicative of either ambivalence in regard to grades as incentives or

is a reflection of the reality situation in which grades and rewards
play a significant role.

The high number of qualifications - -either total

rejection, an acknowledgement of the limitations of such extrinsic
motivation and the possibility of other more meaningful types of
motivation, etc. --indicates a certain degree of sophistication in this

Seven people totally disagreed that indoctrination should not

be part of Jewish education.

Indoctrination was defined (on a card 125 1)

as the "imposition of a point of view, set of values or attitudes upon
the learner without providing to the learner the opportunity to evaluate

all evidence as it pertains to that point of view. " The individuals who
-.t'firmed the role of indoetrination as defined above felt " indoctrination
&i the principles of religion is necessary, "

"it is part of Jewish educa-

Persons who "partially agreed in the direction of agreement"

felt that "some indoctrination has to occur , " "a point of view should
ways be presented. " One who "partially agreed in the direction of
disagreement" felt that "indoctrination is part of Jewish education but
iscussion should be allowed.

However, the difficult questions should

e left up to the Rabbi. " Another, in the same category felt that ·

''beliefs are to be transmitted.

n41$.

The final of these four intermediary items {#10) dealt with the

status of student-inventiveness and originality as a goal.
fifteen complete agreements.

It elicited .;

Those that took exception to the statement

pointed out that {a) it may be a goal but is not a primary ·one as implied
in the statement; {b) that it is a factor, a concern, a means, a facet,
etc; {c) that knowledge is needed first and therefore student-inventiveness
is more appropriate as a goal for older children.

The most extreme

:llegation came from a Day school teacher who pointed out that "it
should be at · a minimum , especially where it encourages deviation
from the teachings of the Torah and that it is an acceptable goal for

general education but not for Jewish.
]tern

~

II

# 13- -The Direct Confrontation, with Progressivism
13. Progressive education has some techniques
worthy of incorporation into Jewish education, but
its overall method is too radical. 11 (For definitions
see Appendix, pages ,o'f -{,os-)
11

The percentage, of respondents who agreed with this statement
as ~7. 7-U'complete agreementU ),( 11), "agreement in the direction of

rtial agreeinent 1 1 (1),
). One respondent

11

11

partial agreement in the direction of agreement ' 1

partially agreed.

11

eed in the direction of disagreement.

Three persons "partially
11 ·

Two individuals totally

Four of those interviewed disagreed but tended toward
Finally, one teacher declined from venturing

More significant than the actual percentages in regard to this
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item were the tone bf the comments.
progressivism completely.

Not one respondent rejected

Nine respondents {34. 6%) accepted more

of progressivism thari. was implied in the statement (complete and
partial disagreement).

However, only four of these nine explicitly

disagreed with the characterization of "too radical.

11

Some of the

respondents accepted progressivism totally in theory but had reservations about a completely progressive program in practice.
worried about excesses in practice.

One was

Another questioned its validity

for the teaching of prayer, and one felt that skills had to be taught

in a non-progressive manner.

Those who agreed in some manner

with the statement also talked in terms of ideals and reality.

However,

they were more explicit about limiting its introduction into the Jewish

One respondent emphasized that it would not work in an afternoon Hebrew school sjnce it was too time-consuming.

Another person

pointed out that children are not exposed to it in public school and that

it would be "too different. "
Four other items were unable also to elicit a definitive trend
Though "progressively-oriented" responses were in
categories had to be combined in order to arrive at this
determination, and the margin of difference was slight and tenuous.
These items dealt with the controversial problem of teacher-authority
t#4) and some specifics of progressive methodology--the use of

student-committees (#18), discussion and decision-making as part of
democratic method (#11), and the project method (#9). <26 >
Though fully 50% of the respondents "disagreed" with item #18,
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itern were the tone of the comments.
£!:ogressivism completely.

Not one respondent rejected

Nine respondents (34. 6%) accepted more

of progressivism than was implied in the statement (complete and .
partial disagreement).

However, only four of these nine explicitly

disagreed with the characterization of "too radical. " Some of the
~ spondents accepted progressivism totally in theory but had reserva-

tions about a completely progressive program in practice.
1forried about excesses in practice.

for the

One was

Another questioned its validity

teaching of prayer, and one felt that skills had to be taught

in a non-progressive manner .

Those who agreed in some manner

ith the statement also talked in terms of ideals and reality.

However,

,iey were more explicit about limiting its introduction into the Jewish
One respondent emphasized that it would not work in an afteron Hebrew school s;ince it was too time-consuming.

Another person

inted out that children are not exposed to it in public school and that
would be "too different. "
Four other items were unable also to elicit a definitive trend
responses.

Though "progressively-oriented" responses were in
categories had to be combined in order to arrive a~ this

termination, and the margin of difference was slight and tenuous.
ese items dealt with the controversial problem of teacher-authority

4) and some specifics of progressive methodology--the use of

tudent-committees (#18), discussion and decision-making as part of
mocratic method (# 11), and the project method (#9). <26 >
Though fully 50% of the respondents "disagreed" with item # 18,
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thus inferring an affirmation of the encouragement of studentcoxnmittees , no real conviction as to the educational implications of
student-committees seemed evident from the comments elicited.

On.e

respondent stated that committees are very important since they can

be useful to the teacher.
disagreed" or

fl

Others, who "partially agreed, " "partially

agreed" with the statement also presented the pragmatic

argument of lack of time.

Two individuals were against student-commit-

Others limited them to the higher grades, and one

person argued that they "have enough of it in the public schools.
The response-pattern to item #11 was quite similar.

fl

No

etriking affirmation of democratic method as spelled out in item #11
Eleven respondents

disagreed" that it should be used

11

"sparingly and with the utmost caution.
~

difficult to implement.

11

Nobody argued that it was

Many expressed the feeling that it has its

limitations but should be used wherever possible.

The age of the

1tudents and the level and interest of the class were pointed to as
important considerations in using 11democratic method .
ividuals totally agreed with the statement.
can "do more harm than good sometimes.

11

11

Four

One person stated that
One individual excepted

eology from being amenable to 1 'democratic method.

11

Another

irmed questions and discussion but rejected decision-making and
guing points with the teacher.
Item #9, dealing with the project method as it may pertain
the teaching of the concepts of God and Torah, elicited a great
iation of response (see Table -W). No category received less than
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two responses,and no category received more than nine responses.

The threE;. ' "ho answers" were the highest of any item.

This in and of

itself is indicative of the confusion and lack of knowledge about the
project method that seemed to exist.

Once a definition was given

(asked for by more respondents than in the case of any other item)
most respondents agreed that the project method had possibilities,
A number of respondents also felt that it

should be limited to older students.

Those that completely disagreed

stated that it was "definitely not acceptable" and "because questionable
sources might be used it should be limited to general studies (nonHebraic) only. " Based on the reactions, responses and comments

elicited by this item, the positive significance of this item is to be
However, the overall response-pattern may be indicative
of a lack of knowledge about this cardinal piller of progressive method.

f'l'tms, the responses may be of negative significance, but significant

the total picture nonetheless.
The responses to Hem #4 indicate that the teachers interviewed

ere almost evenly split as to the degree of overt authority 1hat is to be
A definition of high degree of authority was

fered (on a card ·2;7f.; --"the exercise and use of authority in such a

anner as to always have the class keep in mind 'who's the boss!.' 11
leven individuals agreed {"complete agreement") that a high degree
authority, as defined, is to be exercised if effective learning is to
One teacher commented that there should be "no fooling
und. " Another stated that without a high degree of authority being
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exercised there would be "thirty-three bosses. " Those that "partially
agreed but in the direction of disag_reement" ( 10) or "completely dis agreed" felt that the authority of the teacher should be present, not ;_
dictatorially or in an authoritarian manner, as implied in the statement,
but it should be exercised with discretion, subtly wherever possible and

with sensitivity. No teacher completely abdicated his authority to the
of
control/the learning process. The ambivalence of teachers as a group
may reflect the problems a democracy faces in regard to the responsible
and appropriate use of authority, and a reaction to the permissiveness

of the twenties and thirties as well as to the confusion and controversy
found on the present scene.

One should also keep in :trimtl the excesses

of some brands of progressivism in regard to student freedom as it
reacted to the authoritarianism of traditional education.
The last four items exhibited less than a 50% consensus in any
These items dealt with method, competition and a concept
_, learning. Eleven respondents felt that competition was a desirable
end appropriate stimulus for learning (item #5).

:partially agreed with the statement.

Twelve felt they

They qualified their agreement

•Yexplicitly calling attention to the outcomes of excessive competition,
it selectively, to the possibility of it being damaging
to the need to emphasize competition between groups
Two persons totally disagreed with the statement, one

01 them commenting that,though they were against competition in theory,
II

you can't get away from it in practice. " Generally speaking, there
p.S

an acceptance of competition as a reflection of our societal climate.
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There was no great cry for cooperative procedures to replace competition.
Feelings ab0ut the "assign-recite -test" method were put to
the test in item # 1 7.

i

Thoµgh only four respondents agreed that it is

appropriate for teaching the subject-matter of the Jewish school, less
than 50% disagreed completely with the statement.

Twelve respondents

("complete disagreement, " ''partial agreement, '' "partial agreement in
the direction of agreement or disagreement") felt that it had a place , but

that other approaches were better at times.
pointed out as necessary considerations.

Age and subject were

Generally, the "assign-

recite - test" method was held unacceptable even though many respondents
appropriate or that it might be used in certain

Items # 15 and #8 talked of education and learning.

Both state-

ments mirrored points of view which oversimplify the learning process
and which would be rejected by progressivists.

Item #15 is couched

in the language of traditional education and even indicates a bias in
the direction of faculty psychology. · It negates totally the concept of

:.'.'15. Education, as thought of in the Jewish
school, consists mainly of training the mind
and imparting knowledge to be assimilated by it. "
Fully ten respondents agreed completely with the statement.

The remaining sixteen respondents ( "partial agreement, " "partial
greement in the direction of disagreement, " "complete disagreement")
jected this view of Jewish education, '.p artially(accepted "imparting"
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but rejected "training") or completely.

Of these, only seven rejected

the statement completely.

.

Item #8 talks of learning in "stimulus -response" terminolo,gy ,
and sounds like a description of simple conditioning.

Four respondents

partially rejected the statement on the grounds of its being tantamount

to equating human learning with simple conditioning.

One of these

pointed out that learning is fundamentally a "change in behavior. "
Though some rejected the mechanical experiencing of reward and
punishment, most of the criticism was directed at the inclusion of
punishment.
jf

Many of the respondents would have accepted the statement

punishment had been left out.

In addition to the four who rejected the

statement because of its similarity to conditioning, another five were
critical of the omnipresence of reward.

The significant statistic may

be that only five (three "completely, " two "partially") accepted the

statement with little reservation.

Taking items # 15 and #8 as an

index of thinking on the meaning of learning and education, the evidence
would indicate that a significant minority (13 of 52 responses, 25%)
view learning in traditional terms.

Approximately 40% of the responses

(21 of 52} reject the two traditional statements.

The remaining 35%

reflect an eclecticism of sorts, qualifying or limiting their acdeptance
of the 1raditional conceptions for one or more reasons.

Individual Patterns; Degree of Progressive Orientation
as
The same method/was used with the responses of the educational

directors was used in this instance to compute the degree of acceptance
:r rejection of progressive principles and practices.

Each category of
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response was weighted.

A "progressive quotient" as well as the

number of "pro-progressive" and "anti-progressive 11 responses
was ascertained.

' 28

I. Number of Responses
The range of "pro-progressive" responses was three to nineteen (potential range being zero to twenty).

The median number of

"pro-progressive" responses was fifteen, the mean 13. 5.

The range

of "anti-progressive" responses was one to seventeen (the potential

range being zero to twenty). The median number of "anti-progressive 11
responses was five, the mean being 6. 1.
II. Degree of "Pro-Progressive.'.: ~esponses
When all "pro-progressive" responses were weighted and
added together a median score of thirty-eight was arrived at for the
group.

The arithmetic mean was 35. 4.

The range was determined

to be from a minimum of nine to a maximum bfffifty':'"five (the potential
range being from zero to sixty).
III. Degree of "iAn.ti_-Progressive1'Response
The range of "anti-progressive1'responses was from minus
one to minus forty-two (the potential range being from zero to minus
llixty).

The median degree of "anti-progressive" response was minus

11. 5; the mean was minus 13. 8.
IV. The "Progressive Quotient"
The weighted scores of the "pro-progressive 11 and "antiprogressive" responses were combined to arrive at a "progressive
quotient" for each teacher.

It was felt that this score would be the
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:most sensitive indicator of one's acceptance of progressive principles
and practices:
Table IX

)

Plus 54
,44
40
40
38
37
35
35
34

A

B
C
D

E
F
G

H
I

~

J
K
L
M
N
0
p

d

Q

Plus 33
32
32
28
26
25
22
21

-1

Plus 20
16
15
T
Plus 6
u
--------Minus 3
V
Minus 5
w
13
X
y
15
z
33
R

s

.

As can be seen from the above data, the range was plus 54 to
:minus 33 (potential range being plus 60 to minus 60).

The median

score was plus 27; the mean was plus 21. 7.
e-

V. General Summary

It is difficult to ascertain any distinctive groupings in the above
data.

A difference of ten exists between A and B.

an even distribution seems to exist.

Generally, however,

Possibly U to Z may constitute a

grouping, those with a strong "pro-traditional" educational orientation.
Whereas the maximum interval from B through T is four, it increases

to nine between T and U.

However, the intervals between U and Z are

rather large, in general.

The variation for the total group is eighty-

seven.

The potential maximum variation is 120.

The degree of

variation is rather high, but it is biased to a considerable degree in
the direction of a progressive orientation.

a "progressive quotient" of an

11

Only five respondents had

anti-progressive 11 character (V to Z). ~ 9:

VI. Individual Patterns as Related to Religious-Educational
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The teacher who achieved the highest "progressive quotient" was
affiliated with a Reform religious school and was a st1,1dent (Senior} in

an Elementary Education Department of a local university.

The second

highest ''progressive quotient" belonged to another teacher in a Reform
religious school who had received a BS in education and an MS in
µ:,ychology.

The lowest "progressive quotient" of any teacher affiliated

with the Reform movement was twenty-five.

The two lowest of the

Reform group, M and 0, either had no college education (M} or had
majored in a field other than education (0, English).

The other teachers

in the Reform schools had degrees in education or were students in
education departments.

Their lowest "progressive quotient" was 32 (K).

The "progressive quotients" for teachers in Conservative schools ranged
from forty (C} to minus fifteen (Y).

Within the Conservative group, the

level of preparation in regard to secular teaching did not seem to be a
factor.

One individual with an MS in education had a "progressive

quotient" of sixteen (S}; another with an MS in guidance and counselling

has a "progressive quotient" of twenty (R}.

These latter two individuals

. had been teaching or were presently teaching in the city public high
.

schools.

.

The two teachers iii the Orthodox Day school had re_latively

low "progressive quotients. " U had a "progressive quotient" of plus
six.

There were four teachers in Conservative schools who had lower

quotients.

However, Z, with a score of minus thirty-three, had the

lowest 1'progressive quotient" of all respondents.

Of the twenty items,

Z answered seventeen in an "anti-progressive" manner.

This, along

With the observations of her class, · confirmed that she was the most

I
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"anti-progressive" teacher included in the survey.

Those responses

that she made in a "pro-progressive" direction dealt with the concern
for all types of problen:is a child brings to the Jewish school (#2), w~th
a rejection of the "assign-recite-text" method, especially for younger
children (#17), and with the affirmation of the best type of learning as

It is interesting to

being "purposive" in terms of student needs (#19) .

note that there was a difference of thirty-nine points between the

"progressive quotients" of U and Z, both of whom taught in the same
Orthodox Day school.

JU, however, taught an Aleph class (5-6 year

olds}, and this may have influenced her thinking.

There was no

question in the mind of the interviewer that U had greater conY.i.ction
about certain principles of modern education and was able to merge

her traditional bias with certain of these principles.

Z, on the other

hand, represented "true conflict" and in so doing helped establish the
validity of the items and the total schedule.

Neither of the teachers

in the Orthodox Day school had college degrees in education.

U had

done considerable reading in educational psychology, whereas Z had
two and one-half years of an undergraduate college education but had

taken no education courses at that level.

Generally speaking, the teachers in the Reform religious
schools were more "progressive" in their thinking as well as being

better prepared and oriented from the vantage point of general
Greater variation in "progressive thinking" and in educational
Orientation and preparation existed among teachers in the Conservative
religious schools.

The two teachers in the Orthodox Day school had

,I
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an average "progressive quotient" of minus 13. 5 as compared with an
average of plus 18. 4 for teachers in Conservative schools, plus 37. 2
for teachers in Reform schools and plus 3.6 . 5 for the teachers in the.
community-sponsored school.
VII. Individual Patterns as Related to Jewish Education and
Background
Though, as a group, the teachers in the Reform relfgi.ous
schools had the "least intense" Jewish education and background, it
should be pointed out that some teachers in Conservative schools had
poor credentials in this area, especially those involved in the "Special
Teachers' Program" at Gratz Co]ege and those holding a "Provisional

Permit.ad

Some of these latter had extremely low "progressive

quotients" (V, Y, etc.).

Therefore, it may be hypothesized that the

Reform orientation rather than the lack of intense Jewish background

or education is related positively to the level of the "progressive
quotient. " Liberal Judaism may be more conducive to a progressive
educational orientation than any of the other interpretations of Judaism.
The two teachers in the Orthodox Day school, having both an intense
Jewish education and background, had low "progressive quotients. "
Older Gratz graduates or full-time students (those that attended
the institution many years before) as compared with more recent Gratz

graduates or full -time students (not including "Special Teachers'
Program," I. M. Wise Department, etc.) scored lower in regard to
their "progressive quotient"(compare E, H, and I to G and X).

The

average "progressive quotient" of the "older" students was plus eleven;
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the average "progressive quotient" of the "newer!' students was plus

thirty-six.

Because of the raising of standards and requirements, it

can be assumed that the "newer" student is possibly better prepared. ,
AlSG>,

he has been exposed to a more "modern" approach to pedagogy.

The "older" students are older and therefore may be more conservative
in their educational thinking as well as in their interpretation of Judaism.
Their Jewish background (observance, family life, etc.) may, however,
have been more intense, i.e., traditional in quality and quantity.

Since

only five respondents are involved in this analysis, all these potential
inferences are mere conjecture but may be shown to have some validity

The two Israeli teachers who are Teacher&1 Seminary graduates
(teaching in the Conservative Day school) have an intense Jewish
educational background (F and J) and a rather high average "progressive
In addition, a high degree of variation as

to the "progressive quotient'' exists among those ordained as rabbis,
those who have taken isolated courses or partial programs at Gratz
Or

at other similar institutions, and those who were raised and educated

Ill
It would seem that the most significant factor influencing the
"progressive quotient" is the religious orientation of the
The highest grouping surveyed in the study were the Reform
ligious school teachers.

Next came the teachers in the communityAfter this grouping came the teachers in

e progressive Conservative Day $Chool (plus thirty-five).

The next

~
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grouping is that of teachers in Conservative .supplementary schools.
When the two teachers in the Conservative Day school are eliminated
.
~1
from the Conservative grouping · · the average "progres·sive quotien.~"
of this group is reduced to plus 16. 1.

Only one teacher in a Conservative

supplementary school scored higher than thirty-five.

Either the teachers

in these schools are less progressively-oriented or their thinking is
mfluenced by the educational and Jewish orientation of the institutions
in which they teach.

Most probably it is a combination of institutional

educational orientation, the interpretation of Judaism espoused by the
institution, and the inclination and educational approach of teachers
choosing to teach in the Conservative elementary school.

The need to

preserve and transmit tradition, to teach a classical language and
literature without adequate motivation on the part of students and without
adequate time at the school's disposal, and to indoctrinate belief and
practice may all contribute to the relatively traditional educational
orientation of the teachers in these schools.

General educational.

sophistication does not seem to be a factor.

In fact, more than a few

teachers pointed out that they must handle certain matters in line with
the philosophy of the institution rather than as they would if they were

given greater freedom and lattitude.

In fact, it may be that in regard

to certain items the institutionally correct response was g~,ven even
though the interviewer pointed out that the responses would not be
shared with the educational director and the most honest answers
Would be appreciated.

It is possible that the same responses would

not be received if the interviav: :were to take place in a setting other than
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• e., m
• a more
the synagogue sc h oo1, 1.

II

•
neu t r al" se tt mg.

VIII. Eclecticism, Inconsistency and Contradictions
The one "anti-prog~essive" response of the respondent with the
highest "progressive quotient" (A, 54) was in reference to item #5
("partial agreement " ).

B and C also responded to this item in a so-

called "anti-progressive" manner.

Since a measurement of educational

progressivism was being attenpted rather than one of educational
reconstructionism, the acceptance of competition by progressivelyoriented teachers does not represent a drastic inconsistency.

If any-

thing, it may be a manifestation of our social climate, an index of some

degree of eclecticism, a reflection of reality, or a symptom of a high
level of commitment rather than of complete commitment to educational
progressivism in its ideal form.
B (plus 44) responded in an "anti-progressive" manner to item

#5 also.

In addition, an "anti-progressive " respons e was given to items

#8 and #15 also.

These latter two items dealt with definitions of 11learn-

ing" and "education in the Jewish school, " respectively.

Item #8 was a

behavioristic definition of the learning process and #15 represents a
traditional view of education.

Both are accepted in the field of general

education, if not M the theoretical level then at least at the practical

level.

This may be an instance of e hlecticism or of a progressive

orientation without a well-articulated theoretic sub -structure.

C (plus

40) also responded negatively to item #5, but in addition questioned
the primacy of originality and student-inventiveness as a goal of

Jewish education (item # 10).

Also, the questioning of the validity of
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student-committees was reflected in his response to item #18.

D

deviated from the "pro-progressive pattern" in items #8 and #15
(definitions).
As the "progressive quotient" of individuals becomes lower;
deviations from the "pure" progressive syndrome occur in items
dealing with authority, democratic method, the incorporation to some
degree of traditional method, the place of criticism of beliefs, etc.
Also, the appropriateness of a total commitment to progressive education in the Jewish school begins to be questioned (G, 35; !tern #13).
Inconsistency also begins to make its presence felt.

G is not willing

to permit "criticism of established beliefs and practices" (item #22) but
questions the use of indoctrination (item #25) and affirms all aspects of
democratic method as stated in Item #11.
al.low for indoctrination.

J is the first respondent to

L is the first one to show partial acceptance

of _the use of grades and rewards as the "most efficient incentives for
student•learning. "((ft em #14).
Generally speaking, this first grouping of so-called "high
scorers" from a progressive vantage point (A to L, plus 54 to plus 32)
tend strongly toward a progressive orientation.

Eclecticism increases

progressively, but inconsistency exists in only a few instances.

The

"medium scorers" (M to T, plus 28 to plus 15) exhibit no striking
differences in kind from the first group but rather one of degree as
the "anti-progressive" responses increase in number to seven.

The

•ame items are questioned as in the original grouping (A to L), but
the role of the teacher as helper is not affirmed for the first time by O
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Generally speaking, this first grouping of so-called "high

scorers" from a progressive vantage point (A to L, plus 54 to plus 32)
tend strongly toward a progressive orientation.

Eclecticism increases

progressively, but inconsistency exists in only a few instances.

The

"medium scorers" (M to T, plus 2 8 to plus 15) exhibit no striking
differences in kind from the first group but rather one of degree as
the "anti-progressive" responses increase in number to seven.

The

ame items are questioned as in the original grouping (A to L), but
the role of the teacher as helper is not affirmed for the first time by O
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(item #7) and the appropriateness of writing original prayers is
criticized for the first time by S.

T responded 'negatively to item # 16,

which deals with the role of individual differences in the teachinglearning process.

Obviously eclecticism and inconsistency become

more prevalent as the "progressive quotient" decreases.
The final grouping, U to Z, represents those individuals who,

in key areas, definitely exhibit an "anti-progressive" or "pro -traditional"

bias.

Increasingly, these individuals respond in a "pro-traditional" manner

to the items dealing with indoctrination, criticism of established beliefs,
the writing of original prayers, the place of originality and inventiveness,
the use of democratic method, the acceptance of the place of rewards
and grades as motivation, the questioning of the validity of introducing

progressive education in its totality into Jewish education, etc.
inconsistency in this tr:and exists also.

However,

The principle of dealing with the

whole child (tt:em #2) is accepted by most, as is that of the "teacher as
helper" (:tt.m #7).

Also, the concept of individual differences (#16)

seems to be accepted by most,

As has been pointed out before,

inconsistency and eclecticism reaches a minimum with Z (minus 33 ).
All but three responses were made in an "anti-progressive" direction.
E. The Classroom Observations
In order to better ascertain the degree of progressive practice
prevalent in the schools to be visited and in order to possibly validate
the responses on the interview schedule, it was decided to formulate

an "observation checklist. " 32

This "checklist" was created with the

help of Drs. William Chomsky and Meir B~n-Horin.

The writer's own
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experience and research were of import in this process, also.

Thirty-

seven major items were included with sub-items present in many cases.

TWO major divisions were included: "Atmosph,e re and Procedure" ( 17
items) and "Relating Learning to the Learner. " The "checklist" was
' 33
tested out in a "pilot school, " - - and was acceptable.
I. The Nature of the Classes Observed
The age range of students present in the classes observed was
five to fourteen years old.

Those in Aleph and Third grade classes

ranged from 7-1/2 to 11 years old, most being between 8 and 9 years
old. / Students in Day s chool Aleph classes were from five to seven years
of age.

Students in Daled and Sixth grade classes ranged in age from 10

to 13, most of them being in the 11-12 category.
Daled classes were in the main nine years old.

in the classes ranged from 11 to 33.

Students in Day school
The number of students

The average size was 21.

The

average number of boys was 11. 4 per class; the average number of girls
was 9. 2 per class.

The Day s:chools had the smallest classes, averaging

14. 5 students per class.

No significant difference existed between the

size of classes in Sunday and supplementary schools of the Reform and
Conservative congregations.
Eleven classes were rated by their teachers as being of "average"

or "mixed" ability.

Six classes were considered as "slow" or "below

average. " Nine classes were considered as "bright" or "above average. "

It remains to be seen if (a) grade and age, (b) class size, or (c) ability
or achievement level have any relationship to the responses in the interview schedule or to the degree of "progressivism" present in the classroom.
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II. The Observation Process and its Limitations
Each class included in the study was visited for approximately
one -halfi hour.

Obviously, only one or two acFvities occurred or subjec;ts
'

were studied.

In some cases the total observation period was devoted

to preparation for a holiday observance (Pesach) or to linguistic drill.
An evaluation had to be made by the observer as to what points on the
checklist could potentially pertain if a totally progressive program were
to be implemented.

Certain areas were not evaluated unless a specific

event happened or a specific reference were made to it in the class.
Examples of this are homework, students leaving the room, planning
of trips and the use of the community as resource, examinations, language

learning in those instances in which content in English was emphasized
(especially in the Reform schools).

Aside from these areas all other

major (numbered) items in the checklist were scored in all observations.
Another limitation was the relative lack of experience of the
observer as observer and evaluator.

Possibly certain indicators were

not noticed, or, on the other hand, an event or occurrence was misinterpreted or "over-interpreted. " Also, although the observer attempted
to discipline himself, some bias or predilection toward or against a
given teacher could have influenced the evaluation.

Observations, using

the same checklist, by a "neutral" or objective observer in addition to

the writer were not possible.
Another difficulty was the determination of the "degree of
presence" of a certain indication or trend.

Whether an item was scored

"I" (intermediate) or "H" (high) depended on (a) frequency and (b) intensity

or quality of the manifestation.

An "L" rating was given to an item if
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no "indication of presence" existed.
III. The Results of the Observations
Certain indications of a progressive _orientation were more
manifest (in frequency and intensity) than others, though no indication
was universally present in all classrooms.

Among the more prevalent

progressively-oriented indices were a relatively healthy classroom
atmosphere (#1), a functional and sympathetic use of authority by the
teacher (#2), the presence of questions, discussion (#3 and #4), a lack
of preoccupa) ion with competitive devices to stimulate learning (#9),
the lack of reprimand and punishment for wrong responses {#13), the

use of bulletin boards and the presence of the products of student
creativity {to a lesser degree) {Part 2, #7 and # 15), some indication
of the attempt to make learning relevant and some degree of satisfaction
on the part of the learner as he recognized his achievement {Part 2, #11).
Aside from these trends, the impact of the insights, principles, methods,
and objectives of progressive education was conspicuously absent in the
case of most classes.

One need only refer to the checklist in the Appendix

to ascertain what was not happening in the classroom.
In order to better -c.ompare

·.

teachers in regard to the pro-

gressive tendencies found in their classrooms, an "observational index"
was established.

Each response by the observer was weighted:
High
Intermediate
Low
Not Present

3
2

1
J)

The number of items scored was determined.

This ranged for the group-
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as:-i3r-whole from 46 to 57.

The number of items scored was divided into

the total score determined by the observer.

The resultant figure was

the "observational index. " Using this formu~a the following data can b ~
presented:
Tabre X
Prog. Quotient

P. Q. Ranking

54
44
40

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
0
p
Q
R

~0

I

32
37
35
35
34
33
32
32
28
26
25
22
21
20
16
15
6
-3
-5
-13
-15
-33

s

T

u
V

w
Xc1
y

z

The highest "observational index" was 2. 13(J).
1. 18 (N).

Observational Index
2.08
2. 04
1. 6.5
1. 75
1. 69
1. 79
1. 86
1. 64
1. 60
2. 13
1. 49
1. 92
1. 46
1. 18
1. 96
1.50
1. 73
1. 52
1.63
1. 43
1. 62
1. 32
l. 25
1. 57
1. 32
1. 44

The lowest was

The total variation was . 95 of a potential variation of 3. 00.

The total range of scores was just about in the middle section or third
of potential scores.

Gener ally, the "observational indices" were in the

''low" to "intermediate" range.

It must be remembered that a tendency
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for a "low" rating was great in the case of many individual items, Cl3:ia .
and thus this fact would be expected to reflect itself in the "observational
•

ind ices.

II

The average "observational index II of the teachers with the nine
highest "progressive quotients" (39. 6 av. "prog. quotient") was 1. 79.

On

the other hand, the average "progressive quotient" of the teachers with

the nine highest "observational indices" (1. 92 av. "observational index")
was 37. 6.

Generally, those with the highest "progressive quotients II had

relatively high "observational indices. " Also, those with the highest
"observational indices II had relatively high "progressive quotients" also.
Of course as can be seen from Table X, exceptions to this generalization
did occur,and no one-to-one relationship exists between "progressive
quotients" and "observational indices.

11

The same trend is indicated with the "low scorers" among the
twenty-six teachers observed.

The teachers with the seventeen lowest

"observational indices" (av. "obs. index" of 1. 49) had an average "pro.

.

gressive quotient" of 14. 3.

'

On the other hand, those teachers with the

seventeen lowest "progressive quotients" {av. "prog. quotient" of 12. 2)
had an average "observational index" of 1. 56.

The small difference (only . 07)

between the average "observational indices" of the two configurations of
seventeen "low scorers" {while the lilifference between av. "progressive
quotients" is quite noticeable [-2. 1]) may indicate that a greater divergence between thinking and practice exists in this grouping than exists

in the nine "high scorers" and that there exists a less definite relationship or correlation between "progressive quotient" and ''observational
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index" in this latter grouping.

If this be so, it may be stated that a

greater correlation between "theory" and "practice" exists among the
"higher" third of the teachers than exists among the "lower" two-thirds
of the teachers observed and interviewed.
The teacher with the highest "observational index" (2. 13)
taught in the Conservative Day school.

The next three highest were

teachers in Reform religious schools (A, B, and 0).
teachers with the

Of the nine

highest "observational index, " four (67% of the

Reform teachers observed) were teaching in Reform religious schools
and two taught in the Conservative Day school.

The remaining three

(G, L , and Q) taught in Conservative supplementary schools.

Generally

speaking, teachers in the Reform religious schools (A, B, D, K, M,
~

and 0) had a relatively high "progressive quotient" also. 34 · It is
interesting to note, however, that K (1. 49) and M (1. 46) had "observational indices" below the median score for the total group (1. 61) and
the average "observational ind~x" for the total group ( 1. 63 ).

Nonethe -

less, the group of teachers in the Reform religious schools had an average
"observational index" of 1. 80.

Only one other grouping had a higher

average "observational index" - -the teachers in the Conservative Day
chool (1. 96, J and F).
Teachers in the supplementary afternoon schools sponsored by
Conservative congregations had an average "observational index" of only
1. 53.

The median "O. I." was 1. 545.

1. 92 to 1. 18 (the lowest "O.

The range of "O. I. 's" was from

I. " of all those observed).
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average "observational index" of 1. 53.

This was exactly the same as

that of the teachers in the Conservative supplementary s _c hools.

However,

the "progressive quotients" of two groups differed by 31. 9 points one
0

from the other, the Conservative group having an average "progress.i ve
quotient" of 18. 4 as compared with a "P. \~." of minus 13. 5 for the
teachers in the Orthodox school.

Admittedly, only two teachers from an

Orthodox school participated in the survey.

Nonetheless, it can be

hypothesized that, though teachers in Conservative schools may be
more liberal in their thinking because of their more liberal auspices,
their less traditional background, etc. , no difference exists in the
realm of practice.

Both types of schools remain more traditional than

progressive.
Another interesting situation involves the two teachers in the
Community-sponsored school affiliated with Gratz College.

The average

"observational index" of the two teachers was 1. 67, just slightly above
the average for the total group of 1. 63.

In contrast, the average "pro-

gressive quotient" of this grouping of two was 3 6. 5, just slightly lower
than the highest average "P. Q. , " that of the teachers in the Reform
schools (37. 2).

Two factors may have influenced the relatively low

score for the· ''observational index ~': the size of the group (only two
teachers) or the fact that one class was one of late beginners and problem
students (Aleph ) and the other was devoted almost completely to
linguistic drill at the time of the observation.
explanation may be offered.

However, another

Though the educational director (A) of

the school was almost completely progressive in her thinking (P.. Q. "
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of 74), the school itself, concentrating mainly on linguistic achievement,
rnay not be reflecting to the expected degree the principal 's philosophy.
This may be because of the linguistic emphases and the pressures to ..
achieve maximum linguistic growth in order to prepare students to move
quickly up to the high school department of Gratz College or because of
the lack of adequate background of the teachers and their inability to
translate into action the philosophy of the principal and to merge the
need for maximum linguistic achievement with sound, progressivelyoriented educational practice.

It should be remembered that both

teachers were still undergraduates in college and thus relatively young
. and inexperienced as teachers.
One other set of factors may have influenced_the degree of
progressively-oriented practice :in the classroom.

The nature of the

classes of teachers with the nine highest observational :indices was
examined closely.

Six of the nine classes had children six to nine

years of age (Aleph classes, Third grade classes in Reform congregational schools and a Daled class in the Conservative Day school).

Also,

four of the classes were rated "bright" or "above average!' and three
classes were considered of "mixed" ability.

More significant may be

the fact that only two of the nine classes were considered "average to
slightly below average. " Finally, whereas the average size of all
classes observed was 21 students, the average of these selected nine
classes was 18. 4 students.

Moreover, if the classes with the two

lowest observational indices are eliminated, the. average size of the
classes for the highest seven "O. I. 1s" is reduced to 15. 6 students.
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Thus, it may be possible to hypothesize that class size (smaller classes};,
the age of students (younger students) and ability of students (average
to bright students) influence the degree of progressive practice introduced
into the classrooms of Jewish schools.

Comments of teachers emanating

from responses in the interviews would indicate that there may be some
validity to these projected tendencies.
As would be expected, the "observational index" of the teachers.as-a-whole as well as an analysis of the individual items on the observational checklist indicated a far lower degree of progressively-oriented
practice than of progressively-oriented thinking.

This could be inter-

preted as due to the natural gap between theory and practice, or due to
the reflection of ideal educational conceptions as contrasted to the
difficult realities of Jewish education in America, especially of the
supplementary variety.

Also, the type of class a teacher is teaching,

the orientation of the educational director and of the institution, the
motivational problems of students, and the lack of preparation of the
teacher would be expected to manifest themselves more in the actual
teaching situation than in the relatively "detached" interview.
When everything is taken into consideration, the question of

the validity of such short observations may well be raised.

The

quantification of the results of the observation checklist may also be
questioned critically.

Scientific considerations demand that the

hypotheses, interpretations and relationships proposed in the preceding
paragraphs be viewed only as conjecture, and that the conclusions based

on these conjectures be viewed as both tenuous and temtive, hypothetical
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in the most exact sense of the term.
F. The Relationship Between the Thinking of the Educational
Directors and the Thinking and Practice of Teachers
I. Comparison of Responses on the Interview Schedules
Any comparison between the responses of educational directors
and of teachers interviewed is extremely difficult.
schedule was not 1administered to both groups.

The same interview

There was no single

item that appeared on both schedules.
Nonetheless, if the items on the two schedules are thought to
be similar, i. e. , to reflect the continuum of thinking and opinion from
complete traditionalism to complete progressivism in Jewish education,
a qualified and limited comparison might be attempted.

It must be kept

in mind that items on the educational director's schedule dealt with
philosophy of education, curriculum, supervision and administration,
whereas items on the teacher's schedule dealt only with method and the
psychology of learning.

The most appropriate manner to attempt a

comparison seems to be to examine and compare the "progressive
quotients'' of each group- -their general level and the extent of their
distribution or variation.
The variation of "progressive quotients" of the educational
. .3,5

directors was relatively small (35}:

.

Even more important, all

scores fell within the upper 25% of the potential range (39 to 78, pot.
range; 39 to 74 actual range).

This would indicate a "progressive"

bias of significant proportions for the group-as -a whole.

This situa-

tion did not repeat itself in regard to the responses of the teachers.
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The potential range for teachers was less than that for
educational directors (120, plus 60 to minus 60 as opposed to 156).
However, the variation of response _, for teachers was eighty-seven, as
compared to thirty-five for the educational directors.

The "progressive

quotients'' of the group fell in approximately the upper 75% of the range
as compared to the upper 25% of the range in the case of the educational
directors.

It may be concluded, thusly, that teachers, though tending

somewhat toward a progressive orientation, were far less committed
to this orientation than the educational directors.

In other words,

traditional educational ideas and practices were far more strongly
entrenched within the group of teachers interviewed than within the
group of educational directors interviewed.

Also, there was a much

greater divergence of thought among teachers than among educational
directors, who may be thought to have expressed something of a consensus in their responses to the interview schedule.

If these trends are valid, questions should be asked as to why
I

they manifested themselves.

The fact that educational directors are

further away from the actual realities of classroom life may have
allowed them to respond in more ideal terms than their teaching
colleagues.

Also, the background and professional education of the

educational directors was more adequate and uniform; thus a tendency

to more sophisticated educational thinking and a consensus in that area
is more likely.

In general, the training of the teachers was inadequate

and exhibited a tremendous diversity-.

These factors may help to

explain the trends described and documented above.
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II. Comparison of Responses of Teachers in a Given School to
those of the Educational Director of that Institution.

It has been already indicated that there may exist a relationship
between the orientation of an institution and the Jewish educational orientation of its faculty- -educational director and teachers.$_&, ) A final
iµiportant question related to the impact of an institution upon thinking
and practice still remains to be answered: What is the relationship
between the thinking of the educational leader of an institution and the
thought and practice of his staff?
Since non-comparable data are involved in any attempted analysis
of such a question, a method of "rank equalization" had to be utilized.
Educational directors were ranked according to their "progressive
quotients. " Teachers were ranked previously according to their
"progressive quotients" and their "observational indices.

11

It was

decided to quantify the rankings, combine and average the teachers'
cumulative ranking (' 1P. Q.

11

and "O. I.

11 ),

and then ,compare the two

final figures, determining the difference between the two and the direction
of the difference.

Thus, the proximity and divergence in thinking and

practice, the degree of proximity or divergence and the direction of
divergence could be computed.
For teachers, the highest score received a weight of one, the
second highest (B for "P. Q.
on.

Since only thirteen

11

and b for

11

0. I.

11 )

a weight of two, and so

progressive quotients" existed for educational

11

directors, the highest received a weight of 1. 5, the second highest or

B a weight of 3. 5, the third highest or C a weight of 5. 5 and so on.

M,

the lowest,received a weight of 25. 5.
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Using this method of quantification,

the following determinations were made:
Table XI( 37 )
110. I.
-a.

b.

c.

Ed. Director
Teacher
Teacher

j(l.69)
i(l. 64)

Q.
A(74)
E{38)
HG(35}

Ed. Director
Teacher
Teacher

N(l. 75)
t(l. 46)

B{72)
DC{40)
M(28}

d(l. 96)
b(2. 08)

C(71)
0(25)
A(54}

s( 1. 49)
c{2. 04}

D(69)
KL(32)
B(44)

Ed. Director
Teacher
Teacher

d. Ed. Director
Teacher
Teacher
e.

f.

g.

II

n(l. 60)
y(l.25)

E(66)
I(34)
W(-5}

Ed. Director
Teacher
Teacher

a(2 . 13)
g( 1. 79)

F(65)
J(33)
F(37)

u(l. 43)
in(µ . 63)

G(55}
T(l5)
S(l6)

Ed. Director
Teacher
Teacher

Teacher
Teacher

j.

k.

II

Ed. Director
Teacher
Teacher

Ed. Director
Teacher
Teacher

Ranking
R/ 1. 5
CR/8. 63

Divergence
Ed. D. 7. 13

R/3. 5
CR/8. 68

Divergence
Ed. D. 5. 18

R/5. 5
CR/5.5

(O} No
Divergence

R/7. 5
CR/8. 88

Divergence
Ed. D. 1. 38

R/9. 5
Divergence
CR/17.25
Ed. D. 8. 25
R/ 11. 5
CR/6. O

Divergence
T.5. 50

R/ 13. 5
CR/ 18. 25

Divergence
Ed. D. 5. 25

z(l. 18)
lt(l. 65)

HI(50)( 3 3 )
N(26)
CD(40)

u( 1. 44)
o(l. 62)

I H(50)( 3 B)
R/ 17. 5
Z(-33)
Divergence
U(6)
Ed. D. 3. 25
CR/20. 75

h. Ed. Director

i.

llp •

Ed. Director
Teacher
Teacher

i( 1. 73)
q(l. 52)

J{50)
Q(21)
R(ZO)

Ed. Director
Teacher
Teacher

r(l.50)
p(l. 57)

K(42)
P(22)
X(-13)

R./ 17. 5
CR/ 14. 5

Divergence
T. 3. 00

R/ 17. 5
CR/ 15. 25

Divergence
T 2. 25

R/21. 5
CR/ 18. 5

Divergence
T.3. 00
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Table Xl, (continued)
"O. I.
1. Ed. Director
Teacher
Teacher
m. Ed. Director
Teacher
Teacher

II

f(l. 86)
wx{l. 32)
e(l.92)
wx{l.32} ·

"p • Q. II
L(40)
GH(35)
V(-3)
M(39)
LK(32)
Y( -15)

Hanking
R/23.5
CH/14.75
H/25. 5

Divergence
T. 8.75

Divergence
CH/ 16. 25
T. 9. 25

Assuming that the quantification of responses and observations
has some validity, the following points may be made:
( 1) Differences exist between the educational orientation of
educational directors and teachers on their staff.

The lowest average

divergence of any grouping belonged to Reform religious schools (av.
2. 19; b, c, d).

Conservative supplementary schools exhibited an average

divergence (irrespective of direction of divergence) of 5. 82.

The

Orthodox Day school had a divergence of 4. 25; the Conservative Day
school manifested a divergence of 5. 50.
school had a divergence of 7. 13.

The community-sponsored

Many reasons, as has already been

indicated, mayfu ave contributed to this divergence.

Also, divergence,

on the one hand, may create severe educational problems, or, on the
other hand, it may be viewed as an indication of the presence of varying
views in a s c hool, a manifestation of educational pluralism so necessary
in a democracy and a democratic Jewish community.

This writer is of

the opinion, however, that a high degree of divergence between teacher
and administrator-supervisor or among teachers without a basic consensus on fundamental issues, is more of a detriment than of an aid.
This point of view does not negate the validity and necessity of constructive
difference among professionals.

It does, nonetheless, question the
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probability of setting direction, achieving common objectives, and
of stimulating united action in a situation in which great divergence
of views and acts exists.
(2) In some cases, educational directors were more progressive than their teachers.

In other cases, the opposite was true:

Table XII
Ed. Directors more Progressive

Teachers more Progressive
M
L
F
K
HI
J

9.25

8. 75
5.50
3. 00
3.00
2.25

E

8.25

A
G
B
IH
D

7. 13
5.25
5. 18
3.25
1. 38

No Divergence
(No difference between degree of progressivism of teachers and ed.
director)
C

0,00

The case of C might indicate that a general consensus (if not
complete agreement) exists between administration and staff in the
particular school under consideration.

Obviously, since only two

teachers from the school were included in the survey, the conclusion
could be proven spurious . if more teachers we re to be interviewed.

I
11

Nonetheless, the information gathered could serve as evidence for
considering this school to be one with a general unity of outlook and
action.
All schools in which the teachers were shown to be more progressive than the educational directors were affiliated with the
Conservative movement.

Of the schools in which the educational

11

I
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directors were more progressive than the teachers, only two were
affiliated with Conservative movement.

In the schools affiliated with

the Reform movement,, educational directors were somewhat more
progressive than their teachers or no divergence existed (C).

Also,

the educational directors of the Orthodox Day ~(:hool and the communitysponsored school were more progressive than their teachers.

The

teachers in the Conservative Day School were significantly more
progressive than the principal of the school.
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NOTES

1. "Directory of Jewish Religious Schools, Philadelphia, Pa. "
Published by the Division of Community Services, Gratz College,
10th and Tabor Road, Phil.a. , Pa. (1963) Mimeographed. Eightee1:1
pages.

2. It was determined, upon consultation with Dr. William B. Schwab,
visiting lecturer in social anthropology and the member of the writer's
faculty committee who was acquainted with statistical procedures,
that a "20% sample" would be sufficient. if the universe was large
enough , /'t-~~atively homogeneous; if the sampling was completely
random among valid stratifications; if direct interviews and
observations under relatively controlled conditions reduced the
possibility of potential error. These conditions were met as is
described.
3. Three individuals were extremely helpful in determining the method
of selection and stratification of school systems to be investigated.
These men were:
Dr. William B. Lakritz, Educational Director,
Board of Jewish Education, 1701 Walnut St., Phil.a., Pa.
Mr. Daniel Isaacman, Registrar, Gratz College,
10th and Tabor Road, Phil.a. , Pa.
Mr. Abraham Segal, formerly Consultant for
Reform Religious Schools, Division of Community
Services, Gratz College, 10th and Tabor Road,
Phil.a., Pa.
3a. Tgree schools had been eliminated because of their being outside
of the immediate suburban area.
3b. Five schools had been eliminated because of their being outside
of the immediate suburban area.
4. Seepp
1J> -£ffor the -des~ription of the actual "age-grade breakdown"
of the observed classes.
5. See Chapter II for an analysis of the development of American
progressive education and "progressive educational" literature.
See Chapters V, VI, VII (Section A) for an analytical discussion
of progressive influences upon Jewish education, in theory and
practice.
6. The Thesis Seminar conducted by Dr. Meir Ben-Horin was
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invaluable in providing help in this area as well as in other
areas.

7. A fairly large Conservative synagogue school in the Camden, New
Jersey ·area was used as a "pilot school'' in order to test out and
refine the interview and observation instruments being developed.
'Toe cooperation of Mr. Jacob Levin, Director of the Camden County
Bureau of Jewish Education, was indeed helpful. Also, the educational director and faculty of the above synagogue were very
cooperative.
8. See

ote #6.

10. The following were instrumental in allowing the writer to visit the
necessary schools and should be commended for their help:
:-or. William B. Lakritz
Mr. Abraham Segal
Dr. Henri Front, Federation of Reform Synagogues,
Phila., Pa.
Dr. Felix Freifelder, Director, Beth Jacob Schools,
Phila., Pa.
Mrs. Sarah Lewis, Principal, The Solomon Schechter
Day School, Phila. , Pa.
Mrs. Elsie Chomsky, Principal, The School of
Observation and Practice, Gratz College, Phila., Pa.
11. Though thirteen schools were visited, only twelve educational
directors, principals, rabbis were interviewed. This was because
one principal of an afternoon Congregational school was also the
principal of a branch of a Day achool visited.
Ila. See Appendix, p. ,11- for a description of license qualifications
and criteria for rating.
12. The numbers of the items (#) referred to, correspond with the items
listed in the Educational Director 1s Interview Schedule found on
pp \
·S"<J' of the Appendix.
13. See the Appendix for the items as found on the Schedule.
14. The fact that little importance was given to students in the curriculum development process is not surprising though it may be considered
inconsistent with other fairly progressive and modern views held.
The danger of having a curriculum revolve around "current felt
needs " was expressed more than once by the respondents. A
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curriculum based solely on "current felt needs II would have little
validity for Jewish education which must create needs and 11 seli
itself. 11 This does not say that the needs, interesta and experiences
of students were not considered important (See ntem #5 and the
discussion about it on pages1..1 ). Again, this seeming inconsistency ,
may point to a lack of a total acceptance of progressive educational
principles, a reflection of the pressures of reality or a valid point
of differentiation based on the peculiar circumstances and needs of
Jewish group life in America.
15. In the area of philosophy of education, the responses to only one
item exhibited "polarity, 11 instances of complete agreement and
complete disagreement being present for the same item (#14). This
item dealing with the role of the human mind in determining matters
of ultimate faith and belief produced the following responses: seven
disagreements, one partial acceptance, one "partial'' in the direction
of disagreement, one complete agreement and two "partials" in the
direction of agreement. Interestingly, four items in the area of
curriculum development exhibited "polarity": #3 (quite minor), #26
and #12 (more pronounced), and extreme divergence in regard to #8
dealing with the relative importance of so-called co-curricular
activities as compared to conventional activities: five agreements,
one "partial'' in the direction of agreement, and six disagreements.
Since no instances of "polarity" existed in the area of supervision
and administration, it might be surmised that greater unanimity of
progressive orientation exists in that area. However, this conclusion
should be considered as nothing more than conjecture based upon
tenuous evidence.
16. In the case
direction of
judgment in
An analysis
regard.

of a partial agreement with no obvious tendency in the
"agreement" or "disagreement, 11 the writer used his
order to categorize the "partial agreement" responses.
of the comments of respondents proved helpful in this

17. Whether or not a response was classified as "pro-progressive" or
"anti-progressive" depended upon (1) the expected response if a
progressive point of view were to be present; (2) the expected
response if a traditional point of view were to be present. These
included "complete II and "partial II agreement or disagreement.
Actually, six degrees of response were present. Each response
was scored. Thus, the number of "pro-progressive" and 11 antiprogressive II responses could be easily computed.

18. Actually, there were only twelve respondents. However, the
score of one was doubled. This resulted from the fact that this
individual held two positions, each one in a school included in the
survey. See l'K)te # 11.
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19. ~ page52.3.
20. See pages 5"l ~

6""~~ anc4

.,2.4-

s- 2 5',

21. See Appendix, Table A, page ,1 I • Not~ percentages per each
response category.
2 la. Prior to the development of the Isaac Mayer Wise Department
of Gratz College, the College of Jewish Studies provided the teacher
training program in Philadelphia for prospective and practicing
teachers for the one-day-a-week Reform 'h eligious schools. With
the inception of the Isaac Mayer Wise Department a curriculum for
the Department was developed in consultation with the Federation
of Reform Synagogues of Greater Philadelphia. Classes meet one
evening per week at Gratz College and on Sunday mornings at the
student's home congregation, where students are provided a supervised program of study and student teaching. The course runs over
a period of two years (twelve semester hours). Students must be at
least sixteen years of age and must have a reading knowledge of
Hebrew. Gourses include Education (and supervised practice teaching),
Hebrew, Bible (in translation), Jewish and Hebrew literature (in
translation), History and Music Education (See pages 39-41 of the
Gratz College Bulletin [1967-68] for further details) . . _
1
r.i. )__){:
4

__

,_

22. According to a statement prepared in 1963 by the Philadelphia
Community Board of License the so-called "Provisional Permit"
is "neither a license or a certificate. It is granted for one year,
during which time it is the obligation of the candidate to advance his
prote ssional preparation through further study. " A person so - rated
may have adequate general education but lacks Jewish school
experience and does not have a Teacher's Certificate from Gratz
or a similar institution. In many cases these individuals are already
teaching in a Jewish school. Those teachers with the "Jrovisional
Permit" usually are teachers in the city's public schools. They are
encouraged to enroll in the "Special Teachers I Program" at Gratz
College. Classes are held ~i1 one evening per week. Twenty
credits in Hebrew language are required. Since four semester
hours are given each year, the overall program runs five years.
During this period reading in five areas of Judaica and appropriate
examinations are required. At the conclusion of this course a
"Special Teachers' License" may be granted. Requirements for
the other certificates (licenses) as well as for "Special Teachers'
License" and "Nursery Teachers' License" are found on pp.,13 - t,JN'
of the Appendix.
23. Se~ pages ~01 -

3.r ·' (Appendbyfor these items.

24. Some responses deviated somewhat from "complete agreement" or
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"complete disagreement. " This deviation was ascertained from
the comments of the respondents. Thus, categories of "agreement
in the direction of partial agreement" (AgPtY and "disagreement in
the direction of partial disagreement 11 (DsPt) were added.
25. See page5L3 for the explanation of the development of the definit;i.oris
and pages 6'ol{-,o5' in the Appendix for the total listing of the definitions.
26. See agove, p. S-'f/.
27. See pages ,o'(-"05' in the Appendix for total listing.
28. See p~§'21-J'..Z.1 for a more detailed description of the method of computation of the 11 progressive quotient. 11
29. See pages570-s-1, for a comparison of the distribution and variation
of-11 progressive quotients 11 of teachers and educational directors.
30. See

ote #22 and page 53'1,

31. The Solomon Schechter Day School should not be considered in the
same light as the Conservative supplementary afternoon school.
Though endorsed by the United Synagogue and having a general
Conservative orientation, its Education Committee consists of
professional and lay people representing the gamut of religious
views from Nee-Orthodox to Heconstructionist to Labor Zionist.
In addition, the school, attempting to emulate the best in private
elementary school education, considers its educational approach
11progressive. 11
Thus, it is not surprising that its teachers may be
more sophisticated and progressively-oriented than most teachers
in Conservative supplementary religious schools.
32. See Appendix, pages

~o ".,.. '-Jo.

33. See Note #7.
33a. See pp. 5"'-l.-5"<- 3 for an explanation of this tendency.
34. See pages

S-53 -S-5'-l.

35. See pages

5":i. 7- 5' 3~.

37. Lower case letters are used for the 11 observational index 11 rankings
and capital letters for the 11 progressive quotient 11 rankings.
1 'H 11 represents "rank" (ed. directors).
11 CH" represents 1 'cumulative rank" (of both teachers).
11 Divergence 11 represents the difference between 1 'H 1 ' and 11 CH. 11

"Ed. D. " represents "educational directors more progressive.
11 T'.' represents "teachers more progressive. 11

11

38. HI and IH refer to the same educational director who was the
director of two schools included in the survey. See ·:oote # 11. '"'

Chapter VIII
Conclusions
In conclusion, it can be seen from the preceding pre~
sentation of progressive trends, tendencies, innovations and
principles in action that progressive education in its generalized form or forms has stimulated changes in the areas of
methodology, philosophy of education, and curricull.Ull development.
Also, it can be stated that it has represented a dynamic influence in the evolution of the theory and practice of the ad~
ministrative and supervisory functions.

It is an indisputable

sociological fact that Jewish education in the United States
has developed in the environment in which this seeming educational metamorphosis has taken place, and also that Jewish
education has been vulnerable to many of the same environmental
forces that have left their mark upon general educational theory
and practice.

However, it is not accurate or valid to state

as fact that Jewish education in all its congruent ramifications
(methodology, curricull.Ull development, philosophy of education,
etc.) has been influenced by the nprogressive transformation 11
in the same manner as was general education.

It is quite pos.-.

Sible to conceive that nxn environmental factor may have
affected Jewish education in a unique fashion, different from
the way that it affected general education.

It is more than

mere conjecture to state for the record that in certain cases
a high level of mutual adaptation and accommodation between
583
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Jewish education and general progressive education has
occurred, whereas in other areas insulation from, resistance
to and total negation of progressive tendencies may be evident.
This point deserves further elucidation, especially as it
oarallels a situation encountered as one studies trends in

"

the development of thinking in general educational philosophy.
As has been alluded to before, essentialism in general
educational philosophy, by virtue of its eclectic nature, has
accepted quite a few principles and innovations that have emanated
from progressivist theory and practice..

Though this

has been selective, it is an incontrovertible fact.
his later books, Robert Ulich, one of the most

1

ttorrowing 11

In one of

progressive 11

11

of essentialists, enumerates various postulates of teaching.
The postulate of totality implies that

11

good teaching, therefore,

must address the total personality of the student in both his
intellectual and emotional aspects • • • Naturally, the postu1
late of totality applies also to the relation of body and soul .. 11

In addition, he discusses the postulates of individualism of
method, the postulate of adequateness or motivation, the
postulate of many~sidedness, the postulate of mental order,
the postulate of correlation of subject"."ITlatter, the postulate
of self-activity, and the postulate of ethical direction. 2
Progressivist inclinations (admittedly mixed with more traditional biases) are obvious ..
another

11

Of Ulich and of Herman Horne,

liberal n essentialist, Brameld says:
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But even Ulich, perhaps the most cosmopolitan and
forward looking of living American essentialists, ac~
commodates in his curriculum proposals considered traditional /_-in.::./ subject matter and method. Training in
foreign languages is particularly stressed for its
ttthoroughnes~ and exactness, tt and he insists of course,
upon religious understanding of the spiritual universe.
Horne, too, reveals the influence of progressivist
thought in the curriculum area. He urges us to consider
the needs and abilities of children; and his ff essential
studiestt include the scientific method, the inorganic
and organic physical world, the human environment, and
appreciation as well as skill in the arts • • • 3
Nonetheless, the underlying framework of assumptions
of both Horne and Ulich in regard to reality, knowledge, and
values, though it may have some validity, is certainly not
tprog;ressive. n

1

The true nature of the approach of these so.,.

called nenlightenedn essentialists becomes evident in the following statements by Ulich:
In reality, however, the gospel of change is only
partially true, and if the partial claims totality, it
creates dangerous fallacies. History is not merely
change and adjustment; it is also tradition, preservation,
a continuum. Without a certain order, system, and essentiality of values, life would become chaotic and meaning...
less • • •
If right teaching promotes in the young the right
kind of learning, the discovery of values lies to a large
extent in the ,process of learning itself. For it involves
more than contact with subjects. Rather, it awakens the
sense for thoroughness, truth, justice in judgment, and
love of inquiry which may end not only in desire for new
knowledge but also in respect for the great laws and
mysteries of life.4
The attraction of certain progressive emphases to
the even more retrogressive perennialist school is evidenced

in the inspection of writings of one of the foremost Catholic
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educational philosophers of our time, Jacques Mar ci~tain.

Of

him, Brameld says:
His (M3.r;,tain 1 s) own writings on education are
characteristically broad and appreciative of other
points of view, although they also strongly reflect
th e supernatural and revelatory aspects of Thomist ·
doctrine • • • Maratain, with characteristic breadth,
suggests work experience as desirable learning experience, and he is insistent that, up to a point,
elementary education should encourage the free play of
imagination, the "kind of bounding, temperamental, and
lucid freedom" that is natural to the child. 5
The point to be made here is a vital one for this
study.

The assimilation of principles, techniques, even

selected beliefs of progressivism~ other schools of thought
does not make these other schools of thought

in general orientation.

progressivist 11

11

It gives evidence rather of (1) the

attraction of aspects of progressivism to more conservative
approaches, (2) the ephemeral victory of progressivism as
alluded to by Cremin, 6 and to (3) the eclectic and somewhat
paradoxical nature of both perennialism and essentialism,
essentialism being by far the more ambiguous of the two. 7
Evidence presented in chapters V, VI, and VII of this
dissertation might be considered sufficient to

prove 11 that

11

nprogressive education"......at various levels and to varying
degrees--has made over the years a significant impact upon
Jewish education in the United States.

However, since this

study was limited in nature, any conclusions drawn must be
carefully considered and viewed with a sense of questioning

and tentativeness.

The purpose of the study has never been
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to present evidence for a case that the Jewish school has been
radically

11

transformedl! by the progressivists who over many

turbulent years have entered the ranks of the profession at
diverse levels and have left their influence in schools,
systems, communities and on the national level.

Such inter~

pretations would do a grave injustice to truth,research of a
respectable nature, to those who have worked diligently and,
in~ number of cases, given their lives, to reconstruct Jewish
education, as a profession and program in order to adapt it to
the cultural realities of the first six decades of the century.
Such an attempt, if ever it should be made and no matter how
sincere it should be, would have to be considered suspect and
in the realm of propaganda.

Research in Jewish education must

be just that-.'!."the collection of valid and reliable evidence,
reasonably critical and analytical interpretation as

of conclusions which will enhance the status of that scholarship,
the nature of the profession and Jewish education as program and
process.
One cannot withhold the observation that too little of
the latter has been accepted in the name of !!cause,!! !!cultural
survival, TT and

11

urgent necessity. TT

For those who have looked

to this study to provide significant recommendations or nearth..,.
shakingn solutions, the author, after reviewing the selected
evidence and after examining the various forces at work in the
world, in American society, in the general educational community,
and in the field of American Jewish education is wary and

a
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hesitant about discussing sweeping conclusions and making
profound prognostications.
Nonetheless,the following might be stated.

The ultimate

fate of progressivis~s influence upon Jewish education may be
a function of two major future developments:

on the one hand

the direction taken by that education known as nAmerican educa.
tionn and, on the other, the new realities and challenges that
will face American Jewish life in the nspace age.n

The past

history of the confrontation would justify this prognosis.

If

American education moves in a reactionary direction, as some
people and pressure groups would have it do, Jewish education
will be influenced by this development.

Likewise, the place

and the quality of religion in Jewish life will affect the
Jewish educational process.

If neo;,mysticism wins out over a

more rationalistic~naturalistic theology and world-view, then
Jewish educational progressivism will be put even more on the
defensive than it is at present.

These and other contingencies

must definitely be taken into consideration as one attempts to
assess the future of progressivism in Jewish education.
The degree to which progressivism has improved Jewish
educational practice, is obviously open to further inquiry.
It would seem that as progressivism is critically and scientif~
ically evaluated on the American educational scene, so should
it be on the Jewish scene.

All principles and innovations

should be experimentally and empirically investigated.

The

latest findings in general education and in the behavioral
and social sciences should be utilized to evaluate the data

